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FOREWORD
No ORGAN of the United Nations operates with less fanfare and
attracts less public attention tha~ the International ,Court of
Justice. This is partly because the ways, of the judiciary are by
nature quiet, and partly because the major disputes of nations
are not referred to the Court. When the exceptions of vital interest
and national honor were dropped from the texts of arbitration
treaties after the first world war, optimists saw in this change
great promise for peaceful settlement in conformity with law. But
it has long been apparent that, though the language has chal,lgeq,
the reservaticns are essentially the same. Neither the second world
war nor the prospect of an annihilating third has persuaded the
nations that their best interest lies in the judicial settlement of
disputes regardless of their magnitud~.
In these circumst,ances, the great task of the International
Court of Justice is to win confidence in its impa.rtial, sober and
expert application of legal principles to such cases as States consent
to submit to it. Within their inescapable limits both the Permanent,
Court of Interriational Justice and its successor,the present International Court of Justice, have achieved a considerable measure
of success in this enterprise. In doing so they' have brought new
light into many murky corners' of international jurisprudence. This
is a technical but constantly necessary contribution to the development of an effective law. of nations; and its importance is not to
be measured by the political or economic, sigriificance of the matters
with which the Courts have dealt. The principle is the same whether
the dispute involves a barren rock in the English Channel or miles
of rich and strategic territory.
In this book Mr. Anand brings a searching and thoroughly documented analysis to bear upon the work of the two Courts in all
its substantial aspects. If he is an enthusiast for judicia.l settlement as an essential, function of an international community
worthy of the name, his enthusiasm is. disciplined by careful exploration of the facts ,and mature judgment of their meaning and
portent. He is not overawed' by authority and his independent
criticism spares neither person nor institution. But again the
characteristic quality of his work is balance. Thus, while he deplores the appointment of ad hoc national judges as a,non-judicial
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substitute for the withdrawal of members of the Court when their
own State isa party, he finds little evidence that this defect has
in practice affected the quality oljudgments or impeded the growth
of confidence.
The drive for compulsory jurisdiction and the forces that have
held it in check, the disillusioning history of the "optional clause",
and the inroads of the domestic jurisdiction reservation are all
here. evaluated in historical and political perspective. Touching
the composition of the Court, the author presents a realistic assessment of the mode of election and of the contlict between the principles of personal merit and representation of the main legal systems,
with some special reference to the Asian sense of Western overweighting.
.
Mr. Anand's subject is nothing less than the life struggle of an
indispensable institution confronting with dignity and discretion
the myriad problems of administering justice in an aggregate of
proudly sovereign units. His able and timely book enriches the
growing literature of internationa.l arbitration and adjudication.
P. E. CORBETT

Tokyo
October, 1959

PREFACE
INSTITUTIONS and procedures for the adjustment of .differences
under law are at once the hope and· despair of all who reflect serious~
ly upon the relations of nations. As regards such institutions and
procedures the law of nations has been a weak law imperfectly
ameliorated by fragmentary and hesitant progress in the direction
of legal order.
One of the basic foundations of a civilized legal order is a system
of courts with jurisdiction to decide every dispute that might arise.
In a national society, any complaint alleging a violation of law
can be brought before a competent court. of law which can decide
every such dispute that comes be'fore it. That is, however, not the
case in the international society. It has been a basic shortcoming of
this singular community that its .pretensions of legal order have
concealed imperfectly an underlying political anarchy. There being
no supra-national authority, any court in this field can be established only with the express consent of the states and can decide
only these disputes which the. parties voluntarily agree to submit
to it. Unlike national courts; no international cOlirt can have
compulsory jUrisdiction over every dispute at the initiation of one
party alone unless specifically conferred before hand. The history
of arbitration and adjudication in the international field makes it
abundantly clear that states have all along been extremely reluctant to end the habit of being their own judges. Thus when, after
a long and protracted struggle, a permanent international court
came to be established in the international field, no such compulsory jurisdiction could be conferred on .it. Instead, both in 1920
when the Statute of the Permanent Court of Internationa,l Justice
was drafted, and again in 1945 when it came to be revised and
changed by the Statute of the International Court of justice, the
conferment of such jurisdiction was made optional for the parties
on a piecemeal basis. This jurisdiction conferred on the Court
in a specific class or classes of disputes that may arise in the future,
so that a case may be brought before it by one party even without
the further consent of the other, is very essential if the International
Court is to be of any real use. An attempt has been made in this
book to examine how f~t this so-called "cotnpulsory jurisdiction"
. has come to be conferred on the. International Court and how far
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it can help in solving disputes among states and bring peace to
t~e~. As most of the declarations of states accepting such juris~
?Ichon areover~oaded with a variety of far-reaching reservations,
It has been consIdered essential to examine the scope and limits of
these reservations in order to understand the true nature of jurisdiction conferred on the Court.
To. be;sure, the International Court cannot be a panacea to cure
all the Ills of the present international society. It does provide,
however, one more instrumentality, within the framework of .the
U~ited Nat~o~s, for ~ettlin~ disputes, and can help eliminate many
P01~t: of fnchon WhICh mIght otherwise festercand provide opportumhes for trouble-makers. Even in the limited field within which
it works it can help create a "law-habit"among the states, and a
"law-habit" is a strong ally of peace. We have tried to see here
how far the Court has been successful in this endeavour with a
conviction that every day of peace is a time for. the e~tension
of law and every extension of law a reinforcement of peace.
The manuscript of this book was concluded in September, I959.
I.t has not been practicable to consider or cite the literature pUbhshed after that date. But it has been thought advisable to mention some of the later pUblications on the subject in the bibliography.

New¥ork,
August, I96I.

R. P.

ANAND

PREFACE FOR THE SECOND EDITION
A LOT has changed since this book was first written and published
in196 L But despite all the changes, the theme, essence and purpose
of this book ha\('e not changed. The basic structure of international
courts remains the same. We are still struggling to have a satisfactory
system for the peaceful settlement of international disputes in our
dangerous world. The International Court of Justice has indeed been
the most successful organ of the United Nations. The Court has
gained universal respect with its numerous unbiased and impartial
judgments and advisory opinions and has helped in the settlement
of numerous international disputes, which if Left to fester, would
have led todangerous situations. There is not the least doubt that, in
spite ofall the limitations of judicial procedure, it is still"one of the
noblest institutions we have achieved in modern times, designed to
preserve peaceon earth."
It is also important to note that the International Court has been
instrumental in the tremendous development of international law
in oUr ever-changing world society. Law cannot remain static in a
dynamic society. The International Court of Justice has surely
brought dynamism in international law to make it more effective,
equitable and universal in our expanded international society where
there are not enough satisfactory means for the development of
international law and no interrtationallegislature. Within the bounds
of judicial caution, the International Court has been applying
international law in a spirit of progressive realism and has become
one of the chief agencies for the gradual development and growth of
.
international law.
It is indeed unfortunate that although the International Court
has received wide acclamation and universal praise, sovereign states
are still not prepared to accept the jurisdiction of the Court and trust
it in the settlement of their disputes. For a long time the newlyindependent Asian and African states were blamed for their
reluctance to accept the jurisdiction of the Court. But even the socalled older states of Europe and the United States never truly
accepted the jurisdiction of the Court. The declarations that they
made under the Optional Clause (Article 36, paragraph 2) of the
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Court's Statute were loaded with a lot of far-reaching reservations
which amounted to negation of thejurisdiction. United States had
accepted the Court's jurisdiction with self-judging Connally
reservation rela'ting to matters within the domestic jurisdiction and
United Kingdom's declaration was full of gaps and far-reaching
reservations. France withdrew its declaration under the optional
clause in 1994 after it lost in Nuclear Test cases. In fact there was a
time in 1971 when there was not a single case before the Court.
It is important to note, however, that things started improving
after the International Court gave its advisory opinions in the Nambia
easel in 1971 and in the Western Sahara2 case in 1975. The Court
regained its confidence, especially the trust of the new Asian-African
states, after it delivered its bold judgment in the Nicaragua case3 against
the only Super Power holding the United States responsible for
intervening in Nicaragua's' internal affairs in violation of
Nicaragua's sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence. After this judgment, some people started to assert
that it was now the western world which had lost confidence in the
Court where it risked systematically being put into the minority. It
was, therefore, felt that the Court had decided the Nicaragua case at
its own risk.
But these fears proved utterly wrong. The Court was praised for
its boldness, impartiality and independence and began to be used
more than ever. In fact the Court was never' so busy and has at
present 24 cases pending before it, many of them brought by the
much-maligned Third World countries, which were always blamed
for not trusting the Court and avoiding international judicial
procedure for the settlement of their disputes. In fact there hC!.s been
a lot of judicial activity during the last few years. Several new
international tribunals have been created. Although extensive
compulsory jurisdiction has still not been conferred on the
International Court of Justice, the .case load in the Court indicates
growing interest of states in the judicial settlement of international
disputes.

Although it has not been possible for me to revise the ,,:hole book,
I have added an Epilogue at the end to recount and explalI~ the latest
developments in regard to the jurisdiction and workmg of the
International Court of Justice. The index, therefore, does not cover
.
.
..
the Epilogue.
I am extremely grateful to Hon. Sri Ram Nlwas ~rrdha,P~esldent
of the Indian Society of International Law, for hiS suggestion and
encouragement to republish this book. I am also oblig~d to Pr?fessor
Rahmatullah Khan, SecretaryGeneral of the ISIL, for his deep mterest
in the publication of this book. My sinc~re tha~ks ar~ due .to Dr.
Manoj Sinha, Director ofthelSIL, for all hIS help m dealmg WIth the
publishers and bringing the project to fruition.
RP.ANAND

1
IIC] Reports,1971, p. 16,
2JC] Reports, 1975, p. 12,
3fCf Reports, 1986, p. 14.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

!ton centuries man has been crying for peace, law and order, wit hout which it is so hard to live and impossible to progress. History
114 often a ghastly tale of wars with short interludes of truce and
11I'llparations for the next contest. But in this war-torn world is
Ilhw to be found humanity's endless endeavour for a cessation of
rllnllict between nations and for goodwill and understanding
hllt:wccn them. In fact, all the thoughtful men and philosophers
or nIl nations have been worried, since the very dawn of civiliza1.1011, to devise ways to abolish war and preserve peace. Yet the
\thlill if! far from having been attained and a question that Alfred
'l'tmnYf!on asked more than a hundred years ago remains still
1I11lLIl:iwered :
Ah, when shall all men's good
Be each man's rule, and universal peace
Lie like a shaft of light across the land,
And like a lane of beams athwart the sea,
Thro' all the circle of the golden years ?

I~VI\r since the emergence' of independent states efforts have
hl'l(11l made to subject the governmeJ,lts to a common rule of law.
1'.t1.e~lful co-existence of independent states, none of which is
IIl1'Olll{ enough to impose its will on others, in contact with each
III htll' Is probably impossible without some commonly accepted
III"tllhmls of conduct. In the absence of such standards states
Wlll1hl not know what to expect of each other. They would not
know where their authority ended and the authority of other
llhll,,!'l bog-an. In the ordinary performance of governmental funcUIIJlIl they could come into frequent collisions. Friction and temp"lthm to resort to force would be very great. The pattern of stant\tmtl! of conduct generally recognized by modern states as governhI, Ult1lr mutual relations has come to be known' as international
I"w, It" function, that of regulatjng the relations among the
tftlllrlbtlfH llnd organs of the world community, is similar to that of
lAW In more highly organized communities. Lawyers and philo.plum! have at times questioned the propriety of calling this
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pattern "law", since· unlike other civilized systems of law it has
not generally been administered by judicial techniques nor enforced by superior authority. Nevertheless, no state today denies
the existence or the legal character of international law, ,and in
practice legal techniques and concepts have been found helpfUl in
the discussion, interpretation, and application of the standards of
inter-state conduct.
Despite the existence of a pattern of generally recognized standards of conduct, states, like individuals, often find their interests
clashing with each other. In the absence of a superior authority
with the power to settle such conflicts and enforce the settlements,
states have often been tempted and hence resorted to violence.
These clashes between states lead to terrible results. Especially
in the modem age, after the invention of atomic and hydrogen
weapons, war has become extremely dangerous. It is said that
the use of these weapons threatens the very existence of man and
civilization. We are told that there is no effective protection
against the hydrogen bomb and that millions of people may be
exterminated by a single explosion and many more condemned
to slow death, or live under the shadow of the fear of disease and
death.
In fact, the two devastating world wars left the people convinced
that war could not solve any problem, instead it created many
more, and hence some peaceful methods for the settlement of
disputes must be devised if the world was to be saved and the
civilization was to be preserved. They realized that most of the
inventions of recent years had enormous potentialities for good
if they were directed along the right channels. On the other halld,
inventions which were designed for, or might be turned to purposes'
of destruction had been multiplied and made more and more
deadly. The path which they could accept was clear and is expressed in the United· Nations Charter. The Preamble begins
with an expression of determination "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which' twice in our life time has
brought untold sorrow to mankind" and promises "to establish
conditions under ~hich justice and respect for the obligations
arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be
maintained".. ft' proclaims that to the end of achieving its first
purpose, i.e. the maintenance of international peace and security,
it is "to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with
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Iho principles of justice and internation~ la~~ adju~tment. or
Mllttlcment of international disputes or SItuatIons which mIght
Itmd to a breach of the peace" (Article I(I)}. Moreov~r,.all the ~em
htll'H of the United Nations undertake to "settle theIr ~nternat~onal
(liMputes by peaceful means in such a manner th~~mte~atIonal
ptlllCC and security, and justice, are not endang~re~ (ArtIcle 2(3))·
I t 11'1 clear that these are ·not mere accidents of drat~mg process.
In the years since the Second World War, noth~ng has ~appened
III dh;prove the assumption of the founders of Umted NatIons that
lllll elimination of war is mankind's number-one problem. On
I htlcontrary, the phenomenal development of new and extra, . destructIve
.
ol'llmanly
weapons has
. . transformed peace from
. an
d
outly
to
·be
hoped
for
mto
a
fundamental
neceSSIty
of
II( tlll1 ev
l't
f urpose
..1\"mentary survival. Unfortunately, however, can Y 0 P
1I01lM not exclude uncertainty and disagreement as to the m~th~ds
. . that purpose. E xpenence
.
has shown that dedIcatIon
IIr Ilc1l1evmg
..
III t.he maintenance of peace provides no clear an~wer to questIons
.
.
t'llll<lemmg
the means th at sh ould be adopted m the
, quest for
1'"1\(\(" In spite ofthis uncertainty of means, howev:er, the ac~ent
In the Charter is on the peaceful settlement of dis~utes w~lch,
It nllowed to remain unsettled, might endanger mterna~lOnal
.
I.n a b roa.
dense
dispute
1'(;\IUltl and secunty.
s
, . every unsettled
.,
hutwtlcn states contnbutes to mternatlOnal fnctIon, and every
MUl\l\I1Htlful settlement of a controversy by peaceful m~ans strengI htlllH the structure of in~ernational peace and sec~nty. But we
IllIIM\: not forget that the peace in order to be.end~nn~,should not
11'114\. lin might but on right. As Leon BourgeOis saId: True peace
hi founded on right. We do not admit that peace should be a
I!Ollllltion imposed by the strong on the weak. That ~as .the p~ace
or tho past, which does not endure, the peace which IS s~b]ect
. f
t 'Ions, the peace which.
resulted
m the
III MII<I<1en and pam
uI
reac
.
.
WIll', The peace which we must have in the fu:ure ~s a peace which
. ht "1 It is such peace which IS the strongest
fA'
III I1I\lIl(1ed on ng · . d N t'
IIUPIlOl't of the Umte
a Ions. And Senator
. 'Morse ,0 .menca
"
lIU1lwK it clear that that was the inten~l?n of .ItS frame~s. O.ne
OIUlIIllt rcad it (Charter) without recogmzmg that one. of ItS m~]or
IJlllhll'lying principles is that delegates there reco?mze~ the lIDmust
111ll'liu1GC, that 1'f we are t 0 h ave p ermanent peace It.
. .rest
•. on

i ""lm

Bourgeois (France), League of Nations, The· Rec01'S of the
~t., II ,~scmbly, Plenary Meetings, p. 43 8.
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justice through law. It runs through the entire Charter."z
But such peace cannot be preserved and war cannot be outlawed by proclamation, or by resolution, or by mere agreement or
even by force. A plan for peace which neglects the deeper underlying causes of war is "a pill to cure an earthquake"~ The only way
to prevent war, therefore, is to dispose of th.rcauses of war and the
desire for peace must be supported by the institutions of peace.
War can be outlawed only by arraying the moral force of the
civilized world in support of definite rules ~f conduct which exclude
war, and by giving to that moral force institutions through which
that force may be applied to specific cases of attempted violation.
One of those necessary institutions is. a court by whose judgment
the great multitude, Who desire the peace of justice, may know
what is just. The very obligation not to resort to force may, in the
long run prove illusory and impracticable- if no legal remedy is
available against the violation of legal rights. One of the mai~
criticisms levelled against the General Treaty for the Renunciation
of War-the so-called Kellogg-Briand Pact-has been that while
renouncing. the right of war as an instrument of national ~olicy,
the signatories failed to accept a clear legal obligation to settle
their disputes in accordance with law and left each state jUdge of
its own action. 'To renounce war on the one hand, and then,
on the other, to refuse to make actual, definite provision in advance
for the settlement of disputes which are bound to arise presents a
flagrant incongruity, and an evident want ofapprecia:tion of what
always has been and always will be an essential element of the
problem of preserving peace between nations as well as between
individual men."s
Thus, .the only practical recourse. is to furriish some adequate
means of peaceable settlement of disputes; and throughout the
entire field of disputes arising upon claims of right, human experience has devised nt? means of peaceable settlement as effectual
as the opportunity to secure the judgment of a competent and
upright court of .justice. Today in aU civilized nations disputes

between man and man are settled in the courts under the rule of
Inw. But law of the jungle still prevails as the ultimate mechanism
to settle disputes between nations. Peace reigns where law prevails.
People experience law's use almost daily in courts of their loca)
llommunities. Even in the international community, disputes
previously settled ~y the bloodbath of war. must now come to be
Hottled bysimllar t:cibunals of justice. "If we may hope to prevent
rmtions 'from vindicating their rights and redressing their grievances
through the arbitrament of war, we must provide impartial tribunnls with jurisdiction to entertain their complaints and afford
protection for their rights and redress for their wrongs. In other
words, we must find a subst!U;ute for force and violence and that
Imbstitute is international laW;' based on reason, right and justice,
tUld decreed by an independent international tribunal. We believe
tho only hope for permanent peace is international justice through
Illtol'llational law. Our goal is peace, but a peace which rests
\I) Ion the solid foundation of justice, and that peace is possible
only if justice can be administered according to law. An organized
wol'1d cannot exist without organized justice."4
It is for these reasons that the International Court of Justice
IIRd heen created. 5 · Although the political organs of the United
N"Uons have the function of effecting by diplomatic means the
lltlll(~()ful settlement of any dispute which, might endanger the
Ilmlntcnance of international peace and security, the International
COl1l't of Justice has been ascribed a pla,ce of eminence in the CharItlr. The Court is conceived to have -an important role in the disj\hnrgc of the principal function of the Charter. In deciding disputes
IIr II legal nature the Court is expected to playa great part. It is
t1umJfore listed as one of. the principal organ~ of the United NaIlImN, and its "principal judicial organ" (Article'9z). The Statute
lit t.ho Court is made "an integral part of the present Charter"
(1\l'l.\do 92). Hence "all Members of the United Nations are ipso
'M"to parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice"

it Senator A. Morse, Hearings before a Sub-Committee of the Committe~
on Foreign Relations of the u.s. Senate on S. Res. 196, 79th Congress
2nd Session, p. 30.
'
8 John Basset Moore, "The Optional Clause of the Statute of the
Permanent 'Court of International Justice", The Colle~ted Papers, New
Haven (I944\' Vol. VI, p. 326.

5

(MUoio 93).
'
Though an organ of the United Nations, the Charter and the
IIrlUltitlO of the Organization endow the Court with certain peculiari-

Uo* of its own.

It shares with the Security Council the unique

• ,111111.(0 O. L. Phillips, Hearings on S. Res. 196, p. 72.
I III fnet it is the continuation of the old Pennanent Court of lIiterItlthuuLl Justice with but slight changes; see infra.
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power of making decisions binding on the states. It is indeed
the only organ not capable of making non-binding recommendations, for even its non-binding advisory opinions are not equivalent
to non-binding recommendations of other organs. Unlike the
Security Council, the Court can make binding decisions by a simple
majority vote not subject to any veto, and with~>ut the requirement
of a pre-determined number of judges in favour of the decision.
As the lowest quorum for the Court is nine judges, a binding decision can be made by five judges only, or one-third of the total
members of the Court. On the other hand, a minimum of seven
votes out of a total of eleven is required in the Security Council
(and that also subject to veto) ; and the two-thirds vote for (nonbinding) recommendations on important questions in the General
Assembly. Nor is this all: the Court is the only organ in which the
great powers, i.e. Permanent Members of the Security Council are
decisively outnumbered by two to one. Thus the small states
enjoy a preponderant majority in the Court. 58
It is true that in case of disputes, the solution is first sought
by other means of pacific settlement, such as negotiations, mediation, conciliation, etc. The necessary limitation of su<:h means is
that they are not hinding and the acceptance of the settlement
reached through them is only discretionary. But it cannot be
denied tlliit such diplomatic pJ;'ocedures for a pacific settlement
offer a most fruitful source for the orderly adjustment of international questions. By the recognition of reciprocal rights, mutual
accommodation and compromise, diplomacy settles most of the
difficulties that arise between nations. But when direct agreement
and advisory procedures fail, resort must be had to' judicial SE;lt.
tlement by tribunals, if peace is to be preserved. An Interna,tional
Court, where justice is administered equally and impartially to the
small as well as to the great, will go far to substitute the rule of
law for the rule of man, order for disorder, and equilibrium for
instability. Besides, a judicial decision binds the parties, not
only on the legal but also on. the moral plane, much more strongly
than political solutions' in which one of the parties to the dispute, or
even b~th the parties, think that they have been treated 'unju~tly.
The impartiality, thoroughness and ability with which a judicial
court generally performs its tasks produces confidence in the

m~mhtlrB of the community and consequently increases their
Il'IlltllllOBH to submit their differences to it.
'1'1111 independence and, the freedom from political influence
lit tho Court is sought to be maintained by the provisions in the
Mllltlltc that "no member of the Court may exercise any political
Ill' III hninistrative function, or engage in any other occupation of a
IH(I't\H~i()nal nature" (Article 16), and "no member ofthe Court may
Atlt lUI llgent, counselor advocate in any case" (Article r7{r)). It
I' IWtll1 provided that "no memher may participate in the decision
lit tillY case in which he has previously taken part as agent, co~nsel,
uri Iltlvocate for one of the parties, or as a member of a natlOnal
Ill' IlIh1\'national court, or of a commission of enquiry, or in any
nthlill' ollpacity" (Article r7(2)). Their position is assured by the
trllVIMloll that "no member of the Court can be dismissed unless,
" th~ IIIl1L11imous opinion of the other members, he has ceased to
'"Iftt Iho required conditions" (Article r8(r)). The international
Clhlltl\oltlr of the Court is maintained by Article 9 which provides
III the election of the judges- one thing to be kept in view.is
"Hllll III the body as a whole the representation of the main forms of
.lvUltmtloll and of the principal legal systems of the world should
b. IUIMmlld". Moreover, the prestige of the Court is sought to be
,nh""I:I;(1 by the provisions relating to the election of its members.
Ullltlll' the terms of the Statute only the most highly qualified
I\&I'II,IM of the various countries, who holq. the confidence of both the
IIltl'''I'111 AfiHcmbly and the Security Council (Article ro), can be seated
II )mt/{ljH; and they are to be ~lected as individ~al jurists and
- -h"I1\1'' ' lmd not as representatIves of any partIcular countryG
Allilil" :.I). In fact, the roll-call of the judges who h~ve.been on t~e
•..IJIlh or the International Court reads like the begmmng of a list
., th~ world's outstanding international lawyers. Their opinions on
IIlllt:tOfS would be accorded weight even if not backed by the
IUdllll l1 1ILltthority of the Court. They are the type of me~ ~ho are
'.~11I111l\(1 to dispel any shadow of doubt about the ability, the
rHy, Of the objectivity of the Court and not be swayed by
rtJw pulitical influences. It is true that all courts are made up of
"UUI htllngs and no human being is infallible. Nevertheless,
III'l\mmtion has been taken to make the International Court of
t n- 1\ highly competent and impartial tribunal. So much so,

Shabtai Rosenne, The International Court of Justice, Leyden (1957),

r 1.1C1bLllod discussion of the. problem as to how far these provisions
OOlnO to be realized, see infra, Chapter III.
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that it has been located at The Hague so that it might pennit a
measure of detachment from the political atmosphere of the seat
of the United Nations. Moreover; it shares with the General Assembly, the di.stinction of being the only principal organ which
neither submits, nor is expected to submit,annual reports to any
other organ. This means that the judicial. activities of the Court
are never the subject of discussion, let a.lone approval, by any
other organ. 7 The General Assembly does consider the budgetary
and administrative aspects of the Court, but never on the basis of
an annual report submitted by the Court. More than a formal
importance attaches to this, for it clearly implies complete functional independence of the Court.
Such a truly International Court, with a body of highly competent and· the greatest jurists of the Wiorld as its judges, naturally creates a great hope and can be expected to be most useful
in achieving the chief aims of the United Nations. Thus Mr. P.H.
Spaak, First President of the G~neral Assembly, said at the ina.ugural sitting of the International Court of Justice on April 18, 1946:
I would not venture to assert that the International Court of Justice
is the most important organ of the United Nations; but I think I may
say that there is none more important. Perhaps the General Assembly
is more numerous; perhaps the Security Council is more spectacular;
perhaps the activity of Economic and Social Council would be more
constant and more varied. Your work will perhaps be less in view, but
I am convinced that it is of quite exceptional importance .... I am
deeply convinced that peace will not finally be established until countries
have recognised the truth that 'there can be no' civilized world nor any
lasting peace, if there be not complete apd absolute respect for international jurisdiction and its judgments. 8

Similarly, the Rapporteur, Nasarat-AI-Farsy, of the First Com.
mittee of Commission IV at the San Francisco Conference expected
the Court to play a great role. He said in his report:
On the basis of the teJ!:ts proposed for the Charter and for the Statute,
7 The Annual Report of the Secretary-General on the. work ot the
Organization, of course, inclUdes a section on the Court in its chapter
devoted to legal questions. The Yearbook of the Court is in some
respects equivalent to an annu.al report, but it is entirely unofficUj,l in
character and is issued simply for general information. See Shabtai
Rosenne, op. cit.• p. 44.
.
8 Yearbook of the International Court of Justice (1946-47), p. 31.
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\;ho First Committee ventures to foresee a signi:fica~t r?l~ for the ne:w
in the international relations of the future. The JudiCial process Will
luwtl a central place in the plans of the United Nations for the settlement
III international disputes by peaceful means .... It is confidently .ant:Iolpated that the jurisdiction of the tribunal will ~ extend,ed as tu:ne
KOl'l1'l on, and past experience warrants theexpectatlon that Its exercise
l)( the jurisdiction will commend a general support.
A long road has been traveled in the effort to enthrone law as the
Mllido for the conduct of States in their relations with one a~o~er. A
IIUW miIepost"is now to be erected alo~g ~at r~ad. In establishing the
International Court of Justice, the Umted Nahons hold .before ~ ~~
"hlckcn world the beacons of Justice and Law and offer the pOSSibility
III t1ubstituting orderly processes for the vicissitudes of war and the
l'nlgH of brutal force. 9

COUl't

HOW THE COURT CAME INTO· BEING

Th() International Court, which is now expected to play such a
vllal role in the preservation of peace, was not created in ~ d~y.

Thu states resolved to constitute the .Court a.fter much heSItatIOn
lllltl delay. The greatest obstacles in its' way were the false noUClllK

of sovereignty and the complete independence of states.

AU(ll' the withdrawal of the Church from the exercise of any direct
Influence on secular affairs, and the decline of the Holy Roman
IGmpire, a type of state, in· principal completely independent of
jUlY out.er factors, was born. Lawyers, philosophers and statesmen
Ill'lmled, from the sixteenth century onward, the theory of. the
umnipotence of the power of the state. Bodin was one of its first
luul most famous promoters in the internal life of the state, and
VI\Hcl, two centuries later, its chief theorist in the field of interImUol1ul relations. ;The notion of state sovereignty, or of the fullest
hllll1Jllmdent power, was the source of theories ,:hich sanc~ione~
tilt! ILiIllrchy in international life. One of its most lmp0:tant ~~li
tllll!IJllI'l was that every state was pennitted to be a Judge m Its
tlWII cause. The ideas of bellum justum and bellum injustum were
dbllllll'llcd, and the states were considered entitled to decide, with.
UIII uny restrictions, in what mam'ler they were to defend their
hlhullHts including the possibility of having recourse to war. No
"teu factors, states, or organizations of nations, could impose on
• Itllto their will or decision. lo
• (loN.C.I.a. Doc. 913, IV/I/74(1), Vol. XIII, p. 393·
.
.. WILRller J. Wienezyslaw, "Is a Compulsory Adjudication of InPflI\Uonnl Disputes Possible?" 47 Illinois Law Review (1952-53), pp. 21 ff.
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Though no settlement was binding upon them, from earliest
times, there are found diplomatic procedures for the settlement
of disputes between states or peoples or governments. Nor is the
fact very surprising, for some form of negotiation must accom.
pany any close contact between persons or authorities not subor.
dinated one . to another. In western history three principal forms
of diplomatic procedure identified themselves for this purpose,
namely, negotiations, good offices and mediation. Despite these
names there is really no hard and fast line between these nominate
methods.
If a disagreement arose between the parties, usually they tried
first to settle the matter by direct negotiations. If no successful
result could be achieved, third parties could act. By offering their
good offices they attempted to persuade the litigants that they
should not be discouraged, that the matter could be settled and
that they should reopen the negotiations. By exerting pressure
on both parties, or on the party which took the more intransigent
. position, renewed parleys-and possibly more successful ones-could
be brought about.
. By mediation, a third party or parties assumed a more active
role.,.They participated in the negotiations and tried to reconcile
the litigants. The traditional rules of good offices, mediation and
other pre.judicial methods of settlement of international disputes
have been codified in the Conventions fot the Pacific Settlement
of International Disputes at The Hague, in 1899 and 1907, which
provide that "in case of serious disagreement or dispute, before
an appeal to arms, the signatory Powers agree to have recourse,
as far as circumstances allow, to the good offices or mediation.of
one or more friendly Powers" (Article 2). Both good offices and
mediation are declared to "have exclusively the character of advice,
and never have binding force" (Article 6). It is only against the
anarchic background of the customary principle that each state
is the final judge in its own suit, that such provisions acquire the
significance. attributed to them.
The Conventions also provided for the creation of Special Commissions of Inquiry with the purpose of finding the facts giving
rise to the dispute. In cases where international tension arose out
of different views in respect to some factual situation, this procedure gave satisfactory results.
.
These were the traditional· ways of dealing with international
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disputes if the parties did not deem it proper or wise to wage a
war. Until the wider recourse to arbitration in the latter part of
the nineteenth century and in the present century, and until the
establishment of an International judicial tribunal and the development of the technique of settling disputes through international
organs, such as the League of Nations and the United Nations,
oven serious disputes were mostly handled by these traditional
methods of diplomacy. It is true that such methods appear some·
what outmoded by comparison with the highly ,refined and
specialized modes of dealing with disputes, evolyed under the
League of Nations and the United Nations. But they still have
their place in the international structure, whether as a preliminary
to or concurrently with these newly developed means of settle·
ment. Hence in Article 33 of the United Nations Charter,' it is
",pecially declared that "the parties to any dispute, the continuance
of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international
peace and security, shall,first of all, seek a solution", inter alia,
by negotiation, conciliation or mediation; and it is provided in
the. same article that the. Security Council shall, when it deems
necessary, call upon the parties to settle their dispilte by such
means. These three methods of settlement, viz. nogotiation, good
offices and mediation, have aiso been specially provided for in
the Pact of Bogota, 1948, between the American States, repeating
lIome of the stipulations in modified form of earlier treaties on
peaceful settlement and security. Clauses. of modern multilateral
conventions providing for the settlement of disputes between
pltcties as to their interpretation ot application, usually provide
tor recourse to arbitration or judicial settlement only after failure
to effect settlement by diplomacy.
.
l1'rom the aforementioned non-binding means of settling disputes,
It necessary development was made when arbitration came to be
IImployed. In logic (and largely in history), arbitral settlement
of disputes presents itself as the main break.away from the basic
J11l~tulate of the diplomatic methods, namely, that each state reInnlns the l final judge in its own suit. This introduction of thirdIJllrty settlement is a halting process of many phases. For instance,
III (lnrly arbitrations an equal number of arbitrators from each side,
with no umpire, reproduced the absolute control of each side over
tho terms of settlement, which characterized diplomatic methods.
'l'ho arbitrators were not merely agents of the state for negotia-
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tions, nor however, were they really there to give an impartial
decision on the dispute. Yet the distingUishing characteristics of
mature international arbitration are tolerably clear.n
Arbitration in its central essence of third-party settlement can
be found in some form throughout historical times. It was preva.
lent among the Greek City States in a form approximatirig the
international, . and was also not uncommon in mediaeval times.
But the sevente~nth and eighteenth centuries being ages of repeated and protracted wars, and of but rare resort to arbitration
modern international arbitration and its continuous development
dates from the close of the eighteenth century. The Jay Treaty
of I794 between the U.S.A. and Great Britain gave impetus to a
revivalof the judicial process. The Jay Treaty introduced to the
favourable notice of the modern world arbitration for the settlement of disputes which diplomacy had failed to adjust. The success
of the treaty, and the admirable opinions of the Commission show.
ing that model judgments could be rendered between nations,
convinced the world that arbitration may be safely resorted to.
The result was that during the nineteenth century, arbitration
became the favourite method of settling disputes between nations
after the breakdown of diplomacy; and the submission by Great
Britain and the United States of the so"called Alabama Claims to
the Geneva tribunal in I872, showed the nations that arbitration
had no limits which good-will and mutual desire may not over.
come.. This arbitration stimulated a remarkable activity in the
field of international arbitration. In the three decades following
I872, arbitral tribunals functioned with considerable success in
almost a hundred cases. 12 It thus happened that in the course
of the nineteenth century the nations generally had had sufficient
experience in arbitration to suggest that the new remedy had
come to stay; that it was in their interest to devise machinery in
order to facilitate a recourse to arbitration and a method of procedure in order to bring the issue to a decision. 13
The Institute of International Law, founded in 1873, foresaw
Julius Stone, Legal Controls of International Conflicts, London
(1954), pp. 71-5.
.
.II M. O. Hudson, International Tribunals-Past and Future, Washington
. . .. . .
(1944), p. 5.
.. U J. B. Scott, Introduction to The Hague Court Reports, New Yotk
(1916), p. XI.
1.1
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the need and advantages of a code. of arbitral procedure, and with.
in a year· after its organization drafted a code, which served as
the basis of discussion at the First· Hague Conference, and which
with minor amendment; was adopted by that Conference. The Conference stated in Article IS of the Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes the object of international arbitra~
tion. "International arbitration has for its object the settlement
of differences between states by judges of their own choice, and
on the basis of respect for law"; and in the 16th Article it recognized:
"In questions of a legal nature, and especially in the interpretation or. application of international conventions, arbitration is
recognized .by the signatory Powers as the most effective, and at
the same time the most equitable means of settling disputes which
.
diplomacy has failed to settle."·
In spite of all this enthusiasm, the drawbacks of arbitration
were and are clear. An arbitration tribunal is difficult to constitute. The selection of the judges and the scope of their award are
the most disputed issues. Moreover, if the two disputing parties.
insist in having their own nationals as ·arbitrators, then everything is likely to hinge on who the UInpire or odd man on the
tribunal is. He has too much importance. The procedure in an
nrbitration case is also too· much akin to diplomacy. The tribunal is selected by diplomatic means, after a dispute has become
ncute, and works usually uIl:der a compromis, a diplomatic agreement
laying down rules for its guidance. The atmosphere favours compromise, giving both sides something else than a judgment
l\ccording to principles of law. 14 Thus Secretary of State of the
l,T..$.A., Elihu Root, said:
There can be no doubt that the principal objection to arbitration
fosts not upon the unwillingness of nations to submit their controversies
t:o impartill,l arbitration, but upon an apprehension that the arbitrations
to which they submit may not be impartial. It has been a very general·
pmctice for arbitrators to act, not as judges deciding questions of fact
1\lld law upon the record ·before them under a sense of judicial respon.
II D. F. Fleming, Ihe United States and the World Court, New YOl;'k·
(1945), pp. 19-20. According to J. W. Gamer, "A court of arbitration is
not necessarily composed of judges, it may be, and frequen~lyis, composed
of diplomats and political men without judicial experience, training, or
hAbits of thought and their decisions are frequently based on equity and
ntherconsiderations rather than upon strict roles of law." Recent DelJ"t}pmentsin Intern(ltional Law, University of Calcutta (1925), p. 662•.
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sibility, but as negotiators effecting settlements of the questions brought
before them in accordance with the traditions and usages and subject to
all the considerations and influences which affect diplomatic agents. 15

soon deadlocked on the method of electing the judges, and what
resulted from their deliberations was a permanent court in name
only. The Convention provided a Permanent Court of Arbitration.
This Court is twice Iriis-named,it being in reality neither permanent
nor a court, but rather a large panel of arbitrators in a particular
case. Each state party to the convention nomitates four persons of
competence on questions of international law, of highest moral
reputation, willing to accept the position of arbitrators. These
persons constitute the. standing panel of arbitrators, which is not
an organic· body in any sense. In addition to this panel there is
an International Bureau of the Court consisting of SecretaryGeneral· and a small staff. Thus as an American delegate to Second
Hague Conference put it: "In a word, the Permanent Court is not
permanent, because it is not composed of permanent judges; it is
not accessible because it has to be formed for each individual case;
fmally, it is not a court, because it is not composed of judges."19
So we find that "instead of the Permanent Court, the Convention
of 1899 orily created the phantom of a Court, an ·impalpable ghost,
or, to speak more plainly-it created a clerk's office with a list".2o
Nevertheless, the body mad~ it less feasible for governments to
maintain that they could not find suitable arbitrators. A centre
was established to facilitate arbitration, with trained personnel
and considerable prestige behind it, and it has been useful. Some
twenty-one arbitrations have been held under its auspices in which.
Hixteen different states participated.
This is something. It was a beginnIng and when the Second
Peace Conference met at The Hague in'1907, opinion in some
countries insisted upon a more substantial institution, and upon
further progress towards obligatory arbitration. The American
delegates were instructed by Se<;retary of State Elihu Root that
lithe time is now ripe for a decided advance" towards obligatory
ltt'bitration and for a permanent court.

The position as explained above, might have been exaggerated
but the opinion is widespread even now that arbitration does not,
in principle, imply judgments based on the iegal rights,16 but
may refer to any standard, such as equity, justice, convenience
or expediency indicated by the parties. I? Anyhow, the verdicts
might contribute to sound precedents, but the tribunal then dis.
solves. It lasts only long enough to make an award in the particulardispute for which it has been created. It does not develop
its precedents for the future, from. case to case as a permanent
court would. It does not remain to defend and build upon its own
reputation, and develop a consist~nt body of international law.
It was due to these defects that an international court with a
permanent body of judges and fixed procedure was thought
essential; and at the First Hague Conference various delegations
made proposals for the creation of a permanent international court.
The American delegates were instructed by Secretary of State John
Hay to propose a court "composed of judges chosen on account
of their personal integrity and learning in international law by a
majority of the members of the highest court in each of the adhering
states". The tribunal Was to be permanent,always open to all
nations, and the contracting nations were to submit all disputes
to it, except those which affected their political independence or
territorial integrity. IS
Few of the other delegates were prepared to go so far. They
15 Elihu Root, "Instructions to the· U.S. delegation to the Hague
Conference of 1907", quoted by O. J. Lissitzyn, The International Court
of Justice, New York (1951), p. 41.
18 Thus Fachiri says: "It is undeniable that in practice arbitration
courts have not always been guided exclusively by considerations of
law." The Permanent Court of International Justice, 2nd ed., London
(193 2 ), p. 33·
17 The point is not free from controversy, as many writers believe that
an arbitration tribunal is as much bound by strict principles of law as a
court of justice. According to Judge Lauterpacht : "The judicial character of international arbitration is a matter of historical fact and positive
international law." The Function of Law in the International Community,
London (1933), p. 381 ; also see J. L. Brierly, The Basis of OQligation in
International Law, Ed. Lauterpacht and Waldock, London (1959), p. 95.
18 D. F. Fleming, op. cit., p. 18.

It should be your effort, [said Mr. Root] to bring about in the Second
Conference a development of The Hague tribunal into a permanent
ll'ihunal composed of judges who are judicial officers and nothing else,
who are paid adequate saI;:tries, who have no other occupation, and who
wlJl devote their entire time to the trial and decision of international
II

Quoted by J. B. Scott, Introduction to The Hague Court Reports,

Nl\w York (1916), p. XVIII.
10

Quoted by. J. B. Scott, ibid.
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causes by judicial methods and under a serise of judicial responsibility.
These judges should be so selected from the different countries that the
different systems of law and procedure and the principal languages shall be
fairly represented. The court should be made of such dignity, consideration, and rank that the best and ablest jurists will accept appointment to
it, and the whole world will have absolute confidence in its judgments. S1

Though their efforts were supported by those of other delegations, the delicate problem of the appointment of judges again·
destroyed the whole idea. The small powers moved by an exaggerated sentiment of the "equality" of states, insisted upon having
competence equal to that of the great powers in the appointment
of judges. The Brazilian project, which represented the view of the
smaller states generally, proposed that each state, large or small,
should. be allowed to designate one judge. This was unacceptable
to t~e great powers, not only upon grounds of justice and public
policy, but because it would have resulted in the creation of an
unwieldy assembly rather than a workable judicial court..
Different suggestions were advanced in order. to find a solution
/ acceptable to all states but no agreement could be reached, and
the Conference promulgated only a skeleton project for an International Court of Arbitral ]lJstice. After the Conference adjourned,
repeated attempts were made to establish such a new Court, but
to no effect. 22
Another project, involving the establishment of an International
Prize Court, also came closer to fruition. The need for an international body adjudicating claims relating to prizes was felt for a
long time, since it had been observed that in many instances the
admiralty courts of different states did not exercise their functions in a purely objective way. The project, submitted by Great
Britain. and Germany, won general approval. It was revolutionary
as· it recognized three principles which would make the proposed
tribunal a true international judicial body similar to those of municipal legal systems: (I) its jurisdiction was to be compUlsory;
(2) it was to be open not only to governments but also to individuals;
and (3) it was to have power of review of the judgments rendered
by municipal tribunals. An agreement on the problem of appointment of judges was reached. III
.
U

n
U

Quoted by O. J. Lissitzyn, op. cit., p. 41.
Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 8.
The agreement was reached mainly because the maritime interests
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The daring project was adopted by the Conference. Unfortu-.
I\tely it was agreed that the Convenj;ion would be ratified only
after the codification of the rules of sea warfare. Another conference
was later convened in London and resulted, after minute discussion,
In the promulgation of the London Declaration of February 26,
1909, settling the most important problems in this branch of law.
The touchiest issue was the question of food contraband-a very
<lclicate matter for Great Britain. The provisions of the Declaration seemed to Parliament dangerous to the British interests,
and ratification was denied. This blow, struck by the foremost
maritime power of Europe, proved to be fatal and the Declaration
was refused ratification even by the other states. This led to the
rojection of the whole project about the. establishment of the
Prize Court.
Though both The Hague Conferences failed to produce an
Infernational court, their work inspired a great interest in arbitral:Ion throughout the world and upto 1914, more than fifty disputes
were referred to tribunals not manned. from the panel of the
Permanent Court of· Arbitration. A great number of arbitration
treaties also came to be conclUded. A British-French treaty of
1<)03, obliging the parties' to submit to arbitration disputes which
did not "affect the vihl interests, the independence or the honour
of the parties", became the model upon which many other treatttl!; were based. Between 1900 and 1914, more than 120 general
Ilrbitration treaties were concluded, some of which began to strike
ollt along new lines with respect to th~ character of the disputes
Included in the obligation to arbitrate. 24 But even these general
troaties were not of much use, because it continued to be necessary
1111' both disputants to establish a tribunal before proceeding furIher. And it is a well known fact that two states, even though
1II0y were willing to accept in principle the adjudication of a given
dlHpute, frequently abandoned this plan because they found it
Il1Ipo~sible to agree on the appointment of arbitrators.
The only international court which came into being before the
I"hst World War was the Central American Court of Justice, promoted by the United States and limited in its jurisdiction to five
ClIlltral American States. It was created by the Treaty of Decem-

ot

tho smaller states being relatively insignificant, they did not insist

UpOIl the principle of equality of representation upon the Court.
U

Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. '1.
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ber 20, 1907, signed· by Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras.
Nicaragua and Salvador.
.
.
Among ,. five small countries it was a relatively easy matter to
;lgre~ on the questiqn of ap'pointment of judges, 25 and each country
appqlllted one of the five Judges of the Court. Its jurisdiction was
compulsory for disputes arising between thesigilatory states
~d: could be e~ten.d:d. to those with third states if they were
willing to subnnt to It. It could render jUdgments in default of
a .party. The Court was open to individuals as well as to states
and ·was established for a period of ten years.
The Court successfully dealt with some difficult cases in the
fi~~t years of it.s e~istence, but, unfortunately lacking any possibIlity of ~nfo:clllg Its jU.dgments, it could not force Nicaragua to
comp'ly Wlth ItS· de:ree lllvolving the question of the validity of
tre~tles b:tween Nicaragua and the United States. Nicaragua's
non-compliance was one of the main reasons for' the termination
of the 'Court's existence after the ten years elapsed.26
It required, however, a world war to establish in the Permanent
Court of International Justice a truly permanent international
C0Uf't on a world scale. The progress of tl1e World War from 1914to· 1918 served to convince people in many countries that international organization was essential to maintain peace in the future.
and when the hostilities were brought to a close in 1918 an un. paralleled opportunity seemed to exist for launching a new effort
in this direction. If an effective League of Nations was to be laun~hed, the opinion of the time regarded it as essential that it should
include a court to administer justice according· to law, and the
~ask of creating such a court became at once more simple, because
It c?uI~ be undertaken in connection with plans for a larger orgamzatlOn.
Article 14 of the League Covenant provided that the "Council
16 Moreover, the project was facilitated by the fact that the five
Central American States had a long tradition of solidarity. Hudson
"C:~tral ~erican Court of Justice", 26 A.J.I.L. (1932), pp. 759- 86 . '
. Accordmg to. Judge Hudson the Central American Court of Justice
was doomed :to faIlure from the outset. The provisions of the Conven,u 9,Il
o~ ,~907 gave It no chance to succeed, and opene(j to the judges temptat~ons
which ~ere bou.nd to wreck the~. efforts. In the :first place, the judges
were gn':en no mdependent posItIon; secondly, the jurisdiction of't1;Le
Court was too large; and thirdly, the Court never developed a satisfactory
.
procedure. ibid., p. 785. .
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Aball fortnulateand submit to the Members of the League for adoption plans for the establishment of a Permanent Court of· International Justice". Pursuant to' this mandate, the Council in 1920
invited a committee of ten jurists including its most famous members, Lord Phillimore and Elihu Root,to draft the Court's Statute,
which, as M. Bourgeois said, should not be an arbitration tribunal
,to be organized ad hoc whenever the parties concerned. desired to
have recourse to it, but a permanent court of justice, "a judgement
seat raised in the midst of nations, where judges are always present,
to whom can always be brought the appeal of the weak and to
whom protests against the violation of law Can be addressed"! 27
The resulting schemewas approved by the Council and the Assembly
in 1920, and it became operative on September I, 192.1, by signatures 'and ratifications by a majority of states Members of the
League of a Protocol declaringa.cceptance of the Statute. The
difficult question of appointment of judges was resolved by provid. - _
ing for a double election of judges by the Council (representing in .
the main' the great powers) and the General Assembly (where the
!!mall states ·were in a majority) of the League of Nations from among
the foretiios.t legal schola.rsof the worIp.28. Thus the mere' existence
()f the League solved the previo:usly insoluble problem in creating
II World Court. Each of the fifteenjudges 28 & was to be a national
of a different· state and the composition of the Court could be
Ilupplemented by ad hoc judges. Thus the Court met the requirements laid down by Elihu Root in his ipstructions to the delegates
of the United States at the Second Hague Conference.· A body of
independent judges was to be elected regardless of their nationality.
They owed their elections not to any Single state, but to a collecti.
vityof states. The independence of the judges of the' Permanent
Court of International JustiCe was carefully safeguarded. Their
tll\laries were paid not by the states of which they were nationals,
17

\I. 7·
18

Proces Verbaux of the Proceedings of the Committee of Jurists (1920),

rhus each wOllld be in a

po~ition

to veto the choice of the other ;

In 'this way' both the large and small states would collabo:r;ate on an

Clqual footing!in theselection of the judges and no judge would be chosen
who was not approved by the representatives of both groups of states.
lIaUpto 1929 the Court consisted of eleven judges and.'four·deputy·
Judges. The 1929 Committee of Jurists proposed the aboiftlon of the
llOMtH of deputy-judges, as practiea,l experience "suggested the desirabilily of this course". See M. ·0. :Hudson, The Permanent Court, 'p. 149.
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but from funds supplied by the League of Nations. No judge was
'Subject to recall, either by the state of which he was a national or
by the electoral bodies of the League of Nations; during his term
of office he might be dismissed only by the unanimous action· of
his colleagues.. These provisions have been adopted in the Statute
of the International Court of Justice.
Although its Statute had been ratified by only fifty-one states,
almost all the states of the world (all Save Nepal, Saudi Arabia
Vatican City and Yemen) had taken some part in concludin~
hundreds of treaties which vested the Court with jurisdiction. The
Court opened its door at The Hague in 1922 and its activity was
continued until the invasion of the Netherlands in 1940 . During
these 18 years it functioned very satisfactorily. Many of its decisions had been of major importance; its decisions had commanded
universal respect, and its jurisprudence had become a new storehouse of international law. It was indeed a World Court, though
its activity was largely confined to disputes of European origin.
There was never any serious doubt during the Second World
War of the Allied intention to continue the Court. 29 The San
Francisco Conference was faced with two alternatives, set out in
proposals emanating from Dumbarton Oaks. The Permanent
Court of International Justice could be continued with such modifications of the Statute. as would be required by the repl~cement
of the League of Nations by the United Nations, or a new Court
could be created, with a Statute based upon that of the old one.
The. first alternative had commended itself to a large part of the
legal profession. The American and Canadian Bar Associations
had issued a joint statement on April 4, 1945, proposing the retention of the existing Court, stressing the need of continuity, and
urging that the treaties and agreements relating to the Court's
jurisdiction be preserved. In SOme measure, however, the latter
objectives could be accomplished by action between states, even
if a new Court were created.
In choosing the second alternative the Conference at SanFrancisco was moved by political rather than juristic considerations. The decision carried no implication of criticism of the old
28 Report of the Informal Inter-Allied Committee on the Future of the
Permanent Court of International Justice, Misc. No.2 (1944), Crild. 653 1
para 1. Also see Hostie J., "The Statute of the Permanent Court of
International Justice", 38 A .].I.L. (1944), pp. 407 ff.
.
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Court's record of achievement. Indeed, no criticism was expressed
either at the. preliminary meeting of a Committee of Jurists in
Washington, or at the Conference at San Francisco. Quite the contrary was the case. The report made by Professor Basdevant on
behalf of the Committee of Jurists referred to "the respect attaching
to' the name of the Permanent Court of International Justice";
it stated: "the Permanent Court had functioned for twenty years
to the satisfaction of the litigants", and that though violence had
sus"pended' its activity, at least thisinstitution had not failed in .
its task. 30 Even more appreciative was the report by the subcommittee of the Committee IV/Ion May 21, 1945, which referred
to "the debt of the United Nations to the experience of the Permanent Court-not only in respect of con~titution but also in matters
of jurisdiction, organization and procedure", and which proposed
that "the fullest use. should be made of the valuable experience
llnd aChievements of the Permanent Court". The Rapporteur
of Committee IV/I, Nasrat AI-Farsy, stated that the Permanent
Court's exercise of the jurisdiction conferred on it had "produced a
general satisfaction throughout the world", and that Committee I
"pays tribute to this rema~kableachievement"which had led to
the accumulation of a "rich experience".31
Practical· difficulties in adapting the old Court however presented
themselves. In the first place, the existing Statute included no
provision for the procedure to be followed in effecting a modification of its text; hence the normal procedure for introducing modifications would have required the assent of all the states parties.
Yet for various reasons, it would have been extremely difficult
to organize consultations with all of the states parties to the existing Statute. This process might have entailed some delay, and
It raised a problem regarding the participation in the new Court
of some states which had been parties to the old Statute.
Of the fifty-one states which were parties to the Statute of the
Permanent Court, three had ceased to exist and fifteen others were
lIot represented at San Francisco. The United Nations had no
direct relations with the eight states which were arrayed against
them in war, and some of the neutral states were suspected of
having given aid to the enemies of the United Nations in: the war.
Moreover, some of the states represented at San Francisco
10

11

U. S; Dept. of St2..te Publications, No. 2491, pp. 124-5.
U.N.C.I.O. Doc. 913, IV/I/74(1), Vol. XIII, p. 382.
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were not. parties to' the I9~0 Statute" and since the Statute' was
subject to acceptance only by Members of the League of Nations
and states named in the annex to the' Covenant, they could not
have become parties, to it as things stood. Under these circumstances, the Conference thought that the simpler and the more
expeditious course was to say that the principal judicial organ of
the United Nations should be a new Court, and that it should
exist under a new Statute modelled on the old one. 32
The question then arose, though it was little discussed, as to the
name of the Court. It 'might have been possible to name the new
Court as the Pennanent Court of International JustiCe. But according to Hudson, "the word 'Permanent' seemed to smack of unfulfilled
prophecy, and the qualification of 'Justice' as 'International' was
thought to be too limitative". He himself adm~ts, however, that the
"objections to it were not detennining". A new Court seemed to
require a distinguishing name, and the references in the Dumbai:ton
Oaks Proposals were ~t hand to supply it. Hence it is the' International Court of Justice which replaced the Pennanent Court of
International Justice. 33
In broad outlines the chain of continuity has not been broken.
The new Court stepped into the shoes ,of the old, and, began its
work in the same city, in the same palace, and in the same hall in
which the previous Court delivered its high judgments. It has the
same number of judges~ and the judges are elected by the same
general process; no substantial change .has been made in the
jurisdiction conferred and it is exercised by the same successful
procedure. Indeed, as the following explanations will indicate,
but few changes of substance have been made in the Statute of

1920 • It was, therefore, possible for the Rapporteur of Committee
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82 HUdson, 'The New World Court", 24 Foreign Affairs (October 1945),
pp. 75 fi.
88 Hudson, "The Twenty-fourth Year of the World Court", 4oA.].I.L.
(1946), p. 10. Professor Kelsen doubts whether the new title is better
than the old one. According to him since justice. is not identical with
law,it is misleading to call a tribunal a court of "justice"if the tribunal is
bound by its Statute to decide the disputes submitted to it "in accordance
with international law", an express provision of Article 38, paragraph I,
of the Statute, not contained in' the old one. A tribunal is international
because it has been established by an int~rnation;;l.lagreement and has to
apply interna:tionallaw. Hence it may be called an international trihuII,al
as well as a tribunal of international law. It is; however, an improvement
that the word'~permanent" has been dropped. The La'{JJ of tile United
Nations, London JI950), p .. 466.,'
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IV/I to say:
The creation' of the new Court will not break· the chain of continuitywith the past. Not only will the Statute oUhe new Gourt be based
upon the Statute of the old Court, but this fact will be expressly set
down in the Charter (Art. 9 2). In general, the new Court ,:"ill ~v~ ~e
tlame organization as the old, and the provisions concermng Its ]unsdiction Will follow very closely those in the old Statute. Many of the
features of the old Statute were elaborated from ideas-which had already
been current, during' several decades, ani its provisions with reference
to procedur~whichit IS now proposed to retain-were to a large extent
borrowed from the Hague Conventions on Pacific Settlement of 1899 and
1907. In a similar way, the 1945 Statute will garner what has come
down from,the past. To make possible the use of precedents und~r the
old, Statute, the same numbering of the articles has been followed III the
new Statute.
.'.
.
'
In a sense, therefore, the new Court.may belDoked upon,as the suc~~sor
of the old Court, which is replaced. The s~ccession will be explicI~y
oontemplated in some of the provisions of the new Statute, notably. m
Art. 36, paragraph 4, and Art. 37. Hence, continuity in the progreSSIve
development: of the judicial process will be amply safeguarded. U

But there is an important difference between the old and the
new Court. Though the LeagUe of Nations played a vital role in the
establishment of the old Gourt, the Court was not an organ of the
League, but rested on a distinct leg~ base of the Statute .an~ the
Protocol. The new Statute, however, changed the constItutIonal
hasis of the' Court's existence. It replaced' the loose association
of the old Court with the League of Nations by the integration of
the new Court into the United Nations Organization as its
"principal judicial organ", anq of the ne~ Statute i? ~he Charter
of the United Nations. The organic connection now eXistIng between
the Court and the United Nations is thus much more pronounced
than that which fonnerly existed between the Court and the Le~e.
In the words of Mr. Heald, Attorney General of Great Bntam:
"It (Charter) place,d the International Court of Justice in a ~ore
powerful position than the old Pennanent Court of Intema~IOnal
Justice of the League· of Nations." The substantial ele~eIl;t IS the
fundamental coincidence of membership of the OrganlZatIOn and
the membership of the international judicial commu~ity decl~ed
In the Ch~rter by which all the Members of the Umted Nabons
Report of the Rapporteur of Committee IV/I, U.N.C.I.O.,Doc.,9 I 3,
IV/X/74{I), Vol. XIII, p. 384'
U
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are ipso facto parties to the Court's Statute. These two changes,
~c~ordin~ to Shabtai Rosenne, are so fundamental that they make
It ImpOSSIble to regard the Internatimial Court of Justice as though
it were the old institution under a new name. He asserts that it is
. in fact a new Court to which have been assimilated the jurisprudence
and practice of the Permanent Court as well as part of that body's
jurisdiction. 35
It is not, however, to be thought that the new Court will be
exclusively an organ of the United Nations. Both the Charter and
the Statute negative that conception. The Charter includes a
provision (Article 93 paragraph 2) which providesthat "a State which
is not a member of the United Nations may become a party to the
Statute of the international Court of Justice on conditions to be
determined in each case by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council". Three states have already
become parties to the Statute under this provision. These are
Liechtenstein, San Marino and Switzerland. 36
The Statute provides for participationby such states in the election
of the judges (Article 4) and in the adoption of amendments (Article
69)· Moreover, the Statute expressly declares that states which are
not Members of the United Nations may be permitted to have access
to the Court; and they may be permitted to accept the Court's
compulsory jurisdiction (Article 35). Like the Court which it replaces, therefore, the new Court is conceived to be a World· Court,
serving the whole community of states.
35 Shabtai Ros~nne, The International Court of Justice, Leyden (1957),
PP·38-9·
.
• 36 Ja~an also became party to the Statute under this provision. After
lts admlttance, however, to the United Nations, it has become ipso
facto party to the Statute. The conditions upon which these three states
have b~come parties to the Statute are the same for all of them. They
were lard down for the first time as a result of a request by the Swiss
Fede~al Council; on that occasion the General Assembly-adopted a resolutlon (December II, 1946) which provided for the following conditions:

1.
2.

3·

Acceptance of the provision of the International Court of Justice.
Acceptance of all the obligations of a Member of the United
Nations under Art. 94 of the Charter.
An undertaking to contribute to the expenses of the Court such
equitable amount as the General Assembly shall assess from time
to time after consultation.with the Swiss Government. Yearbook
of the I.C.]. 1953-54, pp. 32-3.
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It should be mentioned here that the establishment of the Interna.
tional Court in 1921 did not put an end to the practice of arbitration.
Nor had it been the intention of the draftsmen of the Statute, who
rightly took the view that it would be useful to retain the Permanent
Court of Arbitration, which had been set up by the Convention of
1899. The Court of Justice was to supplement, not to suppl~nt the
the Court of Arbitration. Situations may arise in whicht,states
prefer tribunals composed of arbitrators of their own choice/ to the
International Court of Justice with its fixed personnel. And so,
even with the latter in existence, the Permanent Court of Arbitration may serve a useful purpose in the future. When its abolition
was proposed by the Argentine delegation to the First Assembly of
the League of Nations in 1920, the proposal received no support,
it being "thought that this Court would still have a role to fill in
certain international disputes which lend themselves more easily
to arbitral decisions than to an award based on strict rules of law".
This Court,. however, was called upon to decide only a very small
number of cases between 1920 and 1940, while the Permanent Court
of International Justice during the same period gave 64 decisions
(37 judgments in contentious cases and 27 advisory opinions).37
The practice of arbitration, far from diminishing with the development of judicial settlement has coatinued in conjunction
with it, although somewhat overshadowed by it in the eyes of the
public. Like their predecessors after the First World War, the
framers of the Charter have carefully avoided preventing states
from resorting to tribunals other than the International Court.
Article 95 provides, "Nothing in the present Charter: shall prevent
Members of the United Nations from entrusting the solution of
their differences to other tribunals by virtue of ·agreements already
III existence or which may be concluded in the future."
There are, it is true, certain advantages in a standing court;
II: can develop the law from case to case more systematically than a
llourt of arbitration; and it has a high symbolic value. But it was
(\(Ifmitely a wise decision not to take away the prysent alternative
of arbitration. There will continue to be cases which states prefer,
rOl' one reason or another, to take to abritration, and what matters
114 t1llit disputes should be settled, and not that they should be settled
by It particular procedure.
n Laurent Jully, "Arbitration and Judicial Settlement", 48 A.].I.L.
(IQ~1.), pp. 380 fl.
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COMPULSORY JURISDICTION
ITS MEANING AND DEVELOPMENT
I. ITS MEANING

Once t?e initial. difficulty of actually. constituting the Cou~t has
b.een disposed of, the fundamental question is about the subshtn- .
tIve,iurisdiction of the Court. The subject being of vital importance
receIved a.nxious. consideration, was exhaustively discussed, and
aroused WIdely divergent opinions.
.
Whe? ~n authority designed to adjudicate exclusively between
states IS In que.stion, it is plain that the source of jurisdiction can
only be found In consent by the parties to resort to the tribunal.
Ther~ exists no superior power capable either in fact or law of
creatIng a jurisdiction or imposing resort to it. The Permanent
~ourt o~ International Justice laid it down as well established in
Internat~on.alla~that no state can, without its consent, be compelled
to submIt ItS disputes with other states either to mediation or to
arbitration ~r to any other kind of pacific settlement. l But upop
the foundatIOn of consent two systems of jurisdiction can be built.
They can be combined in various degrees and the distinction between
them becomes more or less marked according to one element or
the other predominates.. In their extreme form they can be contrasted as .follows: one system limits jurisdiction .to particular disputes
SUbmItted to the tribunal by an agreement made ad hoc after the
dispute has arisen; the other is a system whereby a number of states
agre~ by mean~ of a single general convention to confer jurisdiction in
all dIsputes whIch mayarise between them upon a given tribunal, and
~o allow the reference of each particular dispute to the tribunal at the
Instance of either party to the dispute, i.e. "unilateral arraignment".
The latter system is conveniently, but not very accurately,
known as "compulsory jurisdiction", and the former can by way
of co~t~ast be described as '''voluntary jurisdiction". The above
?escnptlon of compulsory system is only designed to give a broad
Ide~ of the principle involved. In its practical application reser~
vatIOns are generally considered essential in regard_ to the chara~ter
1 EasternCarelia case, Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. I, p. 204.
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of thedispu~esthat .are to be subInitted to judicial-settlement.
.
The adh~rents of the compulsory principle are, therefore, faced
with the necessity of defining the disputes suitable for inclusion;
Thus Article 36, which provides for the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice, says in paragraph I that "the -jurisdiction
of the Court comprises all the cases which the parties refer to it
nnd all matters specially provided for in treaties and conventions
in force". Paragraph. 2, which provides for the typical cases of
the compulsory jurisdiction says that the parties to the -Statute
may "recogniZe- as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation to any other state accepting the same obligation,
the jurisdiction of the Court in all legal disputes concerning" the
four categories of disputes.
.1t is, however, clear that to base the Court's jurisdiction a sub·
mission by the dispu~ants must be shown. Merely by being a party
to the Statute, therefore, a state gives no jurisdiction to the Court
any more than did a state's participation in the Permanent Court of
International Arbitration. Indeed, the acceptance of the Statute
means nothing more than consent by a state that-the Court may
exercise the jurisdiction which may be conferred upon it in accordance
with the Statute. A party to the Statute is not bound, by its
Ilcceptance of the Statute, to make any use of the Court or subInit
to the Court's exercise of contentious jurisdiction, in any dispute
in which it may be involved. By becoming a party, therefore, a
!'Ilate merely consents to the Court's functioning under the Statute. 2
There must be a further act of submission which may be made by
11Il agreement to submit future disputes, or by an ad hoc compromise
or special agreement in respect of a dispute already arisen, before
the Court acquires jurisdiction. Professor ReIsen opines that the
jurisdiction thus conferred under Article 36, paragraph 2, is not
"compulsory" jurisdiction in the true sense of the word. "In order
to establish the true compulsory jurisd~<1!ion of the International
Court of Justice", he says, "the Statute would have to provide
thnt any member of the judicial. community, party to any case
whatever, is obliged to recognize the jurisdiction of the Court if
Iho other party refers the dispute to the Court. But it provides only
for the possibility of entering into agreements for the establishment
of the jurisdiction oftheCourt, in advance and in a general way."~
I Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 407.
In. Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations, London (1950), pp. 522-3.
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The difference between 'the so-called cOlnpulsory jurisdiction as
established by Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute, and the
provisions of a genuine compulsory jurisdiction as foimulated
above is, he admits, only relative, since both depend upon consent
of all the parties. But it makes a remarkable difference whether
the Statute. of the tribunal obliges directly any party to any possible
dispute to accept the jurisdiction of the tribunal, or whether the
Statute-as the Statute of the International Court of Justice doesonly offers the possibility of establishing agreements the essence of
which has just been characterized.4 This was the main controversy,
whether the Court'should be given compulsory jurisdiction by the
Sta.tute itself. or not, when the Statute was drafted in 1920, and
again when it was revised in 1945. We shall deal with it presently.
Whether, however, submission be general or ad hoc the same
theory underlines it, namely, that jurisdiction arises only from
.consent. It is due to this reason that some writers are critical of the
use of the term "compulsory" in respect of the general jurisdiction
conferred upon the Court. Thus Fachiri says:
The phrase "compulsory jurisdiction" is, strictly speaking, inaccurate
when applied to litigation between states. A sovereign State can never be
arraigned before any tribunal by another State unless it has agreed to
accept the tribunal's jurisdiction. This proposition, which follows from
the nature of sovereignty, is, of course, universally recognized. The
phrase "compulsory jurisdiction" is used loosely to denote jurisdiction
conferred once for all by a general agreement betweeu States to submit
disputes, usually of a defined character, to a particular tribuna1. 5

Judge Hudson remarks:
The term "compulsory jurisdiction" employed in the Statute is in some
degree misleading. It means merely that a State which has accepted
it is subject to the jurisdiction of the Court without the necessity of
giving its consent in the particular case. In such a situation the Court
.will be competent to give a judgment whether the respondent "is present
or absent", and the judgment will be binding on all States parties to the
case. The term carries no implication as to the enforcement of judgment. 5

Dr. Schwarzenberger also feels that the common distinction
between voluntary and compulsory arbitration is highly misleading.
The paradoxical c:qaracter of this distinction becomes all the more
apparent if it is declared that the tri~u~al ."~os~~sses by c?nsent
of the two parties a compulsory Junsdictlon . According to
Schwarzenberger, "compulsory jurisdiction means that two States
have not merely established the ad hoc jurisdiction of a court in
one isolated case, but have done so with regard to an unspecified
number of cases which may arise between them in future". But
Article 36, paragraph 2, is not so comprehensive as it limits the
Court's jurisdiction to certain classes of "legal" disputes enumerated
there. That is why he calls it only "limited jurisdiction". "~f, as
under ... the Optional Clause the jurisdiction of international
courts is limited to certain classes of disputes, it appears advisable
to emphasize this restriction by classifying the jurisdiction thus
conferred as limited jurisdiction. In this way it can be distinguished
on the one hand, from jurisdiction in a single case and, on the other,
from general jurisdiction extending to all disputes which may arise
between the parties."7
Such limited jurisdiction, he says, may be accepted by a
jUrisdictional c1au!?e in a treaty or. adecl~atio~ u~~er..Art.icle
36, paragraph 2. "In so far as mternatlonal JudICIal ~nst~tu.
tlons are concerned general jurisdiction remains an aspirahon.
An international tribunal with general jurisdiction, compulsory
or non-compulsory, over independent State;s does not as yet
'
oxist,"8
The learned author, therefore, believes that "it would avoid
confusion if the terms 'voluntary' and 'compulsory' jurisdiction
wore replaced by the trichotomy of ad hoc, limited and general
Jurisdiction of internatiorial judicial institutions". 9
Prof. Philip C. Jessup also opines that the term "compulsory" is
misleading and there is always a danger that it will be. deemed to
I'oeer to the possible use of compulsion to enforce the judgments
of 0. tribunal. The word "compulsory", he thinks, is redundant
when used inconnectiOIiwit~ jurisdiction accepted by Article 36,
'G. Schwarzenberger, Interna!ional Law, 2nd ed., London (1949),

H. Kelsen, ibid., pp. 523:4.
5 A. P. Fachiri, The Permanent Court of International Justice, 2nd
ed., London (193 2 ), p. 5.
5 M. O. Hudson, "The New World Court", 24 Foreign Affairs (October
1945), p. 7 5 . ·
.
4

P·399,

Schwarzenbarger, ibid.,p. 403.
Schwarzenberger, "Trends in the Practice of the World Court",
4 Cu""mt Legal Problems (1951). p.. 22.
I
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paragraph 2, and suggests that it would be more precise to speak of
the "automatic" jurisdiction of the Cotlrt.. IO

to ·obviatethe necessity of agreement upon a compromis. in each
particular case. Such a treaty imposed no duty to enter into a
oompromis of a predetermined content, even when the dispute
arising was covered by the treaty; but a party could not properly
decline to take part in negotiations with regard to the reference of
the dispute which was desired by another party, nor could it abstain
from pursuing the negotiations in the spirit of an effort to arrive
at an agreement both upon the creation of a tribunal and upon the
precise questions to be submitted to it. Yet the treaty was, in a
Hense, only an agreement to agree. l1 The general requirement of
Home measure of ad hoc agreement among disputants in order to
Inaugurate arbitration gave each party opportunity to interpret
for itself the general arbitration treaty or compiomissory clause in
question, with the result that if either party held the commitment
to arbitrate not applicable to a given dispute, no arbitration could
ordinarily take place. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
practical application of these arbitral commitments has been slight
In relation to their number and that men have aspired towards
more effective procedures of peaceful settlement. 12 The obligations
which such treaties created fell far shott of creating a compulsory
jurisdiction. The latter may be said to exist only where a particular
tribunal, either pre-existing or susceptible of being brought into
tlxistence without. the concurrence of the parties to the dispute, is
tmdowed with 'power to decide a dispute upon the application of a

0

II. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPULSORY JURISDICTION UPTO
SECOND WORL:D WAR

. This so-called compulsory jurisdiction has emerged in the evolution
of international judicial processes as a means of overcoming the
difficulties attendant upon the reference of disputes to tribunals
by ad hoc agreements. It is appare~t that~he unfette~ed free~om
which states enjoy under general mternatIonal law, If exercIsed
in any given case without a due sense of responsibility, may nullify
in effect the very obligations which international law prescribes.
An important controversy of a nature to disturb the peace may,
once it has arisen, produce such a heightening of national feeling
that agreement to refer the dispute to judicial settlement becomes
politically unfeasible. It is therefore with the objective of extending
the rule of law in the life of nations that efforts have been made to
assure in advance of a specific controversy that states will permit
the settlement of their~egal disputes by the adjudication of an
international tribunal. Its nature can be understood only against
the background of the development of obligatory (or compulsory)
arbitration, i..e. arbitration taking place as a result of prior obligations assumed by states to arbitrate all or certain classes of disputes
that might arise in the fl,1ture. As far as the principle is concerned,
the Second Hague Conference in 1907 had already given a lead.
Though it failed to constitute a court of jUstice, nevertheless the
forty-four states present unanimously declared:
I.
That they accepted the principle of obligatory jurisdiction: .
2; That certain. disputes, especially those which related to the mterpretation and application of international agreements,should be submitted to obligatory jurisdiction without any limitation whatever.

Such commitments, made· in general arbitration treaties, or by
insertion of compromissory clauses in treaties on any subject, grew
spectacularly in number during the past century. Such trea.ties.
rriight serve the useful purpose of creating for t~e parties an. ob~ga- .
tion to submit certain disputes to arbitration; even though It faIl.ed
10 Philip C. Jessup, "The International Court of Justice of the United
Nations", Foreign Policy Reports (Aug. 15, 1945)'; p. '156 .
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Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 75.
It is interesting in this connection to see the draft on arbitral proI'ol1llnre prepared by the International Law Commission in 1952, revised
III ID53. and again in 1958, containing the principle of "non-frustration",
tIM the Commission puts it, to avoid the different ways in which a party,
11"Mpite its undertaking to arbitrate, can in fact. frustrate the process of
tll'hltration, e.g. by failing to appoint an arbitrator or othenvise to
lil)Opcrate in setting up the arbitral tribunal, or by withdrawing its
ILl'hltrator, or non-appearance. The draft provides automatic procedures
rIll' filling any gaps thus created by the action orinaction of the parties;
I\lId by thus preventing frustration, ensures that arbitration shall take
'!lll1tl and result in a final s.ettlement of dispute binding on the parties.
\ I, 1M instructive to note, however, that most of the delegates in the
nllllMl'ILl Assembly criticized.· the draft for not leaving the traditional
frM«(OI\1 of arbitral procedure and were not. in a mood to accept it. See
Htllwrt of the International Law Commission covering the work of its tenth
".Nltltl, General Assembly, Official Records, Thirteenth Session, Sup[IIIlIllMnt NO.9 (A/3859) ; General Assembly, Official Records, Thirteenth
111**1011, 550-568 meetings.
11
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single party. In other words compulsory jurisdiction is always
institutional. 13
Hence the development of compulsory jurisdiction has been forced
to await the establishment of judicial institutions, and only during
the last forty years has it proceeded on a wide scale. The pro.
visions of the numerous agreements which purported to confer
jurisdiction on the Permanent Court of Arbitration were illusory
because of the non-existence of a definite tribunal. With the estab.
lishment of the Permanent COJlrt of International Justice the way
opened fora remarkable advance. The question of the compulsory
jurisdiction of the Court was the subject of an acrimonious debate
in 1920. The Committee of Jurists, which was entrusted with the
work of drafting the Statute of the Court, was in favour of conferring
on the Court a broad compulsory jurisdiction. The two articles in
'
its draft scheme are worth noting: 14
Art. 33 : When a dispute has arisen between states, and it has been
found impossible to settle it by diplomatic means, and no agreement
has been made to, choose another jurisdiction, the party complaining
may bring the case before the Court. The Court shall first of all decide
whether the prec!'lding conditions have been complied with ; if so, it
shall hear and' determine the dispute according to the terms and within
the limits of the next. Article.
Art. 34 : Between states which are Members of the League of Nations,
the Court shall have jurisdiction (and this without any special conven~ion
giving it jurisdiction) to hear and determine cases of a legal nature'
concerning: :
(a) the interpretation of a treaty ;
(b) any question of international law;
(c) the existence of any fact, which if established, would constitute a
breach of an international obligation;
(d) the nature or extent of reparation to be made for the breach of an
international obligation;
(e) the interpretation of a sentence passed by the Court.
The Court shall also take cognizance of all disputes of any kind which
may be submitted to it by a general or ,particular convention between
the parties.
'
In the event of a dispute as to whether a certain case comes Within '
any of the categories above mentioned, the matter shall be settled by
the decision of the Court.

One member of the Committee, however, made an explicit reserva·
tion on this subject. According to, the Japanese representative,
Adatci, the jurisdiction ofthe Court must be limited to such m~tters
only as the parties might' choose to submit to it; this for the reason
that in his opinion the matter was already determined by Article 14
of the Covenant which provided that "the Court shall be competent
to hear and detennine any dispute of an international character
which the parties thereto submit to it". In his opinion, the Commit·
tee's mandate did not give it the right to propose alteration in the
Covenant. Further, he thought that the time had not yet come,for
the realization of such a reform, which he considered premature.
The other members of the Committee took the position that they
were charged with the preparation, of a plan for the establishment
of a court of justice rather than a court of arbitration, and that one
of the distinguishing features of a court of justice was that it might
hear and determine controversies falling within the 'scope of its
jurisdiction without the necessity of an agreement between the
parties to su'bmit the dispute to the court. In other words, a
l:ourt of justice possessed what was usually described as "obligatory"
jurisdictic;m and whlmev~r a plaintiff appeared before the court with
11 case and the defendant did not respond, the court might proceed
to hear it and give judgment in the absence of the defendant. 15
'rhey hlterpreted Aricles 13 and 14 of the Covenant as implying an
obligation for the'Members of the League to submit to arbitration
(which dJ.ust be interpreted to include also judicial settlement), all
the legal disputes enumerated in Article 13. If that were not enough,
the acceptance of the proposed Statute of the Court containing the
nrticle suggested by the Committee would be equivalent to a general
(lOnsent on the part of the powers to the Court's assuming jurisdiction in such cases, and hencethe parties would not need to conclude
In advance a special agreement for the submission of each dispute
to the Court. 1S Speaking about this draft scheme Lord Phillimore
M!lid: "We wanted a real Court to which a complaining state could
nome with its complaint, and request that the state complained 'of
Mhould be cited,as a defendant. We felt that if the parties had got
110 'far as 'agreeing· to come and submit their' disputes, they-had
II

Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 75.
1& Proces Verbaux, pp. 725-9.
1&
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The other members of, the Committee "were of the opinion that

"Alice should not be obliged to wait upon a party which was unwilling
{1I Imve its conduct tested by the 'niles of law applicable to the dispute".
II

Proces Verbaux, pp. 727-9.
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already got a long way towards agreement, and that what we
wanted to deal with were cases where the parties had not got so
far."17 The Rapporteur of the Committee, M. De Lapradelle, said in
his report: " .... In the opinion of the majority of the Committee,
the grant of such powers, .though perhaps not stricly in accordance
with the letter of the Covenant, follows its spirit so exactly that it
would seem a great pity, now that the Court is being definitely organized, not to complete this progress made by this last provision. illS
The far-reaching potentialities of the proposal of the Committee
of Jurists were, of course, apparent. When the draft was submitted
-to the Council of the League the Italian representative correctly
estimated the situation in these words:

time. Even Mr. Politis said: "Wait for the confidence in the new
institution to grow; give us time so that the confidence may develop."21 Mr. Balfour, the British representative, pointed out that
the opposition against the inclusion of obligatory jurisdiction at
this juncture was not based upon principle but upon caution.
J£very new institution needed growth and development. Once the
Court was in operation and showed that it fulfilled expectations, it
would acquire the .confidence and goodwill of the whole world.
What was prematurely desired would one day come as a natural
I:hing. Too great haste could do irreparable damage:

34

It was unprecedented for one State to bring another State before a
tribunal without its assent and to condemn it by default; and such a
procedure would in practice only be tolerated by the smaller countries. U

After a careful examination the Council found that the draft
involved a modification of Articles 12 and 13 of the Covenant and
rejected the scheme. But it was made clear by M. Bourgeois as
Rapporteur that the Council was .not opposed to compulsory jurisdiction: "The Council does not in any way wish to declare itself
opposed to the actual idea of the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court in question of a judicial nature. This is a development of
the authority of the court of j'ustice which may be extremely
useful in effecting the general settlement of disputes between nations
and the Council would certainly have no objection to the consideration of the problem at some future date. H2O
.
In' the First Assembly, the debate was very heated. Had it
orily been a question of working by a majority, there is little
doubt that the compulsory jurisdiction would have been accepted as a general rule.' But some of the "great" countries
were not prepared to take that step at that time. There was
fear among them that they might. be tying themselves up .too
much. The representatives of certain states pleaded for more
17 Lord Phillimore, "Scheme for the Permanent Court of International
Justice", 7 Transactions of Grotious Society (1921 ), p. 93.
18 Proces Verbaux, p. 728.
I t Documents concerning the action taken by the Council of the Leagueo!
Nations under Article 14 of the Covenant, p. 20.
10 Ibid., p. 47.

It is quite true that we are ardent supporters of an International
Court of Justice. It is quite true that we desire to see the applications to
Umt Court made voluntarily-and not compulsorily. That is not because
wo desire' to' discourage the movement in \Which we have taken part,
lIot because we desire to check its extension to the furthest practicable
/lCllds, but because we are convinced that if these things are to be successtill they must be allowed to grow. If they are to achieve all that their
fmmerd desire for them, they must be allowed to pursue that natural
tllJvelopment which is the secret of all permanent success in human
t~ffnirs and not least in that part of human' affairs which deals with
politics.

Therefore, he appealed for the Court to grow and gain confidence
hefore conferring compulsory jurisdiction on it lest under the
Iitl'csS of new circumstances and changing conditions the whole
l\(lifice might be broken. 22 Mr. Bourgeois of France also said that
tho thing which will most advance the cause of compulsory justice
Iii the confidence of the nations in the working of that justice. "This
l\cmfidence arises from the observation of events, from experience
IUHl. from the example given by the Court of the clearness, loftiness,
111\(1 impartiality of its decision."23
What was the result ~ The result was that the Statute of 1920
tloutained a compromise on this subject, a most ingenious compromise. On the suggestion of the Brazilian jurist Fernandes, the
"Opional Clause" was inserted in Article 36 of the Statute. As
ftllllily adopted Article_ 36 read:
U Ibid., p. 47; also see League of Nations, Records of the First Assembly,
J;flllllllry Meetings, p. 243.
.. League of Nations,.'Records of the First Assembly, Plenary Meetings,

V,

~1I8.
It

Ibid., p. 495-
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The .'~risdiction of the Cou~ comprises all cases which the parties
i"efer to It and all matters speCially provided for in treaties and conventions in force.
The~embe~ of the League of Nations and the States mentioned. in
~,he Annex to ~e Covenant may, either when signing or ratifying .tli~
;J;>rotocol to w~ch the present St'!-tute is adjoined, or at a later
declare that they'recognize as compulsory ipso facto and without sPeclai
agreement, in relation to any other Member or State acceptmg the same
obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court in all or any of the classes of
legal disputes cencerning :
. ,

moment

(a) the interpretation of a treaty ;
(b) any ,question of international law;
(c) the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a
breach of an international obligation;
(d) the natIrre or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of
an international obligation.

T~e.declarati~nief~rred to a:1>ove may be made unconditionally or on
condItion of reCIprocIty on the part of several or certain Members
Sta,:t.es, or for a certain time.
.i:r;t the event of a,dispute as to whether the ,Court has jurisdiction, the
matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court.
.

or

. There was much. dissatisfaCtion and disappointment, especially
amongthe representatives of the small states, at the action of the
Council and the. Assembly of the League of Nations in refusirigto
~onfer upon the Court the competence which the Committee Of
Jurists recommended. M. Urrutia, the Colombian delegate said:
"The Stat.uteof the Court of Justice does not satisfy the aspirati<)Us, withregatd to the competence of that tribunal, of several
Delegations."24 M. Costa of Portugal also said: "Having formed
high hopes when the scheme of jurists at the Hague was commurii~
cated to us we were disappointed when we 'were infonned of the
decision taken by the Council.of the League of Nations."Z& M. Fernandes (Brazil) lost all.enthusiaSm: "I was once enthusiastic; today
I am barely confident; I am waiting."llll They felt .that without
~Onipulsory jurisdiction the creation of the Court would represent
little progress over the existing systeI11 for the settlement ofinternational controversies. M. Costasaid in the TlllrdCommittee of the
First Assembly: "A Permanent Court without compulsorY jurisdicU Documents cancerntng the action taken by the CounCil of the League of
Nations under Art; I4 of the Covenant, p. 24 1 .
.
I I Ibid., p. 245.
I I Ibid., p. 234.
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tion would not oIllY contradict the great treaties of peace ~hich con~
terred this J~risdiction upo~ it in specIal cases, it would also consti·
~ute a JI),ere .repetition of the Hllgue Court of Ar?itration."17
~. Loder pointedout in a memorandUiJ:l presented to hIS colleagues
that the very establishment of the court of justice and not ofarbitration showed that' they (Covenant) wanted to confer compulsory
jurisdiction; He asked:
Otherwise why create this Court ? In order to duplicate the· ~u~ of .
Arbitration? To continue a deplorable state of affairs and to admlUlSter
justice between two contesting parties ()nly after haVing obtained their
mutual consent, and their agreement on the wording of the CO~?laint
lLnd on the choice of judges? That is not worth the trouble. It IS only
too well known that those who feel themselves offenders in the eyes
of the law and of justice· know how to profit by their. position; i:lev~r
Ilgree to anything, and make exceptions and subterfuges serve theIr
ond. 28

The provision left it optional with states to declare at .any time
their acceptance ofthe Court's compulsory jurisdiction over certain
types of higal disputes. The effect of the' declarations; was to subject
the declaring states to the jurisdiction of the Court tnter se, so that
one declaring state might sue another declaring state even without
its consent at any time. 'From I92I to I940 a large number of states,
45 in all,opted to confer such jurisdiction on the Court. S0me of
them were to endure for limited periods of time, some of them were
Hubject to reservations. While the reservations had the general
effect of narrowing the extent of the compulsory jurisdiction conferred on the Court, the Optional Clause proved to be of great
value. Moreover, the jurisdiction .which the declarations conferred
nn the Court was safeguarded by the provision in the Statute that
"in the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction,
the matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court". Even the
widest reservations fell short, then;fore, of the reservation commonly
Included in arbitration treatieS f()r a decade prior to i9I4, which
tlxcepted from the obligation to arbitrate disputes affecting "the
vital interests, the independence, or the honour" of the parties,
lind which· left each party free to, determine when the exception
WM applicable. liD Thus a great substance remained in the declarations in spite of these reserVations., At certain times, declarations
., Ibid., p. 91.
18 boces Vel'b~, p. 250.
.
II Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 77.
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were in force for as many as forty-one states. That was a very big
gain, indeed.
. But there were other developments at the same time, -in the same
period. An international instrument, the General Act on Pacific
Settlement, was drawn up at Geneva in 1928. That, too, was a
means by which states might accept the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court. The Act provided in Article 17 that "all disputes with
regard to which the parties are in conflict as t,o their respective
rights" and "in particular those mentioned in Article 36" of the
Court's Statute should be referable to the Court by any party unless
an agreement had been reached for resort to an arbitral tribunal.
Reservations which acceding states might make were restricted to
disputes as to prior facts or as to matters within domestic jurisdiction, and to disputes concerning particular cases or clearly specified
subject matters such as territorial status. Twenty-three states,
not all of which had made declarations accepting the Court's compulsory jurisdiction, acceded to the General Act. One of its advantages was that, unless denounced, the Act remained in force for
successive periods of five years.
There was another dev<i(lopment. Many states put into their
treaties with other states, their bilateral and multilateral treaties
provisions for the Court's jurisdiction with respect to disput~
arising in connection with the int~rpretation and application of
tho~e treaties. Some 400 such treaties were entered into by
vanous states, thus conferring an extensive jurisdiction on t.he
Court.
Thus in the period between the two wars a very substantial
progress was made under the compromise of 19 20 .
III. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPULSORY JURISDICTION
AFTER SECOND WORLD WAR

That being the c~e, .a great majority of delegations at Washington
and San Francisco in. 1945, came out solidly and determinedly for
~he recommendations -made by the Advisory Committee of Jurists
I? :J:920 . The same ar~ments which were used during the elaboration of the Statute of the Permanent Court were repeated and en.
~ar~e~u~on during the ~ebates iu 1945. The advocates of compulsory
.JunsdictIon made a valiant effort to that end and it lasted for weeks.
But their efforts could not succeed. The Conference failed to adopt
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the principle of general compUlsory jurisdiction and adopted the
Kame old compromise of the previous Statute. The fact that the
Conference considered that a gradual and evolutionary ,approach
to the adinitted goal constitutes the soundest policy under existing
circumstances; can be explained only in the light of the deliberations
of the two bodies which were responsible for the formulation of the
jurisdictional provisions of the Statute: the Committee 0.£ Jurists
which met at Washington, and Commission IV/I of the Conference
At San Francisco.

The Committee of Jurists
Substantive aspects of the future Statute of the proposed Inter.
national Court of Justice were not discussed at Dumbarton Oaks,
but a number of basic proposals were adopted which were to influence greatly the positions subsequently taken by the various_
governments of the United: Nations with respect to the jurisdiction
of the Court. It was provided in these proposals that there should
be an Intenlational Court of Justice which should be the principal
JUdicial organ of the Organization; that the Court should be con~ti
tuted and should function in accordance with a Statute whIch
Hhould be a part of the Charter ofthe United Nations; thatstates
not members of the Organization should be permitted to become
pluties to the Statute upon conditions.to be ~aid down by the General
i\!lsembly upon recommendation by the Security Council; and that
tho Statute should be either the Statute of the Permanent Court
o( International Justice with such modifications as might be desirItble, or a new Statute based upon the old Statute.
It waS informally suggested during the conversations that,
prior to the United Nations Conference, a preliminary meeting
of the jurists be held for the purpose of drafting the Statute of ,the
pl'Oposed Court and formulating plans for its establishment. Such
i\ meeting, it was believed, would enable the legal experts of the
United Nations to give to juridical problems of the Court a more
thot'ough consideration than would be possible during a general contnt'once upon the major issues involved. Accordingly, the governmunt of the United States, on behalf of the sponsoring governments,
IIIMuod invitations to the governments to be represented at San
lfrnncisco to send delegates toa preliminary meeting of jurists to
bQ hold at WaShington on April 9. The representatives of ~orty-four
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states met on the appointed date and continued their deliberations
upto April 20, 1;945.·
.
The compulsory jurisdiction of the Court was the· subject of
intense discussion. It was· apparent in the debates before the
Committee. that a majority of the delegates considered that the
time had arrived for a further adV3J1ce towards compuls()ry jUrisdi~
tion than the compromise repr~ented in the Optional Clause. No le!?s
than twenty delegates expressed themselves in favour of the adqption of compulsory jurisdiction, and four presented motions to amend
Article 36 to this effect. 8o Several, who opposed such action, objected not to the principle of compulsory jurisdiction, but on the groul.ld
that the question involved political issues which fell outside the province of a Committee of Jurists and should, therefore, be reserved for
the United Nations Conference. Some, including the representative
of the United R:ingdom, argued that if it were desirable to. adopt
compulsory jurisdiction it would be appropriate to make provision
therefor in the Charter itself.81
An unequivocal position against the inclusion of a provision for
a compulsory jurisdiction was taken by the Soviet delegate, Minister
Novikov, who stated that such action would be unacceptable to
,his Government, which was dedicated to the establishment of an
effective Court. Attainment of this objective would be rendered
impossible if an attempt were made to impose its jurisdiction upon
states which were reluctant to accept it. On the other hand, th~
authority. of the Court would be enhanced if the enlargement of
its jurisdiction were achieved by the voluntary action of states in
adhering to the Optional Clause. The success of the· Permanent
Court of International Justice, and the fact that its judgments
had been executed without exception, could, to a large extent, be

I~ Turkey Jurist 27; Egypt Jurist 31; Honduras Jurist 33; China
Junst 35 ; The views of United Kingdom at least prior to the Committee
of Ju~sts were in general those expreSsed by the Informal Inter-Allied.
CommIttee on the Future of the PoC.I.].. established at London in i943
by eLe~en U.N. Governments and consisting of experts. The'report of this
·~~~Ittee suggested that it might be proper to provide for compulsory
JudIcIal· settlement, subject to reservations,amqng members of the
Organization inter se, althoiIgh it should not be made a condition
of accession to the Statute. Misc. No. 2(1944), Cmd. 6531, Paras
5~6L

' .

FitzmaUrice, Jurist 34, G/25, and Basdevant (France), Jurist 40,
G/30; lI·N.C.l.O. Doc., Vol. X~V, p. 153.
.
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n.ttributed to the voluntary character of the jurisdiction established
by Article 36 of the Statute. Any attempt to alter it i~ t~e sense of

making it compulsory might entail refusals to carry out Its Ju?~e~ts
onthe part of. the states unwilling to submit themselves to Its JUnsdiction.. The result might be to create disputes, rather than to settle
them. It should be left, therefore, to the volition of parties to t~e
Statute to determine whether they wished to be bound by the ?~1i.
gation of compulsory jurisdiction. For these reasons, the SOVIet
delegate favoured the retention of the Optional Clause as proposed
in the United Statesdraft. 311 The representative of the Unit~d
States also strongly urged that the wisest course was to retain the
Optional Clause in the draft Statute which the Committee was to
Hllbmit to the San Francisco Conference.
The outcome of the discussion was that two sub-committees
were appointed; one to prepare a draft based on the Optional Clause
model of Article 36 of the old Statute, and the other, a draft und~r
which the acceptance. of the Statute would include the automat~c
acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court in the famIliar categories of legal disputes. The Committee of Jurists, whose
task waS a technical and not a political one, decided not to take
up a definite p0sitio~ on this matter of principle and submitted
the two texts as suggestions. The report of Professor Bas4evant,
Rllpporte.ur of the Committee of Jurists, includes this statement
of ,the results of the Committee debates:
It does l10t seem doubtful that the majority of the Committee w~s
III favour of compulsory jurisdiction, but it has been n?~ed that, m
IIplte of this predominant sentiment, it ~i~ n~t s~em certam, nor even
pl'obable,that all the nations whose partlClpatIon m the pr~posed I~~er
IIlttional Organization appears to be necessary, were now m a pOSItion
to accept the rule of compulsory jurisdiction, and that the I?u,mbarto~
IInks proposals did not seem to affirm it;. some, while retammg theIr
pl'cference in this respect, thought that the counse~ ()f prud~nce ~as not
ttl go beyond the procedure of the Optional Clause mserted m ArtIcle 36,
which has opened the way to the progressive ad0J;ltio? in less than 10
yoal's of compulsory jurisdiction by' many States which m 1920 refused to
Mllbscribe to it. Placed on this basis, the problem wa~ found to assu~e a
Ilolltical character, and the Committee thought that It shOlIld defer It to
tho San Francisco Conferen.ce. 18
.
II

]urist40, G/30, and Professor Golunsky, Jurist 34, G/25; U.NoC.loO.

POC., Vot XIV, pp. 166, 151.
II

U.N.C.l.O. Doc., Vol. XIV, p. 840.
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Committee IVII of the San Francisco. Conference
Co~mittee IV II ,:as face~ with the practical necessity of resolving
the diff~rence of VIews whIch had resulted in the presentation 'of
alternative texts by the Committee of Jurists. In an endeavour to
fi~d an acceptable compromise, the delegate of New Zealand subffiltted a draft of Article 36 which provided for immediate acceptanc~{)f compulsory jurisdiction subject to uniform reservations
applicable to all pa~ties. The draft received the support of the
delegates of Australia and Canada, but in general the various
governments maintained the positions which they' had previously
taken. The delegate of the United States again set" forth the advantages of the optional provision which would enable states
favouring compulsory jurisdiction to remain consistent with their·
pri~ciples while permitting others to maintain their views. The
SOVletdelegate. stated that acceptance by his Government of
t~e Statute, and perhaps of the Charter itself, might at this
time ?e end:~gered by insistence upon compulsory jurisdiction,
ev~n If prOVISIOn were made for reservations. H~ expressed the
belief that the position now taken by his Government did not
precl~~e its eventual adherence to a general acceptance ot' the
p~oVlslon for the compulsory. judicial settlement of all legal
disputes. 34
.
.
~he rep:~entatives of China and of certain of the lesser powers,
while unwilling to assume the risk of jeopardizing the adherence of
those states which found it difficult or impossible to accept compulsory jurisdiction at the present stage, were not prepared to
forego a statement of their views for the sake of the record. The
delegate of. Mex~co expressed a view, shared by several, that the
smalle: n~tlOns, In accepting the extensive powers of the Security
Co~ncl1 With regard to settlement of political disputes, had shown
theIr confidence and their trust in the greater nations' it seemed
however, that the la:ter, in declining to accept the 'compulsor;
~ettle~en.~ of legal ~sputes by a. tribunal, which had proved its
Impartlali.y, had failed to demonstrate a reciprocal trust. 35 Mr.
Char~es Fah~, o~e of the United States' representatiyes, gives his
own ImpreSSIOn In these words:

I was deeply impressed by the strong feeling of the majority of the
United Nations that the larger powers sho~ld not withhold judicial or
legal questions from judicial decision by the Intern,ational .Court which
1111 were agreed should be established. There was the strong feeling
that impartial judicial settlement pointed the road to a rule of law in the
_ International world, the ideal of our domestic order. They felt that for
great powers to withhold from the Court assent to jurisdiction over
legal questions was a 1II:~ns. to the exercise of power without justice;
Imd that justice under the law was not only an instrument of peace
but a substitution of law for force. 86

The point of view wllich finally prevailed was that stated by the
delegate of the U. K., who pointed out that his Govemment,as a
, t'lignatory to the Optional Clause, was not opposed to compulsory
JUrisdiction. He observed, however, that two states who had not
been members of the old Court and whose co-operation was essential
to the new Court were not prepared to go beyond the provisions of
Article 36. The wisest course, therefore, would be to retain the optional form, and to leave to those states time in which to consider
their future positions. 37
The sub-committee to which the subject had been referred recommended the retention of the text in the Statute of the Permanent
Court of International Justice with two changes designed to take
into account the various views expressed by the members of the
Committee. The reference to "any of the classes" of legal disputes
In paragraph 2 of Article 36 was omitted. A new paragraph 4 was
Inserted to preserve the declarations made under Article 36 of the
old Statute for periods of time which had· not expired and to make
these declarations applicable to the jurisdiction of the new Court.
In concluding its report, the sub·committee made the following
Htlltement:
The desire to establish compulsory jurisdiction for the Court prevailed
\\Iuong the majority of the sub-committee. However, some of the dele,,'Itos feared that insistence upon the realization of that idea would only
Impair the possibility of obtaining general accord to the Statute of the
Court, as well as the Charter itself. It is in that spirit that the majority
uf the sub-committee recommends the adoption of the solution des(willed above. 88
Charles Fahy, Hearings on S. Res. 196, p. 137·
U.N.C.I.O. Doc., Vol. XIII, p. 227· .
II Report of the Rapporteur of Committee IV/I, Doc.913, IV/I/74.
(J,N.C.I.O. Doc., Vol. XIII, p. 39 1 ; also pp. 557-9·
II
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U Summary Reports of the 14th and 17th Meetings of COmmittee
IV/I, U.N,C.T.O. Doc., Vol. XIII, pp. 223 ff and 246 ff.
85 U.N.C.I.O. Doc., Vol. XIII, p. 227.
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With the changes proposed in the text,. tJ:1e, First Committe~'decided bY,31 votes to 14 to retain the optional provision for compul~
sory jurisdiction. But it is worth noting that this decisive two-thirds
vote was: attained only by the, votes Of' certain states811 which
specially recorded that they favoured compulsory jurisdiction but
voted for the Optional Clause in the interest of harmony.
The First' Committee also adopted unanimously a resolution
requesting a recommendation by the Conference that states parties
to the Charter should proceed as soon as possible to make declarations under Article 36 recognizing the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court. 40 In the course of the Conference at San Francisco the Plenary
¥eeting of the Conference adopted this resolution calling upon the
Members to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court. 40a
IV. REASONS FOR NOT. ACCEPTING GENERAL
COMPULSORY JURISDICTION

The aim of the provision is clearly to facilitate the continuai development of compulsory jurisdiction, but the ideal could not be achieved
and that due to the opposition of two countries: The United States
of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The reasons
for the opposition of these two countries merit some attention.
As for the U.S.A., in Hudson's words:
The United States took that position at San Francisco, in my judgment, because of a tradition that has prevlj,i.led in the Senate of the
United States for over 40 years. That tradition is to this effect: That
the United States will not undertake to arbitrate or to adjudicate its
disputes unless it be ,provided that in each particular case which may
arise, there must be a special agreement defining the question, establishing the tribunal, laying out the procedure to be rollowed, and that
special agreement must.be consented by the Senate, two-thirds' of the
SenatorS present concurring. In every particular case, they have sa~d in
season and out of season, "we must make sure in every particular case
that there is going to be a special agreement to which we will give consent
at that time".u
'
Australia, China, New Zealand and Turkey.
U.N.C.I.O. Doc., Vol. XIII, p. 4 1 3.
toa U.N.C.I.O. Doc., Vol. I, pp. 626-7.
U Hudson, "Compulsory Jurisdiction of the International Court of
Justice", 40 Proceedings of the American Society of International Law
(1946), p. 18.
II
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Of course, that paralysed the United States and prevented it~
llll.rticipation in the development, of th~~ ~oven~nt though i.t was
one of the leading countries which particIpated m the draftmg of
the Statute 'in 1920, and two of lts greatest lawyers, Elihu Root
l1~d James Brown.Scott, stood for the principle. of compul~ory
Jurisdiction in the. Report of the Advisory Commlttee of Junsts~
In fact, the proposal to join the Court was advocated by every
President and Secretary of State during the inter-war period and
was twice favourably reported by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee; but the Senate's tradition was the negation of the
State's subjecting itself to the. Court's jurisdiction. The re~~1t
was that it was never possible for that country even to Jom
the Permanent Cotirt, much less to submit to its. compulsory
. ' .
.
JUrisdiction. U
The reason of Soviet Union was far more substantIal th~n the
I'cason of the United States for opposing this measure at San
lrrancisco. As S. B. Krylov, one of the Soviet delegates: at San
J.rruncisco and subsequently the Soviet member of the Court, tersely
put it:
The U.S.S.R. was guided by the necessity of def~nding the ~t~res~s
uf Socialist States, the United States was apprehenSIve of opposItIon 10
L1\Cl Senate to the ratification of the Charter and the Statute.'
"

The Soviet position derives from the Marxist theory that la~. IS
based. on the will of the ruling classes. Theiriterests and poliCIes
of the Soviet and capitalist states are thought to be so basically
upposed that impartial adjudication of dislJUtes of any imp.o~ance
botween them is believed to beaIInost impossible. Thus M. LltVlDOV,
the Russian representative, declared at The Hague Conference in
1«)22:

Commander Hilton Youn.g had asked whether it would be impossible

1:0 find a single impartial judge in the whole world. It was necessary to

r"lltl the fact that there was not one world but two-a Soviet world anda
non-Soviet world. Because there was no 'third world to arbitrate, he
""t1cipated difficulties-the division he had~entioned exist~d, . a~d
with it existed, a bias and hatred-onlyan angel could be unbIased 10
jUllglng Russian affairs. U
.. Secretary of State,' Dean Acheson, Hearings On ·S.Res. 196, P: 131.
II Quoted by O. J. Lissitzyn, The International Court of Justice, Ne~
York (1951), p. 63.
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In a world still dominated by the capitalist states, th~ majority
of the Court, according to this view, is bound to be composed of
judges whose political sympathies would be on the side of capitalism. So long as the communist states remain in a minority they
cannot, in general, risk the submission of their differences with
capitalist states to a body in which the rule of unanimity does not
prevail. The Soviet Union logically enough has not accepted the
compulsory jurisdiction ,of the Court under the Optional Clause,
and has often opposed the inclusion in treaties to which it is a
signatory, of provisions for the submission of disputes to the Court. 44,

failure to accept a recommendation should result in a situation
determined by the Council to constitute. a threat to or a breach of
the peace. But even in this latter contingency, the Security Council
would be acting not directly for the enforcement of its recommenelation but fot the maintenance or restoration of international
peace and security. 47
Upon the proposal of the United States representative that
language be adopted which could clarify the meaning of paraf.(raph 6 in the labove sense, Committee IlI/2 on June IS, 1945,
ILpproved by a vote of 22 to 2, a text 4S which with slight
ehanges, was eventually incorporated in the Charter as Article 36,
paragraph 3 :

V. JUDICIAL SETTLEMENT AND THE CHARTER

The problem of compUlsory jurisdiction also arose in the discussion
of paragraph 6 of chapter VIII, section A, of the Dumbarton Oak>:
Proposals, which provided, in part, that "Justiciable disputes should
normally be referred to the International Court of Justice". Since
the preceding paragraph authorized the Security Council to "re-,
commend appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment",'
it could be argued with some plausibility that the language of,
paragraph 6 empowered the Council to impose compulsory adjudica~'
tion of any legal dispute "the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security". 45 This
interpretation formed the basis of several amendments presented
to the Conference. 46 In the debates which took place in Committee
2 (Peaceful Settlement) of Commission III (Security Council)~
this novel form' of compulsory jurisdiction was opposed by the
representative of the U.S.A., among others, on the ground that
it would be contrary to the general scheme envisaged for the pacific
settlement of international disputes. It was the intent of the authors
of the proposals that the Security Council should have only the
power to recommend procedures or methods which the parties,
would be free to accept or to reject; the power to resort to compulsive
measures for the enforcement of a settlement would arise only it'
U Lissitzyn, ibid., pp. 63-4. Also see Hudson, 40 Proceedings of the
American Society of International Law (1946), p. 18; P. E. Corbett, Law in
Diplomacy, Princeton (1959), pp. 168-9.
U L. Preuss, "The I.C.]. and the Problem of Compulsory Jurisdiction",'
Department of State Bulletin (Sept. 30, 1945), pp. 471-8.
46 By Brazil, Peru, Venezuela; U. S. Department of State Publication
No. 2491, p. 36, 41, 42-3.
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In making recommendations under this Article the Security Council
Mllould also take into consideration that legal disputes should as a general
rule be referred by the parties to the International Court of Justice
In accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court.

The provision makes it entirely clear that a limited compUlsory
Jurisdiction has not been conferred upon the Court by the terms of
the Charter which relate to peaceful settlement. As the Rapporteur
of the drafting sub-committee explained in presenting the revised
The Report of the Secretary of State to the President of the United
also expressed the same opinion: "While legal disputes should
normally be referred to the Court it is only parties to the dispute which
I~LI1 so refer them. Tpe Security Council can only recommend that this
he done." Judge Hackworth, as Legal Adv.iser to the State Department
IIxpressed an even more emphatic opinion in the testimony which he
",Iwe before the Foreign Relations Committee. He said replying to a
qUllstion that "the Security Council has no right whatsoever to throw
IIt:1/~ants into the Court", even if it threatened peace and security. "All
llint the Security Council can do with respect to the Court is to request
tUI advisory opinion on some question pending before the Council. It
IiIIlIllot require States to go into the Court. It may make recommenda110118, but the States are not obliged to follow recommendations of the
(:oullcil in that respect. If, because of failure to follow a recommendation
of the Council, peace is threatened, then the Council has a right to 'take
.\loll action as is a:uthorized by the Charter." Quoted by ]. Mervyn
,101108, "Corfu Channel Case- Jurisdiction", 35 Transactions of Grotius
""I/oiely (1949), pp. 99-100.
I" In this text the words "by the parties" were added after the word
"n1 fol'red", in order to make it perfectly clear that the Security Council
IIILII no right or duty to refer justiciable disputes to the Court. U.N.C.I.a.
IIoc" Vol. XII, p. 137.
U
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text, the above paragraph did not involve the principle of com.
pulsory reference; it merely served to. remind the Council and the
parties in dispute that adjudication by the Court would ordinarily
be the most appropriate method for settling controversies of a
legal nature. 49 This history is very important for weighing the
argument of the U. K. Government, which it raised in the Corfu
Channel case. We shall deal with it later.
VI. GENERAL FEELING TOWARDS COMPULSORY JURISDICTION

As we have seen, there was much support for the"cause of compulsory
jurisdiction in 1945, when the Statute was being drafted. This
support came not only from the smaller countries. International
opinion as a whole was in favour of compulsory jurisdiction being
conferred on the Court. It was honestly felt that "if the reign of
law is to be substituted for the rule of force in international relations, it seems imperative that all of the Great Powers must accept
the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice".
The people said: "If we are actually to pursue the path which leads.
to understanding and peace, we must follow the road of law and
justice instead of force and threats of unilateral action. Let us get
back on that path and really help create 'freedom from fear'."
If the United Nations was to succeed in keeping the peace in the
long run, they were convinced, routine means of settling disputes,
amicably would have to be firmly established. Indeed, the great
hope underlying the new peace system was that a regime of world'
law would evolve olit of new relations, then being created, that
would entail settlement of a majority of disputes between nations by'
the sound process of judicial decision before they could reach the·
Security Council.
In replying to the common and aL.-uost stock argument that "now!
is not the time, let us wait until the United Nations Organization
works for ,a while, may be 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 years from now; let it be,
more effective in its work first and then we will consider whether
we wish to file a declaration for compulsory jurisdiction", Senator
Morse of the United States said: "Of course, they beg the entire,
question, in my judgment, because I do not think it can work'
effectively-I think we ought to be frank about that; I think its.
chances of working effectively are greatly reduced so long as we.
40

U.N.C.I.O. Doc., Vol. XII,· pp. 108-9.
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do not build up to the maximum extent possible the judicial branch
of the United Nations."5o
Mr. Buchman pleading for the acceptance by the United States
of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court saili before
the sub-committee of the Committee on Foreign Relations: "Now
III 'the accepted time; now is the day of salvation. And when I say
'llilivation' I mean it. I think it is as true now as it ever was, and
I know no authority greater than the one that I am about t@ cite:
'They that take the sword shall perish by the sword'."
He warned: "Let us not fail in security because we are the strong.
Illlt, the richest, the most advanced nation in the world. So far as
power is concerned, I think, no doubt, that a few years a?o Germany
was a very strong nation. France was the .strongest natiOn on land;
Great BritaiI). on the sea; and at the beginning of the war Germany
was stronger than either. But now Germany is tumbled in the
dust. In the Pacific area beyond all doubt Japan was the strongest
nation. Japan is now tumbled in the dust. But ,all our pride and
pomp and power will be like that of Nineveh and Tyre unless ~e
Mtop this habit·of power politics and the attendant storms to WhICh
this temple of peace (United Nations) is now exposed because we
have not put above that temple the roof-a court of justice within
.
which disputes may be settled."
Mr. Buchman emphasized that the verdict of a jury may be
wrong, but it is to be accepted rather than the verdict of duel.
"The judgments of the World Court may be wrong, but these are
to be accepted instead of a world war of atoInic bombs, a war in
which innocent ll<:lncombatants. are not spared, but hundreds of
thousands are sent to an untimely death amid indescribable
torture in order that a pyrrhic victory may be gained instead of
I~ just decision such as has been rendered repeatedly by the First
World Court, and we have every reason to suppose, would be
rlmdered by this present World Court;" "Let us awake therefore",
htl insisted, "stretch every nerve, ana press with vigour on" to
IlI'lng about sUbmission to the jurisdiction of the Court. There can be
1\0 peace and order in the world if the greatest nations are exempted
b'om the power of the law of nations.
According to Mr. Buchman "the United Nations Charter is an
t'rchitect's plan for a temple of peace. It is a remarkable plan but
It III only a plan." The foundation of this temple was completed
II

Senator Morse, Hearings on· S. Res. 196, p.
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he said, "when the Charter had been ratified by enough of the'
signatory states to go into effect;'. Further construction work
has been done, "but the temple, at least a large part of it, is still
without a roof"; and this will continue to be the case until the
compulsory jurisdiction was ,conferred upon the Court. 51
This is the spirit which we found after the Second World War.
Though the United States opposed the conferring of compulsory
jurisdiction on the-lnternational Court at San Francisco, American
public opinion was generally in favour of it. Many Americans
thought that compulsory jurisdiction was a natural consequence of
membership in the United Nations itself, whose ideal was to establish international justice through law. As Senator Morse said:
"How can we have inteplational justice throu¥h law, unless we
have an' acceptance on the part of all countries of the world that
they will submit their disputes to the jurisdiction of the World
Court, is simply beyond me; and therefore I think we should end
at the earliest possible, date this rather singular position in which'
we find ourselves of not accepting the' compulsory jurisdiction of
the Court." There was a strong sentiment in favour of the acceptance
of compulsory jurisdiction among professional groups in the United
States, as indicated by unanimous resolutions of organizations such
as the American Bar Association, the Federal Bar Association, the
Inter-American Bar Association, the American Society of ~nter-:
national Law, American Association of University Women, the
General Federation of Women's Clubs and many others. 52
When aresolution was put by Senator Morse before the United'
States Senate for authorizing the acceptance of the compulsory'
jurisdiction, there was a great enthusiasm in the whole, country
and' at the hearings on that resolution before a sub-committee
of the Committee on Foreign Relations, the best jurists of"
America appeared or sent their evidences to it and the most:
important ,point to be noted is that not a single man or
association opposed the 'proposal. On the other hand, they
were unanimously in favour of unqualified immediate acceptance'
of the compulsory .jurisdictionof the Court.. As the Committee
reported: "The general feeling seemed to be that such a step taken,
&1 John Buchman, Hearings on S. Res. 196, pp. 52-4'
,
as "Report of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Compulsory Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice", Review of ths
U.N. Charter: a collection of documents, Washington (I954);P. 99.
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,United States would ,be natural and logical sequel to

our entry into the United Nations."53 They said that the experience
of fifty-one states, including such great powers as Great Britain
ILIld France, which made declarations under Article 36 of the old
Htntute, demonstrated that this was no dangerous venture, and
Iwen leaving aside that fact, "scientificingeriuity has re-enforced
the conclusion that it would',be better to strengthen the peaceful
processes of the United Nations and lose a law suit than to weaken
lhe Organization and win a war".54 Senator Morse said in the
Henate in' favour of his resolution: "These ,events would seem to
Indicate, Mr. President, that the time has come to assume the small
1'IHk which is involved in saying that, so far as we are concerned,
lind as among other States, assuming the same obligation, we will
Ilbide by the law, and we agree that in case of question, the Inter.
IllLtional Court of Jtisticemay decide what the law is."
His feelings were appreciable when he said: "Rightly. or wrongly,
Mr. President, may I digress for a moment to say there will b'e those
lunong the peoples of other nations of the world who will say that
ollr refusal now to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the World
Court means that we will reserve, because of our position of great
military power unequalled by any nation in the world, the right
finally to determine any issue thal\~e do not want to submit to the
tlOmpulsory jurisdiction of the Court by resort to might or at least,
" take-it·or-leave-it dictate. I kn()w that such an accusation will
IHwer have any foundation in fact, but why, I ask,Mr~ President,
Mhould we follow a course of action in connection with this issue
which even gives any basis for a suspicion that the United States
1M not ready and willing now to carry out to every letter and phrase
of the San Francisco Charter all of the peaceful procedures for the
Mt1t.tlcment of international disputes?"
And he was right in expressing his fears: "I say I am fearful that
lither nations will fear that any nation which refuses-to submit
IIIl of its justiciable disputes to the compulsory jurisdiction of the
World Court is a nation that wishes to keep a ghost in its diploUlIltic closet."55
Htlllator Thomas gave him a powerful support when he said:
"The question is, Mr. President, wl:ty should any nation with a
ultll~r conscience be afraid to t~ke its case before the bar of inter,

'

II .Ibid., p. 99.
up. C. Jessup, Hearings on S. Res. ,196, p. II2,
II Senator Wayne Morse, Hearings on S. Res. 196, pp. 15-19.
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national justice~ Why should any nation which believes in government by law hesitate to accept the impartial judgment of the CourO .
Why should any nation, great or small, which wants to be fair in·;
its dealings with others, avoid the settlement of legitimate grievances
which other nations may have~" It must be clear to Us all, he'
said, that so long as states could place themselves above the rules
of international laWi the world wo.uldbe torn by confusion and,
chaos. So long as sovereign nations could judge for themselves
what the law was, there could be no real hope for lasting peace.
And so, he felt that "compulsory jUrisdiction is the real test of our
loyalty, if we want the Court to succeed". 56
.
To the objection that none of the big governments were yet ready
to submit their real disputes to judicial ~ettlement and so the warmaking disputes ha:d to be settled by pOlitical means, i.e. through
the Security Council, it was replied that though there was much
truth iIi the statement it. could not be left at that. As Mr. Fleming'
said: "The league Council always proved to be deadlocked, stymied, .
impotent whenever there was a great political crisis to be settled,
by political methods. Manchuria, Ethiopia, the Rhineland, Spain,
Austria, Czechoslovakia-tliese evaded crises led us straight to an- '
other war." After looking at the working of the Security Couilcil and
its greatest drawback, the "veto", he was not too confident that this
new Council would save the world ,from another catastrophe by
political means..And so he appealed: "Certainly it is high time
that we should begin very seriously to use the judicial methods of
settling disputes. The judges cannot do worse than the politician~'
have done, and they are likely to do very considerably better.
The judicial method can at least mOve many conflicts towards
solution, if it is given a chance."57
And lastly, it is interesting to note the effect of acceptance of
tliis compulsory jurisdiction on the sovereignty of states. The
acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Court with respect to the
matters enumerated in Article 36 has never been regarded as a
surrender of sovereignty. Liberty is not the exercise of unbridled,
will. It implies the eXistence of an organized society maintaining
public order, without, which liberty would be lost in the exer~ise,
of unrestrained abuses~ "To agree to adhere to the principles of

right and justice among nations, maintained through an international organization, is not a surrender of national freedom~ It is
substitution of ordered liberty among nations for international
anarchy. "68
Kelsenalso believes that the establishment of an international
tribunal, composed of judges who are not representatives of the.
contesting states and operating according to majority vote decisioI)s
binding upon the contesting states, is generally considered to be
compatible with the sovereignty and· equality of states. This is
due to the idea that international tribunals are competent only to
apply positive international law to the dispute they have to settle;
that they cannot impose by their decisions new obligations or
GOnier new rights upon the contesting states. Another more importllnt reason for this view is that judicial d€fisions are objective and
impartial, and that they are not political decrees issued according to
the principle, which is a negation of law, that might goes before
.
right. 59
It is due to all these reasons that it was said thal "the very least
that we can.do now is to join the many nations who have adhered
to the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court and to again proclaim
with reiterated emphasis the fact that we are waging the struggle
lor peace through the only method by which real peace can be
obtained-the substitution of legal, judicial processes for those of
war with its lethal instruments ofundreamed annihilating power."
The U. S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee unanimously
reported the resolution to the Senate for favourable action and
declared that "the undertaking of this obligation by Members of
the United Nations is a logical f'Ulfilment of obligations already
(lxpressed in the Charter". 80
VII.

In spite of so much enthusiasm among the states, which became
clear from the unanimous resolution passed by the San Francisco
Conference urging the states to accept the compulsory jurisdiction
Imd·the discussions on the subject in diflerent countries, tbe results
O. L. Philips, Hearings on S. Res. 191, pp. 72-3.
Kelsen, 'Pe~e IAfOUgA L9W, Chapel Hill (I9<t-4), pp. 43 ft.
Review of the U.N. Cltartlr: II eolleetton of ~umenll, W~n.
(J954J, P·99.
.
It

Congressional Record, 79th Congress, Vol. 92, Part 8, Senate Proceedings, pp. 10614.
7 D. F. Fleming, l{ettrings on S. Res. 196, p. 4'1.
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are not enooumging. Upto April ~959, there were only 38 states"1
bound by the compulsory jurisdiction clause of the new Court including 13 states who were bound by virtue of their declaratiQns
under the old Statute and Article 36, paragraph 5, of the new
Statute. 62 The first years after the Second World War showed a
certain tendency in favour of accepting the Optional Clause, but
this tendency soon disappeared. Moreover, prior to 1949 only one
contentious case, the Corfu Channel case, and two requests for advisory opinions were submitted to the International Court of Justice.
Due to this -indifference shown by the states towards the Court
the General ASSMrlbly on November 14, 1947, adopted a resoll1tion in the, following terms:
'

The General Assembly, considering that in virtue of Article 1 of the
Charter, international disputes should be settled in conformity with the
principles of justice and international law ;
Considering that the International Court of Justice could settle or
ILHsist in settling such disputes, if, by the full application of the proviHlons of the Charter and of the Statute of the Court, more frequent use
were made of its services :
1. Draws the attention of the States which have not yet accepted the
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court in accordance with Article 36 ,
paragraphs 2 and 5, of the Statute, to the desirability of the greatest
llOssible number of States accepting this jurisdiction with as few reHorvations as possible.
2. Draws the attention of States Members to the advantage of in~
Horting in conventions and treaties arbitration clauses providing, without
prejudice to Article 95 of the Charter, for the submission of disputes
which may arise from the interpretation or application of such convontions or treaties, preferably and as far as possible to the International
Court of Justice.
'
3. Recommends as a general rule that States should submit their
legal disputes to the International Court of Justice. 63

54

81 StateS currently accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court
'under Article 36; paragraph 2, of the Statute: Australia (1954), Belgium
(1958), Cambodia (1957), Canada (1929), China (1946), Colombia (1937),
Denmark (1956), Dominicqn Republic (1924/1933), EI-Salvador (1921/30),
Finland (1958), France (1947), Haiti (1921), Honduras '(1954), Israel
(1956), Japan (1958), Liberia (1952), Liechtenstein (1950), Luxembourg
(1930), Mexico (1947), The Netherlands (1956), New Zealand (1940),
Nicaragua (1929), Norway (1956), Pakistan (1957), Panama (1921),
Paraguay (1933), Philippines (1947), Portugal (1955), Sudan (1957).
Sweden, (1957)-, Switzerland (1948), Thailand (1929), Turkey (1958),
South Africa (1955), United Arab Republic (1957), United Kingdom
(1958), U.S.A. '(1946), Uruguay (1')21). H. W. Briggs, "The United States
and the International Court of Justice", 53 A .].I.L.(April 1959), p. 302.
u It is llnportant in this 'connection to note a recent jl,ldgment of the
Intenia.tionalCourt of Justice in the case concerning the Aerial Incident
of July 27, 1955, between Israel and Bulgaria, where it declared that
Article 36(S} applied only to declarations made under the old statute by
signatories of the Charter and of the new Statute in 1945, and had no
validity as rega:rds the declarations made ]:>y non-signatory ·states.
This provision, the Court said, could not preserve the declarations of ,
the non-signatory states from lapsing with which they were threatened
by the impending 'dissolution of, the Permanent Court. Since Article
36(5) could not maintain them in being, it could not transfer their legal
e:(fect to the juri~diction of the new Court when subsequently a nonsignatory state became a party to the new Statute. At that time it
would be neCessary to reinstate lapsed declarations, and then to transport
their silbject-iilatter to jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice.
Nothing Qf;this l!:ind wa,sprovided forby Article 36(5). The Court therefore decided in this case that the Bulgarian declaration which was made'on
August 29, 1921, lapsed and Was no l(jng~r in ~orce when Bulgaria. (a
non-signatory state); became a Member ,,0£ the United Nations and
henc~ party to the Statuteonpe,celilPer, 14, 1955, ¥ticle 36(5) did
not apply to such a declaration. I.e.]. Reports; (1959), pp. 127,ff.
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But these recommendations of the General Assembly were of no
l\Vail, the ultimate results being very disappointing. The last Yearbooks of the International Court bear witness to the reluctance of
the states in: this direction. In the Year-book 1950-51 only one state,
Israel, is shown to have made a declaration; in the Year-book
195 1-5 2, again-one single declaration is listed, Liberia; the Year-book
1952-53 indicates that no declaration whatsoever was made during
the period under reference, while several of the older ones had
tlxpired without being renewed; the Year-book 1953-54 shows the
declarations renewed by Australia, Turkey and Honduras; the
Year-book 1954-55 notes United Kingdom to have renewed its
declaration; the Year-book 1955-56 contains ,four declarations
I'llllewed by the Union of South Africa, United Kingdom, India and
Netherlands and one new declaration filed by Portugal; the Yearbook 1956-57 contains six declarations renewed by Israel, Norway,
Denmark, Pakistan, Sweden, and the U. K. while India terminated
itA declaration; the Year-book 1957-58 contains four new declaratlons made by Cambodia, the Sudan, Belgium and Finland. Thus
Bl'azil, Bolivia and Guatemala have not so far, as is known, renewed
their deClarations 4eposited in 1947-48 for a five year period, and
Irlln has withdrawn her declaration. Thus the over-all position is
not satisfactory. But even this number of declarations does not show
.. General Assembly, Official Records, Plenary Meetings, pp. 859 fl.
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the true position because not only the quantity but the quality
of the declarations must be taken into account. They have been
subjected to far-reaching reservations of various types and a
number of declarations have been revised in the recent years to add
more sweeping reservations curbing still further the already limited
scope of compulsory jurisdiction',

CHAPTER III

GENERAL OBJECTIONS TO THE
COMPULSORY JURISDICTION
WE have seen in the preceding pages how a valiant fight for
compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court, in spite of
forceful and ingeniouS arguments in its favour, was lost, to a great
extent, .due to the intransigent attitude of some of the big powers.
We have also seen that the progress towards that goal even under
the compromise formula of the Statute, contained in Article 36,
paragraph 2, has been terribly slow and not even half of the states
of the United Nations have so far accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court, Even those who have accepted it
have not shown full faith in the Court and, as we shall see later,
bave kept the last word in their own hands, There are different
rcasons~some apparent and some concealed-for such attitudes
being adopted by different states, and it is very difficult to go into
nil of them. We shall try to see here the general objections that
I\re raised against the compulsory jurisdiction, which is admitted
by all to be extremely essential for the Court to function in a satis'"ctory way and fulfil the task for whichit had been created.
I. CODIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE COURT'S
JURISDICTION~"GAPS" IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

Among the foremost reasons given for not accepting the jurisdiction
of the Court unconditionally, is that based on the alleged insuffidency and the uncertainty of the rules of international law to
(lIml with all situations arising between the states. International
lldjudication is a method of settling disputes between states by a
11lnding decision based upon rules of law. Accordingly in all cases
where there are no rules of international law applicable to the case.
there is no room for judicial settlement as a matter of binding
obligation accepted in advance and such contrqversies are non·
I"Ro.1. This reference to the non-existence of a role of international
Illw applicable to the case is most frequently made in the sense
,thllt, owing to its recent origin, to the indefinite character and
Mcnrcity of its rules, and to the constitutional difficulty of creating
57
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new rules, and amending obsolete ones, international law exhibits,
more than any other system of law, considerable gaps and deficiencies, with the result that a decision in accordance with the law
.
is frequently impossible. 1
This limitation of the judicial function has been under consideration by internationai lawyers for quite a longtime. In 1920, when
the Committee of Jurists considered the matter of the sources of
law to be applied by the Court some members expressed the view
that, because of the insufficierit development of international law
the C<,mrt might be confronted with the necessity of pronouncing a
non-liquet on the ground that there was no law applicable to the
dispute. The necessity of avoiding the possibility of a non-liquet
was the main reason for insisting on inserting in paragraph (c) of
the present Article 38 (I) of the Statute, the provision empowering
the Colirt to render decisions applying "the general principles of
law recognized by civilized nations", by some of the members. 2
According to some members, however, even this provision was not
sufficient to exc.lude the possibilityof gaps in law. This was, perhaps
one of the reasons why the Committee appended to its draft a resolution urging, in the interest of "the extension of the sway of justice
and the development of international jurisdiction", the convening
of an international conference charged with reconciling divergent
views on particular subjects and "giving special consideration to
those points which are not at the present time adequately provided
for".3 This view also found clear expression in the resolution adopted
in 1928 by the Ninth Assembly of the League of Nations, urging
the Members to sign the Optional Clause of Article 36, and express~ng
the hope that "the efforts now being made through progressive
codification to diminish the uncertainties and supply the deficiencies
of international law will greatly facilitate. the acceptance of thei
Optional Clause". The idea of limitation of the function of international tribunals on account of lack of rules of international law
has also foU:nd direct or indirect expression in a long s~ries bf
arbitration conventions. Thus in a number of treaties the tribunal
was instructed to decide ex aequo et bono in case there were no ruies
of law applicable to the dispute. The conviction of thesubstantiye

Insufficiency of international law is. prevalent among writers and
Htatesmen even now. 4 .
This view, says Judge Lauterpacht, is both unsound in legal theory
(lnd without .support from the history of international arbitration.
From the point of view of general legal theory it may be said.that
It derives support .from the positivist doctrine which has relaxed
its hold upon international lawyers. Under the normal rule of
ltlW it is inconceivable that a court should pronounce a non-liquet
because of the absence of law. This is certaiilly not so because .the
positive law has proVided a solution for all possible emergencies.
The reason for this is that law conceived as a means of ordering
human life, urilike theoretical sciences, including the science of law
Itself,. cannot, without abdicating its function, concede that there are
Hituations admitting of no answer. There must be a final solution to
tIllch problem with which courts aredonfronted, arid inn,o case
may the judge refuse to give judgment on account of a supposed
/{ap in the law. The practice of states recognizes that international
law both may and must avail itself ofsubsidi01.ry sources for the
purpose of settling disputes between states. Article 38, paragraph 3.
of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, which authorizes
the judges to apply, in the absence of conventional or customary
Jnternationallaw, "general principles of law recognized by civilized
lIations" is "in essential harmony with the attitude which the law
of every legal community (in so far as it refuses to sanction the use
of force as a means of settling disputes between its members) must
tlxpect fom its jUdiciary". It has definitely removed the possibility
of gaps conceived as a deadlock in the way ofsettlement of a dispute.
Thc prohibition of non-liquet, says Lauterpacht, is one of the
"/{cneral principles of law recognized by civilized nations".5
Moreover, the history of international adjudication of disputes
I~ (l continuous and consistent proof that the difficulties-arising out
of the alleged absence of law, -although they loom large in the minds
01' lawyers and statesmen, in actual practice constitute no obstacle.
ILt nil in the way of judicial settlement of disputes. Three lessons.
I'!l\lorge; according to Judge Laliterpacht, with convincing clearness
tWill the practice of' international courts in' the last 150 years.

Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community,
p~ 51.
t Proces Verbaux, pp. 296, 309, 310, 332.
3 Ibid., p. 747.

• Lauterpacht,The Function of Law in the InternationfJlCommunity;
pp; 55-6.
.
I Lauterpacht, ibid., pp. 60-9; also' see Lauterpacht, The Development
f!/I'/Iternational Law by the International Court, Lond,oIJ. (1958), pp. 'I65•.7~
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First there is no case on record in which an international tribunal·
refus~d to adjudicate on a matter on the ground that there was
no law applicable to the question; secondly, in the majorit~· of
cases international tribUnals were confronted with new situatIons,
for which international law had no ready.made solutions at hand;
thirdly, this fulfilment of the judicial duty to pronounce the law
in each case has not been achieved by sacrificing the strictly legal
character of international adjudication. The tribunal in the N ortn
Atlantic Fisheries case did not declare itself incompetent on the
ground that the question of state servitudes, the central problem of
that arbitration was controversial and without judicial precedent.
If the existence'of a clear and generally accepted rule of law is the ,
test of justifiability of disputes then the Lotus case was clearly .a
a non.justiciable dispute. And yet there is no doubt that this
conflict between France and Turkey was capable of and was
. settled by a strictly judicial decision. 6 Fischer Williams discardiilg
the argument of "gaps" in international law says: "There is indeed
far more international law already in existence and in course of
application and development both by national .and international
tribunals than is currently recognised. So far neIther the Interna.
tional Court nor any of the Mixed Arbitral Tribunals or of the
various arbitral commissions ... has found its work hampered.l>y
the supposed 'gaps' in international,law."7
11. UNCERTAIN AND AMBIGUOUS NATURE OF LAW

Even if there a~e no gaps, one may argue, inernational·law is
in some respects so vague and uncertain that it is natural for the
governments to feel reluctant to expose themselves to the danger
of a judgment by the Court adverse to the legal position they have
consistently maintained. As Sir Erie Richards argued, "no re~eren~e
toa court can be. made compulsory until the law of ]la:tlons IS
defined with greater exactness. The application. of ascertained ,.
and recognized law is a task which within limits may properly be
entrusted to jurists, but the determination of law in cases in which [
• Lauterpacht, "The Doctrine of Non-justiciable Disp~tes in Inte~-,
national Law", 8 Eumomictl (1928), pp. 277 fi; The FunctlCm of Law In
the Intemational Community, London (1933), Chapter VI, p. 105· .
.
., John Fischer Williams, Cltapte1'S on CtW,ent InteffJcdional LmtI and the
lApe of Nations, London (1929), p. 55·
.
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the usage of different nations is not uniform, and indeed on some
poiMs is directly opposed, and as to which no settled principles
luwe as yet found acceptance, is a task beyond the competence
of a judicial tribunal. Such differences must be settled by international agreement before they can be dealt with by a jUdicial process."
It might be possible some day, Sir Richards thought, to agree
upon the law, and if real agreement was reached, then it should be
possible to codify the law with sufficient exactness to enable a
court to apply it according to judicial methods. But until that
WllS done the objection to compulsory reference. seemed insuperable. 8
H. A. Smith also contended that before the jurisdiction of an
International court could be made obligatory, certain preliminary
oonditionshad got to be fulfilled and "the first and most fundamental
of these conditions is that the court should have a definite, written,
'llld accepted law which it can apply to all controversies that may
come before it". The first precaution that states demanded was
l\ complete statement of the law which the court was going to
lldminister. No self-respecting nation, hesaid, was going to pledge
It.Hclf in advance· to accept any and every decision that might
I\OInmend itself to a handful of lawyers of diverse nationalities,
Mllided by nothing more definite than their individual ideas of
l'lght and wrong. Any rulers who attempted to commit their people
to suc~ a course would, he asserted, be guilty of nothing. less than
Il grave breach of trust. They were abso~u:tely bound to demand
tllIlt the Court, which was to prpnounce upon the destinies of their
l\lltion, would be guided by a definite code of rules which had
I'l'twiously been examined and approved by the law-making body
of the nation itself. It could not give a blank order to a group of
IIlne foreign lawyers to make laws for the whole world. Giving
Uw example of the. U. S. Supreme Court which had been given
!lIl'lsdiction to decide controversies between states, Mr. Smith
"mninded that more than half a century elapsed before the Supreme
(~ourt was placed in a position to render a final decree in a suit
hlltween two states. For many years every attempt to invoke the
1\ll'Isdiction of the Court against a state was met with most jealous
ho~tility. Only by slow stages was the public nUnd induced to
IUllllpt that one state could be sued by another against its own will.
I" \nore than ~r:~}nstance the decrees of the Court were deliberately
• Hlr Erie Richards, "The Jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of
Inl!\l'IuLtional Justice", 2 B. Y. I. L. (I92I-22),p. 2.
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defied and this defiance met a very large measure of public support.
Ultimately, however, the Court was successful. But that was made '.
possible because it was armed from the outset with two accepted.
bodies of law-the written constitution of the United States to which
every state had pledged its alliance upon entering the Union,
and the general body of English common law and equity, which
had been inherited by the whole nation as an integral part of the
national life. It was unimaginable what the result would have
been had the Court been left to find its own way in the dark without
any defjnite law to guide it. If such questions had been left to be,
decided by a court consisting ,of an American, an Englishman, a
Spanish, a Frenchman and a Dutchman who were to decide entirely·
according to their own ideas of what was right and just, unrestricted:
by any code or by any body of generally accepted law, the decisions,
of such a tribunal, however eminent might be the individual judges,
would have, carried no moral weight and would never have been
obeyed. Under these circumstances, two preliminary condition!;.
must be fulfilled before conferring any obligatory jurisdiction on an \
international court. Firstly, "we must provide the court with a
full, definite and universally accepted code of international law
which it can apply to all the controversies that come before it:
Secondly, we must prepare ourselves to undertake the task of
solving in advance, by universal and unambiguous agreement,
all those unsettled questions of international law which experience
teaches us to be the breeding ground of war." Until such time,
however, the court could rest upon the explicit consent of the'
parties to each particular dispute and must be limited in each case'
by the terms in which the consent was expressed. 9
,
Dr. Charles G. Fenwick maintained that in the absence of a clear
rule of law, it would be a better solution of the controversy to.!
attempt to adjust it across a conference table rather than to leave
it to the decision of a court which, in framing its rule of decision,
might depart from the international law accepted by one or othe~
of the parties. 10 Until a law is created for all the subjects that

mme up in the relations of nations, he said, there was no hope of
obligatory arbitration. l1
It is in line with this idea that Mr. John Foster Dulles in his
memorandum to the ForeIgn Relations Committee, made Article 38
the sUbject of rather severe criticism. If the rules of international
ltLW to be applied are so uncertain that resort must be had to
ILlleged custom and the teaching of publicists, he pointed out,
Htllen the Court can scarcely avoid indulging in a large amount of
JUdicial legislation and political expediency", and under these
conditions the United States should refrain from subjecting itself
to the Court}2 Pursuant to this view, Senator Millikin introduced
ILIl amendment to the Morse Resolution in the U. S. Senate, which
(mlled for acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the InterlIational Court of Justice by the United States. This amendment
provided that the declaration of adherence to Article 36 "shall not
fLpply to disputes where the law necessary for decision is not found
In existing treaties and conventions to which the United States is
lL party and where there has not been prior agreement by the
United States as to the applicable principles of international law".
Arguing for his' amendment, Senator Millikin said, that tltere
heing a great area of uncertainty in the field of international law
Hwe dare not give an unqualified acceptance of jurisdiction when
we do not know what the principles are that will rule the case.
That is 'not rule by law. That is rule by uncertainty.... It is the
first measure of prudence on our part, to assure that we shall have
Nome idea of what the law is going tp be. We should not commit
tho destiny of this country to a game in which the rules are made
hy the referee as he goes along. "13
Codification may eventually help to reduce the uncertainty

' l
H. A. Smith, " Jurisdiction and Powers of an International Court'"
96 Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science (Jul'
1921), pp. 107-14.
" , :
10 Charles G. Fenwick, "Closing the Loopholes in Arbitration Treaties~',
138 Annals of the Am. Ac. of Pol. and Soc: Science (July 1928)
pp. 151-3·
9

11
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Fenwick, "Law, the Prerequisite of an International Court", 96

,1/1uals of the Am. Ac. of Pol. and Soc. Science (July 1921), pp. 118-2 3.
1M J. F. Dulles, Hearings on S. Res. 196, p. 44.
Thisamendment was later on rejected by the Senate as most of the
felt that it gave the United States "veto" power over the law
which the Court might apply and was, therefore, against Article 38 of the
"ItLt.ute of the International Court of Justice. Congressional Record, 79th
l'OIlKl'CSS, Vol. 92, Part 8, Senate Proceedings, August 2, 1946, pp. 106981U70'1' The same view was taken by the Senate Committee on Foreign
11111ILtions on compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court. 'Review
HI IIw U. N. Charter; 'a collection of documents, Washington (1954).
W. 1°3-4·
1ft
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of international law; but recent experience indicates that efforts
at codification are not likely to be very successful in the near future.
Although certain of the rules of war and neutrality were codified
at The Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907 with some measure of
success, the Codification Conference which met at The Hague in
1930 under the auspices of the League of Nations and which tackled
three of the most controversial topics in the law of peace (nation.'
ality, responsibility of states for injuries to aliens, and territori~
waters), was an almost complete failure. At such conferences, 'the'
various delegations usually attempt to insert in the proposed conven·'
tions the views favoured by their respective governments even if
they know that such views are contrary to the established practice
and the result is either outright disagreement (which increases rather
than reduces the uncertainty of international law), or vaguely
worded compromises which do little to clear up controversial points.:
"Many of the deputies", a distinguished lawyer (Edward Fry) said,
"are clever men, and a chaos of clever men is not likely to get 0 '
fast." The difficulties are not over when the conference concludes.
Its work has to be approved in the parliaments of all' the nations
represented; for after all legislation is the business of parliaments,
and international legislation is at least as important as national, an
cannot, and ought not, to be withdrawn from the parliamenta
authority. If even the express statement of a rule in a converttio
is not ratified by all the states but by only some of them, it rna
have the result of weakening the rule as part of customary law b
plaoing its general acceptance in doubt. Mr. Charles Evans Hugh
said in an address: "We can be under no misapprehension as tg
the conditions in which this task is to be accomplished. The consen
of nations must be had and this must be obtained from government
faced with political exigencies.... And it must always be borne i
mind by our lay friends who are intent upon the immediate perfect'
ing and declaring of international law, even in the most extrem
applications which their programmes demand, that it is agreemen
we are seeking on the part of States, which according to our fundaA
mental postulate we must recognize as independent and equa.
before the law."14 Under these circumstances, as Mr. Hackwort,
says, "there has been a rather general disregard of the fact tha
in some instances the most sincere efforts to codify internation "
16 Charles Evans Hughes, Presidential Address, 19 Proceedings of t
American Society of International Law (1925), pp. 6-7.
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Itlw may do more harm than good·".15 In the present stage of the
clnvelopment of international law therefore, Mr. Fischer Williams
Muggests, and rightly it is submitted, that the line of least resistance
III that of cautio~ progress by judicial decisions, subject always
to the possibility of correction on particular points, by action of
the states principally concerned. Let us be content not to force the
plLce, and, while hetping forward codifi.~ation-bywhich is apparently
meant both the statement and improvement of existing law-as and.
When the opportunity offers, let us not suppose that codification
1M a necessary condition of progress. We have the International
Court, let us give it as much employment (and that will not be
.unall), as international conflicts require, and let us strengthen and
hnproveit in every way in our power. 16
In fact this was also the view taken by the British Government
In the Memorandum issued at the time of acceptance of the Optional
ChLuse. in 1929. Rejecting the view that "so much uncertainty
MUll eXlstsbothas to the scope of international law and as to what
Oil ,m~n~ points it really is, that to bind ourselves to accept the
J"rIsdiction of the Permanent Court in all questions of international
hLW involves a leap in the ,dark and may expose us to decisions it
would be difficult, if not impossible, for us to accept", the Memomlldum stated that there was in fact much less uncertainty as
rl1Wlrds the matters with which the Optional Clause dealt. But it
pointed out at the same time: "In any event, this argument, if
IlI't1Hsed to its logical conclusion, really means that the Optional
(~llll1se should not be signed until such time as international law
lum been codified to suchan extent 'as to leave nO room for uncer.
lillnty as to what it is in relation to any subject. This would mean
lImt this country must postpone the acceptance of the obligation
10 have all justiciable disputes determined by an International
~ \01l1't, for a period the length of which it isimpossible to determine."
I lit, Memorandum further stated that in certain branches of
IIIln1'l1ationailaw at least, "the method of bUilding up a body of law
hy 11 series of legal decisions, a method which produced the English
1I1III1mon law, may be more suitable" and that "this process would
bll Indefinitely retarded if states were unwilling to submit their
t1lfltlrences to the Couit on the ground that the rules of law appli.
. .. Green H. Hackworth, "The I. C. J. and the Codification of InternAtional Law", 32 A. B. A. Journal (1946), p. 81.ff.
U J. F. Williams, op. cit., pp. 56-60.
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cable to such cases were not definitely laid down in a code".17
So also, discarding the assertion that codification of international
law must precede any fruitful activity by international tribunals,
Mr. A. Hammerskjold said: "I think the truth is' just the other
way; no successful codification of international law can be undertaken except on the basis of the activities, over a considerable
period of time, of a truly permanent international court, supplement~
ed by the practice of states and international tribunals."18
Attempts to pass anticipatory legislation of a general character"
and to cast into the form .of a code detailed rules for particular
subjects are praiseworthy, and may prove of high utility.. But,
such attempts need the most careful scrutiny; it is not to be expected'
that all points on which differences will arise will receive a clear and,
satisfactory solution from the language of any conceivable code.
Mr. Green H. Hackworth has very explicitly brought out this point:
"Nor will codes of international law on all the major phases solve,'
the difficulty entirely. There will still be gaps in the law. Agreements cannot possibly embody provisions with the minutiae which'
one might desire. There will yet arise the. great muJtitude of new;
situations to be passed upon for which rules were not envisione&
in the codes." It is wrong to think, says Mr. Hackworth, that a code:
may be written which will fill all needs for all time to come. Nor;'
can it be expected that a comprehensive code can ,readily be prepare
which will be acceptable to all nations as their guiding star. 19
Codification thus does not preclude the need for the interpretation and the development of international law. The careful an
deliberate decisions of the ~rious international disputes, as to
the nghts of states, as and when they arise, seems a contributio
of the highest value that can be made to the progress and develop
ment of international law. In fact, as we have sIDd earlier, thi'
was one of the principal reasons militating in favour of the estab
lishment of a truly international court as distinguisned from th
Perinanent Court of Arbitration. Even at the San Franciscc?
Conference such hopes were indicated. Thus Senor Perez· 0,

Vcnezuela, President of the Commission charged with the mafting.
of Statute of the Court, in his opening remarksat the first meeting
of the Commission said: "Through its jurisprudence the Court
will furthermore perform an essential function in giving the proper
Interpretation to the rules of intE:rnational law."20
When we are discussing the possibilities of the gradual evolution
of international law bya steady, yet not pedantic, development
hy means of precedents, we ought not to exaggerate the effect of
Article 59 of the Statute of the Court which provides that a decision
"has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of
that particular case". At first sight it might appear that Article 59
hlld been designed to exclude the binding force of precedents. 21
But an examination of the drafting of the Statute negatives any
!'Inch design, whatever may have been its effect. In the draft of
the Statute submitted by the Committee of Jurists of 1920, this
lu'ticle did not appear at all. It was inserted by the Council of the
League, acting on the strength of the so-called Brussels Report.
This Report leaves little doubt that the addition of the "present
Article 59 was not due to a continental protest against the authority
of judicial precedent. It arose in connection with the right of
Intervention as laid down in the present Article 63 of the Statute.
The reason for inserting this article relating to intervention was,
In the opinion of the Drafting Committee of 1920 and of the Brussels
R(lport, to prevent situations from arising in which a case appearing
unimportant in itself might, without other states having had an opJlortunity to put their view as to the legal position before the Court,
I'Nmlt in a decision laying down certain principles of international

Misc. No. 12 (1929), Cpld. 3452, Paras 12 and 13.
Hammerskjold, 'The Permanent Court of International Justi ,
and its place in international relations", 9 International Affairs (1930)'
pp. 467-97 at p. 492.
.
18 HaCkworth, "The International Court of Justice and Codification
International Law", 32 A. B. A. Journal (1946), pp. 81 fl.
17

18

10

U. N. C. I. 0., Selected Documents, 1946, p. 88. So also Secretary of

Minto Stettinius, in his report to the President of the United States on the
Him Francisco Conference, declared: "International Law has long been
lil'ltlcized for its vagueness and weakness.... The International Court of
11IHtice, which the Charter establishes, has an important part to play in
lltlvllioping international law just as the courts of England and America
hllVll helped to form the common law." Charter of the United Nations:
Itdport to the President on the Results of the San Francisco Conference by the
{Ihltirman of the U. S. Delegation; U. S. Deptt. of State Publication No. 2349
(~(j June, 1945), p. 138.
.
,
II A few writers did understand it in this way. Thus H. A. Smith
Lhollght "that it was the deli"!lerate intention of the League to exclude
by tho most explicit words any idea that the Court was to be permitted
to mo.nufactnre a body of international law by its decisions in individual
I11\11l1u", 96 Annals of Am. Ac. of Pol. and Soc. Science (JUly 192I).P. IIO.
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law which, if they were applied to other countries, would completely
modify the traditional law and might, therefore, have serious
consequences. This, it was thought, applied in particular to interpre~
tation of multilateral conventions. It appears from the Brussels.
Report that Article 59 was inserted ex abundanti cautela in order to
give a more explicit formulation to the provision that if a state
uses its rigJ1t of intervention~ the construction given by the judgment
shall be binding upon it in the same measure as it binds the original
party to the dispute. Thus the Report says: "This last stipulation
establishes in the contrary case, that if a state has not intervened
in the case the interpretation cannot be enforced against it. No
possible disadvantage could ensue from stating directly what
Article 6r indirectly admits. The addition of an Article drawn up as
follows can thus be proposed to the Assembly: 'The decision of the
Court has no binding force except between the parties and in respect .•.
of that particular case'."22
While an .examination of the origin and drafting of Article 59
makes it c~ear that the provision has little to do with the adoption
of continental, as distinguished from Anglo-American theory of'
precedent, the practice of the Court in regard to the authority of
its own decisions shows that the alleged clash between the continental and Anglo-American conceptions has been disregarded and ;
that the problem is being solved, not by reference to particular'
national decisions, but on the basis of inherent value and of the
inescapable influence of judicial precedent. 23
Any court may be trusted to follow as a general rule a previous'
decision of its own when similar facts present themselves, whether,
it is under a binding obligation to do so or not. Thus as Judge;
Hudson says: "Any tribunal which seeks to' administer justice '•.
in an impersonal manner will be disposed to rely on precedents
where they exist." 24 In fact, the practice of referring to its previous
decisions has become one of 'the most conspicuous features of th~··
judgments and opinions of the Court. And Judge Lauterpacht,
with his wide experience, has explained the reasons for this practice.'
U "Report Presented by M. Leon Bourgeois and Adopted by the Council,
of the League of Nations", Documents concerning the action taken by the·
.
Council of the League of Nations under Art. 14 of the Covenant, p. 50.
28 Lauterpacht,
"The so-called Anglo-American and Continental
Schools of Thought in International Law~', 12 B. Y. I. L. (1931), pp. 31-62,
at p. 59.
'
u Hu4son, The Permanent Court, p. 627.

'I'he Court generally follows its own precedents, he says, for the
Hame reasons for which all courts-whether bound by any such
condition or not-follow them, "namely, because such decisions
(Ire a depository of legal experience to which it is convenient to
adhere; because they embody what the Court has considered in
the past to be good law; because respect for deCisi~ns given in the
past makes for certainty and stability, which are of the essence
of the orderly administration of justice; and (a minor and not
invariably accurate consideration) because judges are naturally
reluctant, in the absence of compelling reasons to the contrary,
to admit that they were previously in the wrong". 25
On the other hand, when it is remembered that international
law is still in an early stage, it is well that the Court should be
free, if it is so advised, to retrace its steps. And this is, in particular,
when the previous decision falls far short of having commanded
unanimity. In the international field, where no legislative procedure
is available, there is no room for rigid compliance with the precedent.
To that extent the emphatic language of Article 59 which limits
the formal authority of the decision to the case actually before the
Court is not without usefulness or significance. Subject to the principle of res judicata, the Court is perfectly free to re-examine the
Hubstance of law as laid down in a previous case. It is, however,
well to remember that it will not do so lightly, and without good
reason. But it may do so, and it has done SO.26 Thus, as Shabtai
Rosenne has said, without becoming "shackles to bind", the precedents are insistent that attention be paid to them and they may
he followed or discarded, but never disregarded. 27 Mr. Fachiri also
Hays: "The object of the reference to Article 59 in Article 3& is to
make it clear that the Court itself is not so rigidly bound by a previous decision as to contravene this principle by being precluded
from examining and dealing with each case as it arises upon its
merits." But he tells us that, though this extreme doctrine whereby
II decision once given can never be over-ruled is excluded, "it can
h(~ confidently stated that head 4 of Article 38 not only empowers
hut makes it the duty of the Court to follow its decisions and the
II H. Lauterpacht, The Development of International Law by the International Court, London (1958), p. 14.
.. Lauterpacht, ibid., p. 19.
17 Shabtai Rosenne, The International Court of Justice, Leyden (1957),
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principles resulting from them whenever they are properly applicable"; and he holds testimony to the fact that "the practice
of the Court is in full accordance with this view". 28
Sir Arnold McNair, a former judge of the International Court,
supports this view. "I do not think", he says, "that it can be said
that Article 59 has hampered the operation of the natural process
of looking to previous d,ecisions for guidance in the solution of
similar problems. It requIres no doctrine of judicial precedent to
explain that inevitable practice. Moreover, subject to Article 59,
Article 38 of the Statute mentions 'judicial decisions' as a
'subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law', which
presumably includes the decisions of the Permanent Court and the
International Court." In fact, this practice adopted by litigants
and the Court of citing previous decisions, he asserts, has greatly
contributed to the consolidation of the corpus juris that is
gradually being built Up.29 Judge Lauterpacht also stands witness
to the fact that the Court's practice, though not enjoined in
any absolute terms by its Statute of invoking its own decisions,
"has resulted over a prolonged period of years, in the formulationor clarification-of an imposing body of rules of internationa~
law".30
'
Shabtai Rosenne also emphatically asserts that "the expansion
of C!- body of international case.law, which can be examined together
with the full text of relevant pleadings is leading to a judicial codi, fication or at least re-statement of the law through application to
concrete circumstances which bids fair to outstrip efforts to obtain
a more complete codification by other than judicial methods". 31
Since, as we have seen, the Court itself may be instrumental in
the development of international law by its decisions, reluctance'
to accept the jurisdiction' of the Court leads to a vicious circle.
Disputes are not submitted to the Court because the law is uncertain;
but the law remains uncertain partly because the Court has no
opportunity to refine and develop it. The leading states of the
world, whose announced goal is the creation and maintenance of

the rule of law in international affairs, must decide whether this
goal is worth the risks of unconditional submission to the jurisdiction of the Court, even if the law administered by the Court is
still in many respects unsettled. It is important to make a start in
the right direction. The Supreme Court of the United States has
decided many cases between the states of the Union although it
had no body of rules more definite than those of international
law-and sometimes not even those-to apply in such cases. Early
in its history, the Supreme Court rejected objections to its jurisdiction based on the ahsence of a definite body of law applicable to
inter-state controversies. If these considerations are just, it is a
mistake to suppose that the codification of international lawhowever desirable' such a process may be-is a condition precedent
for the occupation by law of the sphere which it is entitled to regard
as its own. "What is important for the development of law is not
so much to fix its terms as to institute a judge."
,
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18 Fachiri, The Permanent Court of International Justice, 2nd ed.,
London (1932) p. 104.
18 Arnold D. McNair, The Development of International Justice, New
,
York (1956), pp. 13-14.
, ao Lauterpacht, op. cit., p. 18.
11 Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 425.

III. THE ABSENCE OF AN INTERNATIONAL
LEGISLATURE

Another great objection to the acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court over all international disputes is
based on the fact that there is no international legislature capable
of modifying and supplementing existing law. In municipal law,
legislation can be used both to produce the general contentment
of their people by measures design'ed' to iilcrease the welfare of
the society as a whole, and also to remove particular grievances
of sections of the people which might become dangerous if they were
lcft unredressed. In a state the action of courts is tempered by
lcgislation, and a rule of law which proves unjust can be effectively
amended. The absence of such procedure is one of the main defects
of the international system as it exists at present. The adherents
of this viewpoint to the consequently unsatisfactory character
of international law and to the possibility of controversies in which
the decisions of an international organ acting judicially and giving,
ItS it is bound to _do, effect to an undoubted international right
based on the existing law, would be so manifestly unjust and so
little in accord with changes C0ntinuously taking place in the international society that, far from being a positive factor in the peaceful
Hcttlement of internationaldisputes, they would have the unavoidable
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effect of perpetuating injustice and ffiction. In their view, the
existence of the obligation of judicial settlement in issues of this
description must cause the interested states to adopt a rigid attitude
of reliance on formal rights, an attitude which they might possibly
be induced to abandon or to modify in the course of a procedure
of a less rigid nature. The proponents of this view question'the
prudence of those who regard judicial'settlement as a panacea
which will secure peace and solve all international conflicts, and
insist that real' progress in this direction can be achieved only by
admitting the essential non-justiciability of such disputes and
developing so-called alternative methods of, settling them through
the more appropriate political procedure of international conferences, conciliation, and international legislation.32
Professor Huber pointed to' the essential difference, in this
respect, between international and municipal law, inasmuch as
"the latter possesses in its legislature a regulative organ which
normally ensures the adaptation of the law to the cha.nges of conditions of power within society, whereas the' essentially contractual'
nature of the relations of independent states enables states interested
in the maintenance of status quo to prevent or to obstruct the evolution of the law".33 .
At the First Assembly of the League of Nations, during the
discussion on the inClusion of the principle of obligatory adjudication in the Statute of the Permanent Court of International
Justice, Lord Balfour of the U. K. raised similar doubts. He said:
Remember that this Court is set up to administer a system of international law. International law itself is a changing and a growing subject.
There is no provision-fortunately perhaps-within the limits ofthe Covenant, for changingand reforming international law, and this Court is brought
into existence not to change it or to reform it, but simply to administer it.
Therefore you may find yourselves, or some nation in the course of time
may find itself, in the position that a rigid interpretation of what may
be an antiquated system of international law, which would never be
accepted or embodied in any authoritative code or authoritative work
if all circumstances were understood, nevertheless has to be administered'
by a Court, which in administering it with strict regard to the laws with
which it has to deal, but without any power of achieving that larger
vision which is sometimes given to statesmen and polit~cians, may affect
SI Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community,
London (1933), pp. 245 ff.
aa Quoted by Lauterpacht, ibid., p. 246~
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interests so profoundly concerning the very existence of that state,
that your whole machine would be destroyed before that stat~ would
1mbmit itself voluntarily to legal destruction.
I do not think such cases are likely, but who mhong you will venture to
Hay that they are impossible? Who among you will venture to say tha~ if
this system be made compulsory such a case as I have indicated might
not occur?
,
The very thought that it might occur will throw discredit on your
Aystem, unless you allow some possible safety valve. Proceed, therefore,
in this case, as in all other cases" with care and caution."

This safety valve was found in the rejection of obligatory adjudication.
Professor Brierly also mentions as one of the reasons for nonacceptance by the states of the obligations of compulsory arbitration the fact that international law lacks the safeguard possessed
by the municipal1aw, namely, that decisions of courts <'may be
corrected and the law brought into harmony with public opinion
by legislature".
'
There should be little doubt as to the gravity of the implications
of the objections put forward by these writers. As it is impossible
to determine in advance in what disputes a legal decision may
prove fraught with danger, their attitude amounts in fact to a
comprehensive rejection of the idea of obligatory adjudication.
This rejection includes even so-called purely legal disputes as connoting controversies capable of determination by an existing rule of
law; in fact compulsory adjudication of legal disputes so conceived
is even more dangerous from the point of view of the objection
put forward. 35
'
It may be useful to inquire how far the establishment of an
international legislature, even if practicable at the present stage
of international organization, would solve the difficulties said to be
inherent in obligatory adjudication. There is no doubt that in
Home cases it would be in a' position to remove dangerous causes
of friction by a deliberate change of the legal status quo. But its
possibilities in this direction cannot, acco~ding to Lauterpacht, be
IJxaggerated. The existing legal status quo may be a source of
U Balfour (Great Britain), League of Nations, The Records of the First.
Assembly, Plenary Meetings, p. 488.
U LauterPacht, "The Absence of an International Legislature and the
Compulsory Jurisdiction of International Tribunals", I I B. :y. 1." L.
(X030), pp. 134 ff.
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friction, but there is no certainty, he says, that legislation altering
it may not prove even more dangerous to the cause of peace. It may
lead to actual recourse to force where formerly only dissatisfaction
and friction existed. In so far as it may deprive a state of rights
previously enjoyed, it may be regarded as an act of injustice and
usurpation of powers in the same way as legislation within the state,
dictated by class or other factional interests, may prove productive
of widespread indignation or violent disobedience culminating in
revolution. Legislation is not always a soUrce of blessing. To
expect that legislation will always work for peace is as unreasonable
as to attach the same expectation to conciliation or judicial settlement. There are statutes passed by the national legislatures, by
narrow or substantial majorities, which are far from being just or
making for peace.
Moreover, its operation is necessarily limited by the fact that
some legal relations, although distasteful to those who expect to
benefit by a change of the law, ought nevertheless to be maintained
because of the conformity with material or formal justice. It is not
the function of law to prevent individual hardship following upon
the operation of rules of law. It is only when such hardship and
injury becomes socially detrimental that the legislator steps in.
A change of law may violate reasonable expectations of those
protected by law which are just in themselves. Nothing in the'
present stage of international organization and political atmosphere
can be more detrimental to the prospect of effective change than ~o
rely exclusively upon legislative action for its realization. Even
if this change is found to be reasonable, this process, far from
being invariably effected by the action ofthe legislature, frequently
takes place through the less formal activity of courts either remaining
formally within the orbit of the existing law or disregarding it by
applying general principles of law, equity, and public policy.
This is not, Lauterpacht makes it 'clear, to deny the usefulness of,',
an efficient system of international legislation or to call into question
the imperative necessity of such a system, but in order to show that
it is inappropriate to assess the value of judicial settlement from the
sole point of view of its ability to remove causes of friction in all
cases and satisfy all parties concerned. Undoubtedly, the absence
of international legislation puts a heavy strain upon judicial settlement as an obligatory institution, but to cut the Gordian knot by
rejecting, on this account, obligatory adjudication altogether is too
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flimple a solution. To do so is to exhibit an attitude of resignation.
The unprogressive character of this negative attitude is only thinly
veiled by willingness to recede from it as soon as an effective international legislature becomes a reality. For this is a consummation
which for a long time to come must continue to be an ideal and no
more. The setting up of an international legislature, says Lauterpacht, would constitute the most fundamental change in the
present organization of intermitional society and derogation from
the traditional attributes of national sovereignty immeasurably
({reater than even a most comprehensive acceptance of the obligations of compUlsory judicial settlement. To regard the establishment
of an international legislature as a precedent to the setting up of a
Hystem of obligatory adjudication is, he thinks, in effect, to reject an
institution of vital itnportance to the existence of any legal community on the ground tliat community has not as yet developed certain
modes of creating law. This he believes to be a counsel of despair.
It is improvident, therefore, he pleads, to reject a working mini.
mum because the maxitnum calmot as yet be obtained. 3G
These arguments should not be understood as denying the serious.
ness of the problem created for obligatory adjudication by the
IIbsence of an international legislature. But they clearly indicate
that the difficulty arising from this drawback of international
organization camiot be solved by rejecting obligatory adjudication
llitogether, that is, by aggravating one evil through perpetuating
'Ulother of even graver and 'more anarchi<;al consequences; but by
l,,'ploring the means either actually operating or calculated to
operate in the direction of removing the dangers resulting .from the
I~hsence of an agency amending the existing law. Thus, it has been
pointed out that much of this amending process is actually and
lIoccssarily performed by international judges in the ordinary
Ilxl1rcise of their judicial function. Secondly, instances drawn from
1I1t~ practice of states may be adduced in which the parties volunta·
l'lly agreed so to extend or to modify judicial legislation as to make
It conform to the requirements of justice and progress. It is in these
voluntary agreements, Lauterpacht feels sure, dictated by a far"lIning spirit of accommodation and by a realization of the ultimate
Noll(larity of interests, and concluded as occasion arises within the
H. Lauterpacht, "The Absence of an International Legislature and
I I B. Y. I. L.
IIU,lo), p. 143·
II
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all-embracing obligation to submit to final judicial settlement that
the major part of the remedy lies. 37
..
For these reasons, the present imperfect state of InternatIonal
legislation, far from being a reason for limiting the scope of j~dic~al
settlement, argues Lauterpacht, is a powerful argument In Its
favour. Law is created not only by legislative bodies, or by custom,
or by individual agreements of the parties, but also by judges by
way of interpreting the existing law and applying. the gen~ral'
principles of law. The discussion on peaceful change In connectIon
with the absence of an international legislature is characterized,
not only by an over-estimate of the element of change, but also an
under-estimate of the function of courts as an instrument for
changing the law according to the changed circumsta.nces. UndOUbtedly, legislation is the normal and the most effective mea~s
of changing the law, but it is not the only means. It ~an be and IS '
changed by the courts though it may be said theoretically that t?e
courts are bound to apply the law as it is and not to change It.
Brierly has said: "In any system of law the function of the judge
is not merely to apply a rule to facts, but actually to formul~te
rule which he may apply. In other words, the complete separatIOn .•
of the legislative and the judicial functions is somethin~ that,
exists in the imagination of ~onstitution-makers, but not In the
nature of things .... The act of the court is creative act, in spi~e
orour conspiracy to represent it as something else."38 Though ~h1S
method of developing law is chiefly foun~ in common law count?e~,
it is not entirely disregarded in the systems 6f law where t~e pnnclpIe of stare decisis has no formal validity. In internatIonal law
where direct legislation is still in an embryonic stage, and gro'":th ~f
law by custom is slow and uncertain, this method of law-makIng IS
of special importance for the purpose of disposing of disputes by
developing and adopting the law of nations, within th.e fo~al
orbit of existing law, to the new conditions of internatIOnal.ufe'.
through a process of equitable judicial interpretation and reasomng.
The conception of international tribunals administering in a m:chanical fashion obsolete rules of law.is far from truth. InternatIonal.
tribunals are in fact in a more favourable position to find ways and,

means to prevent law frOm becoming an instrument of aggression,
they are hampered by a comparatively small number of hard and
(l\st rules and are in a better position to exercise the law-creating
function in a spirit of progress. And· that the Court has in fact
proved equal to the task may be seen from the statements of expert;;
who have closely followed the proceedings of the Court. Thus
the well-known jurist, Mr. Shabtai Rosenne, in his commentary on
the International Court states: "The Court introduced an element
of healthy dynamism well matching the new trends of international
organization and the requirements of international society.. It
displays no signs of moribund conservatism and excessive formalism
:mid to be characteristic of the lawyer. Far from it. Many of its
pronouncements are marked by vigour and zeal to bring the principles of the law and its application into harmony with present day
necessities." Taking guidance from the practice of states and from
arguments advanced before it, the Court "has shown its awarepess
of the unsatisfactory features of classic international law and has
been conscientious in re-adapting that law to the requirements of
modern international life".39 So also, Dr. Hambro, the ex-registrar
of the Court, finds it "fully aware of the need for, and the possibility of, developing international law· so that it shall not become a
Htraight jacket to stop, prevent, or slow down the beneficial development of international law concepts. Thereby the Court has taken
Its place at the' front of the organs which will make of international
!l\W in the future a living, groWing body of rules, developing with
t:l~e necessities of the present-day international community.""O
In spite of such fine pleading for the obligatory jurisdiction of the
World Court by no less an authority tlian Judge Lauterpacht and
others, we have to admit that this law-creating function of the
Court is only limited. It is .true that "the decision of controverted
questions according to law, according to international law especially,
111 notfa mechanistic process. It is not a matter of choosing a gadget
which will fit into a particular place. It calls for the exercise of highly
t\l'cative faculties." U It is also a fact that in some recent instruments
tribunals have been expreSSly directed to decide in accordance with

Ibid., p. 155·
. t"
Brierly, "The Judicial Settlement of International. DISPU es ,)
The Basis of Obligation in International Law (Ed. H. Lauterpacht and
C. H. M. Waldock), London (1958), pp. 93-107.

Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 13.
.
E. Hambro, "A Case of Development of International Law. by the
IlItcrnationalCourt of Justice", Law and Politics in the World Community
(lCd. George A. Lipsky), California (1953), pp. 243-51.
n Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 247.
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the principles of law which, in their opinion, ought to,~e embodied
in international law. But, in the words of Hudson, It serves no
useful purpose to describe the process a~ judicial legislation, ~or is
such a description entirely accurate. If m some measure the Judge
must make the rule to which he will give concrete application, he
has not the freedom of choice which appertains to the legislator,
and he cannot promulgate a rule for general application.in. sit~a
tions other than to Which his decision relates. A clear distmctIon
ought therefore to be preserved between the law-finding function of
a tribunal and the law-giving function of a legislature. "42 Kunz
also maintains that courts are wholly unfit and unequipped for
changing the law, just as political agencies are unfit fo~ gi~ng
objective and impartial decisions. "It. would not only b~ illogical • •
but dangerous to subInit to an ordinary procedure differences
. the ruI es 0 faw
l 'm force. "43 It IS
. very
with regard to a change m
true that they do not merely apply the positive law automatically
and that the judicial activity necessarily is also law-creating and
the courts inevitably bring about a gradual evolution of the law.
But the distinction between judicial and legislative functions
remains, nevertheless, fundamental. "Judges do and must legislate,
but they can do so only interstitially, they are confined from molar
to molecular motions."" But, the degree of change as between
"almost imperceptible" and "drastic change" of the positive !aw
is not the basic difference between judit:;ial and legislative function;
the basic difference is that legislatures create abstract and general;
judges concrete and individual norms; tpat the judge is bound by
the hierarchically superior general norms; that not,only the procedure, but the content of his decisions is to a large extent .legally
prescribed; that the judge is much l~ss f.ree than t.he legislator; .
that the field of judicial law-creatmg mterpretatIOn, however •.
extended it may be, is always liInited, although not entirely deter-'
mined by the existing juridical mate~als: True, t?e establis?ment
of an international legislature is at thIS time utopIan. That I~ ~hy ,
quasi-legislative supstitutes are ~ec~:ary, b~t not always dec~sIOns
by the courts. 45 Alongside the JUdICIal bodies, the commumty of
Hudson, ibid., pp. 247-8 .
. . .
.
Kunz, "Compulsory International AdjudIcatIon and Mamtenance
of Peace"38 A. J. I. L. (1944), p. 676 .U Justice o. W. Holmes, quoted by Kunz, ibid., p. 67~'
.
6i Kunz, ibid., pp. 67 6 -7; Lauterpacht also supports this VIew. He says
41
U
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MtiLtes has the need, if peace is to be preserved, of other agencies,
tllmtrolled and operated and directed by men of political responsibi,
IIty and freed from the established limitations on judicial action.
Admitting the necessity of alternative methods of settlement,
however, it is the duty of international lawyers to examine the
lu:tual extent and the possibilities of judicial law-making within
tho interrlational society and see as to how far it could be extended
hy the will of the parties. It is indeed too much to reject the compulMory jurisdiction of the World Court simply because there is no
International legislature so far. As the Court itself may, to some
tlxtent, fulfil the purpose of the legislature, it is worthwhile to give
It jurisdiction at least in those spheres which are not fraught with
too many dangers.
IV. JUSTICIABLE AND NON-JUSTICIABLE DISPUTES

The fundamental limitation on the usefulness of the Court as an
organ for the settlement of international disputes is the belief that
not all conflicts of interests are capable of being terminated by
jndicial techniques within the existing legal frame-work. It is, of
(luurse, possible to argue theoretically that all disputes, of whatever
U1'Jgin, can be settled by judicial techniques, either by the applicaHun of existing law, or through the creation of new legal standards,
III' by giving the tribunal the power to decide ex aequo et bono without
I'tlgard to legal standards; in practice, ~uch a result has never been
llchie.ved in any community.
There are certain writers who plead for an unlimited compulsory
IUI'Jsdiction of the/International Court in all disputes that arise
htltween states. The most convinced and effective advocate of such
" (10Urt is Professor Kelsen. Theoretically Kelsen's reasonings and
ttrguments in favour of such an all-powerful Court are learned and
Ingenious. Conditions at the present juncture in world history, he
MILys, make any a,ttempt at the creation of a world state or world
Itldcral state wholly utopian; the only politically possible solution
must be sought within the framework of international law that
must be compatible with the principle of "sovereign equality" of
Mhttcs, The only non-utopian goal is, therefore, the establishment

t1mt in order to prevent judgments from becoming a source of friction
and an instrument of injustice, some other methods of'deciding the disPUtcll must also be devised. 24 A: ]. I. L. (1930), p. 155.
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of an international court with compulsory jurisdiction. This achieveJ,
ment would constitute not only the first step in time, but the mos
important step, towards making the present primitive international
law a more advanced lega.l order. As long as states-and her~,
Kelsen points to the very crux of the problem-are legally free tel
determine the question of right and wrong by themselves, as long ~
there is no impartial" and objective judicial decisio~, t~e .b~lG:
question of right and wrong cannot be answered :nth J~ndic ",
authenticity. The decision of right and wrong by 1mpartial an~
objective judicial judgment would constitute the g~ea~est advanc~
in world history even if the Court could not execute 1tS JUd~~~t b
force. The cry for an international police force is al~o politic.all,
utopian as it would be incompatible with the "sovere1gn equ~lity
of. states. The majority principle is considered to be applicabl
only in the case of courts in the field of i.nternati.onal relatio~s an
submission to the majority vote of an mternational court 1S n~i
considered to be incompatible with the sovereignty of a state. T
is one of the reasons why it is advisable to make a court and not" '
government. Also, arbitration has proved u~til ~~w;to ~e. the mos
effective method for settling disputes, and Judic1al dec1S10ns hav ,
overwhelmingly been carried out bona fide by the states; th
creation ~f compulsory international adjudication is, therefore, "th:.
line of least resi.tance"."
. ,"
To the objection that an international court compet~nt to d~c1d.
any dispute would be hamstrung in the absence of an mternatlOn "
legislature to set. norms for th~ court's decisions, ~s opposed th
proposition, assumed as histonc~l or ant~ropological~act: th~!
courts have always preceded legislatures m the orgamzation ;'
human society. ','In the field of municipal law ... the centraJ.iZ
ation of the law-applying function-that is the establishment 0
the courts-precedes the centralization of the law-creating func~o,'
-the establishment of legislative organs/' Natural evolutio,
tends first towards international judiciary, and not towards inte"
national government or legislation. To the objecti~n .that inte:
national law in its present stage of development 1S mcomplet.
'fragmentary, and as a system riddled with gap~, it i.s an~w~red ~
no system of law can ever be consider~d def~ctive sl~ce 1t 15 aXlO '
atic that any act not specifically forb1dden 1S permitted. Thus t
court can always pronounce for or against any contention.
t
objection that certain classes of disputes are not susceptible

:0
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JUdicial determination and resolution-disputes variously referred
to as "political"; "non-legal" or "non-justiciable"-is opposed a
f111t denial, on the ground that any dispute can be reduced to terms
o( opposing sets of legal rights, and a state in dispute with another
tltate has only the choice of justifying its position legally or of
fmnkly taking an extra-legal stand, thus impliedly admitting that
the right is on the other side: By way of illustrating the feasibility
o( an all-powerful court,reference is finally made to the jurisdiction
nf the United States Supreme Court over disputes between the
Muveral states. 46
The proponents of an international court of unlimited jurisdiction
have thus made a nice theoretical scheme. But Justice Holmes once
'mid: "Experience, not logic, is the basis of law." Kelsen is overoptimistic in his scheme. Compulsory adjudication has not thus
tIL! come to be established. The Court's contentious jurisdiction is
liubstantially limited, to cases which the parties are willing to bring
beMre it. It is unfortunately a fact that the great majority of
International judicial decisions, prior and subsequent to the establishment· of the International Court, were given 011 conflicts of
rll1atively minor importance. The position, as it existed in the
Pl"c-1914 periol, has thus been summed up by Sir J. H. Morley:
"Arbitration has generally been used in matters of minor or secondltry importance and even where it has been most successful, investigation seems to show that first of all a definite decision has
been made by the two states in controversy that it is for their
t:ommon advantage that a peaceful settlement should be arrived
llt."47 The reasons for such an attitude are clearly explained by
Robert Finlay:
48 H. Kelsen, Peace Through Law, Cha.pel Hill (1944); also see Kelsen,
"Compulsory Adjudication of International Disputes", 37 A. ]. I. L.
(1943), pp. 39 1 fi.
U Quoted by Scb.warzenberger, Power Politics, London (1951), pp. 238~
I), Professor Brierly also speaks in similar terms: "It is probably true
l:n say that no great power has ever arbitrated an issue of absolutely
Ih'st-rate importance. The Alabama dispute is only an apparent exception,
lor what was dangerous in it disappeared when Great Britain accepted
the Rules of Washington as to the duties of neutral states; the really
vital dispute was therefore settled by diplomacy and not by the subsefl\lent arbitral proceedings. Since then there have been a very large
\lumber of internationa.l a.rbitrations, some have removed controversies
which had been causes of friction over long periods; others have dealt
with matters which might easily without the will to settle on both sides
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Beneficial as is the role of arbitration, there are some questions which
no country will consent to leave to the judgment of any court or an~
arbitrator. Every nation must be guardian of its own honour., Eve ..
nation must decide for itself questions vitally ~ffecting its independence
or its essential interests. Some stakes are too big for arbitration. Some
issues are too tremendous to be submitted to any but the dread ordealo;
battle. It has been said that there hardly ever was a good war and hardl .
ever a bad peace. But there are sometimes greater evils than war. 48 ,

have been, or will ever be, brought before the Court either by the
Soviet or the non-Soviet world.
In all these cases the real cause for non-adjudication lies in the
Individualistic distribution of power' among states; the subjective
Ilttitude of governments in regard to the judicial settlement being
merely a reflection of the present structure of international relations.
Since the later years of the nineJeenth century, a movement has,
been under way to induce states fto assume more extensive obligations of pacific settlement, and to confer on tribunals some measures
of obligatory jurisdiction with reference to their disputes. Yet
litates have shown persistent reluctance in this regard. If this is,
In part, due to views as to the limited usefulness of the judicial
process, it may be due also to an unwillingness of states to subject
1111 phases of their relations with other states to the prevailing law.
In some instances, fear is entertained that a state's contentions
may not be upheld; the feeling that the other party always wins is
often voiced. Or a state may hesitate because of its external or
Internal position. Speaking in Parliament ip. 1849, a British Secrelllryof State for Foreign Affairs declared that arbitration was "a
vory dangerous course for this country to take"; its political and
llOmmercial circumstances, its maritime interests, and its colonial
possessions excited "envious and jealous feelings in different
(Illarters", he said, and no country will find it "more difficult
to discover really disinterested and impartial arbiters". The
I\ttitude of the Soviet Government ';Ve have already explained.
Some states have traditional policies which seem to thein to be too
Mllcred to be questioned; the United States of America, for examplf"
1M very susceptible when any discussion is broached which might
1'l\late to the Monroe doctrine or immigration. 51· As Senator Cannily remarked: "We do not propose to have a Court of IS, 14 of
whom will be alien judges-I do not reflect upon them-decide
t hilt a domestic question is an international question .... Mr.
I'l'osident, I am in favour of the International Court of Justice, I
11m in favour of the United Nations, but I am also for the U,S.A."52
trUdge Hudson says: "Almost every State has some sensitive point
In its armor, some ghost in its closet, which leads it to hesitate to
I,bnndon its claimed freedom to be its own judge in dispute with

. The point may also be illustrated by a reference to the experience
of the Permanent Court of International Justice. Under the Court's
contentious jurisdiction, some thirty cases were disposed of betwee .
1922 to 1940. None of these cases was of any great significance 0
importance, if these words be taken to refer to the bright hope of .
better world. They were the "undramatic, unspectacular, run-of
the-mill" cases which any Court, international or national, .
primarily equipped to handle. They were cases on which the states
concerned were willing to take a chance of losing. 49 Judge Hudso'
also expresses grave doubts whether the Permanent Court, waic
was conceived as a great bulwark of peace, had played any such role,
Only limited jurisdiction had been conferred upon it and in the case
brought before it the Court was usually called upon to decide juridical differences which depended on the construction of treaty provisions ,too complicated to excite popular agitation. Of course,
these cases were important for the parties involved, and thei
successful disposition eased the atmosphere. Yet few of these case
aroused a general popular interest. "It would, be difficult to sa'
l
that any of the cases threatened to become a causus belli though som
of them related to differences which, if the Court had not bee'
available and if they had been allowed to fester, might have led t
serious complications."5o Neither can it be said that this attitud
of the states has changed in recent years. In fact none of the mor
important questions such as, the compatibility of NATO or SEAT
with the Charter of the United Nations, or the armed conflict whic
began in 1950 in Korea, or the Kashmir problem, or the Suez issu~
have been regarded as raising questions of national honour; but none h
been of first-rate importance." Brierly, op. cit., p. 93.
...
'
,.
48 Quoted by Schwarzenberger, op. cit., p. 239; also see Charles D
Visscher, Theory and Reality in Public International Law (Trans.
ProfessorP. E. Corbett), Princeton (1957), pp. 327 ff.
U Grant Gilmore, "The International Court of Justice", 55 Yale La,
]ouynal (1945-46), p. 1053:
iO M. O. Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), pp. 239

Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), pp. 239-40.
Congressional Record, 79th Congress, Vol. 92, Part 8, Senate ProceedIng8, dated August 2, 1946. p. 10695.
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other States." liB Professor Brierly also asserts: "It is probably
neare{ the truth to suppose that those whose fingers are on the
pulse of international affairs are merely unconvinced that judicial
settlement will in all cases be the best peaceable method of settling
differences of any specific class, rather than that they are determined at all costs to retain the liberty of settling them by an appeal
to force." 54
.
Thus we find a general conviction that judicial agencies are not
adaptable for the resolution of all' conflicts. To overcome this
reluctance of state's, and to make some· measure of compulsory
jurisdictionmore palatable and acceptable to them, various attempts
have been made to delineate the field of adjudication, and at diffe-.
rent times various classifications have been made.
The issues which they are not prepared to bring before the Court
and which it is not healthy to bring before an international tribunal
because they escape or transcend judicial competence, are designa-'
ted as "non-justiciable", "non-legal" or "political", and are opposed'
to disputes which are regarded as "legal" or "justiciable". Difficulty
has been found in formulating a workable test for distinguishing
"justiciable" from "non-justiciable" disputes. An early test, now'
in disfavour, was based on the assumed incomplete nature ·of interc
national law: "legal" disputes are those whose subject matter.
is adeq~ately governed by existing rules of international law.:
We have discussed this earlier. Another formulation, incorporated by way of reservation in many arbitration treaties, waS
that "legal" disputes are those which do not affect the "vital interests, honour or independence" of a state. "The vice of this formula:'
was that it could serve as an umbrella under which any dispute:
could be sheltered, and that it left each state free to make a sub~:
jective appreciation of the extent of its obligation."55 In effect, this
formula left it to either state concerned to refuse to submit to.'
arbitration a matter in dispute without giving for the refusal any,
reason which it was possible to submit to further discussion; the
mere ipse dixit of a state-"I consider that this ~atter concerns my;
honour or my vital interest"-was sufficient, without further ex_!
planation, to .avoid the obligation to accept an appeal to law. SUch
a solution of the problem as to the troe boundaries of the sphe~
of law was, in fact, no solution at all.
51 HudsOn,:ibid.• p. 2 . 4 0 . . 4 Brierly, op. cit., p. 94:
55

Hudson, International Tribunali. Washington (1944), p. 241.
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After the First World War this particular formula fell into dis.
favour. Popular interest in international affairs had been rudely
awakened, and it was not easy to explain and justify the,reluctance
of states to accept the arbitral method of settling their differences
more whole-heartedly. It was easier to change the formula in the
treaties for one which was not quite outspoken and this is what
many states did. Their draftsmen invented a terminology which
was more discreet, but which gave practically the same result, and
still left a loophole through which states could retain the last word
when they thought it necessary.
The establishment of the Permanent Court 'of, International
Justice in 1921 did not make any difference. The Statute of. the
Court contained fonr categories of disputes which were described as
'~classes of legal disputes", and with reference to which states might
make declarations conferring on the Court compulsory jurisdiction.
Here again the meaning of the term "legal" disputes was not clear.
According to the current opinion a dispute was legal if it related to a
claim of a right conferred by law. Thus the Locarno Treaties defined legal disputes as "disputes with regard to which the parties
are in conflict as to their respective rights", such disputes being
said to include the disputes mentioned in Article 36 of the Statute
of the Court. A similar formula was employed in the 1928 General
Act of Geneva.
Modern opinion has thus come to believe that only those disputes
are legal in which the parties admittedly ba.se their claim or defence
on existing law, while disputes which are admittedly concerned
with a claim for a change in the existing law because it is supposed
to be unsatisfactory are disputes as to conflicts of interests and, as
such, political or non-justiciable. This means that the legal or
non-legal, that is, political character of disputes does not depend on
its substance, i.e. the subject matter with respect to which the
parties are in conflict, but on the norms' which are to be applied
to it. Some writers, such as Lauterpacht and ReIsen, are very much
opposed to such a criterion for distinguishing the legal from polio
tical disputes. A modern treaty on obligatory arbitration in all
"legal" conflicts, Lauterpacht says, is in reality' not one more
advanced than the treaties of the old types with the reservations
of "honour, independence and vital interests". The adoption of
~hat test would mean, inter alia, that in each case of a controversy
IlS to whether a dispute is covered by the undertaking of obligatory
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judicial settlement, the opinion of the interested party, and not the!
content of the treaty, would be decisive for answering the question
whether the obligation of the treaty applies to the particular
dispute~ This would mean in fact the denial of the duty of obligatory judicial settlement. From this Lauterpacht would naturally
draw the further conclusion that as true law, international law,
must ignore a will that will not submit to law. The law must refer
all disputes to be settled in Court and cannot make concessions
without compromising its own nature. Therefore the author con.
cludes by recommending the concluding of unlimited arbitration;
conventions: 5G He does not indeed believe that it will be possible;
to settle every dispute in this way. But the legal system cannot at'
the outset recognize a will to override its commands. That is logi-'
cally and legally impossible. Further, the author is of the opinion
that a good many conflicts of interests might be smoothed out by
arbitration or adjudication if the judge could, in greater degree
than is now the case, decide ex aequo et bono. 57
"
This distinction, based as it is on a subjective criterion, is also
violently attacked by ReIsen. States like citizens, he says, must be '"
obligated to treat all their conflicts as legal conflicts. The opinion of.!
a party that the law which the tribunal has to apply to the conflict
is unsatisfactory cannot be a legitimate reason for excluding the
conflict from judicial decision, that is" from application of the existing
law. For such an opinion is based on a subjective value judgment
of the interested party. And even if there were a more or less
objective criterion for determining the alleged insufficiency of the,'
law-which there is not-such insufficiency could never justify the,
non-application of the law. For this law is, according to a generally"
accepted doctrine, recognized by all the states of the international
community and thus also by the parties to the conflict. It is on
this recognition that the doctrine bases the binding force of inter- '
national law. Its non-application leads to anarchy and not to,
change in the law which apparently is wanted by a party th~t ,"
, declares a conflict to be political. 58 ReIsen is, of course, right in '
U Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community;
London (1933), Chapters XVII & XVIII.
Il'7 Lauterpacht, ibid" Chapter XV, Sections 30 & 31.
68 Hans KeIsen, Peace Through Law, Chapel Hill (1944), pp. 3 0 -3 1.
According to Professor Ali Ross the view that a subjective criterion leads
to arbitrary evading of legal settlementig not right. It is clear, he says,
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saying that every conflict can be decided according to 'positive
international law. Only two cases are possible, he says, "either
the legal order contains a rule obliging one party to behave as the
other ,party demands, or the legal order contains no such rule. In
the first case, the application of the legal order to the conflict has
the effect of admitting the claim; in the second case, the application
of the legal order has the effect of rejecting the claim. The rule
system of the international legal order is applicable in both cases;
and consequently, political as well as legal conflicts are justiciable
in the true sense of the term", showing that they can be decided by
a judicial decision applying positive law to the conflict. 59
But our problem is not whether any conflict can be decided, but
whether it can be settled. Such an approach might dispose of
the case but it could hardly dispose of the dispute. As Professor De
Visscher asserts: "International practice demonstrates the reluctance of governments to submit to compulsory decision conflicts of
high political significance not because it would be impossible for the
judge to decide them, but because his decision would not satisfy the
grievances out of which such conflicts spring." A declaration of
their legal rights when states are quarrelling about something
other than their rights, is not in any true sense a settlement of their
dispute. In such disputes the court may reject the claim and close
the case; but it cannot remove the political tension between the
parties. "In pronouncing itself under these conditions the inter-.
national tribunal will do its judicial duty; but it will be unable to
perform its pacifying mission, which is to bring to an end conflicts
between states. These distinctions too often escape the man of law,
whose particular view of things inclines him to find a place for
every dispute on the plane of legal debate."6o The logic of idealists
who want an all-powerful court goes no more than skin deep as
we find that even in the best organized states many conflicts of
interests cannot be terminated by judicial proceedings. If, for
instance, a group of workers makes a demand upon the employers
for higher wages, and the demand is turned down, the workers may
that it is another and far more dangerous matter for a state openly to
nl1mit the right of its opponent than to refuse jurisdiction point-blank.
Actually states will ordinarily be afraid to give up a legal basis for their
contention and in so far they will be compelled to accept a judicial
HfJttlement. A Text-book of International Law"Denmark (1947), p. 282.
69 KeIsen, ibid., pp. 29-30.
60 Charles De Visscher, Op. cit" pp. 33i-2.
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attempt to sue the employers in a court of law, but if there is no .'
l~gal standard entitling the plaintiffs to the wages they a;e deman-\
ding, the court will dismiss the case on the ground that the employers
are under no duty to grant the demand. Legally, the controversy.'
may now be regarded as closed and dispute settled. Experience
indic~tes, howev~r, that the workers may refuse to regard the
con~ct as termmated and use economic and other means at
their disposal, such as strikes, slow-downs, or even violence to
induce the employers to grant their demand. The state may
declare illegal and endeavour to suppress resort to such means,
but the workers may still attempt to resolve the conflicts in their
·favour either by using their political strength to change the law
peaceably or by staging a revolution. It is not helpful to pretend
t?at all ~isp.u~es o~this nature can be actually terminated by deci-,
sIOns. of JUdICIal tnbunals. Even if the law were changed so as to'
p:ovIde for some standards of "fair wages" to be applied in all wage
d.Isputes by CO?rts, or arbitral tribunals, or for compulsory arbitra- . •.
tIon of such disputes ex aequo et bono, there would still remain the
possibility of dissatisfaction with the prescribed standards or with
the results of the work of the tribunals; and if the dissatisfaction
wer: strong enough, political action, peaceful or violent, might)
agam ?~ resorted to. Such disputes can be settled by extra~judicial
or polItIcal means. The extent to which conflicts of interests are
r~solved by judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings varies among the I
differ.ent communitie~ and does not remain constant; there alwayg,
remam some areas of mterest, however, in which conflicts are settled
only by the matching of economic and political strength.
Gove~ments g.overn and courts adjudicate effectively only,
where dIsputes anse between groups none of which has power to
thre~ten ~he state; . or where disputes arise between minor groups
or mmor Issues whIch both.sides are willing to submit to the arbitrament of chance or justice. The area within which effective
government or adjudication is possible is still vast, but it does not'
improve matters t9 pretend that it is all-embracing or without'
limit. 61 When disputes arise, not between groups within the state .
but between states themselves, the difficulties in the way of effective;
"government" or "adjudication" are immediately multiplied to'
something approaching impossibility. Even were we to assume as
Grant Gilmore, ''The International Court of Justice", 55 Yale Law
Journal, p. 1062.
n

fact the proposition that all disputes within the state are regulated
by law, the analogy between disputes within a state and disputes
between states is hazardous. But that is not the case. So it is quite
unrealIstic, says Professor Alf Ross, to maintain with Lauterpacht
that, owing to the "nature of the law" international law must
logically ign9re conflicts of interests and demand a judicial decision
in all cases. He asks: "What is the good of rigorously asserting
the duty of a judicial settlement when it cannot be assumed that
this duty will be effectively respected?" "The result will merely be
that the law will commit itself by its own powerlessness. It will be
a sounder procedure to set narrower and more precise limits to the
obligation to submit to arbitration in the hope that obligation will
really be fulfilIed."62 Mr. Brierly has also said: "To demand that
:.;tates should submit all their disputes to judicial settlement is a
perfectionist policy' which has not the slightest chance of being
accepted even if it were more plainly reasonable than it is. "63
With his long experience as judge of the International Court,
Sir Arnold McNair gives a rebuff to merely idealistic policy. "There
are some", he says, "who think that the existence of international
tribumi.ls administering a comprehensive body of international
law, whether codified or not, would fonn a panacea for all our
troubles and would usher in a long period of peace. That is a
delusion. The sphere of law is and always must be limited. Both
within states and between states there are many other factors contributing to the inevitable ebb and flow of human activity-religion, race, economics, pressure of population, new ideologies, the
development of natural sciences, and so forth." There will always
be disputes between states, he says,. that are not susceptible of a
legal solution. Surely, the domain of law is continually extending
!lnd the boundary between law and absolute discretion is continually changing. But, "it is idle to suppose that within any measurable
distance of time all kinds of disputes between states can be properly
settled by a court of law. The more serious disputes between states
can only be solved by changes in the rights of states, while it is the
business of ,~ court of law to give effect to existing rights. "64
What the result can be if, inspired by unrealistic idealism, extraAli Ross, op. cit., pp. 282-3.
J.L. Brierly, The Outlook for International Law, London (1944). p. 120.
U Sir Arnold D. McNair, The Development of International Justice,
New York (1956), p,. 32,
82
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vagant claims are made for obligatory jurisdiction, is shown by the
sad experience of the Central American Court established in 1907.
I ts competence was unlimited. As events turned out, the Court,
owing to certain plans in Nicaragua for giving U.S.A. a concession
for building of a canal across its territory, became involved in
disputes of a highly political nature. 65 The Court remained true to
its judicial function, with the inevitable result that its authority
went by the board in the attempt to decide conflicts by law which
could not possibly be settled in that way, and so expired with the
Io-year period for which it had originally been established.
Even if the courts were furnished with the power to settle conflicts of interests ex aequo et bono, that is to say, according to free
discretionary principles, this way would hardly be practicable. It
is not conceivable that states would be willing, in important matters,
to let questions of great political concern be settled by a small circle
of juridical experts whose decisions were supported neither by
political insight nor by power. 66
'
.
Judge Hudson also admits that though "any dispute may be
submitted to the processes of justice according to law if the parties
so desire, it does not follow that such processes wilUead to a settlement of the basic differences. Where a state bases its contention
on a principle of law, where it puts forward a claim of right, a
tribunal operating within judicial limitations' can give a decision
based upon. the applicable law. Yet a rejection of the claim of
right may not bring an end to the contest. Frequently, claims
advanced by states have other aspects; there may even be· no
attempt to justify the claim on legal grounds." He illustrates this
65 By a treaty of 1914, Nicaragua granted to the U. S. A. the exclusive
right to construct a canal across its territory and ceded to the latter
Power a naval.base and two islands. Other Central American Powers
(Salvador and Honduras) protested and brought the case before the
Court. Nicaragua, under the guidance of the United States, refused to
appear before the bar of the Court. The Court thereupon proceeded
ex parte to examine the claims of those two nations; and as it result of
such investigation made a unanimous award, in which even the Nicar~guan mem~er of the Court joined, to the effect that" Nicaragua had
vlolate~ the TIghts of pr?perty and sovereignty of Costa Rica in granting
these TIghts to the Umted States and held the treaty to be invalid.
Again,. under the backing of the United States, Nicaragua refused to
recogmze the award. George W. Wickersham, 96 Annals of the Am. Ac. of
Pol. and Soc. Science (July, 1921), pp. 114- 18 .
66 Alf Ross, op. cit., pp. 282~3.
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hy the Ethiopian-Italian situation which existed in 1935, in which
arbitration relating to certain frontier incidents failed to stem
the developments which led to ~ar. Taking all this into consider!LUon Hudson believes that "even the characterization of all disputes
lUi legal or justiciable in the sense of being adjudicable according to
Iltw, might not assure a settlement in all cases". And it is for this
l'IJUson, he explains, that "the conviction has been widespread
during recent years that adjudication must be supplemented by
npproaches of a different order". 67
Mr. Shabtai Rosenne goes a step further when he maintains that
nil international disputes are in one sense political (as, in another,
they are legal) and the decision to seek a solution of the dispute
by that particular method of the diplomatic procedure kno.wn as
jUdicial settlement, is as much a political decision as one to seek a
Holution by some other method. A decision by states to have recourse
to the Court, he explains, implies three things: first, that all other
possible methods, domestic and international, of reaching a solu·
tion have been exhausted or are considered ineffectual; second,
that they desire the matter to be settled by the application of
llxisting law through the judicial technique; and third, that they
l:onsider the general state of their political relations to be such as
to permit the judicial settlement of the particular issue. In a word,
they agree to depoliticize the dispute and have its legal elements
liingled out for special treatment as the basis on which the whole
dispute will be settled. Judicial settlement, he says, does not mean
the displacing of the political nature of the process and its substitu·
tion by some other. process. All it means is that the technique by
which the dispute is resolved is modified through the voluntary
Hurrender by the disputants, in the interests of a settlement, of
their right to solve the' dispute directly, particularly when the
methods of direct settlement have proved abortive. Under these
l:onditions the political situation as a whole does not leave the Court
unaffected: it imposes real limitations not on the Court's objective
power, but.on its subjective ability and the appropriateness of the
JUdicial method. 6S
From the above discussion we have to admit that states still have
certain interests or policies which they consider so "vital" that
they intend to be free to assert them, whatever the law, or at any
1U1

17 Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944). pp. 242-3.
.. Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., pp. 56 ff.
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. rate, whatever a court professing to interpret the law, may sa
about them and that is why they have not yet shown that they
willing to have their conduct judged on the basis of rules of la.
unconditionally and in all circumstances.69 Such disputes defi
analysis and do not fit into any neat academic formula. Afta
discussing the same problem Mr. Sohn reaches the conclusio··
"The lesson to be drawn from this historical analysis seems to b.
that whatever the formula, the states of the world are going 11
evade the Court's jurisdiction whenever they deem it unsuited fo
the decision of their disputes with other states ... and the state
will always reserve the right to claim that a particular disput
cannot be satisfactorily adjudicated by a Court, even the ide
Court."70 The greater the interest at stake, the less likelihoo;
there is of a contestant foregoing the \advantages of a politic '
settlement in which the power factor would work in his favour.
We certainly cannot dispose of this fact merely by pointing ou,
that inside a state it is a matter of course that individuals should b
compelled to submit even their highest interests to the jUdgment
of courts of law, and arguing from the supposed analogy that ther
can be no good reason why states should not do the same. In fat
this analogy, as we have said earlier, is not a true one. For mo • '
purposes states, with whose relations international law has to deal
are utterly unlike the individual human beings who are the prim
subjects of municipal law.
The real obstacle to the broadening of the international judici
function lies in 'the individualistic character of existing distributiort
of power among ,nations and the eminently political character that
it engenders. The result is that the settlement of disputes betwee
states is never comparable to the settlement of disputesbetwee
individuals. For these last the judicial decision is the impersonaf.l
application of the law which embraces almost the whole of social
relations. This state of affairs disposes individuals generally to limill
their claims to what is legally defensible and to formulate them in
terms of law. It is not the same in relations between states. There is
here neither hierarchic order embracing the totality of interests.
nor superior power capable of controlling effectively the competing'
forces. States, especially when they are prowerful~ adopt ways'othell
H. J. Morgenthau, Politics among Nations, New York (1956), p. 407)
Louis B. Sohn, "The Jurisdiction of the International Court of
Justice", 38 A. ]. I. L. (1944), pp. 694 ff.
69
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than legal for enforcing their claims. But it does sometimes happen;
we have seen, that even municipal law confronts situations which
Urc fundamentally similar to those that are normal in international
Iltw; it does so whenever it has to deal with the conduct of men
I\eting, not singly as isolated individuals, but together in associations or. groups formed for the pursuit of some purpose that the
mcmbers have in common. Union always gives strength, and when
tile membership.of these associations is large, when they can command powerful resources, and when the generality of the members
feel strongly that the interests that their association exists to
protect are "vital", they often develop a tendency to pursue their
purposes extra-legally and sometimes even illegally. Somehow or
other the legal system must find means of satisfying the vital
lnterests of states, and such dispute$ should not be brought
hefore the Court. "What is important for present purposes is the
recognition of the desirability of various approaches to the problem
of dealing with inter-state disputes, and of the necessity for supplementing judicial institutions with agencies capable of discharg9'tg
political responsibilities."71 Nothing would be more fatal to the
development of world community, or to the world law that will
IIccompany it, than to pretend that the process of politics can be,
or even should be eliminated. All experience thus far supports the
assumption that even in that far off world order under law, there
will be disputes that are dominantly legal and those that are
politica1,72 It was in line with this idea that the Covenant of the
League of NatIons, which envisaged the establishment of a Permancnt Court of International Justice, also provided a procedure for
(lealing with "any dispute likely to lead to a rupture". If such a
dispute was not submitted to arbitration or judicial settlement, UI-e
Members of the League were bound to submit it to the Council" a
political body. Similarly provisions have been made in the United
Nations Charter to deal with so-called "political disputes" by the
(~eneral Assembly or the Security Council.
But it must be admitted that the criterion "legal" dispute or
"political~' dispute which is used in a great many treaties is so vague
that much too often it opens up possibilities of arbitrary interpretations and evasions. The distinction does not help us because

I\Ii

M. O. Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 244.
Lincoln Bloomfield, "Law, Politics' and International· Disputes"
H Digest of Periodical Literature (March-April 1958), p. 141.
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there is no objective test for its application; it turns to the attituq
of the parties for the subject-matter of their difference. Before We
can say whether any particular dispute.is justiciable or not we haV(
to ask how the parties regard it, and that throws us back to th
unsatisfactory position from which we are trying to escape, ~
which each party is· free to withhold a dispute from judicial settl~
ment at its pleasure.
.
Is there then no way out of this apparent impasse, no arrang~
ment which will secure that states should be obligated to submi
to courts of law those disputes which it is reasonable should b,
submitted, but those only? We have seen that disputes do not 0
themselves fall into these two distinct categories. On the othe·
hand, it ought to be possible to single out certain common subjec
of disputes and for states to undertake to regard these as alway
justiciable, and this method, one of enumeration rather than 0
definition, is regarded by many as the most promising line 0
advance. It is this method that is used by the Optional Clause
though the categories mentioned there are rather vague and i
would be desirable that they should be more precisely defined.

IlVtmt, a political as distinguished from a judicial matter. This was
"!1()ognized in the Covenant of the Le.ague of Nations which provided
III Article 13, paragraph 4: "The Members of the League agree
tlmt they will carry out in full good faith any award or decision that
IllILy be rendered, and that they will not resort to war against a
Mtimber of the League which complies therewith. In the event of
!lily failure to carry out such an award or decision, the Council shall
propose what steps should be taken to give effect thereto."
Hence the Statute of the Permanent Court of International
,Justice conferred no power on the Court to deal with the enforcement of its judgments, and in its jurisprudence the Court persisted
III refusing to consider any question connected with enforcement.
Hhnilarly the Statute of the new Court does not contain a provision
MIHlranteeing the execution of the decision of the Court against a
rtlcalcitrant state. But Article 94 of the Charter provides:

94

1.

Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to comply with

the decision of the International Court of Justice in any case to which
It Is a party.
2. If any party to a case fails to perform the Obligations incumbent
llpon it under a judgme1J.t rendered by the Court, the other party may
1\lLve recourse to the Security Council, which may, if it deems necessary,
mlLke recommendations or decide upon measures to be taken to give
olIect to the judgment.

V. ABSENCE OF EXECUTION MACHINERY

Another reason militating against the acceptance of the compulso .
jurisdiction of the Court is the absence of any machinery for th,
execution of the Court's judgments. After it has given a fin .
decision on the merits of a dispute submitted to it, the office of a,
international tribunal with reference to that particular controvers .
is accomplished. Its judicial function is exhausted when it ha
formulated the rights .and duties of the parties before it in a judg.
ment, and it has no power to supervise the further conduct of thei~
relations, and it will not concern itself with problems connected
with the execution of its decision. An internation?-l tribunal has
no sheriff or marshal at its command. Even if such a development
were thought to be essential, deep-rooted psychological ba~rier.
would have to be surmounted, and, as Hudson says, "experienc~
has revealed no prospect of success for effort inthis direction'~.73:
. The function of enforcing a decision of an International Court i~
an executive function and so ordinarily it should be confided to a
body which is in:vested with executive powers. It becomes, in this
78 Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 128.
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But in fact, as we shall see, even this provision does not impose
upon the Security Council the obligation to enforce the judgments
of the Court against recalcitrant parties. It provides for a referonce to the Security Council, in case of non-compliance with the
jUdgment of the Court, and makes the action of the Security
Council to be taken as the result of such reference dependent upon
the Council's discretion by authorising this body to choose between
two different actions: either to make recommendations, or to decide
IIPOP measures to be taken to give effect to the judgment of the
Court. 74
If the Security Council "chooses to make recommendations, it
may recommend compliance with the judgment of the Court.
But in making such a recommendation under Article 94, paragraph
II, it is not bound to conform to the judgment of the Court with
which the party concemeddid not comply". This, according. to
U H. Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations, London (1950)', p. 539.
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Kelsen, is the most convincing interpretation of ~he article: 74&f
accordance with this interpretation the Secu~ty CouncIl mal
recommend a solution of the dispute totally different from th
decided by the Court. It was this interpretation that was acce~t
by the United States Government representative at the Hea:In
on the Charter before the Senate Foreign Relations COI~mltt,
He opined that if the matter ~a.s re~er:ed to the Council und
Article 94, the Council was not hmited In I~S method of enfo:ceme
or adjustment to anything that happened In t~e Court, ~ut It woul'
have the same power, within the scope of Its authonty, that>
would have had if the case had originally been brou~ht. pe.for~ t.
Council. The latter would not be limited in any way In Its ]UnSdl
tion to adjust it merely because it had gone ~o.the Court and on~.'
the parties had refused to abide by the d~~lslon. The explanatr
of Article 94, paragraph .2, according to hIm, was ~at when t
Court had rendered a judgment and one of the partIes refused
accept it, then the dispute became political ~a~her than legal a
was referred to the Security Council as a pohtIcal matter. and t .
Security Council dealt with it as a poli~ical dispute. ~hlS mea;
that the Council in making recommendations under ArtIcl~ 94 w
not bound to conform to the decision of the Court. ThIS me
. further that the obligation imposed upon the Members of t,
United Nations by Article 94, paragraph I, and by the ~tatu
of the Court, to comply with ~he decisions of the ~50urt might
restricted by application of Article 94, par~graph 2.
It is doubtful whether this was the intentiOn of those who sugg~'
ed at the San Francisco Conference the insertion of Article 94, par.
graph 2, into the text of the Charter. !he summary. Report of-t,'
20th meeting of Committee IVII contams the follOWIng statemen,
An addiiion to Chapter VII offered by Cuba provided tha~ ifa SU!!
should fail to comply with a decision of the Court, the Secunty Cou t
should make recommendations or decide on the necessary measu.
for enforcement. In support of the proposal it was agr~ed tha:t the p
ciple of respect for judgments of the Court was of the hIg~est lffipO
to the new international order and ought t? be .expressl~ Implemented.
the Charter, that the Committee of JUrIsts m Washington ~ad .
attention to the problem and noted that it should ~e dealt WIth ~n "
Charter" and that the Covenant of the League of Nations had contame
76
smilar provision in paragraph 4 of Article 13.
Kelsen, ibid.
75 Quoted by Kelsen, ibid., pp. 539-40 fn.
n U.N. C. I. O. Doc., 864, IV/I/7I, Vol. XIII, pp. 297-8 .
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Mr. Shabtai Rosenne also disagrees with the interpretation of
Article 94 (2) according to which the recommendations of Security
Council need not be limited to "measu~es to be taken to give effect
to the judgment", but may include other measures having some
other effect. This would mean, he says, that in the guise of making
ilrecommendation not legally binding, the Security Council would
hll at liberty not only to cast doubts upon the authority of res
1/1tticata, but even to destroy it entirely. This would contradict and
make nonsense of Article 60 of the Statute whereby the "jUdgment
1M final and without appeal". Moreover, such an interpretation
would contradict Article 59 of the Statute relatin&.. ~o the binding
force of the judgment and thus deprive Artidl 94 (I) of the
Charter of its content by transforming the judgment into a kind of
iulvisory opinion, the validity or enforceability of which could be
Illude ultimately to depend on the attitude of the Security Council.
Therefore, any decision or recommendation must be "upon measures
to give effect' to the judgment". The Council cannot destroy the
1'lKhts adjudicated by the Court and, in the absence of special
olrcumstances, must recommend or decide upon measure~ to entorce the judgment of the Court. 77
It must be said, however, that if the intention of the framers of
the Charter was to guarantee "respect for judgment of the Court",
l:his intention was, as Kelsen says, certainly not satisfactorily expresIItlcl by the wording of Article 94, paragraph 2. Anyway, by having
1'l1course to the Security Council, the party places judgment of the
t:ourt under the control of the Council. And because self-help is prohIbited under the Charter (except in case of an armed attack as self
Ilofence), non.compliance with the Court's judgment may cOlhpel
the other party to have recourse to the Security Council. Now,
""commendations or other decisions under Article 94, paragraph
II, require a majority of seven Members including the votes of
tho Permanent Members. If the other party is a Permanent Member
lit the Security Council, it can prevent, by its veto, any recom·
Intlndations of the Security Council not favourable to it.
If the Security Council decides to give effect to the judgment of
th(1 Court, it can take action only under Articles 41 and 42, which
lll'ovide for enforcement measures, since it has no other power
Unller the Charter to enforce the judgment. And it can take action
Under Articles 41 and 42 onlyif it has previously determined under
" Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 105.
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Article 39 that, non-compliance with the judgment of the Court
constitutes a threat to, or breach of the peace. Though the wording
of Article 94, paragraph 2, may be interpreted to mean that th
Security Council can take action other than that under Articles 4
and 42 and thus without applying Article 39 to enforce the judg
ment of the Court, it has not been given any such power under th,
Charter. Professor Kelsen supports this interpretation; and it was
also the opinion of the 'United States Government representativ'
when he said: '~The Council may proceed, I suppose, to call upon
the country concerned to carry out the judgment, but only if th
peace of the world is threatened, and if the Council has made
determination to that effect."78 So it is clear that a juctgmen
cannot be enforced against a Permanent Member of the Securit
Council, because the veto right applies to such decisions.
Thus if the Security Council, for some reason or another, does not,
or cannot give effect to the judgment of the International Cour
of Justice which is not complied with by a party, there is no leg
possibility of enforcing the law under the Charter. The positio
is perhaps worse under the Charter than it would be under gener
inteniational law or than it was under the Covenant of the LeagU:~
of Nations. Under general international law, self-help by resortiri
to war or reprisals against the violator of the law is possible. UnO.
the Covenant the Council was bound ("shall") under Article Ij,
paragraph 4, to propose what steps should be taken to give effec,
to the judgment of the Permanent Court of International Justic:
or of any other international tribunal, and was not authorized t',
substitute its own decision for that ~f any tribunal. Self-help 0"
the part of the state violated in its rights was also not exclude
this state was obliged only, under Article I2, not to resort to w"
until three months after the decision of the tribunal. If the const
tution of an international community forbids self-help as reactio,.
against a violation of the law not committed by the use of force,:
should contain provisions guaranteeing the execution of judiei'
decisions rendered directly or indirectly under the constitutio
It is a regrettable technical defect of the Charter that it does no,
fulfill this requirement. 79
The above discussion may seem to 'be only academic when
78 Hearings on the Charter, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, quo
by Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations, London (1950), p. 543 £n.
79 Kelsen, op. cit., pp. '539-44.
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look at the history of international adjudication. It is a striking
fact that states have seldom refused to carry out or abide by the
decisions of international .tribunals. Even in cases in which the
losing party has been greatly dissatisfied, it has frequently been
willing to comply with the decision in order to uphold the respect
due to the process of adjudication. Thus after a thor:ough stUdy of
the subject Mr. Borchard exclaimed: "My research fails to disclose
more than half a dozen cases, among thousands, in which the award
of an international tribunal has been refused execution by the
losing nation."80 The history of judgments by the Permanent
Court of International Justice shows that in no case did a state
refuse to carry out a judgment ,of the Court, and eacl! ,of them was
promptly complied with; even though not every judgment was
fully executed in accordance with its terms. 81 In' the course of
twenty years of its activity, the Council was invoked, under Article
13 (4) in only one case. Alleging a failure by Bulgaria to comply
with an award given in I933 in a dispute concerning the forests of
Hhodope, the Greek Government, in I934, asked for an application
of the provision in the Covenant; the Bulgarian, Government
having asserted its inability to pay the sum awarded in cash and
having professed its willingness to pay in kind, the c:ouncil's intervention led to a friendly settlement between the parties.
The above experience had led the internatjonallawyers to a
mther over-optimistic view that the problem of execution of jUdgmcnts of the Court was no problem at all and that the only problem
WllS to bring the states before the Court. Thus Mr. Borchard said:
"In view of. the extremely unimportant nature of the question, it
would seem unprofitable to spend much time in discussing it. "82
Pl'Ofessor Philip C. Jessup also wrote: "Although there has been
110 international marshal to enforce the decisions of international
u(Jnrts their decisions have been respected with so close an approach
to universality that it is proper to assert that enforcement of
JUdgments of international courts, has never been an international
JlI·oblem."8s At the Hearings on compulsory jurisdiction before a
Edwin M. Borchard" "LimHations on the Functions of ,International
96 Annals of the Am. Ac. of Pol. and Soc. Science (July 1921),
,\I. 135·
'
II Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 72.
81 Edwin M. Borchard, ibid.
.. P. C. Jessup, "The I. C. J. and Legal Matters",' 42 Illinois Law
H~IJiew (1947), p. 274·
10
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sub-committee of the U.S. Senate when Senator, Thomas asked::'
"You feel, as a result of experience, that the living up to the deci.'
sions of the Court so far is enough to justify you on the basis of
faith, that if we teach this broad habit it may become accepted by
the nations of the world; is that what you are saying 1", Secretary
of State Dean Acheson replied: "Yes, Sir; I think that is what wei
are saying"; and he mentioned that if a state refused to abide bYi'
the decision of the Court,jt would have the entire body of world'
opinion directed against it. 84
But the fact that this "world opinion" is not powerful enough
to coerce a state to accept an adverse judgment, especially in the
divided world of today, may be shown from the history of the
International Court of Justice. Since I947, there have occurred a'
number of serious instances of failure on the part of the states cori.,
eerned to comply with the decisions of the Court. This failure"
relates both to the contentious jurisdiction and, to some extent, to
the advisory jurisdiction. Though the Security Council has' not
been invoked in any case,8S Albania refused to pay the indemnity:
imposed upon her in the Corfu Channel case and has thus proved
to be the first country to defy the judgment of the Court. Apart
from this, a number of advisory opinions remain uncomplied with. 8~
These cases have not· themselves endangered peace, but they have,
dearly displayed a fundamental weakness of the 'judicial method'
of settling international dispute~ ~nd the existence of a deep-rooteddifficulty; Under these circumstances Brierly is very right when
he says: "It is no answer to the objection to point out, though it is
Hearings. on S. Res. 196, p. 130.
.
Great Britain invoked the Security Council' on the failure of the,
Iranian Government to comply with the provisional measures indicated
by the Court in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case. The Security
Council did not take any action on the complaint, but decided to postpone'
the matter until the Court pronounced on its own competence. Securitr
Council, Official Records, 1951, 565th Meeting. Later, when the Court"
found that it had no jurisdiction, the provisional measures lapsed, and the'
Security Council had no occasion to resume its consideration of this
problem. I. C. ]. Reports, 1952, p. 93. As, however, the indication of
interim measures was technically not a judgment, and did not in conseo':
quence create res judicata, Article 94 (2) was not directly in issue.
84

86

88 Status of South-West Africa and Interpretation of Peace Treaties with;
Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania. Though 'the advisory opinions are,

not strictly binding, they are equally authoritative decisions and cannot!
be disregarded. See Chapter VII.
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the fact, that states do habitually accept and carry out the judglIIents of an International Court, even if it goes against them; so
long as the jurisdiction of such a Court is voluntary, they can and
tlo count the cost before they make submissions to it, and if they
IU'C not willing to accept an adverse decision, they do not allow the
(',llSe to come before the Court at all. It is not safe to assume that
t.his habitual acceptance would continue under a system of compulHury jurisdiction."87 So before we accept the unlimited compulsory
Jurisdiction of the International Court, there must be some more
powerful way of enforcing its judgments, otherwise that jurisdiction
will not be very usefu1. 88 A court whose decisions have no sanction
l',llnnot possibly inspire full respect.
VI. IMPARTIALITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT

Another vital reason which has led to the rejection of the compulNory jurisdiction of the Court is based on the lack of confidence in
the impartiality of its judgments. This suspicion, in fact, lies at
thc root of all the objections that are raised against compulsory
lldjudication. Thus the objection based on the absence of clear and
llHcertainable rules of international law would lose much of its force
Ir there were no doubt as to the spirit in which the Court will clarify
the law and fill the deficiendes if necessary. The objection based
on the existence of the so-called political disputes involving the
Independence and vital interests would not be so much insisted
lIpon, if it were certain that the Court would apply international
ItlW, whose primary object is to protect that very independence and
vital interests in the spirit of absolute impartiality. The objection
hused on the absence of an internation~l legislature modifying and
Brierly, Outlook fop' International Law, London (1944), pp. 120-1.
Thus a sub-committee of the Committee on Foreign Relations of
Ihn U. S. Senate said in 1955: "Even if the Court should attain broader
JUrisdiction, unless the enforcement procedures of the United Nations
Wtlre simultahe~usly widened and strengthened, the question of making'
UN decisions effective would remain. In present circumstances, increasing
Uw number of cases coming to the Court without the consent of the
I'lLrties concerned also would increase the likelihood that a greatnumbllr
lIt its decisions would not be observed, and that its prestige would fall
J'iLther than rise as a result." Review of the U. N. Charter, Washington
(JQ.~5), p. 236. Also see M. C. Chagla, "The International Court", The
J"dividual and the State, Bombay (1958), p. 27.
8'
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amending existing law would be very much limited if there were no'
doubt as to the manner of the exercise by the Court of the ftinction
of judicial legislation which is inherent in every judicial activity!
The problem of putting beyond any possible doubt the impartiality
and disinterestedness of the highest international tribunal is per.'
haps the most important question of compulsory adjudication.
From the very beginning of the history of international judicial
settlement, the problem of the impartiality of judges has given rise
to no less controversy. Its' importance was recognized in the course.
of The Hague Conferences. It has proved to be an important factOlf
in the establishment of a permanent international court and;
generally, in the history of obligatory arbitration. It has been
constant theme of lawyers and political writers. It is undoubtedly,
one of the most important problems of international organization
which requires serious consideration and rethinking on the' part o£
all concerned.
'
The objection so often raised against the national issues bein
decided by foreigners is not always due to a mere false sense--e
national dignity. The conviction that international judges may no
always be capable of the required detachment, refers not mere!
to the attitude of jUdges in disputes in which their own state ig
directly interested as 'a party. For, as we shall see, it is not witH
these judges that the decision will rest as a rule. The doubts refe .
to judgeS, nationals of states not directly interested in the case'
i.e. what may be called neutral judges. The. view is wide-sprea
that unlike national society, there are in the international sphere 'n'
neutrals. It i$ pointed out that in the international field the possibl
number of litigants is incomparably smaller than within the state,
and so while the outcome of a dispute is, as a rule; a matter of in.
difference to the municipal judge who does not know the parties,'
the situation is quite different in the domain of international
relations where the judges are not ignorant of the position of th~
parties and cannot be indifferent. In fact, any appreciable chang,:
in the relations between two states has ultimately repercussion
on the position of other states. Moreover, in addition to the fac
of the interdependence of states in general, formal political alliances
the community of interests of states bound by ties of common racc3,
culture and language, and the jealousies against neighbours riche,
and more powerful than themselves, make third states and the'
nationals directly interested in the outcome of the dispute.' A'
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these factors render the impartiality of judges a problem which is .
not to be lightly dismissed.
The creation in the International Court of a body of judges,
regarded by the opinion of the wprld as conscious of their position
ltnd "developing, and enabled by their status and organization to
develop, a sense of priesthood in the service of an idea transcending
/lny particular interest"89 is a problem of fundamental importance.
In order to achieve this ideal to some extent it was declared in
ArtiCle 2 of the Statute that "the Court shall be composed of a body
of independent judges, elected regardless of their nationality from
lUnong persons of high moral character". As Mr. Fachiri explains
this mention of "high moral character" is not a mere conventional
phrase, but has reference to the essential qualities of a good judge
which are loyalty, probity, a certain breadth of vision and courage. 90
Article 6 provides that the highest courts of justice, legal faculties
llnd other national academies dev.oted to the study of law shall be
()onsulted, by the states before the nomination of candidates for the
JUdgeship. The obligation of this provision is to serve as an addi~
tional guarantee that the best candidates will be proposed, Moreover, in order to ensure the judicial integrity of the Court, the
Statute also, to some extent, sanctions the doctrine of recusation,
I.e. challenging individual judges on the bench on account of their
possible bias. Thus Article I7 (2) provides: "No member may
pllrticipate in the decision of any case in which he has previously
tltken part as agent, counsel, or advocate for one of the parties, or
IlH a member of a national or international court, or of a commis.
ilion of enquiry, or in any other capacity." It may be assumed,
Ileeording to Judge Lauterpacht, that this article permits the
Imrties themselves to raise the question. of impartiality of the
Inrlividual judges, and that it is not limited to an ex officio action
nC the Court. 91 Along with this may be read Article 24 which
provides:
I.

If. for some special reason, a member of the Court considers that

h" should not take part in the decision of a particular case, he shall so
In Corm the Presidant.
'l.

If the President considers that for some special reason one of the

II Lauterpacht. The Function of Law in the International Commun,ity.
'",udon (1933). p. 232.
10 Fachiri, op.cit., p. 34.
II Lauterpacht, op. cit., pp. 212-13.
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members of the Court should not sit in a particular case, he shall give
him notice accordingly.
•.
3. If in any such case the member of the Court and the President·
disagree, the matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court.

The Court had frequent occasions to apply and to put a practical
interpretation to these articles. 92 Article 24 refers to incompatibility
raised proprio motu by the judge concerned, while Article 17 has
reference to objective incompatibilities enumerated therein.
In addition, the impartiality and independence of the judges is
sought to be safeguarded by other positive provisions of the Statute.
Thus Article 16 lays down that members of the Court may not
exercise any political or administrative function; or engage in any
other occupation of a professional nature and Article 17 provides .
that no member of the Court may act as agent, counsel, or advocate '.
in any case. Article 18 ensures their position by providing that no'.
member of the Court can be dismissed except by the unanimous
consent of all the judges of the Court and Article 19 gives them,
diplomatic privileges and immunities when engaged on the business,/
of the Court. Moreover, they are given high salaries and their
position carries great prestige. All these conditions are enough to
attract the best talent in the world and place them above the ordi- .
nary influences of corruption.
".
With all these precautions, personal integrity may be taken for'
granted. But though a man may not be influenced by personal .• .
interests, it is the task of securing what may be called political
impartiality, i.e. impartiality qua members of a given national '.,
community, which constitutes the main problem under discussion. '.
I t is very difficult to resist the affiliations of the people and the
U Thus Sir. Benegal Rau raised the point in the Anglo-Iranian Oil,
Co. .case that he ought not to sit for the case because he had represented
IndIa on the Security COUlicil in 1951 when it had dealt with the United
Kingdom complaint against Iran for failure to comply with the interim
measures indicated by the Court. Yearbook of the I. C.]. 1951-52, pp. 89-90 ;
This disqualification was based both upon Articles 17 and 24. In the
U. N. Administrative Tribunal case it was agreed that Judge Basdevant
should not take part, since he was closely related to the President of
the Tribunal. U. N. Administrative Tribunal case, Pleadings, p. 281.
Judge Lauterpacht did not sit in the second phase of the Nottebohm case,
having previously advised one of the parties. He felt that Article 17 applied
and the Court, the position being clear, placed the foregoing on the record.
Yearbook of the I. C.]. 1954-55, p. 88. For cases under the old Permanent
Court, see Lauterpacht, op. cit., pp. 213-14.
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country and the place with which his interests are so much bound
up. As a Committee of the Permanent Court said: "Of all influences
to which men are subject, none is more powerful, more persuasive
or more subtle, than the tie of allegiance that binds them (judges)
to the land of their homes and kindred and to the great sources of
the. honours and preferments for which they are so ready to spend
theIr fortune and to risk their lives. "93 Sympathy even for a particular group of states or their political and social institutions cannot be
disregarded easily. These may be subconscious feelings but un~oubte~y they are of very great influence. The fact that a judge
IS a natIOnal of a state may influence him subconsciously and independently of his will. These sentiments may prove to be stronger
than an oath of judicial impartiality.
It is due to these reasons that the present system of the election
of judges has come to be very much criticized. In spite of the abovementioned provisions of the Statute, it is said that the political
independence of the judges is endangered by the influence the
governments have on their nomination through the institution of
"national groups" (Article 4 (3)), and this influence is all the stronger
as the judges are elected for a period of only nine years and may,
after their terms have expired, be re-elected (Article 13). In order
~o secure a greater political independence for the judges, therefore,
It has been suggested by a great many international jurists that the
ten~re of the international judges shoJ.I1d be extended to a longer
penod and they should not be eligible for re-election. Thus the
Institut de Droit International passed a resolution in 1954 urging
that the tenur~ of judges should be increased to fifteen years,
(subject to age limit), and their eligibility for re-election should be
abolished.. It was also proposed that members elected to fill occa~ional v~cancies should also hold office for a fifteen-year term,
IrrespectIve of the terms for which their predecessors held office. U
There are certain writers 96 who suggest that appointment of
judges should be made for life. This, it is said, would free them
from all personal ambitions for the future and enable them to
Quoted by Lauterpacht, op. cit., p. 232.
'
,. Hudson, "The Thirty-Third Year of the Wotld Court", 49 A.]. I. L.
(1955), p. 4·
U Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community,
London (1933), pp. 237-41; Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations
London (1950), pp. 466-75; Bustamantl), The World Court, New York
(1925), p. 135·
U
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devote their energies fully to the great task for which they had been'
appointed.
Apart from this, the election of judges by the sovereign states in,
the Security Council and the General Assembly is bOund to be'
influenced by political considerations. This procedure, it is said,
neither protects the independence of judges, nor ensures the election:
of the best qualified candidates. When the Statute was drafted in'
1920, the main pre-Qccupation of the authors of the Statute was,
to find a method for reconciling the claims of the small and large'
powers to, representation on the, Court-a problem which had.
proved to be insoluble since 1907. When, therefore, the difficulty'
was solved by the adoption of so-called Root.Phillimore. plan,
there was a general feeling that the most important problem in
the election -of 'judges had been satisfae:torily solved. Experience,.
however, has shown that the real procesS for securing the election'
of judges through a most careful, deliberate and 'responsible method.
has not so far been evolved. According to Judge Lauterpacht, "the,:
election of judges by the simultaneous proceedings of the Council';
and the Assembly is the haphazard result of an electoral process
pure and simple with all the disadvantages of haste, chance,
physical fatigue, and political bargaining". 96 Apart from guarantee.;
ing the election of the nationals of Permanent Members, a fact
which is, of course, essential to the effectiveness of the Court, it does'
not appear that the value of dual elections' is very great. On thei
other hand, there is a growing impatience in the General Assembly.
at the privileged position of the Permanent Members of the Security,
Council. The view has also been expressed that, since 1951, the:
elections have been conducted on the basis of a regional allocation
of the seats on the Court according to some undisclosed under. I
standing operative in the 'electoral bodies. Undoubtedly, there.
has always been a kee.n competition for places in the Court. The.
Statute does not call for geographical distribution of seats; it asks:
only that "in the body as a whole the representation of the mam!
forms of civilization and of the principal legal systems of the world'
should be assured". There is nothing wrong in this rule which tendS'
to "internationalize" the'Cotirt, to use JUdge Bustamante's phrase'
so that it may be assumed that its decisions are based on a wotld.!
Wide comprehension of the problems mid the applicable pnnciples:
of law., It is not at all clear, how~ver, how this rule can be effe~tiv~ly
96 Lauterpacht, op. cit., 'p. 239.
.

(larried out, except by the goodwill of electors. The Statute does
not make any provision for enforcing this recommendation nor set
lip any power. with authority to declare that it has been disregarded.
There appears to be, at present; a tendency on the part of each
,'ogion to secure as many judges as possible from that area. The
tlloction of judges, therefore, has come to depend on the agreed
distribution of seats according to political blocks in the United
Nations. This bargaining has resulted in unequal representation of
different legal systems. Thus though the American Continent is
l'l~presented by five members, there are only two judges representing Asian Countries, and one judge representing the whole of
Africa. This evolution has been criticized and it has come to be
Colt that it may have an adverse effect upon the ability of the Court
to operate effectively, upon the willingness of states to submit
disputes to the Court, and, possibly, upon their willingness to abide
by its decisions. 97
Moreover, though the Statute declares that judges will be elected
I'ogardless of nationality and entirely on the basis of their :merits,
this has been disregarded by a number of articles in the Statute
Itself. Thus Article 3, paragraph I, stipulates that no two members
of the Court may be from' the same state and Article 10, para·
gmph 3, declares that if more than one national of the same state
obtain an absolute majority of the votes of the General Assembly
I4nd of the Security Council, the eldest of them shall be considered
UH elected. Even the provisions of Article 9 declaring that judges
Mhould represent the main forms of civilization and the principal
ItJgal systems of the world, howsoever desirable they might be from
the point of view of giving the Court a perfectly international out·
look, is against this principle. It is generally felt to be undesirable
that a Court of world-wide jurisdiction should consist of judges
tll'llwn from a single continent, and to avoid this result some atten·
tlon must be given to regional representation, in which nationality
l~ lL factor.
But the greatest disregard of this principle has been made in the
IIlHtitution of national judges. Article 31 of the Statute provides:
I.

107

Judges of the nationality of each of the parties Shall retain their

rlK,ht to sit in the case before the Court.

·i.

If the Court includes upon the Bench a judge of the nationality

Of one of the parties; arty other party may choose a person to sit. as
n Rosenne,

op. cit.,

pp.

136 -4 2 .
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the principle of impartial adjudication. Thus M. Loder wanted
reject this Article 31; because he believed that the idea of givi
the parties representatives upon the Court was wrong as this wo·
give the proceedings a characteristic essentially belonging to arbit
tion rather than adjudication. Furthermore, he found a contra.
tion between the attempts which had been made to ensure t
establishment of a Court composed of the best jUdges, and
proposal to bring temporary judges into the Court. It might~
be, he said, that there was such a degree of distrust between ti
nations that it would be impossible to get them to accept a co
composed as it really should be; but that was no reaSon for formi
a Court which was not a true Court. lliO Other jurists realized'
force of Mr. Loder's argument but thought that it was
practicable. As Mr. Elihu Root, the able American jurist, s
"Nations should be able to go before the Court with the certainty t
their case would be fully understood. For this purpose there m,
be, at any rate in the case of those countries which differ m.
widely from the normal type, a judge of their nationality on
Court, who must sit on a footing of complete equality with
others." He further pointed to the practical difficulties in obtaini
the consent to the jurisdiction of an international court which a'
from the instinctive mistrust felt by nations for a court compo,
of foreign judges and from their reluctance to submit to its dec~si.9.
H they could not be assured representation on the Court, he deGlat,
it would prove impossible to obtain their assent. 101 Lord Pl1illim
also said that it was the necessity of findirig a system which wo
guarantee the acceptance of the sentences of the' Court that
them to accept national judges.l02 In its report, the Commit
admitted that it would be "logical" that national judges sho'
abstain from sitting, arid that its' proposal made the Court resem '
a court of arbitration more than a court of justice, but it repl
that "states attach much importance to having one of their subje
on the bench when they appear before a Court of justice" .103
The matter again came to be discussed at the San Franci
Conference in 1945, and all the arguments put forward ear'
against this institution were repeated. It was felt, however, t:
the system of international justice had not advanced far enoug '.
abandon this system and it was essential to keep it in order t
100 Ibid., pp. 531, 537.
101 Ibid., p. 532,.538.
101 Ibid:, p. 5 3 6 . 1 0 8 Ibid., p. 722 .
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the Statute of the new Court might be accepted and its jurisdiction
adhered to. l04
.
The institution of national judges has also come to be criticized
on the gr.ound that the national jUdges, especially ad hoc jUdges,
usually dissent· from the decisions which are against their states'
lLnd these dissents create bad feelings. This tendency is all th~
more dist~rbing w~en it is found that these dissenting opinions
nre ~ometIm~s dehvered against the unanimous or practically
lIn~mmo~s VIew of the Court. It is, of course, not strange that a
ll,atIonal J~dge should often find himself convinced by the contentIons of his own state and certainly, as Judge Hudson says, he is
nnder a strong temptation to support views which are widely held
in the ~~untry,~n which he lives. As for an ad hoc jUdge, though
h,e partICIpates ~n terms of c.omplete equality" with his colleagues,
it must be admItted that hIS temporary status, and his normal
dependence on his government for future goodwill, make the
condi~ion for assuring impartiality much less adequate in his case
~han 111 that of o~dinary judges. It is, therefore, not surprising
to fi~d the ad hoc Judge almost always supporting the contentions
of hIS government. lOS
The above tendency need not, however, be exaggerated. On a
number of o.ccasions the national jUdges have been found to rejcct
the contentIOns' of their own governments. In fact no instance
has occurred since 1947 of a titular jUdge, a national of one of the
1,04 U. N. ~. I. O. Doc, Vol. XIV, pp. II3-16. The Informal InterAllIed Commltte~ also recommended the retention of this system. In
plI:ag~aph 39 .of Its report it said: "Ideally, this system may be 0PQll to
ohJection as detracting from the idea of permanence and non-national
(l.lmrac~er of. the C~urt, but in pract.ice we consider esseI).tial to retain it.
Countnes .wIll n.ot m fact feel full confidence in the decision of the Court
I,n ~ case m ~hIC~ they a~e conce:n~dY the Court includes nO judge of
theIr own natlOnahty, partIcularly Ii It mcludes a judge of the nationality
01 the other party. Moreover, while national judges are not or should
not be, representatives on the Court of the case of their o';n' country
th~y fulfil ~ us~ful function in suppl~ing local knowledge aI)..d a nationai
pomt of VIew. Report of Inter-Allzed Committee on the Future of the
1', C. I. ]., Misc. No.2 (1944), Cmd. 6531, para 39.
I~G I~ may be mentioned here thC!ot the Judges ad hoc need not be
.,lfIttonals ?f the parties appointing them. Thus in the Corfu Channel case
I,ho Alballlan Government appointed persons of Czechoslovakian national. Ity a~ itssllccessive judges ad hoc; and in the Nottebohm case, Liechtenstein
Appomted a person of Swiss nationality.
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parties, being alone in his view; on the other hand, an ad hoc judge
has several times constituted a rriinority of one. 106 There have beed,
some notable instances of members of the Court, including ad hoD,
jUdges, being included in the majority which decided against the
contentions of their own states,107 and two instances in which the'
national judge wrote an individual opinio~ which, in some respects"
went further than t~le judgment in dismissing the case of his own.,
state. lOS The record, therefore, does not justify the conclusion,
that national judges have merely registered and sanctioned the'
view held by their own governments. lOB Even when they have
supported their governments' cases, it is not necessarily a manifesta- ,"
tion of bi~s and can partly be explained by similarity of outlook
and legal tradition. Moreover, they always support their votes by"
cogent reasonings.
"
'Owing, however, to the rarity of cases in which the national
judges have given opinions against their states, and the fact that
their inclusion on the bench is not in conformity with strict judicia!
principles, modern writers, such as, Lauterpacht 110 and ReIsen,11 ,
with whom Professor Corbett 112 has also joined his voice, strongly plead for the abolition of, this system. According to Judge
Lauterpacht, whatever may be the postulated function of, and
:services rendered by the national judges in the course of the
deliberations of the Court, it has proved impossible to avoid th~
grave danger of the national judges acting and, with few exceptions~'
being looked upon as representing the interests of their states.

Moreover, the very presence of a national judge, he says, "changes
the character of the deliberations of the Court. They cease to be a
contest between the various aspects of the impersonal claims of
justice; they tend to degenerate into a contention between the
conflicting claims of the parties. The fine scales of justice are loaded
with the crude and incongruous element of partisan interests."
It shows a fatal lack 9f rationality to have a system, argues
Judge Lauterpacht, which, while, in view of the size of the
Court, it confers little actual bene.fit on the state appointing a
national jUdge, because in no case can the vote of the national
judge exercise a decisive influence, by necessity threatens to imperil
the quality of absolute disinterestedness which is essential to the
effective functioning of the Court as a tribunal endowed with and
exercising jurisdiction in matters of importance for the peace
of the world. None of the arguments ad,duced for retaining the
Hystem of national judges is strong enough, according to these
writers, to over-shadow these considerations. The view that the
presence of a national judge at the deliberation of the Court tends
to increase a state's confidence in the justice of the decision of the
Court and make it less disinclined to accept an adverse verdict,
Hhows merely that the factor of representation of interests still
lingers on. The point is whether such a supervision by the national
jUdge is necessary at all.. And if necessary, can it be effective 1
It is said that justice should not only be done, but that it must
appear to have been done. It is very doubtful, Lauterpacht thinks,
that the mere presence of the national judge can create that appearance. It symbolizes the idea of representation of interests
which rather tends to weaken that appearance. The only impresHion that the retention of the institution of national judges creates
Is that it constitutes a concession to uninformed respect for state
lIovereignty in what is essentially a minor detail-eonsidering the
negligible effect of the national judge on the outcome o,f the dispute
..·-in comparison with the great commitments of compulsory
Ildjudication that states have already made.
The same element of urlreality attaches' to the other arguments.
Thus the view that the national. judge may assist the Court in
lIhaping the judgment so that it may avoid national susceptibilities
hilS absolutely no force. It is safe to assume that a bench composed
of distinguished lawyers, most of whom had practical experience of
governmental international intercourse, .does not need such as-

lIZ

108 Corfu C-hannel case (Jurisdiction) (Ad hoc judge appointed bY;
A(bania), Asylum case (Colombian judge ad hoc), Haya de la Torre- cas~.
,(Peruvian judge ad hoc in one issue).
:
107 Corfu Channel case (Merits) (British judge); Haya de la Torre case
'(Colombian and Peruvian judges ad hoc); Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. cas~,
(British judge); U. S. Nationals in Morocco case (French and United StateS
judges); Minquiers and Ecrehos case (French judge); Monetary Gold case
(British judge).
'
108 Anglo Iranian Oil Co. case (British judge) and Minquiers and Ecre!Ji)s
,case (French Judge).
10' For cases in" the Permanent Court see Hudson; The Permanen"
-Court, pp. 354-60.
110 Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community:'
London (I933), pp. 202-41.
,
111 Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations, London (I950 ), PP.47I-.t,.
111 Corbett, Law and Society in the Relations of States, .New York (J:9SI):t
pp. 234-5·
.
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sistance. Similarly, the argument that the presence of national
judges is essential inord~r that the bench may be properly informed
of the legal and other views of the party concerned, is quite unrealf'
In fact written proceedings, comprising bulky volumes of cases~,
counter-cases, arguments and counter-arguments, supplemented by:
a wealth of verbal argument displayed with great vigour during the
proceedings, is enough to acquaint the Court with the views and the
legal outlook of the parties. If all this is not found to be sUffici~tjl
the bench can be assisted by national assessors without the right td'
vote.
In spite of all this fine reasoning it is, of course, realized that
it is not easy to abolish this system. Though formally nationality
does not enter into the question of election of judges, it is tacitly
recognized by the certainty of the great powers being represented'
on the ~ourt. The cogency and political expediency of this fad
cannot b~ deni~d, but, this leads to the smaller nations' demand
for judges';oHheir own on the bench. Neither can a proper remedy
be found'iu'a'mbdification of the rights andfilnctions of the national
judges, for instance, by not giving them the .right to vote. ThiS
would result in sanctioning formally the position of national jUdge~
as advocates of their national interests. The same objection applie~
to any proposal to abolish the- right of national judges to giv:'
dissenting opinions. Il3 Moreover,' the opinions may have the ad,
vantage of checking manifestly partisan attitude, as, the nation·
judges would be bound to produce reasons for their dissent, whit
could be criticized for their weaknesses and frivolities. '
'~
Under the present circumstances, ther~fore, whennationf
sovereignties still loom large in the international sphere, it i.s no
possible to remove the system of national judges. To adhere strictI"
113 At the 1929 Conference for the revision of the Statute, Mr. F~omageof
the French-representative, suggested that the decisions should be regarde,
as decisions of the Court, and not as decisions of the individual members
because a national judge, who knew that his opinion would be, publishe,
might easily be led to defend his government instead of judging it. Th
fad! that; his attitude during the deliberations of the Court would '
pliblicly'declared'exposed him, if'he decided against his country, to tIi'
:remonstrances of his country. He, therefore, felt that dissenting,QpiniO
should be suppressed, so fl;l,at governments would not know the attitu '
()f their national judges. The latter would"tlien be able in fu~llib~rtya~
independence of ~pirit, to serve the cause of-justice. League oj Nati
poc., No; C 166, M. 66, 1929, V.

'll;5

to the wording of Article 2, that judges shall be "elected regardless
(It their nationality" is, as Hudson says, hardly more than a counsel
tit perfection. 1u This phrase seems to express an aspiration rather
lIlIln a fact. Though the system is not strictly in accordance with

tho theory of impartial adjudication, it does' not affect much the
tlllls of justice. It is recognized by all to have served very well.
Jtlllious of their personal reputation, the judges have been extremely
t\ollscientious in the performance oJ their duties. There is, in
International judges, a powerful and ever-growing consciousness
that they are the trustees of the best and most urgent hopes of
humanity. On t~e other hand, national judges have proved their
\I!'\ofulness not only in creating confidence in the states, but also
In familiarizing other judges with special features of their national
IIlWS, and at times with their national psychology as affected by
the particular case. IlS We, therefore, agree with Julius Stone that
the institution is "a comparatively harmless' concession to the
Murviving state prejudice againstsnbmission to third.party judg.
Jnllnt".I 16 Admittedly, this is not the ideal system. We should not
lorget, however, that human endeavour is faulty at best, and is a
compromise between the desirable and the attainable. We may draw
110mfort from the experience of Solon, who said~ in reply to a criticism
uf the laws which he devised' for the Athenians, that he did not
lIuhmit to them the best that he could devise, but the best they
would accept.
In spite of all these weaknesses of the electoral system, however,
the Court has gained great prestige. This is due to the fact that its
JUdges have approached their task with almost a religious sense of
duty and determination on judicial impartiality. Even if political
II\etors enter into play momentarily at the time of election of the
jllllges, once electe,d~ the Court is given every facility to maintain
UHl proper degree of judicial independence. Even the national
JIHlges have not been able to exert much influence in shaping the
l'tlHl11ts of the work of the Court. Although "impartiality" is a
uhnracteristic which is universally prized in a judicialtribunal, it
IU Hudson, international Tribunals, Washington (1944), P.36. In 1954
tlill Institut de Droit International also recognized that the system of
1111 /1oc judgeS cannot be abandoned. Hudson, 49 A. ]. I. L. (1955), p. 14.
II a Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 359.
,I " Julius Stone, Legal Controls oj International Conflict, I..ondon

.(III,H), p. 115-
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must be kept in mind that the impartiality of a tribunal is alwa
relative, never absolute. The ideal of absolute impartiality.
hardly ever attained even in the judicial tribunals of the b
organized states. As Lissitzyn has said, the "impartiality" of
organ is always limited by the framework in which it operat
A court is an organ of the community, and its basic function is,
serve the needs of the community. The Court has, indeed, prov,
to be one of the most useful organs of the international organizatiq
Its reputation has all along been good. Governments on the losi
side of the disputes or questions brought before the Court general;
refrain from impugning the integrity of its motives. This has b,e
true even of the Communist States.
The element of confidence has been and must remain the rna
important factor in determining the extent to which states
prepared to confer jurisdiction on the Court. It is, therefore, t,
duty of the lawyers and statesmen to strengthen that confider£
and help the. Court in realizing the ideal for which it had b '
created.

CHAPTER IV

JURISDICTION UNDER ARTICLE 36
PARAGRAPH I
I. CONSENSUAL BASIS OF JURISDICTION

us now see somewhat in detail how far jurisdiction has actually
been conferred on the International Court of Justice. Article 36,
paragraph I of the Statute provides:

LET

The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases whiCh the parties
refer to it and all matters specially provided for in the Charter of the
United Nations or in treaties and conventiQns in force.

As mentioned earlier, the jurisdiction of the COUFt at presentas during the existence of the Permanent Court of International
justice-is invariably based on the consent of the parties. It is clear
that the Court has no other jurisdiction than that conferred upon
it by the parties. This principle, which has historical origins,
deriving from the beginning of modern intemationallaw, has been
reiterated several times by the Court. The following passages drawn
from some of.its decisions are typical and useful examples of the
general rule which has remained unchapged so far. '
The Consent of States, parties to a dispute, is the basis of the Court's
jurisdiction in the contentious cases. l
The general rules laid down in Article 36 of the Statute...are based on
the principle that the jurisdiction of the Court to deal with and decide
l~ case on the merits depends on the will of the parties. Unless the parties
have conferred jurisdiction on the Court in accordance with Article 36,
the Court lacks such jurisdiction. 2
The Court is not departing from the principle, which is well established
in international law and accepted by its own jurisprudence as well as
that of the Permanent Court of International Justice, to the effect that
n State may not be compelled to submit its disputes to arbitration without
Its consent. 8
To adjudicate upon the international responsibility of Albania without
bel' consent would run counter to a well-established principle of interna-

Peace Treaties case, I. C. ]. Reports (1950), p. 71.
Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case, I. C:]. Reports (1952), pp. 102-3.
8 Ambatielos case (Obligation to arbitrate), I. C.]. Reports (1953), p. 19.

l
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tionallaw embodied in the Court's Statute, namely, that the Court can
only exercise jurisdiction over a State with its consent. 6

It has be~n made clear that the principle means not merely
consent of the parties to the case itself, but the consent of any state
the legal position of which vis-a-vis anyone of the parties is the
principal issue of the proceedings. In· the absence of such consent
the Court may decline jurisdiction though, from the formal point
of view, all the parties appearjng before it have consented to its
jurisdiction. itwas this fact which led the Court to decline jurisdiction in the Monetary Gold case. The Court said: "Where, as in
prese1?-t case, the vital issue to be settled concerns the international
responsibility of a third State, the Court cannot, wi~hotft the
consent of the third State, give a decision on that issue binding
upon any State, either the third State, or anyone of the parties
before i t . " 5 '
The existence of the'principle as a feature of the law of international judicial procedure is, then, not open to question. 6 But the principle has long been subject to a process of refinement, undoubted.;
lyfacilitated by the permanence of the Court which has been able
to develop; through its procedure, other doctrines which lead to
the presumption of consent on the part of litigating. states. Thus
the rigidity of the principle of consensual basis of jurisdiction has
come to be, mitigated to some extent by the manner in which that
consent may be expressed. It has now become quite clear, from
the practice of the old and the new Court, that it is immaterial
in what way and at what time the consent is given. Consent need,
not be expressed 'in particular forms and it is not necessary that
it should be'given before the proceedings are instituted. In the
Monetary'Gold case, I. C, J. Reports (1954), p. 32.
6 Ibid., p. 33;
6 It is interesting, however, to note the doctrine advanced by Judge
Alvarez in several of his dissenting opinions wherein he suggests that,'
because of the integration of international society and every state being
member of the international community, all the states can be brought
before the Court whether or not they have accepted its jurisdiction.
See Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case (Jurisdiction), I. C. J. Reports (1952),
P.'132. Judge Read also reached the same conclusion in that case. Ibid.,
p. 145. Though these views are stIll far removed from being accepted,
they are not entirely without influence and show that the notion of It
more broadly based conception of the jurisdiction of the Court· isgaiIiing
ground. See Shabtai Rosenne, The International Court of Justice; Leyden'
(1951), pp. 262-5·
4
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Upper Silesia Minority Schools case the Permanent Court declared
that it was immaterial in what form the consent had, been given. 7
Reiterating the same rule the International Court of Justice said
in the Corfu Channel case (preliminary objection):
Furthermore, there is nothing to prevent the acceptance of jurisdiction,
o.s in the present case, fJ;om being effected by two separate and successive
o.cts, instead, of jointly and beforehand by special agreement. As tl).e
Permanent Court of International Justice has said in its Judgment No;u
of April 26th, 1928, page 23: "The acceptance by a State of the Court's
Jurisdiction in a particular case is· not, .under the Statute, subordinated
to the observance of certain forms, such as, for instance, the previous
conclusion of a special agreement. "8

This means that consent may be given on the part of the plaintiff
Htate by a unilateral application to the Court under Article 40 of
the Statute and Rule 32 of the Rules of the Court, followed, on the
parlof the defendant state, by acceptance of the jurisdiction,
whicb,.might be evidenced by the appointment of an agent under
Rule 35, or in sollie other way. In the Corfu Channel case, the
Albanian contention was that, since neither party was compelled
to agree to have recourse to the Court the proceedings could only
be commenced by a special agreem~nt or compromis; and that the
United Kingdom's action in filing a unilateral action was incorrect.
It stated, however, that Albania was' prepared, notwithstanding
this irregularity, to appear before the Court. 9 The Court not only
declined to accept this view but held the procedure followed by the
U. K. to be more appropriate in the circumstances. It said:
In SUbmitting the case by means of an Application, the Government

nr the United Kingdom gave the Albanian'Government the opportunity
or accepting the jurisdiction of the Court. This acceptance was given in
I:ho Albanian Government's letter of July 2nd, 1947.

'
13esides, separate action of this kind was in keeping with the respective
\lIlHitions of the parties in proceedings where there is in fact a claimant,
tho United Kingdom, and a defendant, Albania. tO

'rhis last point is of considerable practical importance, for the
fact that the parties ,are in the position of plaintiff and defen.

VIIl'y

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, p. 283. ,
I. C. J. Reports (1948), p. 28.
• See infra.
10 I. C. J. Reports (1948), pp. 27.8.
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dant may make it difficult, or even impossible, for them to agr
on the exact terms of the compromis or special agreement, and
this were the only means of startin§ proceedings in cases req . .
ad hoc consent of the parties, it might ofteI). be very difficult to g
the matter before the Court at all. In particular, a defendant stat
while nominally agreeing to have recourse to the Court as a mean
of settlement, could in practice interpose serious delays in t '
course of negotiating the terms of the compromis.
The institution of proceedings by unilateral application is no
confined to cases of cQmpulsory jurisdiction. This is merely anoth
way of stating the previous position. But the Court specifica1J,.
made this point in the Corfu Channel case; It said: '
The Albanian contention. ',' is essentially founded on the aSsumptio,
that institution of proceedings by application is only' possible wh
compulsory jurisdiction exists and that, where it does, not, proceedings i,
only be instituted by special agreement.
This is a mere assertion .... Article 32, paragraph 2, of the Rules do
not require the applicant, as an absolute necessity but only as far
possible,l1 to specify in the application the provision on which he foun
the jurisdiction of the Court. It clearly implies, both by. its actual term;
and by the reasons underlying it, that the institution of proceedin,
by application is not exclusively reserved for the domain of compuIso;
jurisdiction. 1 J
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Permanent Court. In the Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions case
the Court held that the absence of one party's consent to jurisdiction when proceedings were instituted was cured by a subsequent
consent to jurisdiction given outside, and without specific reference
to the proceedings before the Court. In other cases the Court found
the consent of the party cited either in the written pleadings or
Implied from its conduct in arguing the merits without contesting
the jurisdiction. In the Minorities Schools case, introduced by an
ILpplication of Germany under the' Upper Silesia Convention, the
Court said:
And there seems to be no doubt that the consent of a state to the sub·
millsion of a dispute to the Court may not only reslJlt from an express
llaclaration, but may also be inferred from acts conclusively establis~ng
It. It seems hard to deny,that the submission of arguments on the ments,
without making reservations in regard to the question of jurisdiction,
ml1st be regarded as an unequivocal indication of the desire of a state
to obtain a decision on the merits of a suit. l '

The International Court of Justice has also confirmed this princi.

1,10, as we have seen earlier, in the Corfu Channel case. Again in the
llaya de la Torre case the Court accepted the doctrine in these
Words:

The principle of forum prorogatum, or acceptance of a unilater!
summons to appear befor~ the Court, has thus come to be accepte.
and if the other party, \either expressly or by implication fro·
conduct, submits to jurisdiction, the Court is irrevocably seize,;
of the case. I3 This principle was established under the regime of th,

The parties have in the present case .consented to the jurisdiction of
tho Court. AU the questions submitted to it have been argued by them
111I the merits, and no objection has been made to a decision on the merits.
'fhls conduct of the parties is sufficient to confer jurisdiction on the
Court. a

Italics inserted.
I. C. ]. Reports (1948), P.27. In fact before 1945 more than twi ,
as many cases were unilaterally referred to'the Court as were referre·
by the traditional compromis. ,Since then out ,of the 28 contention
cases brought to the Court, only three cases (The Asylum case betwee.
Columbia and Peru, Minquiers and Ecrehos case between France and t
U. K, and the case concerning Sovereignty over Frontier Land betwe
Belgium and the Netherlands), have been submitted by virtue of speci
" agreements; all others have been initiated by the application of OD
partyalorie. Yearbook oftke I. C.]. (1957-58),PP. 40-1.
18 The principle of forum prorogatum comes,to ,be applied wheneve
after the initiation of proceedings by joint or unilateral application
jurisdiction is exercised with regard either to the entire dispute o?-, som
aspects of it as the result of, an agreement, express or implied, whi

Three factors have enabled the Court, explains Mr. Shabtai
I(osenne, to build up its doctrine of forum prorogatum. These are
three deliberate omissions from the Statute and the Rules. Firstly,
thtlse texts do not require that, in the case of proceedings instituted
by I\pplication the consent of the respondent state should be trans·
mltted to the Court with the application. Secondly, there is no
provision regulating the manner in which the consent of the reo

11

11

II Klven by either or bOth parties and without which the Court could
IlOt have exercised jurisdiction. Lauterpacht, The Pevelopment of Inter••tional Law by the International Court, London (1958), p. 103.
1& Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, P.284.
II]. C. ]. Reports (1951),P. 78.
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spondent state should be expressed. Thirdly, there is no -cl
indication as to when proceedings should be instituted by spec'
agreement and when by application. Proceedings may, therefoi
be instituted by application in any case if the two states are qu .. ,
fied to be parties to the case before ~he Court, without the applic'
tion having to indicate the consensual element upon which t
jurisdiction would rest. The procedure for the institution of proc' ,
dings before the Court is covered by Article 40 of the Statute a'
Article 32 (2) of the Rules of the Court. A distinction has be
made, in the latter provision,16 between what is obligatory, a
what is desirable, for inclusion in the application. Obligatory ,
the matters referred to in Article 40 of the Statute, namely t
party making the application, the party against whom the applic
tion is brought, and, the subject matter of the dispute. As far
concerns the provision on which the applicant founds the juris .
tion of the Court, and the precise nature of the claim, these
desirable and must be specified in the application as far as possib,
The institution of the forum prorogatum is thus maintained in t,
words
far as possible 17 and an application will not be reject
in limine simply because such specification is omitted but will
transmitted to the other party. If the latter accepts the juri.
diction, expressly or impliedly,'the Court becomes seized ..
the case.
The doctrine of forum prorogatum is really an illustration of t,'
principle of estoppel by word or by conduct which may be denv.
from a formal agreement conferring jurisdiction on the Court af~
proceedings have begun, or successive independent statements','

consent, as in the Corfu Channel case?8 or from the conduct of
the proceedings from which the implied waiver of the requirement
of consent to the jurisdiction may be deduced. No such waiver Of
consent, as opposed to express statement, will, however, be deduced
unless the conduct is unequivocally and unconditionally attribut.
£Lble to an assumed acceptance of the court's jurisdiction by the
state so acting. The Court will not exercise jurisdiction if the
whole of that state's conduct in the case is consistent with an inten·
tion that it should not exercise jurisdiction. 19 Thus in the Anglo~
Iranian Oil Co. case, after the invitation to submit to the jurisdic,
tion of the Court, contained in the applicatio~, had been rejected
by the respondent (Iran), the issue of jurisdiction arose for decision.
in preliminary objection proceedings. In its submissions, Iran, in
addition to contesting the jurisdiction-"Of the Court, also contested
the admissibility of certain claims put forward in the applicant's
(U.K.) memorial. As, to these latter claims put forward in the
application itself, the jurisdiction to entertain them depended upon
the declaration accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court.
The applicant thereupon suggested that objections to the admis.
sibility are not objections to the jurisdiction, and can only be
decided if the, Court has jurisdiction; and a formal conclusion was
therefore submitted that by this action the respondent "has con·
ferred jurisdictiop. upon the Court on the basis of the principle of
forum prorogatum". The Court rejected this contention. It said:
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le Article 32 (2) cif the Rules of the Court provides: "When a
is brought before the Court by means of. an application, the applicati
must, as laid down in Article 40, paragraph I, of the Statute, indica
the party making it, the party against whom t]le claim is brought .'
the subject of the dispute. It must also, as/ar as possible, specify t,
provision on which the applicant founds the jurisdiction of the' Co '
state the precise nature of the claim and give a succinct statement"
the fads and grounds on which the claim is based, theSe facts '
grounds being developed in the Memorial, to which the evidence will"
annexed. "
,
17 Judge Lauterpacht says that when the Rules of the Court w
, revised in 1936 the expression "as far as possible" was introduced
the express intention of rendering possible unilateral application "
based on any specific text. Lauterpacht, The Development of Internatio'
Law by the International Court, London (1958), p. 104.
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18 Also see Monetary Gold case where France, U. K. and U. S. A. first
illdicated their consent to accept the jurisdiction of the Court as respon·
dents in a joint statement, leaving it to one or both of the two named
"tates-Italy or Albania-to invoke the jurisdiction of the Court by appli·
tntion. Whatever the formal position of the applicant and respondent
Htatesifrom the point of view of procedure before the Court, the Court
Illokedto the substance rather than the form of their relations and
l'<lgarded the initial Washington StateIllent as an offer which was accepted
by Italy. The Court said: "The Governments of France, the United Kingdom and United States of America,and the Government of Italy, by
their separate and successive acts-the adoption of the Washington
Statement, in the one case, and in the other case, the deposit; ... of the
I)llclaration of acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Court and the filing
of the application-have referred a case to the Court )Nithin the meaning
of Article 36 (I} of its Statute. They have thus conferred jurisdiction on
tho Court to, deal with questions submitted in the application of the
Italian Government". I. C. J. Reports (1954), p. 31.
It Shabtai Rosenne, The International Court of Justice, Leyden (1957).
pp. 296-300; also see Lauterpacht, op. cit., pp. 106-7.
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The principle of forum prorogatum, if it could be applied to the present . .
case, would have to be based on some conduct or statement of the Government of Iran which involves an element of consent regarding the jurisdiction of the Court.' But that Government has consistently denied the;
jurisdiction of the Court. Having filed a preliminary objection for the';
purpose of disputing the jurisdiction, it has throughout the proceedings'
maintained that objection. It is true that it has submitted other objec~ '.".
tions, which have no direct bearing on the. question of jurisdiction.::
But they are clearly designed as measures of defence which it would be i
necessary to examine only if Iran's objection to the jurisdiction were'
rejected. No element of consent can be deduced from such conduCt on
the part of the Government of Iran. Consequently, the submission 0{
the United Kingdom on this point cannot be accepted. 20

So also, in the Nottebohm case, the respondent government, in
a communication. challenging the jurisdiction of the Court in the'
first phase of the case, had expressed its willingness to negotiate'
with the applicant with a view to arriving at an amicable settlement..
It was claimed, in answer to the plea in bar based upon non.compli.
ance with the nationalityof claims rule, that as in that communi· "
cation Nottebohm had been referred to as a national of the state,
the respondent had recognized his nationality. Dismissing this
argument the Court said that such conduct could not be construed
"as implying the abandonment of any defence which a party may
consid~r it is entitled to raise or as implying acceptance of any claim
by the other party, when no such .abandonment or acceptance .has
been expressed and where· it does not indisputably follow from.,
the attitude adopted". 21
'
,
The Court has thus, ]:>y a process of judicial interpretation,
erected an imposing doctrine which does not,however, seem to be ;
all good. Sometimes it has led to abuse of judicial procedure for·'
the sake of political reasons. Thus a state may, by this procedure,
bring its dispute before the Court and summon another state to
answer to its claim and, although no further proceedings ~ay result,,'.
a public airing in legal circles of the dispute is effected and the onus'
of declining to submit to the Court's jurisdiction is squarely placed,,,
on the defendant state's shoulders. This procedure was in fact'
resorted to when on March 3, 1954, the United States filed two
applications, against Hungary and against theU. S. S. R, insti-}
tuting proceedings in the case of Treatment in Hungary of Aircraft.
and Crew of the U. S. A. On being notified by the Registrar, the two':
respondent states intimated their unwillingness to submit to the
20
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I. C. ]. Reports (1952), P.I14.

21

I. C. ]. Reports (1955), p. 20.
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Jurisdiction of the Court, and the Court removed these cases from
the' list. 22 In 1955 the same procedure was adopted to' introduce
the two'Aerial Incidents, and the two Antarctica cases,23 and they.
too were removed from the .list in similar circumstances. As Judge
Lauterpacht says, applications of this nature may be mere political
devices intended to embarrass the state whom it is sought to
make defendant. 24 Undoubtedly all the jurists and lawyers like
to see the jurisdiction of the Court extended. But there are grounds
for anxiety lest the Court has advanced far beyond what the inter.
national society is yet prepared to admit, especially having regard
t? the unsatisfactory state of the law relating to the enforcement
ltnd execution of j1).dicial decisions. The reality of this anxiety is
demonstrated by the fact that in none of the cases decided since
1945, in which the Court exercised this prorogated jurisdiction,
has it been possible to enforce the decision'. The Corfu Channel
,judgment has not so far been satisfied. Haya de la Torre enjoyed
the enforced hospitality of the Colombian Embassy in Lima for
three years after. the Court had disposed of the case. .The interim
measures of protection indicated in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case
were never observed. It is not suggested that there is a necessary
connection between these failures of judicial process and the doctrine
of forum prorogatum. But it is enough to show that the Court must
be cautious in dealing with the cases where the consent to its
jurisdiction is merely implied. 24a
II•. MULTIPLICITY OF SOURCES OF JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction may sometimes result, or appear to result, from more
than one source; and there may be conflict between these different
tlources. How are such conflicts to be resolved? Itseems reasonable
to assume that multiplicity of sources of jurisdiction is intended
by the parties to have cumulative effect, and an application will
not necessarily fail because it is brought in reliance on one, when it
might have been brought under another source. This principle came
to be applied, in fact,by the Permanent Court in the Electricity
Company of Sofia and Bulgaria case, where the parties relied both
I. C. ]. Reports (1954), pp. 99, 103.
I. C. ]. Reports (1956), pp. 6, 9, 12, 15.
u Lauterpacht•. Op cit.,p. 104. . .
ua See Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., pp. 301-2.
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'on the declarations of Belgium and Bulgaria accepting the juris
iion of the Court under the Optional Clause, and a Treaty of Conc'
'tiOIl, Arbitration and Judicial Settlement of June 23, 193I.11
'question was whether the Treaty simply reinforced the obligati
resulting from the Optional Clause for the duration of the Trea.
The Court held as follows:
In its opinion, the multiplicity of agreements concluded accept!·•
the compulsory jurisdiction is evidence that the contracting part
intended to open up new ways of access to the Court rather than to cl .
old ways or allow them to cancel each other out with the ultimate res·
that no jurisdiction would remain. In concluding the Treaty of conci .
tion, arbitration and judicial settlement, the object of Belgium ....
'Bulgaria was to institute a very cOrnplete-s-ystem-of mutual obligati1'
'with a view to the specific settlement of any disputes ,,!,hich might a
.between them. There is, however, no justification for holding that'
so doing they intended to weaken the obligations which they had p
yiously entered into with a view to similar purpose, and especially. wh
such obligations were more extensive than those ensuing from the Trea
It follows that if, in a particular case, a dispute' could not be refe
to the Court under the Treaty, whereas it might· be submitted to,
under the declarations of Belgium and Bulgaria accepting as compuls .,
the jurisdiction of the Court, in accordance with Article 36 of the Statu,
the Treaty cannot be adduced to prevent those declarations from ex
cising their effects and disputes being thus submitted to the Court. 26 ;
The Court then explained that only if objections to the Cou '.'
jurisdiction could be made under both instruments and we~e h',
to be well-founded, would the Court decline to entertain the c
It, therefore, seems to be clear that when the parties manif
a general intention to confer jurisdiction on the Court, the muI,
plieity of sources of jurisdiction will not be allowed to defeat th
intention. 26
",
26 Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV, p. 403.
2& AccOrding to Mr.. Rosenne, a possible exception to this princi~
may be when a special agreement is concluded be~e~n two sta"
both of which are mutually bound by declarations recogmzmgcompuls91i
jurisdiction of the Court, e.g. the special agreement of 20 February, 19~
instituting proceedings in the Borchgrave case, and that of 29 Decem,
1950, instituing proceedings in the Minquiers and Ecrehos case. It
be. argued that the conclusion. of a special agreement is incompll.~.
with an intention that compulsory jurisdiction should be exerC1S'
and it will take precedence, both as eX'specialis and as ex posterior. T
effect of this would be that, the Court would only be able to decide
accordance with the special agreement, and its jurisdiction could not
invoked under any other title. op. cit., p. 276.
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III. JURISDICTION TO DECIDE EX AEQUO EP BONO

From the wording of paragraph I of Article 36, it seems clear that
the nature of the dispute is immaterial and the Court is entitled
Ilnd', indeed, bound to entertain and adjudicate upon any dispute
(If whatever kind which the parties have in fact agreed to refer to it.
Hut there are certain international lawyers who express the view
that the Court is not competent to entertain a purely political
dispute, and that the words "all cases" and "all matters" in Article
:10 must be taken to mean all cases and all matters susceptible of
Nolution by application of legal rules and principles set forth in
Article 38 and no others. 27 The importance of. Article 38. as a
guarantee of the Court's judicial character cannot be exaggerated,
hilt in practice, as Fachiri maintains, there can hardly be a dispute
not susceptible of decision by application of the rules and principles
In question. It was only when neither party relied upon any legal
right and desired the Court to decide solely upon the basis of policy
lllld expediency, that the Court must decline jurisdiction unless
the last paragraph of Article 38 was brought into play. This
provides that previous enumeration "shall not prejudice the power
of the Court to decide a case ex aequo et bono, if the parties agree
thereto". The object of this last paragraph of Article 38, explains
Mr. Fachiri,. is to meet the eventuality of a case where the issues are
Ullsuitable for decision on strictly legal grounds and yet the parties
desire to have recourse to the Court and obtain from it a binding
, ckcision arrived at according to equity and good conscience. 28 The
Permanent Court in the case of Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the
IJistrict of Gex indirectly expressed doubts whether it was authorized
hy its Statute to exercise such function. Though it was of the
upinion that the special agreement between Switzerland and France
In that case did not exist to confer .upon it the right to settle the
dispute ex aequo et bono, it observed that !'even assuming that it
were not .incompatible with the Court's Statute for the parties to
",Ive the Court power to prescribe a settlement disregarding right
J'(lcognized by it, and taking into account considerations of pure
tlxpediency only, such power, which would be of an absolutely
17 JUdge Frank B. Kellogg in the case of Ff'ee Zones of Uppef' Savoy ana
Ih' District ofGex, 25 A. J. I. L. (1931), pp. 203c14.
II Fachiri, The Per'rlanent Court. of Internatoinal Justice, 2nd ed.,
J.ondon (1932), p. 105.
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exceptional character, could only be derived from a clear and ex,
cit provision to that effect."29 At a later stage of the case,
Court said: "Such questions (depending on the interplay of ecO,
mic interests) are outside the sphere in which a Court of Just~
concerned with the application of rules of law, can help in the 501
tion of disputes between the two states."30 While the majo
of the Court expressed such doubts, and 'some of the mino,!
judges entertained no doubt that the Court had the right to act:
conformity with a compromis of this nature, Judge Kellogg il.'lJ
separate statement3 1 emphatically expressed, the view that "
creation of new contractual rights-as distinguished from the layi:
down of rules regulating in detail existing rights-was not wit,
the competence of a judicial tribunal. The precedents afforded:
the Behring Sea case and North Atlantic Fisheries case were "~
relevant, according to him, as they were "arbitrations pure a;
simple". From a consideration of the circumstances which cal
for the creation of the Court and the history of its organization,'ij
said, it could hardly be ,inferred that it was intended that, e'
with the consent of the parties, the Court should take jurisdief,
of political question, should exercise the function of drafting treat!
between nations or decide questions upon grounds of politicalli:
,.economic expediency. Neither in the records of the proceedi~
of the Committee of Jurists of 1920, nor in its report to the Leag'
asserted Kellogg, was there a suggestion that this provision of
Statute was intended to give the Court jurisdiction of political \a:
.economic questions which the Court might settle without regard,
treaty rights or principles of law and equity. On the other ha'
it was scarcely possible that the rules found in Article 38 of'~
Statute would have been laid down, had it been understood t
this Court would be at liberty, not only to disregard the legal rig ,
and obligations 'of the parties, but to engage in exercising a po
which was exclusively within the competence of the treaty-maki
authority of a sovereign state, the exercise of which must res
in an alteration of the legal rights and obligations of the parti
Under these circumstances, he maintained, this paragraph "mer,'
empowers the Court to apply the principles of equity and jusW
in the broader signification of this latter word", and that a politi
question, which he defined as a question which was exclusiV'.
I

,

29
30

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, p. 448.
Ibid., p. 558.
at Ibid., pp. 500-8.
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within the competence of a sovereign state, such as, tariff regulations, immigration, imposition of taxes, etc. could, ,not be decided
till this basis in as much as "there is no rule or principle of law, no
norm of equity, justice or even of good conscience, which the Court
(JI1ll apply; for unless limited by treaties, the power of a state in
this domain is unlimited". The learned judge, therefore, concluded
thrLt even by consent of the parties, the Court's jurisdiction did not
l1Ktend beyond the determination of legal rights of the parties.
According to Fachiri, this, construction, of the last paragraph
1M too narrow and the expression ex aequo et bono is used by way of
lwntrast to the legal criteria enumerated in that article. The intention, he says, is precisely to provide for a case where the application
Ilf rules and principles of law is either inappropriate or impossible
1\11<1 to enable the Court to arrive at a decision according to what
"ppears to be fair, reasonable and expedient in the particular
1I1l'cumstances. It cannot, however, be too strongly insisted upon
that this facuIty is exceptional, and can never be 'exercised without
the consent of both parties. That it willbe resorted to sparingly,
II lLt ail, may be inferred from the fact that the Court has not so
till' been called upon to make use of it. 32
Judge Lauterpacht is even more critical of this type of interpretation of Article 38(2). The wording of this article, according to him,
"lid general legal considerations, militate so strongly in favour
of the view that there is nothing to prevent the Court from deciding
'it aequo et bono, if the parties so desire, that the doubts expressed
ILhove cannot .be accepted. So long as the Court does not arrogate
til itself the right of deciding ex aequo et bono, but acts in this
tmpacityat the express wish of the parties, that function is not
fUlldamentally different from that envisaged in Article 38, paragraph
J, where the Court is authorized to apply "international conventions,
whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized
hy the contesting states", Given such an agreement, says'Lauter- '
I'",cht, the decision rendered would be a strictly legal one, It would
hll a decision given in accordance with rules agreed upon by the
IlIll'ties, It is of no juridical importance that they contain an authori·
~Iltion to depart from the law as it existed before the ex aequo et bono
II/{l'cement was made. The will of parties is law. Lauterpacht in fact
/(oos a step further to say that even if Article 38 did not contain
It" present last paragraph, the Court would still be at liberty to
Ii

Fachiri, op. cit., p.

104.
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render, at the will of the parties, decisions ex aequo etbono by virtu
of the "above-quoted first paragraph of that article. In case of
decision ex aequo et bono rendered in pursuance of the wish of th.,
parties, the law which the Court lays down is not of its creation
although it is of its own formulation. Only a conception of ex aequ,
et bono as identical with diplomatic bargaining and bargaining j,
their questionable me.aning could lead to such a conclusion; But:
.decision ex aequo et bono is not a discretionary and arbitrary ruling. 3.\
The matter was also. discussed by the Informal Inter-Allie
Committee of Jurists which, in its report in 1944, noting that th
wording of the first paragraph was unlimited, and pointing out tha.
the Court should be limited to strictly "justiciable" disputes
recommended "that it should be limiteq by inserting the wor
,
'justiciable' before both 'cases and matters\,"34 .
This very point was again raised at the Committee of Jurist
at Washington, when Mr. Fitzmaurice of the U. K. pleaded tha.,
the wording of the first paragraph ought to be changed to mak
it clear that the Court's jurisdiction was confined to legal disputes~
as he believed it was intended to be. He noted that there was .art
inconsistency between the first paragraph of Article 36 and th
second paragraph respecting jurisdiction under the Optional Clause
which referred only to legal disputes. In his view it was complete!
. wrong that any country should have the right to submit non-leg
disputes to the Court. Therefore he supported the introductio .
of the word "justiciable" in the paragraph.35
He was opposed by other members, and the word "justiciable~,
was thrown out by a majority of the Committee. Professor Basde..
vant, the learned jurist of France, pointed out that the first para
graph was concerned only with cases which the parties vo1untariI:
referred to the Court, while the second paragraph was concerned,
with cases of compulsory jurisdiction. In the second category'",
·the specification of the cases as "legal" was important because n:
consent in the particular case was required and hence it w
dangerous if political disputes were also included. But under th.
first paragraph, if the parties agreed to submit their case to thE!
~

Lauterpacht, The: Function of Law in the International Community'
London (1933), pp. 315-27.
a8

British Parliamentary Papers, Misc. No. 2
Paras. 55-7.
36 U. N. C. I. O. Doc., Vol. XIV, pp. 204 & 225.
34
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Court, there seemed to be no reason to limit the Court's jurisdiction
with respect to the nature of the dispute. 36
' .
In spite of all this controversy that the provision has given rise
to, little practical experience -of the use of that power has been
"!LIned. It may, however, be pointed out that the issue of propriety
III likely to 100m large in questions of jurisdiction ex aequo et bono
hlleause, as Judge De Visscher has remarked, notwithstanding
the provision in the Statute of the Court, the task ill-befits an
l\l.fcncy whose functions are essentially judicial,37 It cannot, thereforc, be assumed that because states are agreed to seek a decision
/f,~ aequo et bono. the Court will necessarily undertake to give such
II decision. To,authorize the Court to decide ex aequo et bono is not
to authorizefJitfto.depart from the essential rules governing its
I\r.t.ivityas a Court. That seems to be sufficient to prevent such a
process being abused.
IV. "MATTERS SPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR IN THE CHARTER"

Thc first paragraph of Article 36 of the Statute might seem to be an
Important innovation compared with the Statute of the Permanent
Court of International Justice. It contains an express reference to
"1111 matters specially provided for in the Charter of the United
Nations". This stipulation, as Hambro says, seems superflUOUS
when coupled with the expression "treaties and conventions in
lorce". The Charter of the United Nations is clearly a treaty.
Moreover, a closer examination of the Charter establishes that it
110ntains no "matters specially provided for" in regard to the
jurisdiction of the Court. Thisstipu1ation can only be underst?od
If it is remembered that it was drafted by a Committee of Jurists
III Washington in the Spring of 1945, before the Charter was adopted
III San Francisco. It is stated in the Report of the Committee of
Jurists that "this text reproduces Article 36 of the Statute with an
luldition in case the United Nations Charter should make some
provision for compulsory jurisdiction".38 In this connection mention should be made of Article 36, paragraph 3, of the Charter
which provides:
10

Ibid., pp. 204, 227.

.

.

n Charles De Visscher, Theory and Reality in Public
l,rllI), Trans. by P. E. Corbett, Prenceton (1957), p. 337.
I'

U. N: C. I. O. Doc., Vol. XIV, p. 668.
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In making recommendations under this Article the Security Coun
should also take into consideration that legal disputes should as a gene
rule be referred by the parties to the International Court of Justice'
accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court.

The provision, as we have noted earlier, was. inspired by par
graph 6 of Chapter VIII, Section A, of the Dumbarton Oaks ProPel
sals, and was in fact inserted in order to take account of the stron'
support which had been displayed in Committee for the establish
ment of compulsory jurisdiction. As we have previously mentione .
without seeking to introduce compulsory jurisdiction, the text 0
the Charter stresses the duty of states which have accepted tbi'
jurisdiction to submit their legal disputes to the Court. Th:
Council's recommendation is designed to remind them of th~
duty. An important controversy was rais~d ~n the Corfu Chann.
case in regard to. the interpretation of this provision when GreCli
Britain brought the case concerning the incidents in the Cod'
Channel before the International Court of Justice. In this case th:
United Kingdom brought to the attention ofthe Security Counc"!
l
on January IO, I947, a dispute between itself and Albania arisin
out of incidents in the Corfu Channel where British warships M:
been damaged a,lld British naval personnel injured by mines i'
October I946. The United Kingdom declared that Albania wa:
internationally responsible for this incident.
.
..
Albania denied responsibility, stating that it had neither cause':
the mine-field to be laid nor had any knowledge of it. It accus~;
the United Kingdom of violating the sovereignty of Albania in i '.
territorial waters.
.
On April 9, I947, the Council recommended that Albania andth
United Kingdom refer the dispute to the International Court ~.
Justice. Albania by this time was neither a Member of the Unite.
Nations nor a party to the Statute of the Court, nor had it depo,
sited the general declaration. Nevertheless, the United Kingdom.
in accordance with the recommendation of the Security CounciV
instituted proceedings against Albania by an application dat
May 22, I947, in which it contended "that the Court had jurisdio
tion under Article 36 (I) of its Statute as being a matter which
one specially provided for in the Charter of the United N~tion
on the grounds: (a) that the Security Council of the United Nations,
at the conclusion of proceedings in which it dealt with the disput
under Article 36 of the Charter, by a Resolution decided to recorrt'
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mend both the Government of the United. Kingdom and the
Albanian Government to refer the present dispute to the Inter.
nntional Court of Justice; (b) that the Albanian Government
uecepted the invitation of the Security Council under Article 32
of the Charter to participate in the discussion of the .dispute and
lIccepted the condition laid down by the Security Council, when
(~onveying the invitation, that Albania accepts in the present case
ull the obligations which a Member of the United Nations would
hllve to assume in a similar case; (c) that Article 25 of the Charter
provides that the Members Of the United Nations agree to accept
und carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance
with the present Charter." Under such circumstances. the U.K.
contended that a case of compulsory jurisdiction had been
llstablished.
On July 23, I947, the Court received from the Albanian Govern·
ment a letter in which it objected to Britain's contention on the
hllsis of jurisdiction under Article 25, stating that there can be
"no doubt that Article 25 of the Charter relates solely to decision
of the Security Council taken on the basis of the provisions of
Chapter VII of the Charter and does not apply to recommend·
ntions made by the Security Council with reference to pacific
Kcttlement of disputes. Such recommendations were not binding
lind consequently could not afford an indirect basis for the compulsory jurisdiction. Albania, therefore, thought that the U. K.
eould not bring the case.before the Court by unilateral application
/lnd without first concluding a special agreement. Notwithstanding
this irregularity, however, it agreed to appear before the Court.
The Court regarded this letter as sufficient for exercising jurisdiction and did not deem it necessary to discuss the question of com·
pulsory jUrisdictio~. A different approach to the issue was chosen.
In a strong Separate Opinion, signed collectively by seven of the
members of the Court. 39 They thought it proper to deal with the
question of compulsory jurisdiction first, and emphatically rejected
the British submission. They said:
The arguments presented on behalf of the United Kingdom to establish
that this was a new case of compulsory jurisdiction-which arguments
the Agent and Counsel for the Albanian Government sought to refuteluwe not convinced us. In particular,having regard (1) to the normal
aD Vice-President
Basdevant and Judges Alvarez, De Visscher,
Winiarski. Badawi Pasha, Zoricic, and Krylov.
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meaning of the word recommendation, a meaning which this word ha
retained in diplomatic language, as is borne out by the practice of t4
Pan-American Conferences, of the League of Nations, of Internationa
Labour Organisation, etc. (2) to the general structure of the Charter anel
of the Statute which founds the jurisdiction of the Court on the consen
of states, and (J) to the tenus used in Article 36, paragraph 3, of th,
Charter and to its object which is to remind the Security Council tha'
legal disputes should nonually be decided by judicial methods, it appeal'fi
impossible to us to accept an interpretation according to which this
a~icle, without explicitly saying so, has introduced more or less surrepti~
ttously, a new case of compulsory j u r i s d i c t i o n . ,
On this point, the view maintained on behalf of the Albanian Govern..
ment appears to us well founded. 49
So the insertion of the words "all matters specially provided fo
in the Charter" do not add anything substantial to the jurisdiction
of the Court. 41
V. TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS IN FORCE

The most common method of accepting the compulsory jurisdiction
of the Court is through the acceptance of jurisdictional clauses itt
multilateral or bilateral treaties. The scope of the jurisdiction in!
this sphere has been considerably enlarged through Article 37 of
the Statute, which states:
Whenever a treaty or convention in force provides for reference of
a matter to a tribunal to have been instituted by the League of Nations,
or to the Penuanent Court of International Justice, the matter shall"
as between the p~ies to the present Statute, be referred to the Interna~'
tional Court of Justice.
From the early stages in the drafting of the Court's Statute'
it was anticipated that states would wish to make agreements'
concerning the Court's jurisdiction. The drafters of the Statute"
in 1920, faced the question of compulsory jurisdiction bearing in'
I. C. j. I!-eports (1948), pp. 31-2.
,
Mr. Mervyn Jones takes an opposite view. Criticizing the above:;
arguments of the seven Judges, he expresses the opinion that these'
words should be considered as referring to Article 36 (3) which, he pleads,.,
should be interpreted as relating to compulsory references of cases to'
the Court. "Corfu Channel Case-Jurisdiction", 35 Transactions oj
Grotious Society (1949), pp. 91 fl.
40
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mind the experienoeof obligatory arbitration. Therefore, in what
finally became paragraph I of Article 36, they were providing for
l:ontinuation under the Court of a method familiar in the making of .
Ilrbitral commitments. The Advisory Committee of Jurists saw
that states could be expected to continue this practice of concluding
ITeaties for the pacific settlement of disputes, providing in them
Cor reference of disputes to the Court after its establishment.
Artides 33 and 34 of their draft made provision for unilateral
I'derence to the Court, under certain conditions, of "disputes of
Imy kind which may be submitted to it by a general or particular
eonvention between the parties" as well as for "cases of a legal
Illtture" broadly defined. In the sub-committee of the Third Com.
mittee the former idea was incorporated in Article 33 of the sub.
t\ommittee's draft in precisely the phraseology now found in
Article 36 of the Statute. 42 M. Fromageot interpreted' this to
mean "
disputes referred by virtue of convention ...", and he
Hlticl, "
conventions to the same effect already in existence
l:overed quite a wide field, within which the jurisdiction of the
Court was to be compulsory. They covered questions of labour,
tl'tlnsit, minorities and air navigation."
The last is a point of great importance. For the method had
Illready been used in the 1919 Peace Treaties" even before the
Statute was drafted, to confer jurisdiction on the tribunal to be
Instituted by the League of Nations. It is abundantly clear that
the last part of paragraph I, together with Article 37 of the Statute,
was written to take' account of this fact. As a result, the Court
flltrlrted life with a considerable basis for the exercise of compulsory
jurisdiction. 43
Not the least interesting feature of these early arrangements for
I'ofcrence of disputes to the Court lies in the fact that, though
till: United States did not join the world organization, it became
II party to a great international instrument, the Constitution of the
International Labour Organization, which provided for the com·
pnlsory jurisdiction of the Court with respect to labour disputes
Ilrising under international labour conventions. She, therefore,
h!!came liable to be haled before the Court by the other party to
II Documents concerning the Action taken by the League Council under
II rUde 14 oj the Covenant, p. 143·
4D Ruth C. Lawson, "The Problem of the Compulsory Jurisdiction of
lho World Court", 46 A. ]. I. L. (1952), pp. 219-38.
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such a dispute. 44 The making of this commitment, which continu,
in effect, was rendered no less significant in view of the tradition
.attitude of the Senate towards obligatory arbitration and
attitude at that time towards the Court, and by the fact that'
passed unnoticed when her participation in the 1. L. O. was approveby that body. No one voiced awareness of it when the issueof h "
acceptance of the broad compulsory jurisdiction of the Court cam:
before the Senate in 1946.45
The language of paraghaph I, as finally drafted, however, no:
only took account of already existing treaties, but also opened th
way to future. enlargement of compulsory jurisdiction by th'
insertion of· provisions for the reference of disputes to the Cour
in general treaties of pacific settlement and in compromissori'
clauses. It was made clear that, "treaties in force" included "no.'
only the treaties in force now but at any gi~en time in· future". 4:
This is precisely what happened in the inter-war period whe,
approximately four hundred such treaties were concluded. Amo :
them was the General Act of 1928, specially significant as a multi
partite treaty, which contained in Article 17 a commitment fo
jUdicial settlement even more comprehensive than that of paragrap
2 of Article 36 of the Statute. Many ofthe multipartite convention~
concluded in later years contained standard clauses giving the Cou '
jurisdiction to deal with disputes arising as to the interpretatio
and application of their provisions. Similar clauses are to be foun
in some ISO bipartite treaties concluded for dealing with a variet
of subjects. More significant, however, were the bipartite treati
~pecially devoted to the settlement of disputes-perhaps 175. i
number-which have provided in some way for the functioning
of the Court. By their number these treaties constituted an im,,",
pressive basis for the exercise of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction. 47
.
When the Court was re-established in 1945, this basis of jurisdic-,
tion was continued by virtue of Article 37 of the new Statute "a$
between parties to the present statute". This, of course, does not
bind parties to treaties who do not become parties to the "new Statute.

it

U Hudson, Proceedings oj the American Society oj International La;;'
(1946), p. 1 6 . ·
~
i
46 Ruth C. Lawson, ibid.
46 Hudson, The Permanent Court, pp. 43 8-9.
47 Huson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944). pp. 139-40.
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As regards them the jurisdiction lapses. Questions may, of course,
nrise as to the multilateral instruments where some parties are, and
Home are not, parties to the Statute. On principle, the jurisdiction
there survives only as between parties to the new Court's Statute.
Since then, a number of new treaties (more than 150)48 have been
eoncluded further enlarging the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court. Most of these treaties confer jurisdiction on the Court but
not exclusively. There, the possibility remains of finding other
means of peaceful settlement, having recourse to the International
Court only fora case where the parties cannot agree on another
procedure of settlement.
Arbitration treaties have frequently provided for the settlement
of disputes "which may not have been settled by diplomacy".
Thus, the .Geneva General Act of 1928 applied only to disputes
"which it has not been possible to settle by diplomacy". This
would seem to require more evidence of effort t? settle a dispute
than would be necessary for proving merely that a dispute exists.
But the Permanent Court said that it must be "remembered that
the question of the importance and chances of success of diplomatic
negotiations is essentially a relative one. Negotiations do not of
necessity always presuppose a more or less lengthy series of notes
ILlld despatches; it may suffice that a discussion should have been
commenced, and this discussion may have been very short; this
will be the case if a deadlock is reached or if finally a point is reached
nt which one of the parties definitely declares himself unable, or
refuses to give way, and there can therefore be no doubt that the
dispute cannot be settled by diplomatic" negotiation. This will also
be the case, in certain circumstances, if the conversations between
the Governments are only the continuation of previous negotintions between a private individual and a Government ....
In applying this rule, the Court cannot disregard, amongst other
considerations, the views of the States concerned, who are in the
best position to judge as to political reasons which may prevent
the settlement of a given dispute by means of diplomatic nego.
tiations .... "49
Of the numerous treaties and conventions providing "matters"
lor the Court's jurisdiction,attention may be drawn toa few of the
Yearbooks oj the I. C. J. 1954-55, 1955-56, 1957-58 (Chapter X).
Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions case, Hudson's World Court
neports, Vol. I, pp. 302-4.
48

CD
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more important instruments, such as the Revised General Act
'Pacific Settlement, 1949, which adapts to the present conditions t.
General, Act accepted at Geneva on September 26, 1928; t;
Brussels Pact, 1948, which supplements the declarations mad
under Article 36 (2) of the Statute by Belgium, France, Luxe
bourg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, and prolong
l
the shorter terms in these declarations, as the treaty is to remai
in force for fifty years and thereafter until denounced; the Americ
Treaty of Pacific Settlement, I948 (popularly known as Pact
Bagota), signed on behalf of each of the twenty-one America':,
Republics, which supplements and to some extent enlarges t i
jurisdiction of the Court as accepted under Article 36 (2); Genocid:
Convention, I950; and the Convention for Suppression of tIi
Traffic, in Persons and of the Exploitation and Prostittition ()
Others. Apart from these, compromissory clauses have also be~,
inserted in the ~onstitution of Specialized Agencies:' Trusteeshi"
Agreements (except that for the Territory of Pacific Islands), and,
series of Economic Co-operation Agreements concluded betwee':
the United States of America and fifteen other countries. As som'
of these countries had not previously recognized the compulso,
jurisdiction, these agreements helped to extend pro tanto the-juri&
diction of the Court., ' i
There are many other bilateral and multilateral treaties prov$'
ding for the Court's jurisdiction. Adopted as a substitute for cont'
pulsory jurisdiction, the provision thus served to open the way fo
a wide extension of the Court's jurisdiction.
'.
There is no general rule which would require the observance of.'
particular formality for bringing a treaty or convention into forc~
neither signature nor ratification is required for all instrumentS
It may be thought, however, that where the parties to an instru
ment are'Members of the United Nations it is essential that j
should be registered with the Secretariat u~der Article I02 of th:'
Charter before it could be invoked before the Court. The Permanen
Court had, however, paid little attention to the identical requir~
ments under Article 18 of the Covenant of the League of Nations!
and it had not hesitated to assume jurisdiction under instrumen
not yet registered. 50
In the jurisprudence of the Court treaties conterring jUrisdictio'
upon it have played a not inconsiderable role, although this i
60

HUdson, The Permanent Court, p. 439.
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f,{onerally overlooked in commentaries. They have served as basis
Cor the exercise of compulsory jurisdiction in such cases as those
flOncerning the Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions, the Chorzow
Factory and the Interpretation of the Statute of the Memel Territory.u
Hlnce I945, there have been five cases in which the applicants relied
on compromissory clauses in previous treaties; that concerning the
I'rotection of French nationals in Egypt, Haya de la Torre case,
I1mbatielos case, Monetary Gold case and Electricite de Bayrouth
(:o1npany case.
In view of the evidence available in the official documents pertltining to the drafting of the Statute in I920, and in the jurisprudence of the Court itself, it is difficult to understand why commentators on the Court and governmental experts are, with certain
tlKceptions, persistently reluctant to acknowledge "treaties and
conventions" as a basis for the Court's compulsory Jurisdiction. 52
It seems that the scope of the commitments which states may
make by declarations pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article 36 has
blinded observers to the importance of other bases for the exercise
of compulsory jurisdiction. This alone would make understandable
Home of the statements concerning compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court made in the United States Senate. Thus the Legal Adviser
'1:0 the State Department stated: "We would be under no obligations to submit cases to the Court unless we should accept compulIlOry jurisdiction under the Optional Clause of Article 36 of the
Statute."53 This was generally characteristic of the discussion
I:oncerning the United States declaration of August, I946. Even
the Year-books prepared by the Registry in its reproduction of
tnxts governing the jurisdiction' of the Court continue' to use fhe
l',nrm "compulsory jurisdiction" only in connection with declara·
1:lons pursuant to Article 36, paragraph 2 of the Statute, and to
pnblish provisions for compulsory jurisdictiop in treaties and con·
ventions under the general heading "Various Instruments Providing
for the Jurisdiction of the Court" indiscrimately along with treaty
~1 Cases brought under treaties before the Permanent Court: (x)' S. S.
Wimbledon case; (2) Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions case; (3) German
Illtcrests in Polish Upper Silesia case; (4) Chorzow Factory case; (5) Interpretation .of the Statute of Memel case; (6) Peter Pazmany University case;
(7) Pajzs, Csaky, and Easterhazy case; (8) Minority Schools in Upper
Silesia case.
II R. C. L;twson, op. cit., p. 227.
IS Quoted by R. C. Lawson, op. cit., p. 228 fn.
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provisions for the requesting of advisory opinion. In spite of t
however, the fact is that the greater part of the Court's compulso,
jurisdiction is derived from this source.

CHAPTER V

JURISDICTION UNDER ARTICLE 36, PARAGRAPH
OPTIONAL CLAUSE

2 '

1. OPTIONAL CLAUSE

most typical form in which the states may accept the com·
pulsory jurisdiction of the Court is by making declarations under
Mticle 36, paragraph 2, which provides:

'rHE

The states parties to the present Statute may at any time declare
UllLt they recognize as compulsory ipso facto and without special agree-

lIIont, in relation to any other state accepting the same obligation, the
JUl'isdiction of the Court in all legal disputes concerning:
(a) the interpretation of a treaty;
(IJ) any question of international law;
(c) the existence of any fact which if established would constitute
a breach of an international obligation;
(el) the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach
of an international obligation.

This provision which is generally, but not very accurately,
known as the Optional Clause was, as we have seen, introduced as
II compromise between the views of the 1920 Committee of Jurists
lLud those of the Council of the League ofNations and retained in
11)45, after a great discussion, in order to encourage and facilitate
tho making of declarations by providing"iF'framework within which
II Member or state might'cast.tlJ.e. liRiHations which it desired.
If understood, it is not always dearly stated that paragraph 2
lilld the following are not in themselves optionaL As part of the
Htlltute, they are accepted by states when associating themselves
10 the Statute and are consequently as binding as other clauses of
Iho Statute. Misuse of the term Optional Clause to refer to these
pilragraphs has contributed not a little to general misunderstanding
011 this aspect of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction. It has long been
known that the Optional Clause was a special protocOl annexed to
tho 1920 Protocol of Signature, conceived to expedite the making of
dllclarations pursuant to Article 36, paragraphs 2-3 of the old Statute.
"his method has now been replaced under paragraph 4 of the new
Itntute by declarations deposited by each state with the Secretary.
141
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General of the United Nations. The Statute of the Internatio,
Court of Justice being an integral part of the Charter of the Uni'
Nations, no special protocol of the type of the former Optio;
Clause was set up. There is, therefore, no Optional Clause un
the new Statute. In spite of this fact, however, it has become cus',
mary to refer to paragraph 2 of Article 36 as Optional Clause,,'
the Statute in the legal literature and even in the records of 1:
Court itself.!
,
This provision simply means that the Member or state on belt
of which the declaration is made accepts the jurisdiction of Courl
conformity with Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute. "At mo
therefore", explains Judge Hudson, "the Optional Clause is onl,
suggested form for beginning a declaration. It may serve as a Fl
. upon which a declaration may be hung; but any Member or st)
is free to ignore the Optional Clause in making its declaration'
Even if then: had been no Optional Clause in the Statute, it wo,
still have been open to states gradually to' develop the Cou,r
compulsory jurisdiction by treaty, either bilateral or multilater,
We have already seen in the previous chapter that the Co
derives great part of its compulsory jurisdiction from this sour
As a rule, however, the compulsory jurisdiction derived fr'
treaties is either limited to two particular states or, in the case,',
multilateral treaties, to a particularsubject matter. The importa
of the Optionat Clause is that it provides a simple means of acce.
ing compulsory jurisdiction generally for all legal disputes a..,
as against any state undertaking the same obligation. Its purpd
was not merely to provide a possible basis for the judi~ial settlem. I
of <;lisputes, but also, through the multiplication of declarations,
individual states, to promote among the parties to the Statut ...
general systeIIl of compulsory jurisdiction. The latter' purp'
has, however, as we shall se,e, been achieved only to a very limit
extent.
II. NATURE' OF BOND UNDER THE. OPTIONAL CLAUSE

The declaration referred to in the Optional Clause makes a spe
1 The Court generally uses this expression in its judgments. Thu$,
has referred to "Declaration o~ acceptance of the Optional Clau
and "Signatories of the Optional Clause". I.C.]. Reports (1957), pp.14a
a M.O. Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 452.
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"greement, by which a dispute might be brought before the Court,
Unnecessary. Underthis Clause, however, the Court has jurisdiction
III 11 particular case only when both parties to the dispute have
fMde the declarations. It is interesting to note, in this connection,
tho nature of the juridical bond under the Optional Clause. A decla.
I'lltion under this clause undoubtedly constitutes an international
IlJlgagement binding on (Q.e state concerned in relation to any state
ItlHo making a declaration under the Optional Clause. The question is
whether such an "international engagement" is constitutionally
10 be regarded as founded upon a unilateral legislative act done
"Is.a.vis the Court, or as founded upon a bilateral, consensual
tr'llnsaction effected by the joining together of the declarations
of any given pair of states through the Op~ional Clause. Nor is
this question purely academiC, since the unilateral or bilateral
llhllracter of the engagement may have legal consequences and,
notably, with regard to the right to terminate the engagement.
Under the old Statute, the declarations were not notified to the
l{ogistrar of the Court but to the Secretary-General of the League
of Nations, who was in no sense an officer of the Court since the
Court was not an organ of the League. The Secretary-General in
tllrn registered the declarations under Article 18 of the Covenant
I1xpressly as belonging to the categpry of "international engage·
monts or acts by which nations or their governments intend to
llMtablish legal obligations between themselves and another state,
I\Iltion or government". The position is similar under the new
Mtntute; declarations being notified to the Secretary.General and
I'll/{istered by him as "international agreements" under Article 102
flf the Charter. Admittedly, the Court is now an organ of the
United Nations, but there can be no doubt that the Secretary.
(ioneral receives the declarations not as an officer of the Court
hilt as a depository of instruments relating to an international
"bll'cement. 3
The Permanent Court of International Justice discussed the
11111'111 nature of the declarations under the Optional Clause princi.
pnlly in two cases: Phosphates in Morocco (Preliminary Objection)
pnd the Electricity Company of Sofia and Bulgaria (Preliminary
Objection). In the Phosphates case the Court pointed out that the
Milking of a declaration is a unilateral act and seemed to imply
le.H.M. Waldock, "Decline of the Optional Clause", 32 B. Y.I.L.
(IO~5-56), p.

251.
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that this may be a relevant consideration in interpreting its te
On the other hand, it also laid stress on the reciprocal nature of .
obligations resulting from the declarations of the two parties. 4. ,
the Electricity Company case, the Court explicitly referred to,
contractual nature of the obligation resulting from the declaratio
Moreover, the dissenting judges took the same view of the Ie,
relation created between the two states by their declaratio',
Judges Anzilotti and Urrutia said in effect that the Belgian~
Bulgarian declarations resulted in' an agreement betweent
:states accepting the compulsory jUrisdiction of the Court.
In the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case, Judges Alvarez a..
Read had no doubt that declarations create consensual agreeme '
between each pair of states making them. The former said of
Iranian declaration:
The declaration is a multilateral act of a special character; it is."
basis of a treaty made by Iran with the States which had already adhe
.andwith those which would subsequently adhere to the provisions
Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the Court.·

Judge Read's language was similar:'
Admittedly, it was drafted unilaterally. On the other hand, it,
related in express terms, to Article 36 of the Statute, and to the decl'
tions of the States which had already deposited, or which niight in
future deposit, reciprocal declarations. It was intended to establish III
relationships with such States, consensual in character, within the reg';,
·established by the provisions of Article 36. 7

The Court again referred to "the consensual bond which is at .~
basis of the Optional Clause", in the case of Right of Passage 0
Indian Territory, and declared that "the contractual relatl,'
between. the parties and the compulsory jurisdiction of the Co
resulting therefrom are established... by the fact of making of
declaration".8 Judge M. Badawi, in his Dissenting Opinion, ex;,
dtly explained the "convention which comes into being betwd'
the declarant state and the other states by the exchange of decla,
tions between them'',9 and Judge ad hocChagla pointed out tq
«the mere deposit of declaration, and nothing else, brings abo,

.t

I

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV, p. 32I.
• Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 408.
• I. C. ]. Reports (I952), p. I25.
7, Ibid., p. 142.
8 I. C. ]. Reports (I957), p. 146.
9 Ibid., p. I57.,
4
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tho consensual bond between the declarant state and the state
Which has accepted the same obligation".l0
Professor Kelsen also opines that the unilateral declaration of
Olle state together with the unilateral declaration of another constitnte an agreement. This agreement has, of course, not the character
of a "special agreement" within the meaning of the term used in
Article 36 (2). But it is a general agreement in so far as the states
hy making the declaration referred to in Article 36 (2), in relation
to one another, agree to recogni2;e the jurisdiction of the Court in all
logal disputes, in case one party brings the dispute before the
Court. Hence the jurisdiction of the Court under Article 36 (2),
III based on general agreement of the parties to the dispute, just as
nllder Article 36(1), states by a treaty may assume the obligation
to refer to the Court· certain or all possible disputes which may
/U'ise between them. l l
The origins and the treaty character of the Optional Clause, the
role of the Secretary-General of the United Nations in receiving
11Ild registering notices of declarations under the Optional Clause,
the practice of states in making their declarations and the jurisprudence of the Court, says Waldock, leave no real doubt of the
(Jol1sensual nature of the juridical bond "established between
IItates by their declarations". This is not to deny. the unilateral
dmracter of the act by which a state gives its adherence to the
obligations of the Optional Clause. The settlement of the terms
of declaration IS not a matter for negotiation with other states but
1:, entirely within its own discretion. But the making of the instrument is a unilateral act only in the same sense that adhering to or
l'Iltifying a previously negotiated treaty text is a unilateral act.
Judge Alvarez indeed termed a declaration under the Optional
Clause a "inultilateral act of a special character". It is multilateral
III the sense that it results in relations with a number of states; but
the re1ationbetweenany given pair of states which have made
declarations is not, points out Professor Waldock, precisely of the
Bame character as that which exists between parties to a multilateral treaty. The relation between two states under the Optional
Clause, he says, is more of a bilateral than a multilateral character.
The declarations or any other subsequent acts of other adherents
to Optional Clause have no bearing on the obligations of the two
10
11

Ibid., p. 170.
,
H. Kelsen; The Law of the United Nations, London (I950), pp. 52I'1.
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states inter se, and so far as the, actual obligation to accept t
Court's jurisdiction is concerned, there is little mutuality amo
the collective body of the states adhering to the clause. On t
other hand, the' relation is not exclusively bilateral because t,
whole Statute is brought in with the Optional Clause, it being,
integral part of the Statute, which governs the exercise of all t
Court's jurisdiction. 1\ccordingly, quite apart from paragrap
3, .4, and 5 of Article 36 which specifically relate to declaratio,'
under the Optional Clause, all the provisions of the Statute, so ~
as they have any bearing on the Court's contentious jUrisdictio~
are necessarily brought into the agreements established betwe
states by adherence to the Optional Clause. Under Article 62,(,
example, parties to the Statute with a leg¥ interest which may
affected by the decision may apply to intetvene in the case. Th~
while the relation established between states by their declaratio
is for most purposes .bilateral, it also has a multilateral aspe.
Waldock, therefore, calls it a consensual relation which is s,:
generis.
Shabtai Rosenne, however, believes that the widely held vi¢
that, the effect of the deposit of a number of declarations is '.'
create in arithmetical progression a series of bilateral obligatio'
between the states making the declarations, is· wrong. Accordi
to him, if any international agre~ment is brought into existence
the result of the deposit of a declaration, it is, at the most,'
engagement, in extremely vague te:r;ms, between the state maki.
the declaration and the United Nations regarding the facility',
using the Court. This is perfectly conceivable, he says, because t'
United Nations has been admitted to have an international perso
ality and hence the capacity to contract. An. essential and impli'
condition of that agreement is the recognition of the binding for
of a judgment by the Court on the question of its competence.,.
goes further to say that if the jurisdiction is not contested, then ~.
consensual basis will rest not on Article 36 (2) and the declaratio
but on the application of the doctrine of forum prorogatum. If ~
jurisdiction is contested, then applying its inherent power to deci
on its own competence, the Court v/ill either uphold or decline t .
objection. In the latter case, the jurisdiction will rest on the coin
dence of the two declarations as interpreted by the Court, and I.
the duty of compliance with the binding judgment of the Cou
implicit in the making of a declaration. Mr. Rosenne carries t·
ii
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point further and says that by making a declaration a state makes a
Nlmeral ·offer to all other states doing likewise, to recognize as
lillfcndantthe' jurisdiction of the Court in a future concrete case,
IUld on the terms specified. In return, it announces its intention to
Invoke the jurisdiction of the Court as applicant against any other
Mtnte having made a similar declaration. So far there ts no direct
Ilgreement between any of the states making declarations. That
Il~reement will be made only when a concrete dispute ,is brought
hofore the Court by an application. Only that step sets the process
of compulsory adjudication in motion. 12
~
All this discussion, therefore, leads to the conclusion that though
Ule making of a declaration is a unilateral act, entirely in the dis·
Drotion of a state, once made, it results in a consensual bond with
the other states, general in the first instance, but which changes
IlKdf into a bilateral agreement when a dispute is concretized by
the filing of an application before the Court.
Ill. STATES' CAPACITY TO ACCEPT THE. COMPULSORY
JURISDICTION

Now, this second paragraph of Article 36 provides that the declara.
tlons can be made only by parties to the Statute, I.e. only signa.
tories and no other state Gan sign such declarations; declarations
mllde by other states do not fall within the framework of the para.
Mmph, even though they should be cast in the terms which it
tlll1ploys, and even if Article 36, paragraph 2, is referred to. This
1'1I1e aims at giving states making declarations under Article 36 (2)
Il ()crtain guarantee that they will not be bound in re~ard to states
with which they do not wish to enter into this particular relation.
"hip. Moreover, paragraph 3 of Article 36, expreSSly authorizes a
11t\clarant to stipulate for "reciprocity on the part of several or
1'l1rtain states". It does not necessarily preclude states, not signa.
tol'ies of the' Statute, frotu accepting the compulsory jurisdiction
III the Court. There is no compelling reason to prevent other states
twm assuming the obligation to appear before th'eCourt. More.
flVt1r, it is laid down in Article 35, paragraph 2, of the Statute that
"the conditions under which the Court shall be open to other States
.hull, subject to the special provisions contained in treatises in
II

PII,

Shabtai Rosenne, The International Court of Justice" Leyden (1957),
31 7- 18 .
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force; be laid down by the Security Council, but in no case sh
such conditions place the parties in a position of inequality befo,
the Court". On October 15, 1946, the Security Council adopted t ".
following resolution on the question:
The Security Council of the United Nations, in virtue of the powe,
conferred upon it by Article 35. paragraph 2, of the Statute of t',
International Court of Justice and subject to the provisions of t
article, resolves that:
I. The Internation,\l Court of Justice shall be open to a state whi,
is not a party to the Statute of the International Court of Justi
upon the following condition, namely, that such state shall previousl
have deposited with the Registrar of the Court a declaration by whic
it accepts the jurisdiction of the Court. in accordance with the Chart"
of the United Nations and with the terms and subject to the conditioDi
of the Statute and Rules of the Court, and undertakes to comply in g,
faith with the decision or decisions of the Court and to accept all the oblig'
tions of a Member of the United Nations under Article 94 of the Charte'
2.
Such declarations may be either particular or general. A particu!
declaration is one accepting the jurisdiction of the Court in respect mil.
of a particular dispute or disputes which have already arisen. A gene '
declaration is one, accepting the jurisdiction generally in respect of
disputes or of a particular class or classes of disputes which have alrea
arisen or which may arise in the future.
A. state, in making such a general declaration, may, in accordari
with Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute, recognize as compulso'
ipso facto, and wit1).out special agreement, the jurisdiction of the Cou;
provided, however, that such acceptance may not, without expli,
agreement, be relied upon vis-a-vis states parties to the Statute, whi>
have made the declaratIon in conformity with Article 36. paragraph <
of the Statute of the International Court of J ustice. 13
13 The following states have filed general declarations in
of the Security Council' Resolution:
GERMANY (Federal Republic of): (I) Declaration of April 18, 195
filed with the Registry on May 4, 1955, under Article X of the Trea •
of Brussels, modified by the Protocol signed at Paris on October 23, 195
(2) Declaration of May 7. 1956, filed with the Registry on May 23. 195'"
under Article XI of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishme'
of the Crime of Genocide.
VIETNAM: Declaration of November 7, 1952, filed with the Regist
on November 12, 1952. under Article 22 of the Treaty of Peace with Ja
of September 8, 1951.
•
General declarations were alsl:> made by the following states befo
they were admitted to Membership in the United Nations, or beca,
parties to the Statute of the Court: Cambodia, Ceylon, Finland, Ita!
Japan and r.,aos.
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The original declarations made under the terms of this resolution
Hhall be kept in the custody ,of the Registrar of the Court, in accordance
with the practice of the Court. ,Certified true copies thereof shan be
transmitted, in accordance with the practice of the Court. to an states
parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice, and to such
other states as shall have deposited.a declaration under the terms of this
resolution, and to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
4. The Security Council of the United Nations reserves the right to
rescind or amend this resolution by a resolution which shall be communicated to the Court. and on the receipt of such communication and to the extent determined by the new resolution. existing declarations shall cease to
he effective except in regard to disputes which are already before the Court.
5. All questions as to the validity or the effect of a declaration made
under the terms of this resolution shall be decided by the Court.
3.

Thus it would appear to. be est9-blished that only states parties
to the Statute can adhere to the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court and be parties to the network of declarations and mutual
obligations created through the provisions of Article 3'6. This
emerges from the article itself as well as from the Resolution of
the Security Council. On the other hand, the position of states
which have deposited declarations accepting the compulsory
jurisdiction in accordance with the Resolution of the Security
Council is not clearly understandable. A general declaration,
whether made in accordance-'with Article 36 (2) or not, imposes nO
reciprocal obligation on other declarant states which are parties to
the Statute unless the latter have "explicitly agreed"H to be so
hound. Whether the general declaration imposes a reciprocal
Since 1946. the following states which were subsequently ~dmitted
to Membership in the U~ited Nations, have filed particular declarations.
ALBANIA: In the Corfu Channel case (Preliminary Objection) which
was instituted by an application of the United Kingdom against
Albania. the latter state filed a note on July 23. 1947; this notlJ was
considered as constituting the declaration required by the Resolution of
the Security Council.
ITALY: By a declaration dated May 19. 1953, Italy accepted the
jurisdiction of the Court in respect of the disputes referred to under
head (b) the "Statement to accompany publication of the Agreement
o[ April 25, 1951, between the Governments of the French Republic, tho
United Kingdom and the United States for submission to an arbitrator of
certain claims with' respect to gold looted by the Germans from Rome".
Yearbook of I. C. J.. 1957-58, pp. 36-7.
14 An example of such an explicit agreement is to be found in Article
X of the Treaty of Brussels, as modified by the Protocol signed at Paris
Oil October 23, 1954. whereby Belgium, France. the German Federal
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obligation on another state, not a party to the Statute, but which'
has also made a general declaration, is not clear; nor is it certain
to what extent states, whether or not par~ies to the Statu~e, may"
rely on the general declaration ot" another state as creating compul- '
sory jurisdiction in their favour.!5 Dr. Hambro thinks that states
making general declarations under the Security Council Resolutioni
may be bound towards each other. There will then be two sets'
of reciprocal obligations, one between states signatories of the;
Statute and one between the other states. 16
It may be noted that the Security Council copied this Resolutiori'
from the old one passed on May 17, 1922, by the Council of the'
League of Nations and which in Hudson's words was "conceived l
in mystifying confusion"'!? In a letter of May 1,1946, the President:,
of the Court drew the matter to the attention of the Security:
Republic, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the United KingdoIIl.
agreed to settle all disputes falling within Article 36 (2) of the Statute bYi
referring them to the Court, subject to any reservation already made by,'
anyone of those states when accepting the compulsory jurisdiction, tq.
the l;lxtent that that party maintains the reservation. Yearbook of I. C. I.,:
1954-55, p. 104.
'j
11 J. L. Simpson and Hazel Fox, International Arbitration, Londoll
(1959). pp. 62-3.
i
18 E. Hambro, "Some Observations on the Compulsory Jurisdiction:
of the International Court of Justice", 25 B. Y. I. L. (1948), p. 135;'
also in "The Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice", Recuei~
des Cours (1950), Vol. I, pp. 181-2. Mr. Shabtai Rosenne has also
expressed the same opinion. As a result of the Resolution, he says,
"two_distinct sets of declarations are envisaged. the first, those made by;,
and in relation to, States parties to Statute, and the second, declarationS,
made by and in relation to, States not parties to the Statute; the connexion
between the two groups being found in what is called 'explicit agreement'.".
Shabtai Rosenne, op.cit., p. 309.
,
17 The Resolution laid down a condition requiring a declaration accepting "the jurisdiction of the Court, in accordance with the Covenant of thel
League of Nations and with the terms and subject to the conditions O~r
the Statute and Rules of the Court", and undertaking "to carry out i'
full good faith the decision or decisions of the Court and not to resor
to war against a state complying therewith". Particular or general de'c~
Iarations could be made, and in making a general declaration a stat '.
could accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, but this acceptanc~'
could not be relied upon vis-a-vis states making declarations under para~
graph 2, of Article 36 of the Statute. Commenting on this resolution;
Judge Hudson said: "The Covenant of the League gave the Court
contentious jurisdiction; it is even doubtful whether apart from ArticJe Xi
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Council, by which it was referred to a €ommittee of experts. In view
of the similarity of the text in the revised Statute to that in the
original Statute the committee of experts sought a solution "analogous to that adopted by the Council of the League of Nations".
Little attention seems to have been paid to the distinction between
access and jurisdiction. In consequence the mistake of 1922 was
repeated in the Resolution adopted by the Security Council on
October 15. 18 It is regrettable thatthe Security Council copied the
old Resolution and thus perpetuated the confusion between access
to the Court and the jurisdiction of the Court.
IV. ENTRY INTO FORCE OF DECLARATIONS

Another important question is concerning entry into force of these
declarations. Unlike the old Statute, the present Statute regulates
the procedure for making the declarations. Article 36, paragraph'4.
lays down that such declarations made by the parties to the Statute
"shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit copies thereof to the parties to the Statute
and to the Registrar of the Court".19 Declarations made by states,
not parties to the Statute, are to be deposited, as we have seen, with
the Registrar of the Court under the Security Council Resolution of
October 15, 1946. The insertion of this provision in the Statute
has been described as "only a detail of housekeeping" but one which,
"in view of the uncertainties which have, arisen ... may prove to
be useful".20 This view s~ems to convey too narrow a conception
of the Statute, it empowered the Court to give advisory opinions; clearly
It was unnecessary for the Council's resolution to refer to the Covenant.
Nor did the Statute itself confer on the Court anything which could be
called jurisdiction over contentious cases. The resolution would seem
tn have confused the problem of opening the Court to litigants, with the
problem of jurisdiction over disputes. It should have provided for access
without dealing with jurisdiction." "Thirty-Fifth Year of the World
Court", 41 A. I. I. L. (1947), p. 7.
18 Hudson, ibid.; p. 7.
ID Under the former Statute such declarations were deposited with
1:110 Secretary-General of the League who was to take the necessary steps '
to notify the other signatory powers but not, apparently. the Court.
In this respect, Article 36 (4) is decidedly a great improvement. See
HhnbtaiRosenne. op.cit., p. 308.
10 Hudson, "Twenty-fourth Year of the World Court", '40 A. I. I. L.
(1!)46), p. 34,
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of the effect of that provision. It rather prescribes an essenti,
step to be followed in the making of the declarations. In the case 0
Right of Passage over Indian Territory, the Court declared th~
it is only by the deposit of its declaration with the Secretary
General that the accepting state becomes a party to the system cf
the Optional Clause in relation to. the other states. 21 This view'
moreover, is supported by Article 102 of the Charter oUhe Unite
Nations, which states in the second paragraph: "No party to an*
such treatyor international agreement which has not been registere'
in accordance with paragraph i of this Article may invoke th~
treaty or agreement before any OJ::gan of the United Nations.'"
I t is clear that these. declarations fall within the term "treaty,j
in this article and that the International Court of Justice is an orgarl
of the United Nations. It is, therefore, natural 10 say that thes,"
declarations are valid only after they have been deposited wit!
the Secretary-General and not before.
It is believed that the effect of the provision is to remove possibl
difficulties over the date of entry into force of the declaration. Btl.
a careful reading of Article 36 (4) shows that it consists of tw~
parts; one making it incumbent upon a state making a declaratio ':
to deposit it with the Secretary-General of the United Nation~
and the second making it incumbent upon the Secretary-Genera:
to transmit copies thereof to the parties to the Statute and to th'
Registrar of the Court. In the case of Right of Passage over India
Territory, a great contro,versy arose whether it was sufficient for
declaration to become effective that it had been deposited wit
the Secretary-General, or was it further necessary to allow su{
time to elapse as would reasonably permit the Secretary-Gener
to transmit copies thereof to the parties to the Statute and th
Registrar of the Court before it came into force. In this case Portug'
deposited a declaration, accepting the compulsory jurisdiction o'
the Court, with the Secretary-General on December 19, 1955
On December 22, 1955, Portugal filed in the Court the applicatio,
instituting proceedings against India about certain rights of passag
over Indian territory. On the same day, a telegram was sent by th~
Court notifying the Government of India of the filing of the Portu
gese application. On December 30, 1955, the Government of Ind!
received a copy of the Portuguese declaration which had bee'"
obtained by its Embassy at The Hague. It was only on January 19
21

I., C. ]. Reports (1957), p. 146.
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1956, that a copy of the Portuguese declaration was officially transmitted to the Government of India by the Secretary-General of
the United Nations in compliance vdth Article 36, paragraph 4,
of the Statute. The Government of India contended that as the
Portuguese application was filed before the lapse of sU~h brief
period as in the normal course of events would have enabled
the Secretary-General, in compliance with Article 36 (4), to
transmit copies of the Portuguese declaration to the other parties
to the Statute, the filing of the application violated the equality,
mutuality and reciprocity to which India was entitled under the
Optional Clause and under the express condition of reciprocity
contained in its own declaration of 1940; and consequently, th~
conditions did not as yet exist to entitle Portugal to file the applieation. It claimed that Article 36 required not only the deposit
of the declaration of acceptance with the Secretary-GeI1eral but
ILlso its transmission to the other parties to the Statute, and that
the declaration did not become effective until the latter obligation
had been discharged.
Rejecting this contention of the Indian Government, the Court
declared that just by the deposit of its declaration with the
Secretary"General, "the accepting stC\.te becomes a party to the
system of the Optional Clause in relation to the other declarant
states, with all the rights and obligations deriving from Article 36.
:rh~ c?n~raetual relation between the parties and the compulsory
PlTlSd1ctIon of the Court resulting therefrom are establisqed 'ipso
facto and without special agreement', by the fact of making of the
declaration. "
Therefore, it said that a state accepting the jurisdiction of the
Court must expect that an application might be ,filed against it
before the Court by a new declarant state on the same day on which
that state deposited with the Secretary-General its declaration
of acceptance. Because it was on that very day that the consensual
bond, which was the basis of the Optional Clause, came into being
between the states concerned. The state making the declaration was
concerned only with its deposit to the Secretary-General. It had nothing to do with the duty of the Secretary-General or the manner of its
fulfilment. The Court, therefore, by a large majority,22 decided thus:
~he lega~ effe~t of a declaration does not depend 'upon subsequent
ncbon or mactIOn of the Secretary-General. Moreover, unlike some
22

By fourteen votes to three, I. C. ]. Reports (1957), p. 152.
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oth:r instruments; Article 36' provides for no additional requirement
for Instance, that the information transmitted by the Secretary-Genera;
must reach the parties to the Statute, or that. some period must elaps"
subsequent to the deposit of the declaration before it can become effective'
Any such requirement would introduce an element of uncertainty int~
the operation of the Optional Clause system. The Court cannot read
into the Optional Clause any requirement of that nature. 23
"

Criticizing this judgment of the Court Judge M. Badawi sai
that the consensual bond between states, which was created by;
the filing of the declarations, resulted from the basic idea 0
offer and acceptance. Any declaration could be analysed onl ';
into an acceptance by the state depositing it of the declarations,
of those states which had preceded it, and into an offer by it
them. This acceptance was indispensable and might be actuaJ
or constructive. It went without saying that Secretary-General
was not the :ultimate recipient of the declaration which was deeni~d
to be addressed or notified by the state making it to the other stateS',
which had already accepted the compulsory jurisdiction, so that a.
binding contract might be formed between them. This procedur¢
was merely intended to take the place of direct communications.,
The Secretary-General was thus a mere depository entrusted with,
the duty of bringing the declarations to the knowledge of the other
states. By channelling these communications through the officci
of the Secretary-General, the Statute was simply seeking to ensure,
communication in an efficient and regular way. This communica,:
tion constituted a special obligation of the Secretary-General whicb.:
was provided for in Article 36. Speaking in legal terminology)
the system of declarations constitut~d a contract by correspondence!
between the declarant state and other states through the agency p(!
the Secretary-General as an intermediary who, in these cases, con.',
stituted a stage in the transmission. As in this case the declaration
of Portugal had not been communicated to India, no contract iI)"
fact resulted and the position was the same as if the declaration
had not been made. He did not; however, discuss the question as to'
how much time should elapse before the contract might be deemed
to have been formed. In relying upon Article 36 (2) to say th~t
a declaration produced its effect immediately and made it permissible
to seize the Court the day it was deposited, he said, the Court,
put the emphasis on the expression "ipso facto", but by isolating,

tg
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the expression from the following expression "and without special
ngreement", which completed it, the complete idea contained in
the Statute had been dismembered and disregarded. What the
Statute sought to provide was that there should be no need of a
special agreement between such state and the other state. However,
Ilince the submission to the Court was essentially and pre-eminently
conveJ?,tional in cha~a,cter, such submission, in accordance with
the Statute, was to '~~sult ipso facto from the convention which
.
came into being by the exchange of declarations. 24
Judge ad hoc Chagla also very reasonably argued that Article
36 (4) consisted of two parts. It was common ground that unless
the declaration was deposited with the Secretary-General it could
1I0t become effective. It was difficult to understand, he said, if the
/irst part of Article 36 (4) was mandatory, why the second part was
not equally mandatory. It was said that the second part was
purely administrative or procedural and it merely gave a direction
to the Secretary-General to carry out his duties. It was difficult
to accept the argument that a provision so unimportant should
have found a place in so solemn a document as the Statute of the
Court. He was, therefore, of the opinion that the same importance
Ilhould be attached to both the parts of Article 36 (4). There must
have been some reason why the framers of the Statute inserted
this provision in Article 36 (4), and the obvious reason was that
IlOme time should elapse between the making of the declaration
nnd the filing of an application. He, however, found it unnecessary
to decide as to how much time should elapse. By putting emphasis
upon the expression "ipso facto" it had been suggested that the mere
deposit of the declaration, and nothing more, brought about the
()onsenslial bond between the declarant state and the state which
had accepted the same obligation., This expression must be read
with the following words "and without special agreement". What
the Statute emphasized was that apart from the declaration no
Ilpecial agreement was necessary to attract the application of the
Optional Clause. 25
Without going into the merits of these arguments put forward
In the dissenting opinions, it is submitted that they are quite
plausible. In spite of this, hpwever, it has come to be established
1I0W that subject to any term therein to the contrary, the declaraIt

15

I. C. ]. Reports (1957), pp. 154-9.
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tion made pursuant to Article 36 (2) enters into force as soon a
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, an,
it is not necessary that the other parties should be informed of th
same. There is no doubt that this may lead to an abuse of th
Optional Clause and its procedure, for a state may accept jurisdiq!,
tion of the Court immediately terminable on notice and may be'
for the purpose of bringing a particular dispute before the Cour,',
without giving the reciprocal right to the other parties to th,
Statute to avail themselves of the opportunity to bring that stat
before the Court in another case. It was in order to save hersef
from such conditions that the United Kingdom in her latest decla¥
ation added a reservation excluding "(viii) disputes in respect 0
which any other party to the dispute has accepted the compulsor'
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice only in relati6
to or for the purposes of the dispute; or where the acceptance' q
the Court's compulsory jurisdiction on behalf of any other parr
to the dispute was deposited or ratified less than twelve month.
prior to the filing of the application bringing the dispute before Hi
Court".26
It may be mentioned here that Article 36, paragraph 2, does no
require that a declaration be ratified~ although some of the states 21
have made their declarations subject to ratification. It may we i,
be remembered that if nothing is said about ratification a declara:
tion will be valid without it. It is also interesting to note tha.',
certain states 28 have accompanied their declarations by an expre"
reference to the national act which authorizes the acceptance of the
jurisdiction. This too is a matter of domestic concern. It is not t·
be assumed that such a reference, or the absence of it, is of~I1'i
portance for the validity of the declaration.
V. FORMS OF DECLARATIONS

No particular form is prescribed for the making of the declaration~
In some cases the text of the declaration repeat in part the text 0,
paragraph 2 of Article 36, while in others, states merely accept tll
2S

India has made a similar reservation in her declaration of Septemh,

14, 1959.
27 Belgium, Canada, Dominican Republic.
28 Brazil, Honduras, Pakistan, philippines, Paraguay,
and the U:S.A.
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Jurisdiction of the Court unconditio!1ally. In some cases the states
have accepted the jurisdiction only on condition of reciprocity.
All of these forms seem to satisfy the requirements for a declaration
'
ullder paragraph 2' of Article 36.
On the other hand, an acceptance of the Court's jurisdiction with
respect to the classes of legal disputes enumerated in paragraph 2
of Article 36 may be in such form that it cannot be regarded as a
declaration under thaf paragraph. Thus, a state's accession to the
Geneva General Act of 1928 is not such a de~laration, though
Article t7 says clearly' that it covers disputes "mentioned in Article
:10, of the Statute". Similarly a bi-partite treaty by which the
parties accept the Court's jurisdiction over legal disputes falling
within the classes enumerated in paragraph 2 of Article 36, is
clearly not such a declaration. 29
'
VI. RECIPROCITY

Reciprocity as a Nec~ssary Condition of the Optional Clause System
One of the most important questions concerning the declarations
is in regard to the reservation of reciprocity. The second paragraph
of Article 36 lays down clearly that the compUlsory jurisdiction may
he accepted "in relation to any other state accepting' the same
obligation". It should accordingly be obvious that reciprocity is
1111 absolute condition. Thus Judge Hudson says on this subject:
"Every declaration made under paragnl.ph 2 of Article 36, whether
It is made by signature of the Optional Clause or otherwise, has
this characteristic impressed upon it. It is not a reservation niade
hy the declarant; it is a limitation in the very nature of the declaration which operates, under or is made 'in conformity with para/{raph 2, of Article 36'." Most of the declarations repeat the limi.
tation verbatim; many of them add to the repeated limitation
the phrase "that is on condition of reciprocity". Thus almost all
of the declarations include one. or the other of these formulae,
llxactly or with but slight variations. But Hudson asserts: "In a
fow cases, however, the declaration is made without the use of
IUlY such formula, or expressly 'without condition'. From a legal
point of view, the formulae seem to serve no. purpose; all of
the declarations contain the limitation ipso facto, and this is
II HUdson, The Permanent Court, pp. 453-4.
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true even though they are said to be 'without condition'."30
Professor Waldock supports this view. These phrases, he sa:
were inserted in the earliest cteclarations ex abundanti cautela wh,
jurisdiction under the Optional Clause was still untried, and t
general opinion is that they are otiose. This certainly appears to b
the case, he explains, since the principle of reciprocity is laid do,,\
in the Optional Clause itself. "Reciprocity, in short, is a bas;'
constitutional provision of the Statute applying to every dec1aratiq
-even to a declaration, like that of Nicaragua, expressed to b
made unconditionally."31
,
Mr. Fachiri also maintains: "The condition of reciprocity ,
expressly laid down and necessarily involved in the system; t
jurisdiction extends only 'in relation to any other Member or st~
accepting the same obligation'. I t would, thereiore, appear th
where, as frequently occurs, states accept the Optional Clau'
'oil condition of reciprocity', those words are unnecessary a '
presumably inserted ex abundanti cautela."32
This categorical opinion is controverted by no less an authorit
than the ex-Registrar of the International Court of Justice, Dr.
Hambro. It may be agreed, he says, that a d~claration und,
Article 36 (2) and without any mention at all of reciprocity, m
still contain this reservation since it forms part of Article 36. But,:
is when the state makes it clear that the obligation is, assum~,'
"without condition", that the doubts become serious. If a sta,
wishes to make its acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction ,no
subject to any condition, why should it not be able to do so? !t,
asks. Is there- any rule of international law preventing states fro,
accepting far-reaching unilateral obligations? They may thereb;
put themselves in a position of inequality as regards other state
They may give up a fraction of their sovereignty; but they ma
consider it laudable for states to give up some of their sovereignt
in order to increase the scope of compulsory jurisdiction of th
Court. He also argues that the possibility of making declaratio "
which are not based on reciprocity is supported by paragraph,,'
of Article 36, which states unequivocally that the declarations rna.'

part of several or certain states". So he concludes that "it is open
to any state to make a declaration accepting the compulsory jurislllction of the Court in regard to all other states whether or not they
hllve accepted a similar obligation. In view of these considerations
we may assume that it is possible for a state to accept the jurisdiction of the Court without reciprocity, but that such unconditional
ILcceptance cannot be presumed."33
Though Dr. Hambro seems to be very logical, the matter is not
(mtirely free from difficulty. The validity of one main argument of
.Dr. Hambro that the possibility of making such unconditional
t\ccIarations without any condition of reciprocity is supported by
paragraph 3 of Article 36 is, it is submitted, ratherdoubtfuI. As
Hir John Fischer Williams, the distinguished jurist of no less repute,
axplains it, the reference in Article 36 of the Statute to the words
/Ion condition of reciprocity" meant something different from
"in relation, to any other state accepting the same obligation".
The latter phrase occurs in the first sentence of the second paraKraph of Article 36, where It seems to be assumed-and this indeed
Hcems to be the commonsense of the matter-that no state will bind
Itself except to other states which are willing to' accept a similar
ohligation. The e:;"pression "on condition of reciprocity" occurs
In a separate part of Article 36 where an option is given to a state
Accepting the clause to make the declaration either "uncondition.
IIlIy or on condition of reciprocity on the part of several or certain
Htntes". In this passage, however, the phrase "on condition of
ftlciprocity" &eems not to refer to the general assumption that a
"tate will only be bound in relation to other states which are simi.
Inrly bound, but to the possibility that a state in accepting the
vllluse may make its acceptance conditional upon some other
Htnte or states-narned or described-doing the same thing. DC
Professor Waldock also opines that paragraph 3 of Article 36, does
not relate to reciprocity. It simply authorizes states to accept com·
pnlsory jurisdiction. under the Optional Clause for limited periods,
lind make their liability tg jurisdiction conditional on ,compulsory

M. O. Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 465.
,
Waldock, "Decline of the Optional Clause", 32 B. Y. I. L. (1955-5 6
P·254·
,
'
',""
u Fac1IiIi, op. cit., pp. 96-7. Also see Shabtai Rosenne, expressing t~,
same opinion, op. cit., p. 3 16.

.. Dr. E. Hambro, "Some Observations on the Compulsory Jurisdiction
01 the Intemational Court of Justice", 25 B. Y. I. L. (X948),PP. 136-7;
"flO in Recueil des Cours (1950), Vol. I., pp. 184-5.
It Sir J. F. Williams, "The Optional Clause", I I B. Y. I. L. (1930),
,p.63-84.
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jurisdiction having been also accepted. by a particular numbe
other states, or by a particular named state. The referen
paragraph 3 to a "condition of reciprocity on the .part of sever,
certain states" is, he tells us, a legacy from a speCIal pre.occ~pa.,
of the Brazilian delegate, M. Fernandes, in the 19 20 Comm~tt '.
Jurists. Brazil C6nsidered it impolitic to venture on a unilat,
acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction unless some at least of"
great powers did likewise. Accordingl~, Mr. M. F~rnandes
posed the following fon;nula for the OptIOnal Clause.
They may adhere unconditionally or c?nditi0na:Uy to t~e arti~le,
viding for compulsory jurisdiction, a posslble condltlo~ bemg reclpr,'
the part of a certain number of Members or, agam, of a numbe"
~:mbers,inclUding such and such specified Members.

Although M. Fernandes' version of the Option~l Clause itself
dropped in favour of the one which now appears III the Sta~ute,
"condition of reciprocity" on the part of sev:eral, ~r certam st
was included in paragraph 3 in order to satisfy hIm. Afterwa,
Brazil did in fact make her declaration (deposited on Novembe,
19 ) subject to a condition of reciprocity ~~ the part of two,\
21
least of the great powers. It made the conditIO,~ t,hat the decl,
tion would be effective only on the acceptance b~ two at leas,
the powers permanently represented on the CounCIl of the ~~at
of Nations". But she is the only state to have resorted to thIS f'
of condition.
. '
.
Although the Court did not have Occ~slon to deCIde thIS P,
cular question, it declared in the ca~~ of ~~ght Of Passage over I n4
Territory that "the principle of reCIprOCIty forms part of the sys~
of the Optional Clause by virtue of the express. terms both,
Article 36 of the Statute and of most declaratIOns of Acc~
"35 It is therefore; submitted, with due respect, that!
an~fti~~'taken by' Dr. Hambro is not correct and the conditio,
;~ciprocity applies absohltely even if the jurisdiction is accep
unconditionally~

Meaning of Reciprocity
It may not always be a simple, matter to say when two st
have "accepted the same obligation". It is clear that the s
351. C. J. Reports (I957), p. I45·
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which has accepted the jurisdiction of the Court under Article

36 (2), is only bound towards other states which have also under·
t.ll.ken this obligation. But can we say that a declaring government
III bound only in relation to such governments as have made
exactly the same declaration, reservations and all ~ Taken literally,
the words "accepting the same obligation" might seem to imply
that one state is bound to another under the Optional Clause only
when the ooligations assumed in their respective declarations are
exactly, or at least broadly, the same. But such an interpretation
of.the words would have been highly prejudicial to the development
of compulsory jurisdiCtion under this clause in view of the number
And variety of the limitations, conditions and reservations which
have in fact been inserted by many states in their declarations.
"he effect would have been to divide the states adhering to the
()ptional Clause into small groups whose members had made the
Rllme or similar declarations, and to make the members of each
II'OUP bound inter se to accept the Court's compulsory jurisdiction,
hut not bound to accept it at all in relation to members of any
other group with declarations having somewhat different terms.
Indeed, a few states having made limitations, conditions or reserv·
~t1ons peculiar to themselves, would have adhered to the Optional
Clnuse and yet not have been liable to compulsory jurisdiction at
the suit of any state. That the Optional Clause should have such an
Dffect was clearly not intended by those who drafted it in 1920,88
and the "condition of reciprocity" contained in the Optional Clause
hlUl in practice been interpreted in a quite different way.
The words "in relation to any other state accepting the same
ohligation" appear to have been inserted in the Optional Clause
limply forthe purpose of limiting a state's liability to accept the
{lourt's jurisdiction at the suit of another state to cases when the
dillputes fall within a category of disputes covered by both the
dl\clarations. As the Court said in the case of Right of Passage over
blllian Territory: "That eJq)ression means no more than that, as
bl\tween States adhering to the Optional Clause, each and all of
theln are bound by such identical obligations as may exist ~t any
'line during which the acceptance is mutually binding',"37
."

When a similar idea appeared in' the deliberations at the Second
Conference, it was made clear that precise identity of the obliga1011" accepted was not required. Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 465.
II I. C. J. Reports (I957),P' IH.
,
II
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The words have not been treated as laying down a condition thf
exactly, or even broadly, the same obligation of compulsory juri~
diction must have been accepted by each state. The words ha
rather been interpreted as requiring that there shall be complet'
reciprocity in the operation of compulsory jurisdiction under the
Optional Clause as between two states which have accepted t~
obligations in different terms.
Two states may thus be bound inter se even though their oblig
tions are not in all respects co-extensive, but they will be bOlIn'
only to the extent that they have accepted the same jurisdictio '
An applicant state may therefore rely upon a respondent state,'
declaration, but only within the limitations set by the applicant
own declaration., The Court's jurisdiction applie~ only to t~
common ground covered by the applicant's and responden~'
declarations. It means that if state A has accepted jurisdicti9'
with reservations a, b, c, it could rely not only on those reservatio'"
but also upon those made by other signatories. Thus if state B h,
made reservations l, m, p, . it would mean in consequence th
states A and B could both reciprocally rely on all of these six rese
ations, a, b, c, l, m and p. Such an interpretation seriously weake
the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court. But this is the inte,
pretation which has been accepted by states and also by the Perm,:
nent Court of International Justice. The first case in which recipr·
city in relation to conditions and reservations was discussed
the Phosphates in Morrocco case between Italy and France. T~
Court said with reference to a difference between the French
Italian limitations in the declarations:

w:

This (the Italian) declaration does' not contain the limitation t,
appears in the French declaration concerning the situations or fa"
with regard to which the dispute arose; nevertheless, as a consequeI'l;
of the condition of reciprocity stipulated in paragraph 2 of Article 361
the Statute of the Court, it is recognised that this liIhitation holds get
as between the parties. 38

In the Electricity Company case, a limitation in the declaratI'
of the applicant (Belgium) was relied upon by the respond,
(Bulgaria), although the same limitation had not been included
the respondent's declaration; the Court said that "in conseque
of the condition of reciprocity laid down in paragraph 2 of Ard,
88

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV, p. 320.

'
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36" and "repeated in Bulgarian, declaration" the limitation was
"applicable between the parties". 39
The true ground of this interpretation is the fundamental rule
that a state ~an never be brought before the Court except on, the
condition on which it has accepted the jurisdiction.
In the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case the new Court said in
regard to the common ground applicable:
By these decl~rations jurisdiction is conferred on the Court only to
the extent to which the two 'declarations coincide in conferring it. As the
Iranian ?ecl~r~tion is m~re limited in scope than the United Kingdom
declaratIOn, It IS the Iraman declaration on which the Court was to base
itself. This is the common ground between them. '0

Again, in the Certain Narwegian Loans case the Court expressly
referring to its jurisprudence that had come to be established in all
these cases declared "that, since two unilateral declarations are
involved"such jurisdiction is conferred upon the Court only to the
extent to which the declarations coincide in conferring it. A compa.
rison between the two declarations shows that the French declara.
tion accepts the Court's jurisdiction within narrower limits than the
Norwegian declaration. Consequently, the c~mmon will of the
parties, which is the basis of the Court's jurisdiction, exists within
these narrower limits indicated by the French reservation. "41
All. these pronouncements make it clear that, owing to the
principle of reciprocity, the. declarations of both parties must
1l1ways be taken into account and that the Court's jurisdiction in
11l1y given case is the highest common factor of the two declarations.
It h~~ thus come to be established that the condition of recipro.
dtY,Te~ns two things. Primarily, it means that if compulsory
J'~risdrction under the Optional ClatT,~e is to applyto a partiCUlar
tltspute, both states must have made a declaration which com.
prises that dispute within its scope. As a corollary, it also means
that a party to a dispute whose own declaration comprises that
dispute within its scope is always entitled to invoke a reservation or
limitation in its opponent's declaration for the purpose of excluding
the particular dispute from the application of the Optional Clause.
Though, however, reciprocity enables a party to invoke a reserva~
lion which it has not expressed in its declaration but which is
I~ Hudson's World GourtReports, Vol. IV, p. 408 .
U

I. C.]. Reports (1952), p. 103.

U

I. C. ]. Reports (1957); PP' 23~4.
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included in that of the other party, it is not authorized to rely upon
any other reservation not included in the two declarations. In the
Interhandel case the United States tried to thrust a reserva~ion on.
Switzerland in this way. The United States' declaration, which ..i
has been effective since August 26, 1946, contained the clause
limiting the Court's jurisdiction to disputes "hereafter arising",:
while no such qualifying clause was contained in the Swiss declara.\
tion which came into effect on July 28, 1948. The United States,
argued, however, that the reciprocity principle required that as
between the United States and Switzerland the Court's jurisdiction'
be limited to disputes arising after July 28, 1948. So, even if the;,
dispute in that case arose subsequent to the declaration of the',
United'States, it arose before the entry into force of the Swiss
declaration and hence could not be decided by the Court. In particular, it was contended with regard to disputes arising after August
26, 1946, but before July 28, 1948, that "Switzerland, as a: Respon-;
dent,tould have invoked the principle of reciprocity and claime<J,
that, in the same way as the United States is notbound to accept thEl
Court's jurisdiction with respect to disputes arising before its accept~
ance, Switzerland, too, could not be required to accept the Court'~
jurisdiction in relation to disputes arising before its acceptance::
The Court, however,' rejected any such interpretation as pu
forward by the United States. It said that Switzerland, which ha
not expressed in its declaration any reservation ratione temporis A
while the United States had accepted the jurisdiction of the Cour
only in respect of disputes subsequent to August 26, 1946, might!
if in-the position of respondent, invoke by virtue of reciprocit
against the United States the American reservation if the Uljite,
States sought to refer to the Court a dispute with Switzer,lan:
which had arisen before August 26, 1946. This was the only effeq
of reciprocity in that connection. It declared:
.
Reciprocity enables the State which has made the wider acceptaIl
of the jurisdiction of the Court to rely upon the res~rvations to the acce:
tance laid down by the other Party. There the effect of reciprocity end.
It cannot justify a State, in this instance, the United States, in relyr.
upon a restriction which ,the other party, Switzerland, has not includ~
in its own declaration. U
.
I I I. C. J. Reports (1959), pp. 22-3. Also see Briggs, "Interhandel: T
Court's Judgement of March 21, 1959, on the Preliminary Objections"
tho United States", 53 A. J. I. L. (July 1959), pp. 547-63.
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VII. LEGAL DISPUTES

The second paragraph of Article 36 provides that the acceptance
can be made for "all legal disputes", whereas the old Statute men.
tioned "all or any classes of legal disputes... ". This change was
deliberate and was intended to clarify the text and to enlarge the
scope of the jqrisdiction of the Court. Accordingly, it now appears
that a declaration must at least embrace all the four listed classes
of legal disputes even though it may still be open to a state, by the
insertion of conditions and reservations, to retract from these listed
classes very large' categories of matters. But even under the. previ.
ous clause states showed little disposition to avail themselves of the
possibility of' confining their declarations to certain of the classes
nnd, with one or two exceptions, all of the declarations applied in
flome measures to all of the classes. 43 The enumeration and description of these classes was taken from paragraph 2 of Article 13 of
the Covenant of the League of Nations, which provided that
"disputes as to the interpretation of a treaty, as to any question of
International law, as to the existence of any fact which if established
would constitute a breach of an international obligation or as to the
tlxtent and nature of the reparation to be made for any such
breach, are declared to be among those which are generally suitable
lor submission to arbitration". This provision in the Covenant was
It development of Articles 16 (1899) and 38 (1907) of The Hague
Conventions on PaCific Settlement, which provided that "in questions of a legal nature and especially in the interpretation or
I\Jlplication of interriational conventions", arbitration was recognized as the most effecti~e and equitable method of settlement.
When the formula was translated from the Covenant to the Statute
tho adjective legal was introduced, and the question arises whether
thlH introduces a limitation on the Court's jurisdiction in addition
ttl the limitations contained in other terms of Artu:le 36. Is it
nl1lJessary that a dispute must not only concern one or more of the
IUllr classes of questions, but also must be "legal", whate:ver may
be! the exact significance of the word in this connection 1
II One exception was Iran, which limited its declaration in 1930 to
IIl'utes with regard to sitUations or facts relating directly or indirectly
tho application of treaties or conventions accepted ,by Iran, that is,
tho first of the classes of disputes listed in Article 36 (2). Hudson,
~, Permanen,t Court, p. 467.
.
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At the 1920 Committee of Jurists, which proposed the obligator.
jurisdiction over "cases of a legal nature, concerning" the foul'
categories of disputes, there was a text for some time which woul,
have applied to "disputes concerning cases of a legal nature, that i¥
to say, 43a those dealing with" the four classes. 44 The words "that.i
to say", came to be deleted in the final draft, and this changed th~:
whole meaning. There was some dissatisfaction voiced at that time
with reference to legal disputes,45 but in fact the precise role to be
served by the term was not explained though it was cited as .
precedent used in The Hague Conventions. The First Assembly alsQ
does not seem to have appreciated the significance of the phrase.
When the Statute was revised in 1945, Article 36 was kept in its
present form !TIainly for the reasons that it had created no practic
difficulties and that it was better to keep a well known provision
although not perfect in form-than to draft a new article whic
might give rise to d o u b t s . '
,
The term "legal dispute", as we have already Seen, is a displit
where the parties are in conflict as to their respective rights cOIl
ferred by law, such disputes being said to include the disput "
mentioned in Article 13 of the Covenant or Article 36,of the Statur
of the Court. Each of the four categories which are set out i
Article 36 embraces disputes which are legal in this sense; even
dispute as to t,he existence of a "fact which, if established, woul
constitute a breach of an international obligation", would b
"legal" in the sense that the ascertainment of fact would be soleI
for the purpose of applying a legal obligation. 47
.
Two interpretations of the term "legal" in Article 36, paragraph
are possible. It may mean that the compulsory jurisdiction accep'
ted is confined to disputes concerning one or more of the categori,
enumerated'provided that they are at the same time legal dispute~
With this interpretation the text of the Statute would read-"t~'
jurisdiction ,of the Court in legal disputes in all the followin'
classes: disputes concerning", etc. On this view, for the Court to
have jurisdiction, it would be necessary to inquire whether a disput

is legal, even though it falls within one of the four categories.
According to the other interpretation the Court's jurisdiction
extends to all disputes which fall within one or more of the four
classes enumerated, these classes of disputes being by definition
"classes of legal disputes". This would make the text of the
Statute equivalent to "the jurisdiction of the Court in all the
f~llowingclasses of legal disputes; disputes concerning", etc. On this
VIew, f~r the Court to have jurisdiction it would not be necessary
to enqUIre whether a dispute is legal if it falls within one of the four
c~tegories; "legal" would be merely a descriptive word, employed
WIth reference to disputes which satisfy the requirements of one
of the four categories. Hudson 48 , Lauterpacht 49 , J. F. Williams50
and Fachiri,51 all have accepted this interpretation and believe
that the adjective "legal" is strictly speaking otiose. This inter.
pretation would also carry out the purpose for which the text of
Article 13 of the Covenant was borrowed, which operated only as a
d~cl~ration that, certain disputes are "generally suitable for submISSIOn to arbitration, or judicial settlement". Moreover, some
am~unt of definiteness is desirable with reference to the jurisdiction
whIch states may accept, and this interpretation would avoid
cont.roversy about ~he vague and uncertain term "legal".Ga
Dlsputesconcermng the four categories enumerated in the article
are typical legal disputes inthe international sense. But, as Fachiri
suggests, the use of the woid may not be entirely withqut value by
way of emphasis. A dispute concerning (a), (b), (c) and (d), is, it
may be repeated, necessarily a legal dispute but in order to come
within the clause, the dispute must indeed concern one of the
specified points. Thus, a dispute does not come within' the Optional
Clause. merely because it could be judicially settled by the interpretatIOn of a treaty or the application of international law' the
difference between the parties must relate to one of these sUbj'ects.
Fo~ exampl:, i~ it is common ground that a treaty, admittedly
v~IId and bl~dmg, establishes a given situation, but one party,
WIthout relymg on legal grounds, maintains that this situation

Italics ours.
The transactional proposal submitted by Baron Descamps, Proce;
Verbaux, pp. 272, 582.
.
43 M. Ricci Busatti pointed out that the expression "questions of
legal nature" was too vague. Ibid., p. 260.
47 Hudson, ibid., p',
46 Hudson, The Permanent Court, pp. 454-5.

Hudson. ,ibid., p. 45 6.
Lauterpacht, The FU'Y'ction oj Law in the International Community
London (1933), pp. 35-6.
.
'
. M J. ~. ,":~lliams, "The Optional Clause: The British Signature and
ReservatIons, I I B. Y. I. L. (1930), p. 68.
G1 Fachiri, op. cit., p. 97.
62 Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 456.
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ought to be altered, the dispute is not one within Article 36,,:
paragraph 2. But, Fachiri points out, such cases must be rare ~i
practice, as they involve the unreserved admission by one part~
that it has no legal right or claim. 53
",
Another important question that arises in this connection ,is
whether the term "legal dispute" implies that the dispute shoulqi
be clearly defined through diplomatic negotiations, and unless an<l
until such "negotiations have been exhausted, there is, in fact, no
legal disputein the sense of Article 36 (2) of the Statute. In the
case of Right of Passage over Indian Territory, India contended that"
as the Portuguese application had been filed before the Portuguese i
claim was effectively made the subject of diplomatic negotiations,
'the subject-matter of the claim had not yet been determined and
that there was therefore, as yet, no legal and justiciable disputei
between the parties which could be referred to the Court und~r ,'.
the Optional Clause. It was stated that, unless negotiations had.
taken place which had resulted in a definition of the disput~,..Qe-'t,
tween the parties as a legal dispute, there was no dispute within the'
meaning of Article 36 (2). This rule, it was argued, was of general •
application and did not operate only in those cases where there was,
specific provision to that effect ina treaty between the parties,'
and" was based on two considerations:(r) the need of the Court t()
know what was the subject-matter of the dispute, and (2), the'.
efforts made by the parties to reach an agreement had been
fruitless. The Court thereupon examined the negotiations that had,
actually taken place between the parties on the disputed questio~,
and found that the legal issue involved in the case was sufficiently
disclosed in the diplomatic exchanges, ~hough the negotiations had,'
"reached a deadlock. It then said:'
It would therefore appear that assuming that there is substance m!
the contention that Article 36 (2) of the Statute, by referring to legal
disputes, establishes as a condition of the jurisdi~ti?n of the Cou~ ·a,
requisite definition of the dispute through negotiations, the condItIon,
was complied, with to the extent permitted by the circumstances.

Thus it found "that the Government of Portugal had complied
with the conditions of the Court's jurisdiction as laid down in':
Article 36 (2) of the Statute".54
,
/
This decision, therefore, may be interpreted to mean. that there',:
IS
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op. cit.,

pp. 97-8.

u

I. C.]. Reports (1957), pp. 148-9.
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should be sufficient diplomatic negotiations between the parties
to establish the existence of a dispute; but it is not necessary that
the dispute should be dearly defined before it could be submitted
under the Optional Clatlse. Similar views had also been expressed
by the Permanent Court. In the Electricity Company of Sofia and
Bulgaria case it observed:
What is essential is that, prior to the filing of an application by one
Parly bringing a dispute before the Court, the other Party must have
been given the opportunity to fonnulate and, to express its views on the
subject of the dispute. Only diplomatic negotiations will have afforded
'
such an apportunity. u

Again in the Chorzow Factory case it pointed out:
It would no doubt be desirable that a state should not proceed to
take as serio~s a step as summoning another state to appear before the
Court without. having previously, within reasonable limits, endeavoured
to make it quite clear that a difference of views is in question which has
not been capable of being otherwise overcome. But, in view of the
wording of the article, the Court considers that it cannot'require that
the dispute should have manifested itself in a fonnal way; according to
the Court's view, it should be sufficient if the two governments have in
fact shown themselves as having opposite views. &8
VIII. CLASSIFICATION OF DISPUTES

In the latter part of the nineteenth century different approaches to
compulsory arbitration led to the classification of disputes for purpo.
sesof arbitration agreements, and a generation before the drafting of
the Statute of the Court certain classifications became fairly com.
man. During the period between ~890 and r919 three classes of dis·
putes were widely recognized as suitable for compulsory arbitration
agreements: (r) disputes relating to the interpretation or applica.
tion of treaties dealing with various subjects, (2) disputes relating
to principles of international law, and (3) disputes' relating to
indemnity which should be paid for an admitted breach of an
international obligation. There was no express provision for disputes as to the existence of facts which, if established, would consti·
tute the breach of an international obligation but the provisions
n Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV, p. 444.
Ibid., Vol. I, p. 628. Also see Hudson, The Permanent Court,

&8

pp. 41 3-16.,

'
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concerning commissions of enquiry in The Hague Conventions:
lent themselves to extension in this direction. 57
The four classes of disputes contained in Article 13 of the Cove·
nant were, therefore, not innovations. They presented a culmina· ,
tion of the last thirty years of history. The draftsmen of the Cove· '
nant seem merely to have availed ~hemselves of a ready-made
formula which had acquired respectability by continuous use.
They could safely do so since the classes were mentioned only as
disputes "declared to be among those which are generally suitable
for arbitration". But after they had been taken over in the Statute,
they were made to serve quite a different purpose. Lord
Phillimore 58 proposed these classes to be utilized as the basis for the
Court's compulsory jurisdiction and Elihu Root 59 favoured it as it
was the result of "long discussion and conference among the inter- '
national jurists of many countries"'. As a result, the language of'
Article 13 of the Covenant was borrowed by the Committee of
Jurists and they made it serve a much larger function, that 'of\
delimiting the compulsory jurisdiction proposed for the Court.·
Although it was later dropped by the Council and the Assembly of •. .
the League, the language of the Covenant was retained in the'
Optional Clause. The language propos~d for the purpose of defining '.
justiciable disputes, and employed to indicate the disputes "which::
are generally suitable for submission to arbitration",' was made to'
serve the purpose of distinguishing the different kinds of disputes'
which may be selected by states in conferring compulsory juris,:
diction on the Court;60
.
The categories of disputes enumerated in Article 36, paragraph 2,
seem to be comprehensive enough to include all possible types of:
legal disputes between the states and, according to.Judge Hudson,
each of the categories deals with disputes not covered by other
categories, though it does not seem to be very clear from the langu.:
age of the article.
0

0

The Classes of Disputes
(a) The interpretation of a treaty: The term treaty, says;
Hudson, is here used in a generic sense to refer to any international:
Hudson, The Permanent Court, pp. 456-7.
Proces, Verbaux, p. 252.
59 Ibid., . pp. 229, 283.
80 Hudson, 'The Permanent Court, pp. 456-60.
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instrument. From the language of this clause it seems that all
that can be submitted to the Court is the interpretation, but not
the application of a treaty. But as Hudson explains, in Articles 16
(~899) and 38 (1907) of The Hague Conventions, as in many arbitration treaties of the period, interpretation was linked with
application. 61 The 1920 Committee of Jurists rejected a proposal
that both terms should be used in the Statute but it seems to have
in,tended to abide by the "traditional" phras~ology.62 Appli~ation
WIll usually involve interpretation, but interpretation will not
ltlways include application. To some extent, however, the application of treaties may be covered by (c) and (d). In the German
Interests in Upper Silesia case, the Court referred to category (a) in
paragr~ph 2 of Ar~ide 36 as an example ~f a clause relating "solely
1:0 the mterpretatIOn of a treaty"; it spQke of interpretations un·
connected with concrete cases of application, and found "no reason·
why states should not be able to ask the Court to give an abstract
lnterpretation of a treaty; rather would it appear that this is one
of the most important functions which it can fulfil". 63
(b) An~ question of international law : This expression would pre·
HUma?ly l~clude all the legal, questions and thus cover the disputes
descnbed In (a), (c) and (d).64 A schematic interpretation, according
to Hudson, would give it a narrower meaning, however. He
llxplains that in the 1920 Committee ofJurists, (b) was referred to
lIS. dealing wi~h customary law, in contrast with (a) which deals
WIth conventIonal law; Baron Descamps explained that the two
classes were necessary to distinguish between the "two kinds of
International law, the law founded on special conventions and
/{eneralinternational law". 65 A "question of international law"
Hudson, ibid., pp. 460-1.
62 Proces Verbaux, p. 283.
Hudson's World Coztrt Reports, Vol. I, p. 521.
ft« According to Kelse~, clause (b) being very wide, 'clauses (a), (c) and
(Il) ~re su~e~luous. TheIr fonnulatIon, he says, was, to a certain extent,
JIlH~Ifi~d :WI~n the text of the old Statute, since Article 36 (2) established
Jol'lsdlCtIon III all or any of the classes of legal disputes" and the jurisdic(Ion of the Court could be restricted by the parties to one or the other of
t1lllse classes of dispu.tes. There, however, being no such choice left under
tho new Statute among the four' categories enumerated in clauses (a) to (d),
Ultlre was no reason not to fonnulate Article 36 (2) as follows: "l'he
Htltt~s may declare ~hat they recognize ... the jurisdiction of the Court
III dIsputes concerrung any question of international law." The Law of
Iho United Nations, London (1950), p. 482.
1ft Proces Verbaux, pp. 260, 284"5. M. Ricci Basatti, Lapradelle and
!l
ft3
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may relate either to the existence or to the interpretation of a
principle of international law. Categories (c) and (d) _rather than
category (b), refer to the application, as distinguished from the interpretation, of a principle. 66
(c) The existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute the _breach of an international obligation: In this category are
included disputes as to the application of _a principle or rule of
law to particular situations of fact. A common example is that of a
dispute concerning the delimitation of a boundary where legal
rights are not contested. In the Serbian Loans case, the Court said that paragraph 2 of Article 36 clearly includes "disputes concerning
pure matters of fact", and that the facts to be established "may
be of any kind". 67 Such disputes may be "legal" in the sense that
facts when ascertained will constitute a foundation for the application of law.
If (c) is relied upon by a state in filing an application with the
Court, the respondent may of course contend that the facts in dispute would not, even if established, "constitute a breach of an
international obligation". This would raise a preliminary question
as to the Court's jurisdiction over the dispute as to the facts, and
under paragraph 6 of Article 36 this matter wpuld be "settled by the
decision of the Court", before the exercise of jurisdiction under (C).68
(d) The nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the
breach of an international obli/:;ation: This category of disputes
developed, Judge Hudson tells us, from a classification which was
quite common in the earlier years of the twentieth century. M. De
Lapradelle, of the Committee of Jurists of 1920, explained it as
covering disputes "concerning the quantum in cases in which the
obligation is admitted", 69 It might be thought that category
(d) covers only disputes as to the nature and extent of the reparation
to be made ~hen the parties are agreed that there has been a breach
M. Hagerup pointed out that the expression "was defective" as any
question submitted to the Court concerned points of International law
and wanted to change its wording to make it explicit that it dealt with
cases conceniing the application of a general rule of customary international law while the first para dealt with the conventional law. But
Baron Descamps and others wanted to stick to the wording as used
in Article 13 of the Covenant. Ibid., p. 284.
-88 Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 461.
n Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, p. 354.
88 Hudson, The Permanent Court, pp. 461-3.
18 Proces Verbaux, p~ 285.
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of an international obligation. But in case of a dispute as to t~e
nature -and extent of the reparation to be made, whe~ the p~rhes
are not agreed that there has been a breach of an .mternatIona1obligation, the Court may have j~risdiction.to d~clde the la~t~r
question under paragraph 6 of Article 36, WhIch Wlll be a prelimInary decision, taken for the purpose of determining its jurisdiction
under (d) as a whole. 7o
IX. TIME LIMIT

The authority given in Article 36 (3), that a declaration may be
made "for a certain time", has been interpreted by states ~
. . -g them complete freedom in limiting the duration of their
glVln
.
li' t th'
declarations. Only eight7l states have set no tIme- mIt 0 • elr
declarations. The rest have adopted a variety of forms of tImelimit. Some have simply made their declarations for specific
periods of five, six or ten years and have then either. renewed t~em
or allowed them to lapse. Others have made thelrdeclaratlOns
terminable on six or twelve months' notice to the Secretary-General
of the League/U.N., or even immediately on notice. to. the SecretaryGeneral. Others, yet again, combining the two mam forms, have
made their declarations for ~ period of five or ten years and thereafter until notice of termination is given to the Secreta~-G:neral.
The differing-periods for which declarations are current ralse difficult
_
'..,
.
questions of reciprocity.
The most important matter to be noted m t~lS ~onn~ctlOn IS
about the t~e-limits under which the declaration IS Sald t.o .be
terminable by notice to the Secretary-General. Before exa~lmng
that however, it is necessary to consider (1) what may convemently
be ~alled the Rule in the Nott¥861jtn case, and (2) th~ general
principle in regard -to unilateral ten,rtination of a declaration.
The Rule in the Nottebohm Case

In the Nottebohm case (Preliminary Objection) Guatemala had
made a declaration valid for a period of five years from January
27, 1947, and it was therefore due to expire on January 26,
Hudson, op. cit., pp. 463-4.
Colombia, Dominican Republic, EI Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay and Uruguay.
70
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1952. Liechtenstein's declaration was revocable on 1:2 months'
notice, but notice of revocation not having been given was in full
force. On December 17, 1951, that is, more than five weeks
before Guatemala's declaration was due to expire, Liechtenstein
by an application brought a case against Guatemala claiming
damages in respect of various measures which Guatema.la had
taken against the person and property of Mr; Nottebohm m contravention of international law. Guatemala in a preliminary
objection contended that the Court was without jurisdiction,
because after the expiry of her declaration the Court had no power
to hear any case against Guatemala, even though the application
might have been filed during the period of the currency of her
declaration. She did not dispute that at the date when LIechtenstein's appllcation was filed the Court becal1iIe regularly seized of
the jurisdiction over the case. She claimed' that ~er declaration
must be understood as relating generally to the administration of
justice by the Court, not ,merely to the seizing of the Court ~th
jurisdiction to administer justice, with the result that the ~x'plrY
of the declaration terminated the Court's power to admIlllster
,
justice in the c a s e . '
The Court rejected GuatemaIa's interpretation of the effect, of
her declaration, pointing out that it was an entirely new one. In
both the Losinger .and Company and Phosphates in Morrocco cases,
the declarations of the defendant states had expired shortly after
the filing of the application in the cases. Yet, although in each c~e
the defendant state had raised other objections to jurisdiction, It
had never claimed that the expiry of its declaration involved automatically the removal of the case from the Court's list. These were
both cases of the simple expiry of a tinte-limit specified in the
declaration. The Court could also have referred to the Anglo-Iranian
Oil Company case, decided in the previous year, as another example.
Iran's declaration was terminable on notice, and after the filing of
the U.K.'s application in the case, Iran did terminate her declaration
by notice to the Secretary-General. Though Iran raised obj~ction
to the Court's jurisdiction on other grounds, she never mentIOned
the subsequent termination of her declaration as precludi~g the
Court from further conl'idering the case. The Court declared m the
N ottebohm case that the Optional Clause and the declarations of
states thereunder relate to the seizing of the Court with jurisdiction, not to the adjudication of the suit. It said:
'

I

J
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The purpose of Article 36, paragraph 2, and of the declarations relating
thereto, is to regulate the seizing of the Court. Under the system of the
Statute the seizing of the Court by means of an application is not ipso
facto open to all States parties to the Statute, it is only open to the extent
defined in the applicable declarations. This 'being so, the lapse of a
declaration by reason of the expiry before the filing of application, of the
period fixed therein makes it, impossible to invoke the declaration in
order to seize the Court.
The seizing of the Court is thus dominated by the declarations emanating from the party when recourse is had to the compulsory jurisdiction
in accordance with Article 36, paragraph 2. But the seizing of the Court
is one thing, the administration of justice is another. The latter is
governed by the Statute, and by Rules which the Court has drawn by
virtue of the powers conferred upon it by Article 30 of the Statute. Once
the Court has been regularly seized, the Court must exercise its powers,
as these are defined in the Statute. After that the expiry of the period
fixed for one' of the declarations on which the application was founded is
'an event which is unrelated to the e:xercise of the powers conferred on
the Court by the Statute, which the' Court must exercise whenever it
has been regularly seized and whenever it has not been shown, on
some other ground, that it lacks jurisdiction or that the claim is
inadmissible. 72

'The Court thus unanimously rejected the preliminary objection
of Guatemala. 73
This principle was reiterated in the case of Right of Passage over
Indian Territory. In that case, the third condition appended to the
Portugese declaration reserved to that State "the right to exclude
from the scope of the present declaration, at any time during its
validity, any given category ot categories of disputes, by notifying
the Secretary-General of the United Nations and with effect from
the moment of such notification". India maintained that this
condition gave Portugal the right, by making at any time a notification to that effect, to withdraw from the jurisdiction of the Court
a dispute which had been submitted to it prior to such notification.
She, therefore, argued that the notification had retroactive effect
and asserted this to be incompatible with the principle and notion
of compulsory jurisdiction as established in Article 36 of the Statute.
Hence, the third condition having such an effect which was contrary to the Statute, was contended to be invalid. The Court
dismissed the Indian interpretation as unsound and declared that
no such retroactive effect could properly be imputed to notification
made under the third condition. It said:
72

I. C. ]. Reports (1953), pp. 122-3.

73

Ibid., p. 124.
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It is a rille of

law generally accepted, as well as one acted upon in the

past by the Court, that, once the Court has been .validly seized of a
dispute, unilateral action by the respondent state in terminating its
declaration, in whole or in part, cannot divest the Court of jurisdiction. a
Therefore, when an application has been regularly filed in a parti.
cular case while the declarations of both states were current, the
subsequent lapse of one of the declarations, whether by the expiry
of a fixed period or by denunciation under the terms of the declaration, does not deprive the Court of jurisdiction over the case. On
the other hand, the prior lapse of a declaration, by however brief
a period, suffices to prevent the establishment of the Court's
jurisdiction by means of an application based upon the expired
declaration.
.
Unilateral Termination of a Declaration

The making of a declaration, as we have said earlier, is a unilateral act; but this does not mean that the unmaking ofa declaration
is equally a unilateral act at the free discretion of the state
concerned. The declaration, once made, sets up a consensual
relation with other states and the question that falls to be considered
is whether a state can terminate its declaration except in accordance
with an express term of the declaration. The question arose in
April 1938, when Paraguay purported to withdraw her declaration.
Paraguay's attempt to rescind the declaration was motivated by
the fear that Bolivia might, file an application under the Optional
Clause in the Gran Chaco boundary dispute. Her declaration was
in the following terms:
Paraguay recognizes purely and simply, as obligatory, as of right and
without a special convention, the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court
of International Justice, as described in Article 36, paragraph 2, of the
'Statut~.

The Minister of Paraguay at Paris, on May 27, 1938, 'addressed
to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations a letter in which
it was stated that, by a decree the RepUblic of Paraguay withdrew
its declaration recognizing as compulsory the juris;diction of the
Permanent Court under Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute.
a I. C. J. Reports (1957), p. 142.
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In giving the requested acknowledgement of receipt of this communication, the Secretary-General in June 1938, wrote:
In the absence of any express provision in the Court's Statute regarding
the denunciation of declaration recognizing the Court's jurisdiction as
compulsory (Article 36, second and third paragraphs) I must confine
myself to circulating your communication to the States Parties to the
Protocol of the Signature of the Statute of the Court and to the Members
of the League of Nations"·
When this communication was sent to the states, Bolivia notified the Secretary-General of her "most formai reservations as to
the legal value of the decree", and requested that her reservationsshould be communicated to other signatories of the'Statute. Five
other states76 'then also made reservations as to the legal effects of
Paraguay's purported cancellation of her declaration. They did
not clearly, state their reasons for contesting Paraguay's right to
terminate her declaration, but two of then{ the Netherlands and
Czechoslovakia, did indicate that they regarded the question as
being governed by the law relating to the termination of treaties.
There being no provision, in the Statute, it seems reasonable to
assume that the abrogation or expiry of the declaration will be
subject to the general rules covering termination of treaties. This
would normally mean that a state having made a declaration
without any provision for its termination would not be entitled to
cancel it as against other states having declarations for fixe<i periods
except with their consent. Otherwise, ,termination of the declaration would not be justifiable except by reference to some special
rule concerning the termination of treaties, such as, the doctrine
of rebus sic stantibus. Moreover, under Article 36 (6) of the Statute,
it would be for the Court to decide any dispute as to the validity of
a purported cancellation of a declaration.
The Court did not get any opportunity to consider tpe legal
effect of Paraguay's attempted cancellation of her declaration.
The Registry continued t<;J include Paraguay amongst the stateS
which had made declarations under the Optional Clause, drawing
attention at the same time to the Paraguayan instrument of
cancellation of 1938 and the reservations in regard to it made by
7. Compulsory Jurisdiction Of the I. C. J., U. S. Deptt. of State Publication No. 3540, p. 13.
78 Belgium, Brazil, Sweden, Czechoslovakia and the Netherlands.
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the six states. When the Statute of the new Court was drawn up
Paraguay took no action to clarify the position in regard to her
declaration. The Registry of the new Court, therefore, appears to
have felt itself obliged to maintain Paraguay's 1933 declaration in
the list of operative declarations (vide Article 36, paragraph 5).
while again drawing attention to the notice of cancellation and to
the reservations made in regard to that notice. The only possible
int~rpretation of the Registry's action is that it considers the legal
effect of a cancellation of a declaration which has no time-limit to
be open to question. 77
The reservations of Bolivia and the other five states in 1938 and
the cautious attitude of the Registry in regard to the Paraguay's
notice of cancellation seem to be well-founded. One of the arguments of Paraguay was that its acceptance of the Optional Clause
was not accompanied by a· time-limit and hence she was free
to withdraw her acceptance at any time.
But there is no foundation for such an argument. In the case
of an ordinary treaty, there can be no doubt that in the absence of
terms limiting its duration or providing for denunciation, the
presumption is that the treaty remains in force permanently.
"There is certainly no general right of denunciation of a treaty of
indefinite duration."78 Such presumption may, of course, be rebutted if there is something in the provisions of the treaty itself, or the
circumstances in which it was negotiated, which clearly shows a
contrary intention; and it may be that even a treaty intended to be
permanent may in certain cases become inoperative by application
of the doctrine rebus sic stantibus. But Paraguay's contention was
not based upon either of these grounds. It amounted on the contrary to an unconditional claim of the right of withdrawal based
. upon the mere fact of the absence of time-limit. Such a claim would
be obviously bad in relation to an ordinary treaty. The Optional
Clause does not present a different position. It is true that the
declaration of each state whereby such acceptance is given is a
unilateral act,but by its acceptance each· state undertakes an
obligation to submit to. the jurisdiction in relation to every other
state, which undertakes the same obligation whether before or
after itself. Thus, although the declaration is in form unilateral the
rights and obligations to which it gives rise are mutual. A state
77
78

Waldock. op. cit., p. 264. Also see Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 3 22 •
Brierly, The Law of Nations, Oxford (I949), p. 240.
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accepts the Optional Clause because states A,B, and C have accepted
it and states X, Y and Z may accept it in future; and it knows· that
it will have the right to bring any accepting state before the Court
just as such state will have a reciprocal right. Professor Waldock
says that a state which chooses to make its declaration without
time-limit is in a position analogous .to that of a state which has
entered into a treaty of indefinite duration. The agreement between the two states, which is constituted by their parallel acceptances of the Optional Clause, he says, contains no reference to a
right arbitrarily to terminate their mutual obligation under the
Clause simply by giving notice to the Secretary-General. Nor can
such a right be implied in .Article 36 of the Statute, paragraph 3
of which clearly contemplates an indefinite commitment unless
provision for a time-limit is made when a state makes its
declaration. 78
Most of the states have accepted the compulsory jurisdiction
subject to a time-limit, but a minority have, like Paraguay, accepted without time-limit. If Paraguay's arguments were right, each
of the majority states could be brought before the Court by a
minority state at any time within their time-limit, but the minority
states could always prevent any of the majority states bringing
them before the Court by withdrawing when the dispute arose.
It is obVious that such a one-sided arrangement cannot be justified
in law. or correspond with the intention of the parties to the Clause.
It mayor may not be expedient as a matter of policy to attach to
acceptance of .the Optional qause a time-limit which can be
renewed at will, but if a state has not seen fit to do so, it is clear
that it intended to be and is bound permanently, or until the other
signatories of the Clause release it from its obligation. We may say
rather that the consent of all the signatories of the Statute is necessary, since acceptance of jurisdiction without time-limit creates
obligation towards all the signatories.
The same objections can also be adduced against a state whose
declaration is either made for a specific period of yea.J:"s or is expressed to be terminable after a specific period of notice and which,
nevertheless, purports, regardless of the terms of the declaration,
to cancel it immediately by notice to the Secretary-General. The
legitimacy of terminating any declaration otherwise than in accordance with its terms must, on principle, depend upon the rules
79 Waldock, op. cit., pp. 264-5;
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governing the termination of treaties. Thus when U.K. and other
Commonwealth States notifi~d to the Secretary-General of the
League in September 1939, -that they would "not rega,rd their
acceptances of the Optional Clause as covering disputes arising
out of events occurring during the present hostilities" they justified
their action in a manner strongly to imply that they were invoking
the doctrine of rebus sic stantibus. In spite of this., a number of
neutral states made reservations in regard to the legal effect of the
action taken by these states. 80
On principle, therefore, there is no right of unilateral termination
or variation of a declaration under the Optional Clause unless the
right has been expressly reserved in the declaration. It is probable,
however, that the condition of reciprocity laid down in the Optional
Clause gives a state the right to rely ona time-limit in another
state's declaration for the purpose of terminating the particular
obligations be~ween them. 81

Reservation of a Right to Terminate on Giv.ing N mice
The words "for a certain time" in Article 36 (3), have been interpreted by some states 'as authorizing them to make declarations,
which have no set period but are to remain in force until notice of
termination is given. Thus in the latest Year-book (1957-58) of the
Court, two declarations are expressed to be terminable on twelve
months' notice 82 nine declarations after six months' notice83 and
six declarations immediately on notice to the Secretary-Genera1.8 .1
Little objection can be taken to the eleven declarations, the expiry
of which is subject to a specific period of notice. This is rather an
important and useful proviso and means that no nation could see
a dispute coming, up and then and the;e quickly withdraw by
serving a quick notice; 'though in some cases ,it can so shape its
course of action as to defeat the purpose of even this provision.
Very different, however, is the position of a state whose declaration
is terminable immediately on notice. At any moment, and without
80 Compulsory Jurisdiction of the I. C. J., U. S. Deptt. of State Publication No. 3540, pp. 17-18.
81 Waldock, op. cit., p. 265.
82 Liechtenstein, Switzerland.
88 China,
Denmark, Finland; Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, U. S. A.
84 Australia, Israel, Pakistan, Sudan" South Africa and U. K.
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any warning, this state may withdraw the compulsory jurisdiction
of the Court simply by notifying the Secretary-General of the immediate termination of its declaration. Such a use by an opponent of
its right to terminate its declaration with immediate effect, in
order to remove a current dispute from the jurisdiction of the
Court, could only be defeated with certainty by the premature
filing of an application at the outset of a dispute. States, for reasons
of comity, are normally reluctant to drag each other before the
Court every time that a dispute arises and try to settle it in the
first instance by diplomatic negotiations. But a state confronted
with the possibility that its opponent may at any moment terminate
its adherence to the Optional Clause takes the risk of losing its
remedyunder the Clause altogether if it does not file an application
as soon as a dispute arises. One objection to such declarations is,
therefore, the pressure which they put on states to institute-.rroceedings under the Optional Clause without fully exhausting the
possibilities of settlement out of Court. 85
Moreover, declarations containing this form of time-limit are
open to the fundament a:! objection that they tend to defeat the
very purpose of the Optional Clause, viz. to create an effective
system of compulsory jurisdiction. So long as the state concerned
sees itself only as a potential plaintiff, it will maintain its declarationin order that it may be in a position to bring any opponent
compulsorily before the Court. But the moment it finds that it
may itself be brought before the Court as defendant-and especially in a case where one of its so-called "vital interests" is involved-it will be tempted to terminate its declaration immediately
and put itself. out of its opponent's reach. Thus, this power may
be used not so much as a means of terminating the general obligation of the state concerned to compulsory jurisdIction under the
Optional Clause, but as a means of withdrawing from the Court's
compulsory jurisdiction a particular dispute after it has arisen.
In short, the right to terminate the declaration may be used to
serve the same purpose as the reservation of "matters affecting
vital interests, independence and honour". Under that form of
reservation the right to specify the dispute as excluded from the
agreement to arbitrate was exercisable even after the other state
had already invoked the agreement, and this made the professedly
established compulsory arbitration illusory. The reservation of a
88 Waidock, op. cit., p~ 266:
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right to terminate a declaration under the Optional Clause does
~o~ g~ t~at far in ~estroyi~g t~ obligation to accept compulsory
JUrlsdictlon. The difference IS that under the rule in the Nottebohm
case, the Court exercises jurisdiction if the other state had already
invoked compulsory jurisdiction of the Court by filing an applica~io? !h.is difference,. is very important, since the compulsory
Juns~ctlOn accepted m ~~e declar,ation is very much a reality upto
the tlme when notice of termination is given. It is only this fact
which prevents a declaration in this form" from being regarded as
totally incompatible with the Optional Clause~ Nevertheless,
there is a danger that the right to terminate the declaration may be
used as a general escape-clause to prevent a particular current
dispute from being submitted to the Court.S6
Neither can it be said that this danger is merely imaginary.
The warning signs in state practice are dear. Thus Australia, f~ced
with the possibility of a Japanese application in her Pearl Fisheries
dispute with Japan, terminated her declaration in 1954 and issued
a fresh one accepting compulsory jurisdiction for disputes concerning sedentary fisheries of the Australian continental shelf only
on condition that a modus vivendi was first agreed between the
parties to cover the interim period before the final decision of the
Court. S? So also, in October 1955, the U.K. appears in fact to have
terminated her declaration for the purpose of excluding a current
dispute from its acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction. It terminated a declaration made only" five months previously and issued
another one containing a new reservation excluding "disputes in
respect of which arbitral or judicial proceedings are taking, or have
taken place, with any state which, at the date of the commence.
~e~t .of. the proceedings, had not itself accepted the compulsory
JUrlSdictlon of the International Court of Justice". The terms of
this reservation indicate that the U.K.'s sudden alteration of its
declaration had reference to the break-down of the Buraimi Arbi.
tration a few weeks before in which the British Government was
engaged on behalf of the Government of Abu Dhabi in a dispute
with the Saudi Arabian Government concerning the sovereignty
of Buraimi and the boundaries of Abu Dhabi with Saudi Arabia.
The dispute came before a tribunal at Geneva in September 1955,
and just as the triliunal was about to announce decisions on certain
interim complaints in favour of Saudi Arabia, the British judge
II Waldock, ofJ. cit., pp. 266-7.
87 Waldock, op. cit., pp. 267- 8.
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resigned. There are reported to have been other resignations. s8
The tribunal never had a chance to deal with the merits of the
dispute. The new reservation was introduced specifically to exclude
this dispute. sD Again in April 1957, when it seemed that Japan
might carry its objection to the Christmas Island atomic tests to
the Court, the United Kingdom sought to ward off such a move by
re-amending its declara,tion adding a very wide reservation excluding "any question which, in the opinion of the Government
of the United Kingdom, affects the national security of the United
Kingdom or of any of its dependent territories". 90 Two further
examples may be given. The first is Iran's termination of her
declaration shortly after the U.K.'s application in the Anglo-Iranian
Oil Co. case. Naturally, this action was taken by Iran with a view
to putting herself in the best possible position of defence against
U.K. in the event of Iran being able, by preliminary objection, to
defeat her initial application to the Court. The other example is
nearer home. India recently91 terminated her declaration immedia.
tely after Portugal filed an application in' the dispute concerning
Portugal's claim to right of passage over Indian territory and
promptly re-issued her declaration with a new reservation to save
herself from all possible hazards in the future. In line with the
United States, it excluded "disputes in regard to matters which are
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of India as determined
by India". DB
The three states mentioned in the previous paragraph were
states of the British Commonwealth whose declarations were
modelled on Great Britain's original declaration of 1929. The
United Kingdom then framed her declaration to be valid for
10 years and thereafter "until such time as notice may be given to
,terminate the acceptance". When 10 years had passed, its declara·
tion became terminable on notice and it was in the position
of being able to contract in and out of the Optional" Clause as its
interests dictated. India and the other Dominions had also the
Corbett, Law in Diplomacy, Princeton (1959), pp. 179-80.
Hudson, "Thirty-fourth Year of the World Court", 50 A. ]. I. L.
(1956). pp. 1-17·
80 Economist (August 24, 1957), Vol. 184, p. 607; also see The Times,
London (August 23. 1957).
81 January 7, 1956.
.. Even this declaration was terminated and a new declaration filed
on September 19, 1959. See Chapter VII.
89

98
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same form of time-limit, and by the end of 1939 all had become
terminable on notice. In the meantime, Iran (1930) an,d Iraq (1938)
had also adopted this form and in due course their declarations also
became terminable on notice. The next development was in 1940
when South Africa issued a new declaration which simply said
that it was to remain in force "until notice of termination is given".
In the case of South Africa, this formula was merely a restatement
of her existing position under the Optional Clause after the expiry
of a ten-year period. But the issue of a declaration which boldly
provided that it was to be immediately terminable from the very
first moment oUts signature, drew attention to a possible method of
subscribing to compulsory jurisdiction under the Optional Clause
with an absolute minimum of actual commitment to submit to
jurisdiction.
Up to the present, the South African form of time-limit has been
.copied by Australia, Israel, Pakistan, Sudan, the U.K. and India
in new declarations which, like that of South Africa, replaced existing declarations which were already terminable on notice. These
declarations provide precedents for accepting compulsory jUrisdiction under the Optional Clause, while reserving the right to repUdiate it again at any moment and without any warning. There
is a great danger that on the basis of these precedents it may become normal for new declarations not to be made for any certain
periods, bllt merely until notice of their revocation is given. Since
1946 , a number of states 93 havy made declarations in the original
British Commonwealth, form for a specific number of years and
thereafter until notice of termination is given. By 1960, more than
one third of all those declarations in force wiU be' immediately
terminable on notice. The great flexibility involved in this form of
declaration, and the freedom which it gives, may lead to its extended u~e, especial1y if there should be any lesseni~g of confidence in
the Court. If this happens, compulsory jurisdiction under the
Optional Clause have become an extremely weak instrument for
judicial settlement of disputes and an institution very different
from that envisaged by those who devised the Clause. 94 Judge
Lauterpacht rightly remarked: "A wording which leaves the
state at liberty to denounce an arbitration treaty at any moment
93 Belgium, Cambodia, France, Honduras, Liberia, Philippines, Portugal
and Japan.
DC Waldock, op. cit., pp. 269-7°.
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seriously impairs its value, and ... there is little justification for
it in a general treaty except inadvertence in drafting."95
Reciprocity and Time-limits
I t is interesting to note the operatiqn of reciprocity in regard to
time-limits. It is inherent in the Optional Clause system of compUlsory jurisdiction thatit requires both states to be simultaneously
subject to the Clause before the jurisdiction .can be invoked. It
means that both the declarations must be current at the date when
the application is filed in a case. In regard to the time-factor, there_
fore, reciprocity primarily means that the duration of the mutual
obligations-the juridical bond-between any two states under
the Optional Clause is limited to the joint p,eriod during which both
declarations are in Jorce. Thus, in the !Electricity Company of
Sofia and Bulgaria case, Bulgaria's declaration, made in 1921, was
without time-limit, while that the of Belgium, made on March 10,
1926, was to run for a p'eriod of IS years. Judge Anzilotti referred
to the two declarations as combining to create an agreement
between the two states whose duration was fifteen years from
March 10, 1926.
.
There is another aspect of reciprocity in regard to time-limits to
which attention has lately been drawn by Professor Waldock, in
view of the increasing number of declarations which are immediately
terminable on notice to the Secretary-General. Reciprocity, according to him,' would seem to give the other states who have not
made any such condition in their declarations the right to terminate
the juridical bond existing between them under' the Optional
Clause. Thi$ is so even in the ordinary case where state A's declaration is without time-limit, while state B's is for a period of five or
ten years. State B at the end of the period may choose whether to
renew or to terminate its obligation towards state A. State A may
reasonably contend that, while not retnicting its general acceptance of the Optional Clause it also is entitled at the end of the
period to choose whether or not to continue its particular oblig~.
tions towards state B. It is one thing, he says, to hold that a
unilateral, declaration made without time-limit binds the state
concerned indefinitely towards other states which have ,madesimilar declarations. It is quite another to hold that such a declara- '
D6 Lauterpacht, 10 Economica (1930), pp. 130 fl.
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tion binds the state concerned even towards those who have not '
made the same commitment. The inequalityin the positions of the
two states under the Optional Clause, if the principle of reciprocity
is not applied to time-limits, becomes absolutely inadmissible
when state A's declaration is without time-limit while that of
state B is immediately terminable on notice to the SecretaryGeneral. It would be intolerable, he argues very reasonably, that
state B should always be able, merely by giving notice, to terminate
at any moment its liability to compulsory jurisdiction vis-a-vis
state A, while the latter remained perpetually bound to submit to
the Court's jurisdiction at the suit of state B. The Court has not so
far had any opportunity to examine this aspect of the operation of
reciprocity in relation to time-limits. He believes, however, in the
light of its interpretation of the condition of reciprocity in regard to
reservations, that the Court will hold that under the Optional
Clause each state, with respect to any other state, has the same
right to terminate its acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction as is
possessed by that other state.
This will lead to further complications. The relations established
between states under the Optional Clause are of a bilateral character.
A notification to the Secretary-General intended to alter state A's
obligations with respect only to state B has no effect, therefore, on
state A's obligations under the Optional Clause with respect to
other states. But to allow a state, on the ground of reciprocity in
regard' to time-limits, the right to terminate its obligations under
the Optional Clause with reference only to a particular state or
states may add. to the complexity of the Optional Clause'system.
To refuse it such a right would, on the other hand, be to establish
gross inequality between states in regard to termination of their
obligations under the Optional Clause. 96

CHAPTER VI

RESERVATIONS IN THE DECLARATIONS ACCEPTING
THE COMPULSORY JURISDICTION
I. COMPETENCE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS

actual wording of Article 36, paragraph 3, makes it abundantly
clear that two reservations may be made. This would seem to
mean that it is legally impossible to make other reservations. It is
equally clear, however, that a long and unbroken practice has
rejected that interpretation. It seems from the first to have been
recognized that the Optional Clause authorizes the making of any
reservations, linrltations or conditions which are not incompatible
with the basic provisions of the Statute.
Not only did the states make reservations of different kinds, but
the Assembly of the League of Nations gave countenance to such
exclusions by suggesting the possibility of "reservations either in
connection with a certain class of disputes or, generally speaking,
in regard to the precise stage at which the dispute may be laid
before the Court".! On several occasions efforts were made by the
Assembly of the League of Nations to encourage the Members of
the League to make declarations envisaged in. paragraph 2 of
Article 36, and to this end liberal interpretations were given to the
text of that paragraph. In the Fifth Assembly, the view was taken
that the terms 'were sufficiently wide to permit states to "adhere"
to the Optional Clause "with the reservations which they regard as
indispensable" and various possible reservations were listed. ll
Article 36 was also subjected to a detailed study by the Ninth
Assembly and "wishing to diminish the obstacles which prevent
states from committing themselves", it was pointed out that states
might accede to the Optional Clause with "appropriate reservations
limiting the extent of their commitments, both as regards duration
and as regards scope"; and it was said that "the reservations conceivable may relate, either generally to certain aspects of any kind

THE
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League of Nations, R~cords of the Fifth Assembly, Third Committee,

.
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League of Nations, Records of the Fifth Assembly, Pleriary Meetings,
p.225·
S
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Waldock, op. cit., pp. 276-9.
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of dispute, or specifically to certain classes or lists of disputes, and
that these different kinds of reservations can be legitimately
combined. "3
It is contended even in the literature on the Optional Clause that
states can legitimately make more exceptions than the two expressly provided in Article 36 (3). Thus, Sir John Fischer Williams
says: "As a matter of general principle, a state may make what
conditions it pleases on acceptance of the Optional Clause and is not
limited by the suggestions as to the conditions which may be discovered in Article 36 itself. A state is free to accept or not to accept
the' obligations of the Clause. In the absence of express words the
liberty not to accept covers the liberty to place conditions on
acceptance."4 Kelsen opines that ~tsince the states are not obliged
to make a declaration under Article 36, waragraph2, they cannot
be prevented from making a declaration that is more restrictive
than provided for in Article 36".5 Waldock remarks: "The fundamental purpose of the Optional Clause being to encourage the
acceptance of jurisdiction by unilateral act, it was assumed that
each state possessed a wide liberty to fix for itself the limits of the
jurisdiction to which it was willing to submit. At any rate, despite
the deletion of the words t or ~ny' from the new text of the Optional
Clause, the same freedom to make reservations undoubtedly exists
under the new Statute."6
But the practice of states is more important than writing of the
pUblicists. And we find that after the League Assembly's 'encouragement for making the reservations there was a tendency to multiply
the limitations on the jurisdiction recognized. It is important in
this connection to note a declaration which was adopted by a
sub-committee and later incorporated into the report of the Rapporteur of Committee IV /1 at the San Francisco Conference:

as being henceforth established. It has,' therefore, been considered
unnecessary to modify paragraph 3 in order to make express reference to
the right of the states to make suchreservations,7
,

The question of r,eservations calls for an explanation. As is well known,
the article has consistently been interpreted in the past as allowing
states accepting the jurisdiction of the Court to subject their declarations
to reservations. The sub-committee had considered such interpretation
League of Nations, Records of the Ninth Assembly, Plenary Meetings,
18
P· 3·
,
4 J. F. Williams, "The Optional Clause", lIB. Y. I. L. (1930), p. 637.
6 Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations, London (1950), p. 526.
6 Waldock, "Decline of the Optional CI9-use", 32 B. Y. I. L. (1955-56),
P·249·
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It is necessary, however, to note one important limitation in this
connection., As we have said earlier, the Optional Clause does not
stand by itself. It is an integral part of the Statute and adherence
to the Optional Clause means adherence to the whole of the Statute.
~t does not appear to be open to states in their unilateral declarations to make their acceptance of jurisdiction conditional upon
non-application of constitutional provisions of the Court's Statute.
The Court is required, both by Article 92 of the Charter and Article I
of the Statute, to function in accordanCe with the Statute. Indeed,
the old Court, even though it was ,not bound by such an express
injunction to observe the Statute, held in the Free Zones case that
it had no power to depart from the terms of, the Statute on the
proposal of the parties to a case. 8 The Optional Clause, therefore,
although it leaves to an individual state a large discretion as to the
terms on which it accepts the compUlsory jurisdiction, does not
permit a state to make a declaration which is incompatible with the
fixed constitutional provisions of the Court's Statute.
There is another limitation to the admissibility of reservations;
The Court laid it down in the Reservations case that in order to be
admissible a reservation must be "compatible With the object and
purpose of the convention".9 As the object of 'a declaration under
Article 36 (2) is to accept the compUlsory jurisdiction of the Court,
any reservation that'has the effect of frustrating that object will be
regarded as "contrary to the very purpose of the Optional Clause
and as such invalidating the signatures".10 The admissibility or
validity of a specific reservation, however, is a matter to be decided
in each particular case.
II. SOME COMMON AND IMPORTANT RESERVATIONS

Certain types of reservations have been frequently used, and the
forms of stating them have ,. ])~come more or less standardi?i.e.Q!

3

U. N. C.l. 0., Doc., Vol. XIII, pp. 39 1-2.
Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, p. 448 :ff; see infra.
9 I. C. ]. Reports (1951), p. 26.
10 Lauterpacht. "The British Reservations to the Optional Clause",
10 Economica (1930), p. 169.
7

3
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We shall deal with the most common and important of these
reservations.

application of enforcement measp.res under Chapter VII." The
later reservations have been phrased in terms consistent with this
article.
Though so common, it is difficult to see what is accomplished by
this exclusion in the declarations under Article 36, paragraph 2.
The Court is instructed by the Statute to decide the case brought
before it in accordance with international law; its competence does
not extend to domestic questions. If a matter is exclusively within
the domestic jurisdiction of a state, not stemming from any source
of international law as formulated in Article 38 of its Statute, the
claim must inevitably be rejected as being without foundation in
international law; 12 Moreover, if a dispute relates to matters which
fall within a state's domestic jurisdiction, it certainly would not
fall within any of the classes enumerated in Article 36.13 Hence,
the domestic jurisdiction limitation, apart from reiterating an
already accepted principle, cannot offer any additionai protection
other than that already provided by the Statute itself and by the
fundamental nature of international law. The Committee on
Foreign Relations of the U.S. Senate drew attention to the fact that
the reserv1.tion "is implicit in the nature of international law,
which, under Article 38, paragraph I, of the Statute it is the duty
of the Court to apply. International Law is, by definition, the body
of rights and duties governing states in their relations with each
other and does not, .therefore, concern itself with matters of
domestic jurisdiction."14 The position is identical with that taken
by British Government in 1929 when it filed the declaration under
the Optional Clause. The reservation, the British Memorandum
stated, is "mereiy an explicit recognition of limitation on the
jurisdiction of the Permanent Court which results from internationallaw itself. It is merely the application in this connection of
the principle that, subject to any relevant treaty stipulations, a
state is entitled to regulate as it pleases matters which fall exclu·
sively within the domain of its sovereignty."lli This view has also

I.

Reservation as to Domestic Questions

We shall, first of all, deal with one of the most important reservations that has aroused the greatest amount of controversy in
recent days. In the course of the development of international law,
there has grown up a practice which yields to the individual state,
if it be ari independent one, freedom to deal as it sees fit with very
many matters pertaining peculiarly to itself; and they are roughly
described as lying within "the domestic jurisdiction" of such state.
Fear, lest a country be subjected to the o~ligation to' adjudicate in
an international forum a question arising out of a matter which is
acknowledged by the law of nations to be within its own sphere,
has been responsible. for incorporation in numerous treaties of a
reservation designed to cover this point. Thus paragraph 8 of
Article 15 of the Covenant of the League of Nations provided:
"If the dispute between the parties is claimed by one of them,
and is found by the Council, to arise out of a matter which by
international law is solely within the domestic jurisdiction of that
party, the Council shall so report, and shall make no recommendations as to its settlement." So also, Article 39 of the Geneva General
Act of 1928 provided for the reservation excluding from the proce·
dure laid down in the Act "disputes concerning questions which
by intemationallaw are solely within the domestic jurisdiction of
states". This also seems to have led to a provision in the British
declaration of September 19, 1929, excepting "disputes with regard
to questions which by international law fall exclusively within the
jurisdiction of the United Kingdom". This precedent was later
.followed by other states some of which are still bound by their
declarations by virtue of Article 36, paragraph 5. 11 But a new
formula was adouted in the Charter of the United Nations to ex·
clude the dom;stic questions. Article 2, paragraph 7, of the
Charter provided: "Nothing contained in the present Charter shall
authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of·· any state or shall
require theMembers to submit such matters to settlement under
the present Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the
11

Canada and New Zealand.

12 Lauterpacht, Dissenting Opinion'in the Interhandel case, I. C. ].
Reports (1959). p. 122.
13 Hudson, The Permanent Court. p. 471.
14 "Report of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Compulsory
Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice", Review of the T:Jnited
Nations Charter: a collection of documents, Washington (1954). p. 101.
15 Misc. No. 12 (1929) Cmd. 3452, Para 26. It might also be argued
that the new Court having been made one of the six principal organs of
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been affirmed, though indirectly, by the International Court' of
Justice in the I nterhandel case. In this case, on an application filed
by Switzerland, the United States raised a number of preliminary
objections to the jurisdiction of the Court. One of these objections
was that the matter being, "according to international law",
within the domestic jurisdiction of the United States, the Court
had no jurisdiction. There was no such reservation included in the
United States declaration. While concentrating on the matters of
domestic jurisdiction as determined by itself, the United States
did not, in fact, append the more usual reservation of matters
which, accof(iing to international law, are essentially within its
domestic juris'diction. A state is not entitled to advance a prelimi- .
nary objection unless there is limitation to that effect in its declaration, or in that of its opponent, or in the Statute of the Court.
The Court, however, examined and rejected that objection on its
merits, thus holding, "by implication, that a reservation of that kind
is inherent in every declaration of Acceptance and that there is no
need to spell it out expressly" .16 Strictly speaking, therefore, no
the United Nations (Article 7), and its principal judicial organ, and its
Statute having been included as an "integral part" of the Charter, Article
2 (7) of the Cha.rte~ appli~s ~ut~matically to the C~ux:: ~nd. e~tab~ishes
a definite constltutlonal lImItatIOn upon the Court s JunsdIctIon III all
contentious cases. Iran made such a contention in the Anglo-Iranian
Oil Co. case. But the Court, having upheld another preliminary
objection. by Iran,ratione temporis, was not called upon to express a~y
opinion on this matter. Professor Waldock, however, does not agree WIth
this contention. The jurisdiction of the Court, he says, depends upon the
consent of the parties. The position would have been different if the
Charter had conferred' compulsory jurisdiction on the' Court in legal
disputes. in that event Article 2 (7) would have operated to. re~er:e
matters essentially within domestic jurisdiction from compulsory Junsdiclion thus conferred on the Court. In the actual fonn, however, it may be.
said with confidence that Article 2 (7) of the Charter does not as such
touch the Court's jurisdiction in contentious cases. The Institute of International Law at its 1954 session also assumed the same view.Waldock,
"The Plea of Domestic Jurisdiction before the International Legal
Tribunals", 31 B. Y. I. L. (1954), pp. 121-4·
16 I. C. J. Reports (1959), p. 6; see specially Dissenting Opinion by Judge
Lauterpacht, pp. 121-2. Professor Briggs believes that it would be preferable to conclude from this. case "that the exclusion of disputes with
regard to matters of' domestic jurisdiction is implicit in the Stat~te of
the Court and may be raised, even in the absence of a reservatIOn to
that effect, both as a jurisdictional plea and as a defense on the merits".
53 A. J. I. L. (July 1959), p. 556.

such reservation is necessary, and if made, is quite harmless.
But the reservations excluding domestic matters made under the
.new Statute have been phrased under such terms as take away
with one hand what is purported to be given by the other. Thus
the American declaration accepting the compulsory jurisdiction
excludes "disputes with regard to matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of the United States of America as
determined by the United States of America".
It may be pointed out that the Morse Resolution, which was
originally introduced on July 28, I945, in the Senate of the United
States for authorizing the President to accept the compulsory
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice, provided for the
exclusion of matters which "by international l~w fall exclusively
.within the domestic jurisdiction". This phrase, which properly
defines the matters reserved in terms of law by which they are
delimited, is found, as we have seen, in Article I5 (8) of the Covenant
and the previous declarations. The phrase "by international law"
was replaced by the term "essentially" solely for the purpose of
.bringing the language of the Resolution in line with that of Article 2
(7) of the Charter, which employs the latter term. The word
"essentially" had been introduced into the Charter by an amendment of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals (which also contained,
the phrase used in the Covenant), offered by the four sponsoring
governments. Mr. John Foster Dulles undertook to interpret the
amended article, as understood by the sponsoring governments,
before a Committee of the San Francisco Conference. In rejecting
the contention that the sphere of domestic jurisdiction should be'
defined in terms of international law, Mr. Dulles pointed out that
interna:tionallaw was indefinite and subject to constant change,
.and that the scope of the sphere of domestic jurisdiction was subject
to evolution.' He instanced the expansion of the federal government;g functions at the expense of the states. This seemed to
imply that the adoption of the formula"essentially" instead of the
fomi.ula "which by international law was within domestic jurisdiction", left the door open to the evolutionary expansion of the
authority of the United Nations at the expense of the domestic
jurisdiction of the states. I?
This interpretation is Dome out by the. report to the President
17

Review of the U. N. Charter; a collection of documents, Washington

(1954), pp. 287-8.
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on the results of the San Francisco Conference. It said "rather
inconsistently"18 on the one hand that international law was not a
sufficiently definite standard, but later on implied that there was
a need for a more flexible standard which was supplied by the term
"essentially".
The American delegation said:

task of dealing with political disputes either by deciding them
apart from principles of law, Le. according to equity and expediency,
or by endeavouring to effect a conciliation, should stop at matters
within the domestic jurisdiction of a state. The novel term
"essentially" may, therefore, be appropriate in such a political
instrument as the Charter where flexibility of methods and procedures for the settlement of political disputes may be desirable.
But a court of justice, such as the International Court of Justice,
must, if it is to confine itself to strictly judicial functions, act
according to an ascertainable legal rule. This is not supplied by the
Charter formula, which was adopted in order to avoid a definition
by international Jaw. Under the clear provisions of the Statute
(Article 38), the International Court of Justice is bound to decide in
accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted
to it. As a judicial body it is more strictly bound by a provision
like this than such an essentially political body as the Security
.Council. If it is thought that the sphere of domestic jurisdiction
is too wide, the remedy is a political one, and the Members of the
Unfted Nations are free to conclude international agreements
whereby matters hitherto reserved to the domestic jurisdiction
become matters of international concern. But this is legislation,
or something as near to that process as can be performed in the
international field, and is not a part of the functions of the Court.
The International Court of Justice, ,as we have said, by its very
judicial nature and the express provisions of its Statute, is bound
to apply the rules of international law; and one of the most fundamental of these is the rule that states have a right under international law to be free from outside interference to the extent to
which international law does not limit such freedom.
.
States which submit to the jurisdiction of the Court expect the
Court to apply the existing rules of international law which estabblish the boundary between, those questions which are regulated
by international law, and those which by international law are
reserved to the exclusive competence or domestic jurisdiction of
states. Hence, such a loose formUla, though useful in the Charter,
should find no place in an instrument defining the jurisdiction of
the Court. In the fonner case flexibility may be useful and desirable; in the latter it may destroy the ~judicial character of the
Court's activity, result necessarily in unwarrantable judiciallegislation, expand indefinitely the liabilities o~ states adhering to its
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The present text omits the reference to "international law" found in the
Dumbarton Oaks Proposals, as thc test whether or not a matter is ,.domestic". This deletion was supported by the argument that the body of inter~
national law on this subject is indefinite and inadequate. To the extent
that the matter is dealt with by international practice and by text writers,
the conceptions are antiquated and not of a character which ought to
be frozen into the new organization. 1a

It is difficult to understand what it was hoped to gain by substi.
tuting for one standard, allegedly too indefinite, another which
completely eludes definition. Judge Hudson says: "This text
marks a distinct retrogression. Unlike that in the Covenant and
unlike the previous declarations accepting the Permanent Court's
jurisdiction, it provides no competent forum for the determination of the question whether a question is essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any State,"20 In any event, the term was
perhaps adopted at the San Francisco Conference as a "formula"
because it has no ascertainable meaning and therefore sewed thE::
purpose of concealing and postponing for the future the wide disagreement over the scope of the activities of the United Nations
which prevailed at San Francisco. Such differences have arisen
in the United Nations in anuniber; of cases. 21
The Charter formula, therefore, fails to provide any definite and
ascertainable rule which can serve as a means for defining the
jurisdiction of the International Court. This definiteness is not
essential and, in fact, it may not be desirable. From the political
point of view even domestic questions of one state may 'be of
interest to other states, and there is no reason why an international
institution, such as the United Nations, which is entrusted with the
Dr. L. Preuss, Hearings on S. Res. 198, p. 81.
Report to the President on the Result of the San Francisco Conference,
U. S. Deptt. of State Pub. No. 2349, p. 44.
20 Hudson, "World Court: America's Declaration Accepting Jurisdiction", 32 A. B. A. Journal (1946), p. 835.
21 For example in Spanish case, .Czechoslovak case, Treatment of
Indians in S. Africa case.
18
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compulsory jurisdiction, and ultimately, perhaps, lower the prestige
of the Court. 22
.
. It is, therefore, undesirable to use the'same formula with respect
to domestic jurisdiction applying both to the political organs of
the United Nations and to its judicial organ. Moreover, undue
interference by the former is prevented by the fact that eXGept for
the Security Council's decisions under Chapter VII of the U.N.
Charter, their findings':are merely recommendatory and can be
made only by an extra ordinary majority. In the case of the Court,
on the other hand, the judgments are binding (Article 94 (I)) and
can be made by a simple majority of the judges.
Of course the provision that the Court should decline jurisdiction
in matters which are solely within the domestic juIjsdiction of
states, does not prevent the expansion of the sphere of international
regulation and 'corresponding contraction of the sphere of the
exclusive jurisdiction of states. As the Permanent Court of International Justice said in a Classical statement in the Tunis-Morocco
Nationality Decrees case: "The question whether a certain matter
is or is not solely within the jurisdiction of a State.is an essentially
relative question;·it depends upon the development of international
relations." 23
The reservation of domestic jurisdiction does not, therefore,
stop the development· of international law at its present stage;
subjects hitl:terto within the reserved domain may become matters
of international regulation. But the process by which this boundary ..
is shifted is a political or legislative one. It is not for the courts
to legislate but to apply the law. Consequently, it was desirable
that the formula which acknowledges this limitation upon the
judicial activities of the Court should have been chosen, and not the
vague formula of the Charter, which offers no guidance. It has
been incorporated in. the Charter but not in the Statute or in any
other instrument which defines the jurisdiction of the Court. 23a
Dr. ;L. Preuss, Hearings on S. Res. 196, pp. 81-5.
Hudson's World Court Reports, VoL 1., p. 156. The Institute of International Law also said: "The extent of this domain (reserved domain)
depends on International Law and varies according to its development."
23a The matter is not entirely free from
controversy. Professor
Waldock maintains that this change of phraseology does not make any
difference in the jurisdiction conferred on the Court. Article 2 (7) of the
Charter, he says, leaves the scope of the reserved domain very much
whereitwas.under Article i:~ (8) of the Covenant of the League' of Nations
29
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Moreover, since reciprocity prevails, if the United S~ates and
England appear before the Court, it might become a difficult, if not
impossible, task for the Court to determine the relative scope and
breadth of the exceptions, "exclusively within the domestic jurisdiction by international law" and "essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction".
To the indefiniteness of the expression "essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of the United States", the declaration adds a
further element of imprecision and evasion by providing that in
any specific controversy the term shall have such application and
scope as may be "determined by the United States". This provision
was not found.in the Morse Resolution as introduced in the Senate
but was added during the discussion of the Resolution on an
amendment proposed by Senator Connally. Hence this .particulat:
provision is known as the Connally Amendment.
The principle that each state shall be sole and exclusive judge of
the matters and policies which are purely and admittedly domestic;
is sound and .incontestable. But grave differences may easily arise
as to whether a particular dispute involves merely a domestic
question or whether it is really an international one. It is one thing
to recognize,as we must,the right of every state to determine freely;
its own domestic policies; it is wholly a. different proposition to
maintain that a state is' sole and exclusive judge of whether a
particular policy or question is purely domestic, when a dispute
arises with another state whose rights are affected by such policy
and which claims that it involves an international matter. DUring tp.e
debate'in the U.S. Senate it became clear that because of "extrem~
sanctity" of the' domestic jurisdiction, the Senators were not
prepared to submit such questions to the International Court. As
Senator Connally said: "We do not propose to submit to the jurisdiction of any tribunal at any time the right to say whether a,
question is a domestic question." Thus, after referring to disputes
concerning immigration, tariffs, the navigation of the ]=>anama
Canal, and the regulation of the tolls through the Panama Canal,
Senator Connally declared: "I do not want to surrender the soveand the advisory opinion of the Court in Tunis-Morocco Nationality
Decrees case. "The Plea of Domestic Jurisdiction before International
, Legal Tribunals",. 31 B. Y.I.L. (1954), pp. 126-31. See, however, for
anot1].er view.of the relation to that case of the word "essentiaI1y", Julius
Stone; Legal Controls of International Conflict, London (1954), PP·254- 6.
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reignty or the prestige of the United States with respect to any
question which may be merely domestic in character, and contained
within the boundaries of this Republic."24
An international ~ngagement conditioned by such opportunities
for evasion is possibly, as Judge Lauterpacht has contended, an
obligation "without the vinculum juris. An obligation, whose scope
is left to the free appreciation of the obligee, so that his will constitutes a legally recogn~ed condition of the existence of the duty,
does not constitute a legal bond."25 The Connally Amendment, in
providing for unilateral rather than international determination
of the scope and application of the reservation gives the United
States, to use Senator Morse's words, "a political veto on question
of a judicial character". 26 This is a contradiction of compulsory
jurisdiction itself, the essence of which is the assurance that the
competence of a. tribunal cannot be excluded or paralysed after a
dispute has arisen by the resistance of one of the parties or by dis.
agreement between them. 27 The Report of the Committee on
Foreign Relations of the U.S. Senate forcefully brought out this
point.
. The qu~tion of what is properly a matter o~ international law is,
case of dispute, appropriate for decision by the Court itself, since, if
It were left to the decision of each individual State, it would be possible
to withhold any case from adjudication on the plea that it is a matter i:>f
domestic jurisdiction. It is plainly the intention of the Statut~ that such.
ques~ons should be decided by the Court, since Article 36, paragraph 6,
prOVIdes:
.
"In the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction,
the matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court."
..• [A] reservation of the right of decision as to what are matters essentia~y ~t~n the domestic, jurisdiction would tend to ·defeat the purposes
which It IS hoped to achieve by means of the proposed declaration as
well as the purposes of Article 36, paragraphs 2 and 6, of Statute of the
Court. 18
~n

• U Congressional Record, 79th Congress, Vol. 92, part 8, Senate Proceedmgs (August 2, 1946), p. 10696.
25 Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community,
London (I933), p. 189.
26 Ibid:, p. 10684.
17 L. Preuss, "The International Court of Justice, Senate and Matters
.
of Domestic Jurisdiction", 40 A.]. I. L. (I946), p. 727.
28 Review of the U. N. Charter: a collection of documents. Washington
(I954), p. 102.
.
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Despite all this, the fears of those who opposed the Committee's
Report were respected, and the Report was over-ridden by 51 votes
to 12. There was another element introduced into the debate of the
United States Senate when Senator Wiley envisaged the possible
refusal of the United States to respond in proceedings concerning a
dispute which it alleged to arise out of matters within its domestic
jurisdiction. Elaborati~g this view Senator Austin said:
Mr. President, this Court does not have a sheriff and does not have
power of execution. The only power this Court has is moral power, and
if the situation should arise-that a State, a party, has been ruled
against when it raised the question of jurisdiction, and that State has
held up its Mad and said: "Notwithstanding the de?i~ion we kno~ f~om
our history. and our experience and existing condltIons that thls IS a
question which is domestic, and that we will di~rega:rd the decision of the
Court", that State has the final decision instead of the Court. The Court
cannot execute its judgment. II
By the terms of Article 94 of the Charter, measures to give effect
to a judgment would be taken by the Security Council only if it
should find that non.compliance by the United States resulted in a
threat to or breach of the peace. Unless the Council should so
determine, Senator Austin deClared, "the United States is the last
arbiter, and has the final word upon a matter which is domestic.
Such a position is entirely moral and entirely legalistie, and is
within the four comers of our great engagement 30 (under the
Charter)". The debate in the Senate revealed that several influen·
tial Senators actually contemplated that the United States might
maintain a position contra legem in the event of disagreement with
the Court. Thus Senator Connally said: "In case the Court should
decide that a question which the United States considered to be
domestic was non·domestic and international, we would be justified ... in defying the Court/'31 Senator Morse thought it to be
unrealistic to say that the Court might attempt to encroach upon
domestic jurisdiction but. said: "If that time ever comes ..• if it
should happen, then Article 94 would protect us".32 These Senators
apparently considered .the obligation to comply with the Court's
judgments to be somewhat less than a legal one for no better
29 Congressional Record, 79th Congress, Vol. 92, part 8; Senate Proceedings (August I, 1946), p. 10624.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid., p. 10624.
3B Ibid., p. 1062 4; Senate Proceedings (August 2, 1946), pp. 1 068 5-9.
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reasons than that the Court has no "sheriff" and "no power of
execution", and that the concurring vote of the United States in the
Security Council is always r~quisite for the decision under Chapter
VII of the Charter. 33
Senator Millikin was alone in objecting to the constant reference
to the possible contumacy of the United States. He considered
that recoUrse to a "veto power on our judicial commitments would
be stultifying all the proclamations we make, that in legal matters
we wish to be ruled by law rather than by political decision".
He said:
There is nothing in the Statute of the Court which contemplates a
political reversal of its decisions; There is a review called for in the Statute
by the same Court, but no appeal. The only way the Security Council
could become involved in the matter would be in the enforcement of
the judgment; and then the Security Council would be at liberty to
consider political aspects, legal aspects and everything else. But I repeat
.that whenever the Security:Council reverses, in effect, a-decision of this
Court, we shall have political reversal of a judicial system, and the
Court will pass out of the picture.... 1 am very much in favour of having
a judicial system which will be complete in itself, not subject to political
·veto.a« .
Although he presented a forceful case against the Connally
Amendment, .Senator Moise denie-d that its acceptance would
'deprive the United States declaration of its significance as a great
stride towardsthe development of a world order under law. Adoption
·of the Amendment, he said, would enhance the moral obligation
of the UiritedStates for it would directly mvolve the element of
good faith, and "if then' we should ever break faith, if then we
should ever hide behind this amendment ... and claim that an
issue which is clearly international is in fact domestic, we can be
most certain that we Will lose not only face but, in my judgment,
the confidence of the peace-loving nations of the world".35 In fact,
he later pointed out, '''the Connally Amendment puts the United
States in a much more delicate position and puts upon it even more
grave responsibility, in so far as submitting cases to the World
Court is concerned, than would have been the case if the amendment had not been adopted", and this b~cause, "it is perfectly
33

34

3~

L. Preuss, 40 A. J.I. L. (1946), pp. 729-3 0..

Ibid., Senate Proceedings (August2, 1946), p. 10689.
Ibid., Senate Proceedings (August 2,1946), p. 10687.
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obvious that the eyes of every nation in the world are going to be
turned on the United States whenever a dispute arises between
this country and any other country."36
..
However, as Preuss says, so broad a reservation even If ~pp~ed
in utmost good faith may become destructive of any real obhg~tlOn.
Since its scope is unilaterally determined, it may, under .the'mfluence of nationalistic sentiment or of dogmas of sovereignty, be
invoked to exclude from judicial settlement, precisely the disputes
described in earlier treaties as "affecting national honour, independence and vital interests". 37 Similarly, a C.bmmittee of the American
Bar Association, pleading for the withdrawal of thecondit~on
inserted by the Connally Amendment, said that even ass~mmg
that the United States would not hide behind the reservatIOn or
invoke it for any light reasons, ~'we do not think that the jurisdiction and proper functioning of a great Court Can be left to the
discretion and good faith of a party when its own action is ch~Ueng.
edbefore the Court. If the United States lacks confidence' m the
Court to such an extent as to feel that it must preserve a right of
unilateral determination controlling as to the' Court's. jurisdiction,
certainly the United States leaves itself inpo.or. position to ~ssume
the leadership for international law and submiSSIOn of legal disputes
to the Court."3S
Mr. William P. Rogers, Attorney-General of the United States,
also said: "When a country, rather than a Court, has the power to
decide whether a matter relates to its domestic jurisdictiQl'I., it may
be difficult because of the political realities of life fer even the
most cooperative government to concede jurisdiction. The result. is
that controversies over which the Court has jurisdiction can readIly
be converted into controversies not within its jurisdiction by mere
decision of the party nation rather than by decree of the CourL"39
The Senate appeared, says Dr. Preuss, to view the domain of
domestic jurisdiction, figuratively speaking, as' one su~rounded by
an impassable wall which separates it from the domams of other
36 Wayne Morse, "Siguificance of the United States Action for International Justice through Law", 32 A. B. A. Journal (1946), pp. 776 ff.
37 Preuss, 40 A. J. I. L. (1946), pp. 730-1..
.
38 '~Statementbythe Committee for Peace and Law through the U. N.
of American Bar Association", 33 4.. B. A. Journal (1~4?)' pp. 43~-3.
39 William P. Rogers, "The United States '~utomatlc Reservatl.on"to
Optional Clause Jurisdiction ·of the InternatIOnal Court of JustIce ,7
International and Comparative Law Quarterly (October 1958), p. 760.
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nations, a wall which is of equal height throughout. It is generally
observed that the sphere of domestic jurisdiction "is relative. and
depends on the development of international relations". But it is
less frequently remarked that the domain which is reserved to one
state will vary vis-a-vis every other state. Freedom of action,
unlimited save by general international law with regard to one
state, may be limited with regard to another by the conclusion of
an international engagement. Whether a state has exclusive juris~
diction or whether its jurisdiction is subject to internationallimita.
tions, can only be determined with respect to a particular state, in
a specific case, and within the field in which controversy arises.
The determination of so complex· a question, therefore, is one
which can. be adequately performed only by a jUdicial tribunal.
To entrust it to an interested party is to add to the risk of evasion
that of error committed in good faith. 40
Mr. Hyde, though admitting that it is rather "optimistic to
assert that the United States would never abuse fts privilege and
never attempt to evade an obligation to adjudicat<;l before the
International Court", expresses the hope that "it will never declare
that an issue which another party thereto seeks to adjudicate
before the Court concerns a matter which is eSsentially within the
domestic jurisdiction, unless the evidence of the law of nations as
.revealed in the acquiescence of states generally sustains its
decision".41 Mr. Pitman B. Potter believes that "any government
of the United States would hesitate to apply -it in any seriously
debatable case knowing that it would at once be called upon to
.make its contention good in an international forum as, for instance,
the General Assembly and the Security Council of the United
Nations".42 It may be submitted that these are merely wishes and
America, as a great power, may maintain any position, even contra
legem, if it chooses to do so. The adoption of such'a clause shows
mistrust of the competence and integrity of the Court and may in
fact deprive the declaration of any substantial practieal effect.
It is -interesting to note here a parable once told by Mr. M.
Fernandes, the great Brazilian .jurist, who was the "father" of the
Preuss, 40 A. ]. I. L. (1946), pp. 27 ff.
Charles Cheney Hyde, "The United States Accepts the Optional
Clause", 40 A. ]. I. L. (1946), pp. 778-8 1.
42 Pitman B. Potter,"As determined by the United States", 40
A. ]. I. L. (1946), pp. 792-4.
40

41
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Optional Clause. It is summed up in a dialogue in which the small
state questions the great:
"Will you agree that certain of our legal disputes should be
brought before a CourH"
"That does not suit me. My vital interests might be
compromised ... :'
_
"Am I to think, then, that you consider that your interests
should be placed above even the rights of another."
"Oh, not at all! That would be contrary to moral right. Only
my interests must be protected by my rights, and I am afraid that
the Court might make a mistake."
"We agree that the Court might misunderstand your case. It is
composed of men and men are liable to err. But do you not think
that moral or intellectual errors in a judgment will be more frequent
and more numerous if you judge your case yourself ~ Do you not
see the injustice that will occur when your adversary is weaker
than you, and at the same time has also vital interests at stake, and
right also on his side~"
At that the large state turned its back, so to speak, on the little
state, and as mutual consent was necessary, things remained as
they were. 43
There is every possibility that the reservation may be declared
invalid and may, in fact, legally invalidate the United States
declaration itself as offending against the fundamental principle
of the Statute that the Court shall have the power to decide disputes
concerning its own jurisdiction, including questions as to the
meaning or effect of reservations. There can be no doubt that
declarant state may exclude certain classes of disputes from the
jurisdiction of the Court; but it may be argued that such a reservation as this stands upon a wholly different footing, since it purports
by the unilateral decision of an interested party to suspend the
operiltion of an express provision of the Statute conferring upon the
Court a power, which is obviously essential if the scheme of compulsory jurisdiction is to be effective. The U.S. reservation withdrawing
questions of jurisdiction from the determination of the Court,
appears to conflict with this provision and seems, therefore, on the
face of it, irregular under the Court's Statute. If this is so, the
question is w~ether the Court would uphold such a subjective
4S League of Nations, Records of the First Assembly, Plenary Meetings,
P·438 .
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determination by a state and overlook the clear provision in Article
36, paragraph 6, of its Statute. Judge Lauterpacht uses the expression "automatic reservation" for this type of reservation, because
of its automatic operatibn in the. sense' that, by virtue of it the
function 'of the Court is confined to registering the decision made by
the defendant government and is not subject to review by 'the
Court. The validity of this "aut.omatic reservation" came twice
before the International Court of Justice, in the case of Certain
Norwegian Loans and in the Interhandel case. Before, however,
dealing witlfthosecases it is important to note certain pronouncements of the Permanent Court
this question.
. Articles 54 apd 58 reSpectively of the Statute required the Permanent Coud to deliberate in private and to give its judgment
in open Co1frt. Inthe Free Zones case the Court was considering,
in the light of thosearficles, the validity ofa request from' b()th
the parties, that.it sh6ul~: communicate to them unofficially the
result ofits deliberations. It said :

on

wherea!:l ~he spirit and letter. of its St;l.tute, in particular Articles
54, paragraph '3, and 58, do not allow the Court "unofficially" to communicateto the representatIves of two parties to a
tne "result of the
deliberation" upon a question submitted to it for decision; as, in contra"',
$stmction to'that which is permitted by the Rules (Article 32),the
Court canno't, on' the proposal of the parties, depart. from the terms of
the Statute. U
.

case

At a later stage of the same case the Court went out of its way to
re-affirm "after mature consideration". the view which it had
expressed in the aboV'epassage..If the Conrt did not feel competent
to sanction a departure from the terms of the Statute at the request
of both parties to 'case, it would seem still less able to do so where
the request comes·only from one party alone. It may be added that
Permanent Court reached its decision in the Free Zones case despite
the absence of any provision either in the Covenant or the Statute
that' it was to "function in accordance with the Statute". The new
we have said earlier, is so bound both under Article 92 of
Court,
the Charter and Article I of the Statute. Accordingly, if the United
States reservation, as seems to be the case, is in conflict with the
.' spirit andletter of the Statute, it is arguable that the whole declaration in which such reservation is contained has no legal force as a
!leclaration under the Optional Clause.

a

as

U

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, p. 459.
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In the Certain Nor7RJegia1l Loans case France filed an application
under Article 36 (2) against Norway in a long-standing dispute
about the payment of various Norwegian loans issued in France.
The French Government claimed that the. said loans conhl.ined a
gold clause and that accordingly repayment could only be made
at the gold value. It requested the Court to determine the manner
in which these debts should be discharged. Norway raised certam
preliminary objections against the jurisdiction of the Court. In the
first part of the first objection it was said that the dispute "is within
the domain of municipal law and not of international law", and
that it did not fall within any of the categories enumerated in
Article 36 (2). In the second part of this objection it was declared
that "there can be no possible doubt on this point"; but if in any
case there should still be any doubt, the Norwegian Government
claimed to rely, on the basis of reciprocity, on the "automatic
reservation" contained in the French declaration in the following'
words: "The declaration does not apply to differences relating to
matters which are essentially within the national jurisdiction as
understood by the Government of the French Republic."
The Court, by 12 votes to 3, upheld the second part of the first
preliminary objection without prejudging the questions whether
the French reservation was consistent with the undertaking of a
legal obligation and whether it was compatible with Article 36 (6)
of the Statute, as the validity of the reservation had not been dis.
puted and both the parties presumed,it to be valid. 45
In a very convincing Separate Opinion,46 Judge Lauterpacht
took a different view. He said that it was necessary to examine the
validity of the reservation, because the Court must have before it as
a basis of its jurisdiction a valid text. The defendant state could not,
by refraining from raising objections, grant dispensation from
invalidity. It was the duty of the Court to raise the question of its
jurisdiction proprio motu if necessary. He then went on to examine
fully the legal validity and propriety of this reservation. Under
this reservation the view that a matter lay within domestic jurisdiction, he said, was decisive for the purposes of jurisdiction of the
Court. The Court must accept that view, not because it agreed with
it, but because it was the view of the Norwegian Government. Its
accuracy was irrelevant. Thi::; was the inescapable result of the
condition under which France-and consequently Norway15

I.C.]. Reports (I957.), pp. 9-27.

46jbid., pp. 34-65.
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accepted the jurisdiction" of the Court. That preliminary objection
of Norway was quite peremptory, fully effective to the point of
being automatic, and was not subject to review by the Court. He
declared that it was "legally impossible for the Court to act in
disregard of its Statute which imposes upon it the duty and confers
upon it the right to determine its jurisdiction". That right could
never be exercised by a party to the dispute. He, therefore, found
the French reservation to be contrary not only "to one of the most
fundamental principles of international-and national-jurisprudence according to which it is within the inherent power of a
tribunal to interpret the text establishing its jurisdiction. It is also
contrary to a clear specific provision of the Statute of the Court as
well as to the general Articles I and 92 of the Statute and of the
Charter, respectively, which require the Court to function in accordance with its Statute."47
Clearly, Judge Lauterpacht argued, the Court could not act
otherwise than in accordance with its Statute; and he referred here
to the judgment in the Free Zones case, that we have discussed
above. The governments were free, iIi accepting the jurisdiction
of the Court, to limit its jurisdiction in a drastic manner. There
might thus be little left in the acceptance which was subject to
jurisdiction of the Court. They might be justified in making these
reservations because of their individual interests. But the question
whether that little that was left was or was not subject to the
jurisdiction of the Court inust be determined by the Court itself.
Any conditions or reservations which sought to deprive the Court
of that power were contrary to the express provision of the Statute
and to the principal safeguard of the system of the compUlsory
jurisdiction of the Court. As such, they were invali? Articl~ 3~ ~6)
was an essential condition of the system of obligatory JUdiCIal
settlement as established in the Statute and was inserted with the
intention of providing an indispensable safeguard of the operation
of the system. Article 36 (2) spoke ofthe recognition by the parties
to the Statute of the "compulsory" jurisdiction of the Court. But
there was no question of compulsory jurisdiction if, after the dispute
had arisen and after it had been brought before the Court, the
defendant state could decide whether the Court had jurisdiction.
I t had been said that as states were free to accept or not to accept
the Optional Clause, they were free to accept the very minimum
U Lauterpacht, I.e.]. Reports (1957), p. 44.
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of it. Surely that was right. But that very minimum must not be
in violation· of the Statute. The declaration did not exist except
by virtue of the Statute. It did not legally exist unless it was in
accordance with it.
In order to bring the "automatic reservation" in conformity
with Article 36 (6), it was argued that if a government; in conformity with its reservation, had made a determination th~t a matter
was essentially within its jurisdiction, then there was in fact no
question of jurisdiction. For the fact that the government eoncerned
had made such dete~ination was not in dispute and, therefore,
Article 36 (6) seemed not to be relevant. At most the application of
Article 36 (6) was confined to registering the fact that the determination had been made by the defendant state. Very rightly Judge
Lauterpacht characterized this argument to be merely of a dialectical character. In fact the position was that there was a dispute
between the parties on the question of the jurisdiction of the Court
and because of the "automatic reservation" that dispute could not
be decided by the Court. It- had thus the effect of divesting the
Court of the power conferred upon it by Article 36 (6).
Apart from this inconsistency with the Statute, Judge Lauterpacht
opined, the declaration embodying the "autotnatic reservation" was
invalid as lacking an essential condition of the validity of a legal in,
strument. It left to the party making the declaration the right to determine the extent and the very existence of the obligation. In this
·case the French Government had undertaken an obligation in regard
to the domestic jurisdiction to the extent to which it, and it alone,
considered that it had done so. This meant, in fact, that it had undertaken no obligation. "An instrument in which a party is entitled to
determine the existence of its obligation is not a valid and enforce.
able legal instrument of which a court of law can take cognizance.
It is a declaration of political principle and purpose."48 It was
irrelevant for the purpose, Judge Lauterpacht made it. clear, that,
having regard· to public opinion, an enlightened state was not
likely to invoke any such reservation capriciously, unjustifiably and
in bad faith. These were merely expectations which might or might
not be fulfilled. Moreover, the reservation was made in terms so
wide as to cover, at the option of the state concerned, practically
all disputes in Which it might be involved. If, therefore, practically
every matter could be plausibly, though not necessarily accurately,
«8 I.e.J. Reports (1957), p. 50.
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described as a matter essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of the state, and if that state was the sole judge of the question, the
element of legal obligation was reduced to the vanishing point.
A view was expressed that though a state reserved for itself the
tight to determine whether a dispute was essentially within its
domestic jurisdiction, such determination must be made in accord.
ance with the legal obligation to act in good faith' and that to that
extent there was in existence a valid legal Obligation and a valid
legal instrument. But to act in good faith had a meaning, said
Lauterpacht, in terms of legal obligation, only when there was left
some scope for impartial finding whether the duty to act in good
faith had been complied. Here any such possibility had .been
expressly excluded. Moreover, the reservation being in terms
alarmingly comprehensive, it was not easy to find clearly as to
when a state had acted in bad faith.
Judge Lauterpacht thus reached the conclusion that the "automatic reservation" contained in the French declaration was
invalid. The question then arose whether this reservation could be
separated from the declaration in order to save the latter. He
thought that it was not severable because the reservation had been
"regarded by the declaring State as one of the crucial limitationsperh~ps the crucial limitation-of the obligation undertaken by
the acceptance of the Optional Clause of Article 36 of the Statute.
To ignore that clause and to maintain the binding force of the
declaration as a whole would be to ignore an essential and deliberate condition of the Acceptance as a whole." Lauterpacht, therefore, opined that the French declaration as a whole was tainted by
the invalidity of the "automatic reservation" contained in it. 49
. Judge Guerrero also maintained that "the great defect of this
reservation is that it does not conform either to the spirit of the
Statute of the Court or to the provisions of paragraphs ~ and 6 of
,Article 36". The principle contained in Article 36 (6), he said, was
cOmmon to all arbitral and judicial tribunals of an international
character, and the Court would perhaps be the only' tribunal that
would be compelled to refuse to deal with a dispute submitted to
it whenever a state invoked this reservation to claim the right to
determine that limit. The reservation was an obstacle to the
exercise of jUdicial function and "must. be regarded as .devoid of
.alilegal validity..•. It is not possible to establish a system of law
49

I.C.]. Reports (1957), pp. 55-9.
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if each state reserves to itself the power to decide itself what the
law is."50
Judge Read, however, said in his Dissenting Opinion that the
reservation should not be read as giving the state an arbitrary
power to settle any question of jurisdiction. Such a construction,'
according to him, would be unreasonable and absurd. Properly
construed, the declaratioRmeant merely that the state invoking
the reservation must establish that the circumstances were such
that it would be possible to reach the understanding that the dispute
was essentially domestic. Whether the circumstances were such
or not was to be decided by the Court and not by the state making
such detemiination. But if those circumstances existed the conclusion reached by the state could not be questioned. 51 It is sub.
mitted, with due respect, that there is no warrant for such an interpretation of the clear language of the French. reservation. As
Judge Percy Spender said in the Interhandel case about the
"'automatic reservation" in the United States'declaration, there is
no room for construing the United States reservation by implying
into it a concept that the determination must be reasonable or
that it must not be unreasonable. He opined:
So to read the reservation would require us to disregard its tenns.
That is precisely one of the things that the reservation was intended to remove
from any jurisdiction or any review by the Court; ... TheU:nited States
and it alone, was the sole judge of its action and/or 'of :its reasonable.ness. 6Z

So also Judge Lauterpacht said in that case:
The Court cannot arrogate to itself the competence to curtail that
right of final detennination by assuming the power to decide whether
that right has been exercised reasonably or in good faith. To assume
any such power would mean to deny to the U.S.A. the very right which
it stipulated as a condition of its cleclaration of Acceptance. 53

Three months after the Norwegian Loans case the Court was again
faced with an "automatic reservation" in a different context in the
Interhandel case between Switzerland and the United States. In
this case a Swiss company called I nterhandel owned 90 per cent of
the stock of General Aniline and Film Company, a company orga50

6Z

Ibid., pp. ,68-70.
I.C.]. Reports (1959), pp. 57-8..

51

53

Ibid., pp. 94-5.
I.C.]. Reports (1959), p.

Ill.
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nized under the laws of Delaware. During the war Interhandel's
American assets; including its shares in the General Aniline and
Film Co., were vested in the United States Custodian of Enemy
Property. The United States Government refused to release these
assets to the Swiss Government, contending that the assets had
been, if not enemy owned, at least enemy tainted. Moreover, the
United States refused to submit the matter to arbitration under the
Swiss-United States Arbitration Treaty of 1931. On October I,
1957, the Swiss Government filed an application under Article 36 (2)
for a declaration that the United States was under an obligation to
return the assets of the Interhandel Company or, alternatively,
that the dispute was one fit for submission to arbitration or conciliation. The United States raised four preliminary objections
to the Court's jurisdiction including the one based on the "automatic
reservation" included in its declaration. It said that the Court had
no jurisdiction "concerning the sale or disposition of the vested
shares of General Aniline and Film Corporation ... for the reason that
such sale or disposition' has been determined by the U.S.A., pursuant
to paragraph (b) of the conditions attached to this country's
acceptance of the Court's jurisdiction, to be a matter essentially
within the'domestic jurisdiction of this country".
At an early stage of the proceedings, the Swiss Government
asked the Court, pending a decision of the case, to indicate certain
measures of interim protection. The United States immediately
filed a preliminary objection to this application, based on the
"automatic reservation". In his oral argument in October 1957,
Mr. Loftus Becker, Agent for'the United States contended:

the indication of interim measures under Article 41 of the Statute,
,but rejected, for lack of urgency, the Swiss request.
By the time oral proceedings were held at The Hague on the
United States preliminary objection, the Supreme Court of the
U.S:A.· made a decjsion reversing the dismissal of Interhandel's
action in the United States courts and re-opening the case. The
agent. for the U.S.A., therefore, maintained that local remedies
were once more available to II;lterhandel and that, under the internallaw of the U.S.A., pending the final decision of the courts of
the United States, the disputed shares could not be sold. Under
the circumstances, he declared, the above' objection based on
"automatic reservation" had become "somewhat academic" and
"somewhat moot". Because of these reasons, and the fact that it
had decided on another objection that local remedies had not yet
been exhausted, the Court, by ten votes ,to five, deemed it unnecessary to adjudicate on 'this objection.
Four judges, however, thought it essential to pronounce upon
this reservation of the United States. Judge Lauterpacht, giving
almost the same arguments that he had adduced earlier;-declared
the United States reservation null and void and without any effect. 55
He got powerful support from Judges Percy Spender, Klaested and
Armand-Ugon. Judge Spender said that the Court could only
function within its Statute and within the limits of its authority"
It could not depart from the terms of its Statute. The United
States reservation (b) empowered the United States exclusively
on its own determination to say, in the event of a dispute, whether
it had or had not jurisdiction and this was clearly inconsistent and
incompatible with Article 36 (6) of the Statute, and with the concept
of compulsory jurisdiction and reciprocal obligation contemplated
in Article 36 (2) thereof. An "obligation" to recognize the jurisdiction of the Court, the existence and the extent of which "obligation"
in respect to any particular dispute was a matter which could be
determined by the state concerned, was not a legal obligation at all.
He was also of the opinion that it was not possible to sever this
reservation from the rest of the declaration and to do so would
impose upon the United States an acceptance quite different to
that which it made. So the declaration as a whole was invalid. 56
Judges Klaested 57 and Armand-Ugon 58 also found the "auto-

This determination by the U.S.A. is not subject to review or approval
by any tribunal. It operated to remove definitively from the jurisdiction
of the Court the matter which it determines.

The determination made by the United States under its domestic
jurisdiction reservation, he argued, "conclusively divested the
Court of the prima facie jurisdiction which it did possess prior to
such determination" and consequently the Court "no longer possessed any jurisdiction to indicate provisional measures on the subject
matter of the determination". 54
Despite this argument, the Court took jurisdiction to consider
64 Quoted by Briggs, "The United States and the International Court
of Justice", 53 A.].I.L. (1959), p. 308.
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matic reservation" to be incompatible with the Statute and hence
invalid; but thought that it could be severed from the declaration
and therefore declared that the declaration of the United States
was valid without this reservation.
These two cases make it abundantly clear that the trend of the
judges of the court is toward deciding this form of reservation as
invalid. Though the Court evaded the question in both the cases,
it by no means committed itself to take a different view, if the
question arises in a future case. In fact, as the Court itself declared
in its Advisory Opinion on the Reservations to the Genocide Convention that it was "the compatibility of a reservation with the object
and purpose of the convention" which served as a decisive test for
the admissibility of a reservation, 59 it may be argued that the
"automatic reservation" which is inconsistent with the object 'and
purpose of the Optional Clause, will be declared invalid. This view
is also supported by a number of writers. Thus Dr. Preuss exclaims:
"A declarant State accepts jurisdiction under the Statute, and to
attempt to deprive the Court of the power to determine the scope
of its own competence is to deny the essence of the obligation
envisaged by the Statute."59 a Miss Lawson also says: ."It is,
however, arguable that the formula is incompatible with the power
of the Court previously acknowledged by these states in paragraph 6
of Article 36 of the Statute which, as the constituent document of
an international organ, is not open to unilateral amendment even
indirectly."6o In his attack upon the validity of the' Connally
Amendment, Senator Pepper took this general view:

his spouse, for better 'or for worse. We cannot say, once we admit its
jurisdiction, that it may exercise only a limited part of its authority by
the Statute, and exclude another part when we happen to be effected .... Once we give authority for compulsory jurisdiction to attach,
then the law is embodied in Article 36 of the Statute becomes effective,
and we cannot by reservation in conflict with and in opposition to the
Statute authority limit the jurisdiction of this Court. 81

TO,add that reservation (regarding domestic jurisdiction); and then
to superim~ose upon it another one, that the U.S. Government was
to be the ~ole judge of its own interest in the matter, it seems to me,
flies, first, irito the very teeth of the purpose and concept of the Court,
and in the second place, into violent conflict with SUb-paragraph 6 of
Article 36. ',; . If there is anything fundamental in the law, it is that
one cannot be. the judge of his own case. Yet here we are laying down
in one reservation that the World Court shall not have jurisdiction
over domestic matters, and in the second place that we will decide whether or not a matter is domestic .... ,We take the Court as one takes

I.e.]. Reports (1951), p. 26.
L. Preuss, "Questions Resulting from the 'Connally Amendment"',
32 A.B.A. Journal (1946), p. 660.
. .
60 Ruth C. Lawson, "The Problem of the Compulsory Jurisdiction
of the World Court", 46 4.J.I.L. (1952), p. 238.
59

59a

As early as 1930, Lauterpachtattacked the British domestic
jurisdiction reservation because it might in some distant future be
interpreted as reserving for Great Britain the right to decide which
question did and which did not fall under the reservation. But the
British declaration did ,not claim expressis verbis such a privilege
as the United States has done. Judge Lauterpacht said in that
coimection that the Court would over-rule such an ar~ment, if
raised, as being inconsistent with the last paragraph of Article 36
which was an essential part, not only of that article, but of every
scheme of truly obligatory jurisdiction; that to deprive the Court
of the power to determine its scope of competence, and to leave
that right to the interested parties, was to deny the essence of the
obligation to adjudicate; that a party signing the Optional Clause
had to take, apart from other risks,. the risk that another state
might bring before the Court any dispute on the ground that it
came within the categories enumerated therein; and that the idea
of a highest international tribunal implied, as an essential condition
of its proper functioning, the confidence on the part of the states
that it would not become guilty either of a usurpation of powers
or of a disregard of international law. 62
On the other hand, Kelsen 63 and Hudson appear less inclined to
challenge its legality. Hudson says that "while the amendment
(Connally Amendment) is not in the spirit of paragraph 6 of
Senate Proceedip.gs (August 2, 1946), op. cit., pp. 10692-3.
Lauterpacht, "The British Reservations to the Optional Clause",
10 Economica (1930), pp. 137 ff.
88According to Kelsen, since Article 2(7) of the Charter does not
confer upon-any organ of the United Nations the power to determine
what matterS are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of a state,
only the state concerned is authorized to decide this question, and that,
consequently, the Court has to decide the dispute concerning its juri::;diction in favour of the;mrty which claims the dispute to arise out of a
matter within its'domestic jurisdiction. The Law of the United Nations,
LOndon (1950), p. 529.
61

. 62
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Article 36, it seems difficult to maintain that it constitutes a violation of that provision. It is still for the Court to decide upon the
jurisdiction conferred by the American declaration, though it will
have to say that no jurisdiction exists when the United States or
the state against which the United States may be proceeding, has
determined that a matter is within its domestic jurisdiction."64
Another United States '''Titer, Wilcox, maintains that the reservation of matters of domestic jurisdiction does not destroy the vitality of the U.S. acceptance of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction:

letter of Article 36 (6), as ReIsen and Hudson have pleaded, it can
scarcely be regarded as a genuine recognition of ~ompulsory
jurisdiction. Such an escape clause is in fact far more objectionable
than a right to terminate the declaration immediately on notice,
since it seeks to defeat the Court's compUlsory jurisdiction even
after the application has been filed in the case. If, as the United
States appears to intend (the two cases discussed above leave no
doubt that this is the intention), and the determination that the dispute concerns a matter "essentially within the domestic jurisdiction"
is to be'made after an application has been filed, it has retroactive
effect and avoids the operation of the rule in the Nottebohm case.
Thus, under this form of escape clause, the establishment of the
Court's jurisdiction in any particular case will depend on the
willingness of the state concerned to submit to jurisdiction after a
case has arisen, and the professed acceptance of compulsory.jurisdiction will be merely illusory. 66
I twas pointed out by the Report of the Committee on Foreign Relationi,.of the U.S. Senate that, because of the reciprocal nature of the
jurisdiction provided in paragraph 2 of Article 36 of the Statute, reservations made by the United States would operate in favour of any
other state against which the United States would invoke the Court's
jurisdiction. Senator Morse warned that the United States would
bar itself from proceeding against other states in disputes which
are "essentially" within their domestic jurisdiction, "as determined
by themselves". 67 In brief, the effect; of the Amendment is to
multiply the reservation of domestic. matters, as determined unilaterally, by the number of acceptances of the jurisdiction of the
Court. This is true not only in relation to states which have ex·
pressly excluded matters of domestic jurisdiction, it is true even
with regard to states which have accepted the compulsory jurisdic.
tion unconditionally as we found in the 'Certain Norwegian Loans
case.
Dr. Preuss feels that this legal situation was insufficiently compre·

The fact remains that we are still bound to accept the.Court's jurisdiction in the four important categories of cases listed in Article 36 .
It may safely be assumed that most disputes that anse will clearly be
either domestic or international in character and that no question about
the jurisdiction of the Court will be raised. The veto, therefore, if we
can call it a veto, is only a qualified one. 66

This interpretation appears seriously to underestimate the effect
of the U.S. reservation, the very purpose of which is to empower
the United States to withdraw a matter from the Court at will,
regardless of whether the Court might consider it to fall within one
of the four categories of legal disputes listed in Article 36 (2). It is
for this reason that it strikes at the very heart of the system' of
compulsory jurisdiction laid down in Article 36 of the Statute.
The United States declaration does not finally define beforehand
the matters in regard to which it accepts jurisdiction; it leaves the
definition until after a case has arisen and then leaves it not to the
decision of the Court but to its own choice. The declaration thereby
creates an illusion of compUlsory jurisdiction, but the moment a
case arises, the jurisdiction is seen to be voluntary on the part of
the United States. The unambiguous meaning of the U.S. reservation-and the debates in the Senate leave no doubt that this was
the intention-is that the United States reserves to itself an absolutely general right to insist, in any given case, upon its own dete;.
mination of the matters considered to be within its domestic jurisdiction and to decline jurisdiction with respect to such matters;
Even if the U.S. reservation is held to be compatible with the
64 Hudson, "World Court-America's Declaration Accepting. Jurisdiction", 3Z A.B.A. Journal (1946), p. 835.
66 Wilcox, "The United States Accepts the Compulsory]urisdiction",
40 A.J.I.L. (1946), p. 71Z.
.
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eo According to Waldock, the declarations under Article 36(Z), or
treaties under Article 36(1), containing such a reservation do not by
themselves suffice to confer compulsory jurisdiction on the Court, but
they provide a basis for establishing the jurisdiction of the, Court subsequently on the principle of forum prorogatum. Waldock, "The Plea of
Domestic JurisdiCtion before InternationalLegal Tribunals" 31, B. Y.I.L.
(1954), pp. 9 6 - 1 4 Z •
67 Senate Proceedings (August z, 1946), op. cit., p. 10684.
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hended, for none of the proponents of the Connally Amendment
appeared to envisage the possibility that the United States would
ever appear bdore the Court as a "plaintiff" seeking judicial recognition of its legal claims. They visualized the United States as
occupying alwayb, he says, "the position of an embattled and outnumbered defendant exposed to the judicial usurpations of a tribu.
nal composed of fourteen alien judges and one lone American". 68
The United States was the first to reserve the right to determine
unilaterally whether a given question was or was not one of domestic
jurisdiction, and therefore, should or should not be submitted for
adjudication. 69 During the period between the two World Wars,
there had been a tendency, as shown in the numerous post~war
treaties of international arbitration and adjudication, towards a
general recognition of the principle that where reservations are
made they should be interpreted and applied in a specific controversy'not by each interested party itself, but by an arbitral or
judicial agency authorized to decide the preliminary question
whether any stated reservation, inclUding that of domestic matters,
becomes operative. Thus under the Covenant, there was provision
for an international determination of what was included within the
domestic jurisdiction. The General Act of 1928 permitted accession
with reservations defined and limited in a list which included disputes concerning "questions which by international law ar~ within
the domestic jurisdiction of States"; but it further provided that
disputes "relating to the interpretation or application of the present
General Act, including those concerning the classification of disputes
and the scope of reservations, shall be submitted to the Permanent
Court of International Justice". The Locarno Arbitration Treaties
of 1925 also provided that if the parties should, fail to agree upon
a compromis, "one or other of them may bring the dispute before
the Permanent Court of International Justice by means of an
Preuss, op. cit., 40 A.].I.L. (1946), p. 734.
The arbitration treaties concluded before the First World War
included the then customary reservations of national honour and indepen~ence and were generally regarded as recognizing by implication
such nght of unilateral determination. They were devoid of any real
legal obligation and provided merely a basis for compromis. But such
t~ea~ies, providi~g for the right of unilateral determination of the juris_
dIctIOn of the tribunal virtually disappeared after the First World War
following upon the establishment of the Permanent Court of International
Justice.
88

80
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application". The same tendency towards third-party determina"
tion is shown by the fact that none of the forty-five states which at
one time or another accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
former Court reserved to itself the right of determining the' scope
and application of its reservations. This trend continued even
after the Second' World War; Thus Article V of Pact of Bogota of
April 30, 1948, which provided for non-application of the treaty
provisions to domestiC- matters, declared: "If the parties are not in
agreement as to whether the controversy concerns a matter of
domestic jurisdiction, this preliminary question shall be submitted
to decision by the International Court of Justice at the request of
any of the parties." In fact after an examination of over two
hundred treaties in the volume published in 1949 by the U.N.
entitled ""Systematic Survey of Treaties f~r Pacific Settlement of
International Disputes, 1928-48", Judge Lauterpacht found "that
only a very small number of treaties-perhaps not more than six--:'"
contained a reservation of the right of unilateral determination". 70
The United States accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
International Court for the first time with the purpose of extending
the scope of international adjudication; but the significance of the
American declaration was seriQusly impaired by the insertion of an
exclusion which reserved for unilateral determination the scope of
obligations assumed. Thus Dr. Preuss remarked that the "inclusion
of the Connally Amendment leaves'the United States in substantially the position it has occupied under earlier treaties of obligatory
arbitration which contain merely an "agreement to agree', which is
'obligatory as long as there is no dispute but becomes optional as
soon as one has arisen'. In view of the legitimate expectations of
substantial progress which had been aroused by the relatively
unanimous approval of the principle of compulsory adjudication,
the reversion of the United States to previous practice constitutes
a retrogressive step. "71.
Apart from the serious limitation on the jurisdiction recognized
by the United States, Judge Hudson expressed the fear in 1946
that "the Connally Amendment seems unfortunate because it may
be repeated in future declarations and the Court's compulsory
jurisdiction may be so greatly restricted that it will cease to be ,a
foundation stone of the international law of the future". This
regrettable reservation, as was feared, proved infectious, and
70 I.e.]. RepOt'ts (1957), p. 63.
71 Preuss, 40 A.].I.L. (1946), p. 736.
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appears now also in the declarations of'Mexico (1947), Liberia
(195 z ), Union of South Africa (1956); Pakistan (1957) and the Sudan
(1957).72
The inclusion of such a stultifying provision as the "automatic
r~ser~ation" in the declarations by so many states has left very
lIttle In the compulsory jurisdiction that haS been conferred on the
Court. The tide of criticism has been rising against it,. and this is
strongest in the United States itself. Thus Mr. William P .. Rogers,
Attorney-General of the U.S.A., pleaded for "re-examination of the
domestic jurisdiction reservation",73 and Mr. Briggs74 and Mr. C. S.
Rhyne 7S suggested its total abolition. In August 1958, the Report
of the Special Committee on International Law Planning of the
~merican Bar Association (ThomasE. Dewey, Chairma~ stated
In part:
The Committee believes that the withdrawal of the United States
reser:ation to the jurisdiction of the International Court, to the -extent
t~t It all?ws the, United States unilaterally to determine which disputes
he essentIally WIthin its own jurisdiction, would be a most salutary
step. It would be a demonstration of faith in the rnle of law and a
'
persuasive example to others. 76 .
72 Moreoyer, this form of accepting the jurisdiction of the 12o1lrt has
~ot, been con?ned to the Optional Clause. It has been followed, under
~ts ~n~u~nce, m some other texts purporting to provide for the obligatory
jUrISdlctlOn of the Court, e.g. the reservation of the U.S.A. to the Pact
of Bogota.. In a series of economic aid agreements between the U.S.A.
and s~me othe~ ~~tes as, for instance, with China of July 3, 1948, the
followmg proVISIon occuts :

It is ~n~e~to?d that the undertaking of each Government (providing
for the JUriSdIctIon of the Court) is limited by the terms and conditions
of sU~h ~ff~ct~ve recognition as it has heretofore given to the compulsory JUriSdIctIon of the International Court of Justice under Article
36 of the StatIlte of the Court.
73 William P. Rogers, "The United States 'Automatic' Reservation
to the Opti?nal Clause Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice",
7 Internatzonal and Comparative Law Quarterly (October 1958), pp.
758-6 2.
.
,
..
74 Briggs,,"T~e 1!,nited States and the International Court of Justice-A Re-exammation , 53 A.J.I.L. (1959), pp. 30 1-8.
.
75 C. S. Rhyne, "World Peace Through Law", 44 A.B.A. Journal
(1 958),'p. 997. See also Stephen M. Schwebel to the same effect, New
York T~mes (August 17, 1957). .
76 Quoted by Briggs, op. cit., 53 A.J.I.L. (1959),P. 3° 1,"
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The Institut de Droit International also unanimously adopted a
resolution in 1954 expressing the hope "that states which include
intlreir declarations accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice a reservation in respect of matters
of domestic jurisdiction will leave it to the Court to decide in each
particular case whether the reservation is applicable".77
IIi face of such mounting criticism, it is high time that this
peremptory: reservation is withdrawn by these states. 78
It is interesting to note here a similar reservation adopted by the
United Kingdom in her declaration of April 18, 1957, whereby it
excluded disputes, "relating to any question which, in the opinion
of the Government of the United Kingdom, affects the national
security of the United Kingdom or of any of its dependent
territories".
This reservation was probably inserted to protect Britain's right
to conduct atomic tests and also to bring Britain in line with her
other allies, such as the U.S.A. and France. 79 But the form of its'
expression was subjected !o very.strong criticism and the govern.
ment was charged with "undermining a valuable international
situation" and "stemming, rather than encouragipg, the movement towards a more general acceptance of the International
Court's authority".8o This was because the phrase "national
security" was c;:apable of a very wide interpretation. and its inter.
preter was to be British Government and not the Court. Mr. P.
Noel Baker accused the government of a "smashing blow at
British interests" and said that, "if the action of the government
stood long uneoITected, it would be a grave setback to the
cause of establishing justice in international affairs".81 'Mr.
Arthur Henderson also believed this to be a retrograde step 'and
Quoted by Briggs, ibid.
It is encouraging to note that India, like France, has, in her revised
declaration of September 14, 1959, withdrawn this reservation. It is a
good beginning, and it will really be belleficial for the development of
international adjudication if the other states follow their example. See
infra, Chapter VII.
79 Foreign Secretary, Parliamentary
Debates, House of Commons,
Vol. 577 (November 8, 1957), col. 474. Also see The Times, London
(August 23, 1957).
90 New York Times (August 18, 1957); The Times, London (August 23,
1957); 184 Economist (August 24, 1957), p. 607.
81 Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, Vol. 577· (November,
8, 1957), Cols. 489-94.
77
78
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a direct blow at the prestige and influence of the Court. 82
Perhaps because of this criticism, the United Kingdom in her
latest declaration which it filed on November 26, I9S8, removed
the above "automatic reservation" as such, though it still excluded
disputes arising out of events occurring before the date of the present
declaration which, had'they been brought before the Court previous
to that date, would have been excluded under the "automatic
reservation".83 This Jatter reservation seems to have been made
in order to exclude any possibility of Japan bringing a dispute
before the Court about the atomic tests.
2.

Reservation Regarding Disputes under Multilateral Treaties

Another reservation, no less far-reach~ng than that above described, was also made by the United States. Exception (cJ of the
United States declaration excludes "disputes arising under a
multilateral treaty, unless (I) all parties to the treaty affected by
the decision are also parties to the case before the Court, or (2) the
United States of America specially agrees to jurisdiction".
This reservation in fact tikes care of whatever might have been
left by the previous one. It,apparently had its origin in a memorandum which Mr. John Foster Dulles submitted to the Foreign
Relations Committee of the S.enate during the hearings on the
Morse Resolution. In his memorandum Mr. Dulles pointed out
that, oftentimes "disputes, particularly under multilateral conventions, give rise to the same issue as against more than one nation.
Since the Court Statute uses the singular 'any other state', it might
be desirable to make clear that there is no compUlsory obligation
to submit to the Court merely because one of the several parties to
such dispute is similarly bound, the others not having bound themselves to become parties before the Court ... ."84
The Committee then suggested that Mr. Dulles' objection might
be met by adding the above mentioned exclusion from the jurisdic-'
tion of the Court. 85 The drafting of this provision, as Judge Hudson
821bid., Col. 514.
83 Hudson, "The Thirty-Seventh Year of the World Court", 53 A.J.I.L.
(1959), pp. 319 fl.
84 Hearings on s. Res. 196, p. 44.
85 Review of the U.N. Charter': a collection of documents, Washington
(1954), p. 103.
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points out, shows a confusion of thought, for if the United States
agrees to jurisdiction, the special agreement would constitute the
basis for the Court's exercise of jurisdiction and there would be no
question of applying the declaration. Anyhow, on the suggestion
of Senator Vandenberg the foregoing text was added to the Resolu.
tion in the Senate without demur and without a vote. 86 There
was no clarifying debate and it seems that its meaning or its implioations were not fully understood. 8? The Senators were thinking only
of reciprocity and the fact that all parties in a multilateral dispute
should have accepted compUlsory jurisdiction before the United
States was compelled to appear before the Court. The use of the
phrase "multilateral treaty" was perhaps made without understanding its full implications. 88 The language as used betrays
much confusion and to this day no one is quite sure what it means.
On the face of it the reservation sel'lms very sweeping. It means
that in a dispute between the UnitedStates and some other state
concernirig the interpretation and application of a multipartite
treaty, the United States is under no obligation to submit unless
all of the parties to the treaty-and there may be fifty or more
of them-come in as parties before the Court or unless the United
States waives its privilege. And because of the reciprocal nature
of the declaration, the United States may not be able to proceed
against' any state unless the same condition is fulfilled. The juris~
diction conferred on the Court would thus be seriously diminished.
But there are certain writers, such as Francis O. Wilcox, who
believe that such a narrow interpretation of this reservation "undoubtedly goes beyond the intent of the Senate" for, he says,
"in many instances it would be impossible to secure the participati~n
in acase of all parties to a treaty" because many of them will have
no interest in it; and so the effect of such an interpretation would
be to nullify the declaration of the United States in regard to an
important source of jurisdiction.89 On the other hand, Judge
Hudson remarks that the Senate had no real intent in this connection; but even if the intent of the Senate could be shown, he says,
88 Hudson, "World Court-America's Declaration Accepting Jurisdiction", 32 A.B.A. Journal {1946), p. 836. ,
87 H. W. Briggs, op. cit., 53 A.j.I.L.(1959), pp. 315-16.
88 Senate Proceedings (August I, 1946), op. cit., p. 10618.
88 Francis O. Wilcox, "The United States Accepts the Compulsory
Jurisdiotion"; 40 A.J.IL. (1946), p. 715.
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it is very doubtful if the Court 'would take any consideration of it
while construing the reservation. 90
There might be found some amount of elasticity in the phrase
"parties to the treaty affected by the decision". To whom do~s
the term "affected" apply? Does it apply to the "parties", or to
the "treaty" ? Should the "parties to the treaty" be affected, or
should "the treaty" be .affected pI If the latter; then the reservation will clearly require every party to the treaty affected to be
party in the case before the Court. If the former, when would a
party to the treaty be affected ?92 A decision of the Court would be
binding upon a state under Article 59 of the Statute only if it is a
party to the case or an intervenor. But to restrict the meaning of
"affected" to being bound would in fact be to render the exclusion
meaningless.
According to Hudson, a party to a treaty might find itself in
some way prejudiced by the interpretation of the treaty given by
the Court and to this extent "affected", though it is not a party to
the case. So in case of a dispute as to the jurisdiction under -the
American. declaration the Court might decide that any party to
the treaty would be "affected by the decision".
.Articles 62 and 63, both dealing with intervention, may help to
understand the meaning of the phrase "affected by the decision"
because these words also occur in Article 62. A state, not originally
a party to the case, may intervene on either of the two grounds:
(I) Under Article 62, if the state f'considers that it has an interest
of a legal nature which may be affected by the decision in the
case"; (2) under Article 63, when the case involves the construction of a treaty or convention to which the state is a party, in which
event the intervention is a matter of right. From these articles
Hudson evolves the logical conclusion that, for purposes of intervention a state found by the Court to have "an interest of a legal
nature which may be affected by the decision in the case" (Article 62)
is placed on a par with a state which is party to the treaty or convention whose construction is before the Court. So, he says, "it seems

probable that the Court would be inclined to give to the words in
the American declaration the meaning which they have in Article 62,
i.e. a party to the treaty would be 'affected by the decision' when
it has an' interest of a legal nature which may be affected by the
decision". Article 63 read with Article 62, according to him, indicates
that when a treaty or convention is being construed every party
to the treaty or convention. is in the position 0f having such an
interest. Therefore, whether the phrase "affected by the decision"
applies to the, parties to the treaty or only to the treaty itself,' the
Court would lack jurisdiction under the American declaration
unless every:party to the treaty is a party to the proceeding before
the Court. 93 Lauterpacht expresses the same view of the effect of
the reservation. 94
According to this interpretation, the Court might be deprived of
jurisdiction to interpret any multilateral treaty to which the United
States is a party, unless the United States gave specific consent in
the particular case, or unless all the parties to the treaty became
parties to the case. Judge Hudson suggests that the proviso could
be invoked only if the United States were the original plaintiff or
defendant in the case, but feels· that, if this reservation were generally copied by other states, "the usefulness of the Court as the
great interpreter of world law would be greatly curtailed".
On the other hand, Professor Quincy Wright thinks that the
reservation was "designed to protect the interests of third states,
parties to the multipartite treatieS involved in a case"; an interpretation which might make the reservation unnecessary, in view
of the right of such states to intervene under Article 63 of the
Statute. 95
Dr. Wilcox opines in the article previously mentioned, that "the
mere fact that a treaty is subject to interpretation by the Court
could not in itself constitute sufficient justification for a party to
the treaty to claim that it is 'affected by the decision'." Judicial
interpretation, according to him, merely defines what the particular
treaty or certain parts of it mean and, in fact~ does not affect the

Hudson, op. cit., 32 A.B.A. Journal (1946), p. 836.
Dr. Wilcox seems to think the former; and he suggests "affected"
to be interpreted to mean "directly affected" or "legally affected" and
says this interpretation would tend to narrow the circle of states to
more logical and reasonable proportions.
92 It is clearly for the Court to decide this question in any dispute as to
its jurisdiction under the American declaration.
.
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91

92 Hudson, "World Court-America's Declaration Accepting Jurisdiction" 32 A .B.A. Journal (1946), p. 832.
94 Oppenheim, International Law, Vol. II, 7th ed., London (1952),
p.63·
.
.
.
OJ; Quincy Wright, "The International CO'lrt of Justice and the Interpretation of Multipartite Treaties", 41 A .].l.L. (1947), pp. 445-52.
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legal rights and duties of the signatories except those who are
parties to the case. Professor Wright supports the stand taken by
Wilcox and says that it would certainly be extraordinary if the idea
of complete reciprocity of obligations flowing from a judicial deci.
sion concerning a statute were held to apply to all persons bound
by that statute; Such a view would lead to the absurd conclusion
that no act of the Congress could be interpreted by any American
court unless all the persons bound by that act, perhaps more than
140,000,000, were also parties to the dispute before the Court. So,
he says, it is quite unlikely that the proviso had the purpose of
'requiring all parties' to any treaty to become parties to every
dispute about it.
On the other hand, Professor Wright suggests that this proviso
was intended to assure that states with a legal interest which would
be directly affected by a decision concerning a multilateral treaty
become, in every sense, parties to the dispute before the Court.
It was therefore, he argues, intended to clarify Articles 62 and 63
of the Statute of the Court by requiring (r) that a request under
. Article 62 shall not be'decided arbitrarily but by a judicial determination of the claim presented by the requesting state that it
has "an interest of a legal nature which would be affected by the
decision in the case"; (2) that if such an interest is found or if a
state intervenes under Article 63" the intervenor shall have the
status of a party 96 to the dispute under Article 59 and other articles
of the Statute, and, if a Member of the United Nations, under
Article 94 of the Charter; (3) that a state which has a legal interest
of such nature that it ought to be bound by the decision, may be
required to become a party; and (4) that if the Court does not <l;:pply
these rules in a case brought against the United States by virtue of
9B According to Professor Wright, it is not clear whether an intervenor
is a party to the case in every sense of the tenn. Article 59 merely says
that "parties" are bound by the decision and Article 62 does not throw
any light on it except what may be drawn from the word "intervene"
itself. Article 63 provides that an intervenor under this article shall be
bound only by "the construction (of the treaty) given by the judgment"
and so perhaps not by the other aspects of the decision. Even Judge
Hudson says that, an intervenor under Article 63 "becomes a party
before'theCourt ... in so far as the proceeding relates to the construction
of the convention, and the construction given by the judgment will be
binding upon it; but apparently it does not become a party generally
for aU purposes." The Permanent Court, p. 422.
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its declaration under the Optional Clause, the United States may
deny the jurisdiction. Adopting this interpretation he believes that
the reservation should be read as follows:
This declaration shall not apply to ... (c) disputes arising under a
multilateral treaty, unless (I) all patties to the treaty (with an interest of
a legal nature which will be) affected by the decision, are also (pennitted,
or in exceptional circumstances required by the Court to intervene and
thereby to become) parties to the case before the Court, or (2) the United
states of America specially agrees to the jurisdiction.

Professor Wright supports his view by the following considerations: Firstly, a proper grammatical construction shows that the
phrase "affected by the decision" modifies the subject of the clause
"parties" and not the word "treaty"; secondly, the evidence of the
Senate's intention suggests that in order to be party to a case
involving the construction of a multilateral treaty, the interest
required in the dispute should be greater than that arising merely
from their participation in the treaty; thirdly, the construction
suggested by ]udgeHudson would nullify the treaty to such an
extent that it is not reasonable to assume that it was intended;
fourthly, the Court can generally assume that if a state does not
intervene under Articles 62 and 63, it has no legal interest that may
be affected by the decision, but a party before the Court may, as in
the case of a guarantee, have a legitl interest that other parties to a
multipartite treaty be bound by the decision; lastly, it should not be
assumed that the right of intervention un<;ler Article 63 means that
all parties to a multipartite treaty have an interest of a legal nature
in every case in which the construction of treaty is involved. In
municipal law, it is never supposed that every person who is bound
by a statute has an interest of a legal nature in every case in which
the construction of that statute is involved, and there is no autho·
ritativepronouncement that every party to a multipartite' treaty
has necessarily a legal interest in every case in which that treaty is
construed.
The second paragraph in the reservation is intended to mean,
according to Professor Wright, that in a case brought against the
United States, it can deny the jurisdiction of the Court "if the
Court has demonstratably failed to act in the manner suggested,
that is, if the Court has, arbitrarily refused to permit the interven.
tion of a party to a multilateral treaty involved in ,the ca,se or has
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refused to treat an intervenor as a party entitled to the rights ana
bound by the obligations of a party, or has failed to require· a
state which ought to be bound by the decision to become a party
before it." This, of course, he says, does not give the United States
a unilateral veto as does the reservation regarding domestic jurisdiction; but an unfortunde controversy might be raised between the
Court and the United States as to whether the Court has properly
interpreted a reservation. He, therefore, admits that it shows
"inadequate confidence in the judgment of the Court", but hopes
that "if the Court gives due consideration to the intervenors under
Articles 62 and 63, treats them as parties in all respects, and gives
heed to the direct interests of the parties to the case that other
participants of the multipartite treaties involved be bound by the
decision, it will be carrying out the requirements of the American
proviso". 97
Judge Hudson, writing in the 1948 issue of the American Journal
of International Law, strongly criticized Professor Wright's opinions. 98 According to him, the reasons given by Professor Wright
for sustaining his interpretation are of no consequence. Firstly,
the reliance on grammatical construction is a point of only little
significance. Secondly, the evidence of "Senate's intention" in
formulating the exclusion is chiefly a statement by an adviser to
the Senate's committee; in fact there was no reference made to
the matter on the Senate floor and therefore it does not include any
declaration by the Senators. Thirdly, the problem raised by the
fact that Hudson's construction would nullify the declaration to a
great extent can be solved only by an assumption that the jurisdiction was conferred. Fourthly, the power of the Court to assume that
"a state which fails to intervene under Articles 62 and 63· has no
legal interest which may be affected", is a wholly gratuitous suggestion. Fifthly, the suggestion that right of intervention under
Article 63 does not mean that all--parties to a multipartite treaty
have an interest of a legal nature in every case in which its construction is involved, flies in the face of the actual text of Article 63, read
with Article 62.
Hudson further points out that Professor Wright is on dangerous
grounds when he suggests that the Court might "require" intervenWright, ibid.
88 Hudson, "The Twenty-sixth Year of the World Court", 42 A.J.I.L.
(1948), pp. 12-13.
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tion. His fears that Court might "arbitrarily" deal with the application of a state to intervene "is a slut on the Court which its
history completely refutes". More serious, however, is his intention
that in defiance .of the clear provisions of the Statute in Article 36,
paragraph 6, the United States might, in some circumstances,
exercise a veto on the Court's decision. "This is indeed a turning
back of the hands of the clock. It is a reversion to ideas which
commentators generally have thought to have been scotched by
the Statute. It indicates a failure to appreciate the great progress
made in international adjudication over a period of a quarter of
century."
In face of such criticism it is not believed that Professor Wright's
views will be accepted. So the fact remains that the American
reservation is a bad precedent. In view of the fact that one of the
important functions of the Permanent Court of International
Justice was to interpret and apply multipartite instruments and
in most of the cases99 all the parties to such instruments were not
before the Court, this is definitely a retrogressive step. Most of the
present day international law is contained in treaties and, if the
Court is really to play its rightful function, its interpretation
and application of their provisions should not be stymied by the
reservation that all parties to the treaty involved must come before
the Court as parties to the case.
This reservation seems more remarkable when it is recalled 100
that by becoming a party to the Constitution of the International'
Labour Organization in 1934, the United States conferred on the
Permanent Court of International Justice (under Article 37 of the
Constitution) the jurisdiction over "any question or dispute relating to" the Constitution or any labour convention concluded by
the members of the organization. These are multipartite treaties,t°l
yet nothing was said about the necessity that any party to the treaty
affected by the decision should be a party before the Court. Under
Article 37 of the revised Statute, the United States is still bound in
this manner, and its declaration has not modified this position. 10 2
. De The Wimblet!o'ii Case, the two Mavrommatis cases, the Treaty of
Neuillyease; the Lotus case, the Gder case, the Freezones case, the Memel
case, the two Light. Houses cases, the Chinn case and the Pazmany
Universitycase.

The fact was not recalled in the Senate debate.
The United States is a party to five labour conventions.
102 Hudson, op. cit., 32 A.B.A. Journal (1946), p. 895. Mr. Shabtai

100

101
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Pakistan is the only other country which has followed this reservation so far.
.

which we bequeath to them, a procedure which we are unwilling to
apply to the disputes which have been bequeathed to us ~ Can the
thought behind the reservation be that our predecessors have done
certain questionable things which we should not care to defend,
whereas our own conduct is so exemplary that our successors have
nothing to fear from arbitration ~ The explanation seems to be
too cynical to be accepted; but is there any othed"I06
The Permanent Court of International Justice explained that the
limitation is "inserted with the object of depriving the acceptance
of the compulsory jurisdiction of any retroactive effects, in order to
avoid, in general, a revival of old disputes, and to preclude the
possibility of the submission to the Court, by means of an application, of situations or facts dating from a period when the state
whose action was impugned was not in a position to foresee the
legal proceedings to which these facts and situations give rise".IO?
According to Lauterpacht, there are two categories of disputes
which probably supplied the main motive for the reservation of
"past disputes". The first arose out of. belligerent· measures, in
particular, out of those connected with the conduct of war at sea..
That branch of international law is so controversial and unsettled
that the very cause of international judicial settlement renders
desirable the exclusion of the.se disputes from the obligatory settlement. The other legitimate limitation upon the compulsory jurisdiction of international tribunals was dictated by the necessity of
not disturbing the territorial status quo which had existed for a
considerable number of years. lOS
Thus the origin of this reservation usually lies in the wish of
certain states to exclude certain definite claims. But the general
terms in which the "past disputes" are excepted give rise to a
great amolint of uncertainty. For it is clear that the phrase "situations and facts prior to the declaration" is vague and admitting
of a variety of interpretations. An evenf, giving rise to a dispute
may happen in 1950 but the essential facts, relevant to and forming
the background of the controversy, may have happened many

3· Reservations Excluding Previous Disputes
As a general rule, the declarations are .made to apply only to
disputes subsequently arising. There are two main reservations of
this kind. The reservation made by Australia is fairly wide:
" ... in all legal disputes arising after August 18, 1930, with regard
to situations or facts subsequent to that date".
This form of reservation is employed by some states l03 whereas
a smaller number of states l04 have employed another formula as
expressed by the United States of America: " ... in all legal disputes
hereafter arising. . . ."
I t is clear that the first and broader of these two formulations
can be alarmingly comprehensive. It is indeed difficult to imagine
any great number of international disputes that are completely
divorced from situations or facts prior to the entry into force of
such a declaration. It also becomes very difficult at certain times
to define the scope of a conflict so as to be sure that it is in a real
sense "arising hereafter". Such a reservation has led to considerable indefiniteness. This reservation restricting the duty to adjudicate to future disputes did not, as a rule, figure in the arbitration
treaties concluded before the First World War. After the war it
appeared for the first time in the Locarno Treaties, which excepted
"disputes arising out of events prior to the present Treaty and belonging to the past". According to Lauterpacht this reservation
is "on the face of it arbitrary, and it saddles future governments
with a duty which the government stipulating the reservation is
unwilling to accept in respect of the acts of its predecessors'',105
Professor Brierly, commenting on this reservation made by the
British Government in acceding to the Geneva Act, 1928, said: "Why
do we propose to lay on our successors in respect of the disputes
Rosenne suggests that this reservation relates to compulsory jurisdiction only and does not affect the conventional jurisdiction of the Court
under a compromissory clause of a multilateral convention. op. cit.,
p. 3 1 4.
103 Australia, Canada, Colombia, Finland, France, India, Luxembourg,
New Zealand, South Africa, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
104 Netherlands, U.S.A., Belgium, Pakistan, Turkey.
106 Lauterpaoht, op. cit., IO Economica (1930), pp. ,137 ff.
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106 Brierly, "British Reservations to the General Act", 8 B.Y.I.L
(1931), p. 133·
107 Phosphates in Morocco case, Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol.
IV, p. 321.
108 Lauterpaoht, "Judicial Settlement of International Disputes",
The Path to Peace, Ed. G. W. Keeton, Wales (1945), pp. 85-90.
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decades ago. Moreover, as Judge Lauterpacht asks, does the restriction to "situations and facts prior to the declaration" include. the
interpretation of treaties concluded before the acceptance of the
Optional Clause? This may well be doubted. But the suggestion has
nevertheless been. put forward, particularly in connection with
above-mentioned provisions of the Locarno Treaties. It was maintained, and widely believed, that they had the effect of precluding
Germany from asking for. a judicial interpretation of the Treaty of
Versailles by the Permanent Court of International Justice, for
instance, in regard to the provisions of the Treaty relating to the
evacuation of the Rhineland. It is not believed that "that is the
effect of the reservation, but that is not because of any logical
impossibility of such an interpretation but because of the breathtaking practical consequence to which it may lead".lo9 Equally,
there is a wide scope of discussion and consequent uncertainty on
other parts of this reservation. When does a dispute arise? Does
the verb refer to the time at which the injurious event occurs?
Or to the time when the claim is first put forward through appropriate channels? Or when the claim has been rejected and parties
have finally disagreed? Or, to raise another question, what does
a situation prior to ratification mean? If legislation injuriously
affecting aliens and alleged to be contrary to i~ternationallawhas
been passed prior to the declaration, would the continued application of such legislation fall under the terms of the reservation ?
These and many other questions that can be raised show the indefiniteness of the clause. no The Permanent Court of International
Justice twice had occasion to interpret such reservations, and the
findings of the Court in both cases show the difficulties and dangers
of such exclusions. In the Phosphates in Morocco case the Court said
inter alia:
The qu.estion whe~her a given situation or fact is prior or subsequent
~o a partIcular date IS one to be decided in regard to each specific case,
J~st as the question of t1,J.e situations or facts with regard to which the
dIspute arose must be decided in regard to each specific case. However
in answering these questions it is necessary always to bear in mind th~
will .of the. st.a te which only accepted the compulsory jurisdiction within
specIfied hmits and consequently only intended to submit to that juris109 LauterpaCht, "The British Reservations to the Optional Clause"
'
10 Economica (1930), pp. 137 fE.
110 La:uterpacht, ibid.
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diction disputes having actually arisen from situations or facts subsequent to its acceptance. But it would be impossible to admit the existe~ce
of such a relationship between a dispute and subsequent factors which
either presume the existence or are merely the confirmation or development of earlier situations or facts constituting the real causes of the
dispute. 111

In discussing the same reservation, in the case of Electricity
Company. of Sofia and Bulgaria, the Court said inter alia:
It is true that a dispute may presuppose the existence of some prior
situation or fact, but it does not follow that the dispute arises in regard
to that situation or fact. A situation or fact in regard to which a dispute
is said to have arisen must be the real cause of the dispute. In the present
case it is the subsequent acts with which the Belgian. Governm?nt .reproaches the Bulgarian authorities with regard to a 'particular aJ;>phcation
Of the formula-which in itself has never been dIsputed-which forms
the centre point of the argument and must be regarded as constituting
the facts with regard to which the dispute arose. UI

In the case of Right of Passage over Indian Territory, Judge M.
Badawi dealt with such a reservation made by India. He said:
Portugal is confusing the dispute and the situation. The fact that
there is a culminating point in the dispute, namely, 1954, does not mean
that it does not consist of more than one phase .... To include within
its words "facts and situations" the developments of the dispute would
be to distort the meaning of those words. The dispute had already
begun in 1950 and since it is both a political and legal dispute, it took
various forms and passed through several stages.
,
,
I t matters little whether a dispute has or has not ansen With regard
to that situation; the priority of date is referable only, to the ,situati.on
and not the dispute. The declaration does not say concernmg ,pnor
disputes" but "prior situations or facts". It .is the,refore applIcable
even if these facts or situations have never gIven nse to dIfferences
between the parties. u3

From the point of view of the jurisdiction of the Court, it would
certainly be b.etter that this type of reservations were not made.
It frequently happens in the life of states that disputes take a long
time to mature and lengthy diplomatic negotiations take place
before it is finally decided that the conflict has become definite
enough and concrete enough to be formulated as claim and counter·
claim before an international tribunal. The Court might, therefore,
111
113

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV, pp. 321-2,
Ibid., p. 409.
us I.C.]. Reports (1957), pp. I60-r.
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.be most useful when called upon to deal with older claims and
conflicts. In the absence of an express reservation,· it seems to be
clear that the Court is competent to deal with conflicts of long
standing.
4· Reservations Concerning Other Means of Pacific Settlement

Exclusions in regatd to disputes for which the parties have
agreed or shall agree to have recourse to another method of peace-.
ful settlement have been made by a number of states. One such
example is the declaration made by Pakistan: " ... provided,that
such declaration shall not apply to (a) disputes the solution of
which the parties shall entrust to other tribunals by virtue of
agreements already in existence or which may be concluded in the
future ...."
This reservation is consistent with Article 95 of the Charter
and provides merely that if a state accepts the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice, it would not revoke
or repeal or endanger in any degree whatsoever any existing agreement that that country might have with any other country as. to
the settlement of disputes between them by arbitration, or 'by
any other peaceful procedure such as mediation or conciliation;
nor does it stop that country in anyway from entering into such
agreements in the future. This is also in conformity with the
letter and spirit of other sections of the Charter, which encourage
disputing parties to settle their controversies by peaceful means
of their own choice (Article 33). In fact, as we have noted earlier, .
there are particular cases under particular circumstances which
the parties do not wish to bring to the Court and want to settle
them by arbitration or by other means. It is no use and, in fact,
harmful to force them to come to the Court. The real thing that
matters is that these. disputes should be settled, not that they
should be settled by the Court. At the time of the signature of the
Optional Clause by Britain in I929, the Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs referring to this reservation said: "Commercial
treaties and conventions dealing with special subjects, such as
reparations, or with technical matters, SUQh as copyright, very
often contain provisions setting up special tribunals to deal with
disputes which may arise as to the meaning or application of their
terms. When that is the case, the dispute will be dealt with as
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and will not be submitted. to the
. .
. Court
thO
provi'ded i.n the agreement
t Th Hague. "114 One of the main reasons for msertmg
IS
:eserv:tion was probably not so much of any
inability of
the Permanent Court; with its machinery of specIal cha.m~ers and
summary procedure, .to deal wit.h matters o~ t~is deSCrIptIOn, but
that the parties did not wish to dIsturb the eXIstIng arrangements.
There seem. to be possibilities of conflict between recourse to
the International Court of Justice, on the one hand, and to other
agencies for peaceful settleinent on the other. States ~ay conclude
special treaties concerning pacific settlement of ?IS?U~es. both
before and after having accepted the compulsory JUrISdIctIon of
the International Court of Justice. The problem would seem to be
different in the two cases.
.Possible conflicts between the compulsory jUrisdicti~n of the
Court and other means of pacific settlement adopted specifica~ly by
the parties were discussed exhaustively. dur~ng .the elab~ratIon of
the Charter of the International Trade OrgamzatIon. But It may be
said that too much importance has been given to this problem;
for after all, the acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Court never
compels two states to bringtp.eir disputes before ~he Court. It only
means that one party to a dispute cannot refuse If the other party
wants to bring the case before the Court. The two states concerned
can always agree on any other'peaceful method of s~ttlement, or
even not to attempt a settlement. at all. Moreover, It frequently
happens that two states, both of whom have accepted the comp~l
sory jurisdiction of the Court, nevertheless ?orclude a s'pe~lal
agreement with a view to defining the issues mstea~ of. brmgl~g
the conflict before the Court by an unilateral apphcatIon. It IS
due to this reason that the number of cases actually brought before
the Court under Article 36, paragraph 2, are relatively small. 115
It may, however, happen that a state which has accepted the
jurisdiction of the Court may later have agreed to other mea~s of
pacific settlement but, for certain reasons, might prefer to brmg a
matter before the Court. The other party, having first accepted the
compulsory jurisdiction but· later having concluded a treaty for

sup~osed

114 Memorandum on the Signature by H. M. Government in the
U. K. of the Optional Clause of Statute, Misc. No. 12 (1929), Cmd. 3452,
paragraph 10.
,
J ' d ' t'
f
116 Hambro, "Same Observations on the Compulsory
uns IC Ion 0
the International Court of Justice", 25 B. Y.I.L. (1948), p. 147.
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solving the dispute by other means, might then refuse to appear
before the Court on the ground that the later special treaty had
abrogated t~e former acceptance. Such conflicts ought to be
solved according to the general rules as to conflicts between treaties
I t might be said that the later treaty abrogated the earlier, or speciai
treaty ab~ogat~d the general one. On the other hand, says Dr.
Hambro, It ml~ht be argued that the declarations filed under
Article 36, paragraph 2, become a part of the treaty-law of the
United Natio~s: since the Statute of the Court is a part of the
Charter. If thIS IS true, then according to Article 103 of the Charter
their obligations under the Charter should prevaiI.
,
. According to Hu~son it is possible for two states by a bipartite
mstrument to modIfy the effect of their earlier declarations, as
between themselves, if this is clearly intended.116 In the Electricity
Company c~e, .the Court held that a later treaty between Belgium
and BulgarIa dId not prevent their earlier declarations from having
effect, as the part~es had no~ intended to weaken their obligations
under the declaratIOns; but It is to be noted that in this case both
of the parties had taken the position that both the declarations
and the later treaty were operative. The Court said':
In i~s (Court's) opmlon, the multiplicity of agreements concluded
acce?tr~g the compulsory jurisdiction is evidence that the contracting
parties mtended to open new ways of access to the Court rather than to
close old ways or to allow them to cancel each other out with the ultimate
result ~~at. no jU~isdi?tion would remain. In concluding the Treaty
of conclhat~on, arbltr~tro~ and judicial settlement, the object of Belgium
a.nd Bu!gana :vas to mstrtute a very complete system of mutual obligatI~ns With a VIew to the paci~c settlement of any disputes which might
anse. betwee~ them.. There IS, however, no justification for holding
that.m so domg the:l:' mten~ed to ,:e~ken the obligations which they had
prevIOus.ly ~ntered mto With a SImIlar purpose, and especially where
such obhgatrons were more extensive than those ensuing from the Treaty.
From this premise the Court drew the conclusion that if in a
particular case, a dispute could not be referred to the Court ~nder
a treaty, whereas it could be submitted under the declarations
made by the ~arties, the treaty could not be adduced "to prevent
th~se declaratIOns from exercising. their effects and disputes from
, bemg thus submitted to the Court".117
HUdson, The Permanent Court, pp. 469-7 0 •
117 Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV,p. 4 3.
0
116
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Certainly, as Hudson says, the point is one which· the parties
must have in their mind and, in fact, in a number of treaties it has
been' expressly referred to. Thus the treaty between Iran and
Switzerland of April 25, 1934, provided that the dispositions
covering arbitration did not in any way preclude the application of
the declaration made by the two states under Article 36, paragraph
2, of the Statute. But in some cases this is not made clear. Thus the
Geneva General Act of 1928 provided that it should not affect
any agreements in force by which the parties are bound to resort to
arbitration or judicial' settlement assuring the settlement of the
dispute; the effect of thi? provision is doubtful, so that the rela·
tion of the Act both to prior and later declarations is somewhat
uncertain. Italy, in adhering to this Act, expressly mentioned
that its adhesion did not in any way affect its declaration under
paragraph 2, Article 36.118
5. Recourse to the Security Council
A committee of the Fifth Assembly of the League of Nations
stated that, in recognizing the Court's compulsory jurisdiction a
state might "reserve the right of laying disputes before the Council
of the League of Nations with a view to conciliation in accordance
with paragraphs 1-3 of Article IS of the Covenant, with the proviso
that neither party might, during the proceedings before the Council,
take 'proceedings against the other in the Court",l19 Inspired by
this statement, the British declaration of September 19, 1929,
reserved for the government "the right to require that proceedings
in the Court shall be suspended in respect of any dIspute which
has been submitted to and is under consideration by the Council
of League of Nations, provided that notice to suspelld is given
after the dispute has .been submitted to the Council and is given
within ten days 'of the notification of the initiation of the proceedings
in the Court, and provided also that such suspension shall be
limited to a period of twelve months or such longer period as may be
agreed by the parties to the dispute or determined by a decision ?f
all the Members-of the Council other than the parties to the dispute,"
Similar. reservations were made by other Members of the Com·
Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 474-5.
League of Nations, Records of the Fifth Assembly, Third Committee,
p. 199; Hudson, ibid., p. 470.
118

110
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monwealth and other countries in their declarations, two of which
continue to be still binding under Article 36, paragraph 5, of the
Statute. 120 It is, however, doubtful if it is permissible to substitute
"Security Council of the United Nations" for "Council of the
League of Nations" in these reservations, since the present Security
Council cannot be regarded as equivalent to the Council. of the
old League. 121 It is interesting to note here that Australia in her
revised declaration of February 6, 1954, has made a similar reservation substituting "Security Council" for the "Council of the League".
Some other countries, such as the United Kingdom, South Africa
and India have however, in their revised declarations, dropped
this reservation altogether.
But what is the reason for the suspension? According to the
British Memorandum accompanying acceptance of the Optional
Clause in 1929, there are certain disputes "which are really political
in character though juridical in appearance. Disputes of this kind
can be dealt with more satisfactorily by the Council so that the
conciliatory powers of that body may be exercised with a view to
arriving at a friendly settlement of the dispute."122 It was for this
reason that the British Government required that disputes covered
by the clause should be referred at its own choice to the Cou~cil of
the League before they were dealt with by the Court. Accordmg to
Judge Lauterpacht, one of the reasons which seems to h~ve.inspi:ed
this clause was the apprehension that disputes may anse m WhICh
the Court may be compelled to render decisions based on un"
satisfactory, inequitable, and obsolete law.l 23
.
The reservation in itself contains no definition of the disputes
that may be so referred to the Council. Th~ state remains free to
say that it considers any dispute tobe "really political in character";
this freedom is the essential subjectivity of a dispute. In any
particular case, even about the interpretation of a treaty, the
Canada and New Zealand.
Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., pp. 312-13. Kelsen also says that the
wording of Article 36, paragraph 5, is not applicable to this clause of
the declaration as the wording of that paragraph "does not allow to
interpret the clause to mean that, now, the Security Council ~s to be
substituted for the Council of the League". The Law of the Umted Nations, London (1950), p. 528.
122 ap. cit., Misc. No. 12(1929), Cmd. 3452, para 1 0 . . '
..
123 Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the Internattonal Commumty,
London (1933), p. 342.
120

121
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state making the reservation can say that it is not disposed to
accept and is therefore not seeking a legal interpretation but is
asking for a modification of the legal rights-whether by way of
extension of its own right, or of diminution of its own duties, or by
some method of compromise.
It is no doubt true to say with the White Paper that "this formula
places the United Kingdom' in much the same position as a state
which has agreed to a treaty of arbitration and conciliation provid.
ing for reference of all disputes to a conciliation commission befo~e
they are submitted to a judicial settlement".124 But such a state IS
not in a strong position for avoiding a legal settlement-apart from
the fact that in practice it would be a serious step for a government
to declare that it is not disposed to accept a legal settlement of a
dispute which according to its SUbject-matter is within the Optional
Clause. A change of international rights must not be asked for
without the most weighty reasons if a general respect for those
rights is to be preserved. But if a change of international rights i~ to
be asked for, it would be better that the d~mand should be effective.
According to Fischer Williams, the r~~l fault of the reservation is
that while it seems to recognize the distinction between the dispute
as to rights and the dispute in which one party at least challenges
the existing order, it fails to draw the full conclusion from this
recognition. If one party to a dispute is unwilling to accept a
settlement on the basis of existing legal right, and it is intended to
respect this unwillingness, it should not be obliged after not obtain·
ing any redress within twelve months, a very short period in inter.
national relations, to withdraw ~t and submit the matter to law
again. 125
Lauterpacht also does not like this reservation which leads to
nothing but delay. He says "there is in the spirit of this reservation,
namely, in the wish to protect this country from unreasonable
and aggressive claims, a vague apprehension of danger as exhibited
in the nervous quest for security from the law, which it is difficult to
comprehend". A state making such a reservation will not always be
a defendant. It is just as likely to be a plaintiff and see the justice of
its claims delayed as the result of the very same reservations
which it formulated in order to strengthen its position as defendant.
Any nation may, as against the countries who have followed this
1240p. cit., Misc. No. 12(1929), Cmd. 3452, para 10.
125 J. F. Williams, "The Optional Clause", II B ..Y.I.L. (1930), pp. 63ff.
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form of reservation, avail itself of this reservation not only in
regard to matters which are really political in character, but In
respect of any dispute, howsoever unreasonable it may be. I26

probably in the spirit of the Optional Clause which prevents a
government from limiting the number of states to which it wishes
its signature to extend"; There is no reason, he says, in the present
stage of international law, when recourse to judicial settlement is
optional, why a contractual transaction of this nature should
deprive a state of the right to choose the parties with whom it is
willing to conclude an arbitration treaty,l30
Probably this reservation, which was originally intended to
emphasize the absence of an international element in the relations
of the members of the Commonwealth, is now· obsolete and in
default of any corresponding machinery within the Commonwealth,
produces results contrary to the purposes which inspired it. As
Mr. Jennings says, the reservations to the Optional Clause suggested
that there either was or soon would be in existence alternative,
purely Commonwealth institutions, for the settlement of inter se
disputes. There was, of course, the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council which as a matter of history was an appropriate
tribunal for inter se disputes as well as providing a court of appeal
from Commonwealth courts. But, in fact, Privy Council was so
closely connected with the U.K. that it was not likely to be an
acceptable tribunal for disputes between the newly independent
members. Commenting on this, a Canadian writer (Mackay)
said: "It smacks of pre~Commonwealth days, when inferiority
not equality of status was the rule."I3I Some innovation was,
therefore, required, but nothing has been done. 132 Thus Mr. Liaquat
Ali Khan, the fonner· Prime Minister of Pakistan, urging India to
refer the Canal Water Dispute to the International Court, referred
to this problem. He said:

23 8

6. Disputes between Members of the British Commonwealth
All the Commonwealth countries before the Second World War
excepted from their declarations "disputes with the Government
of any other Member of the League which is a member of the
British Commonwealth of Nations, all of which disputes shall be
settled in such manner as the parties have agreed or shall agree" ,127
Disputes between these countries were considered to be on a different
level from the disputes between a Commonwealth country and a
foreign state. The British White Paper sa.id: "Disputes with
other members of the British Commonwealth of Nations are excluded because the members of the Commonwealth, t.hough inter.
national units individually in the fullest sense of the term, are
united by their common allegiance to the Crown. Disputes between
them should, therefore, be dealt with by some other mode of set·
tleme~t, and for this provision is made in the exclusion clause."128
As Sir Austen Chamberlain put it in the House of Commons, these
were disputes "we ought to settle for ourselves without foreign
interference".129
This reservation raises one point of interest. How far may a
state signing the Optional Clause expressly exclude one or more
states from its operation? May. Russia when signing the Optional
Clause add a reservation to the effect that her signature does not
apply to America? We have shown previously that many sta:tes
have done so under the old as well as under the new Statute. Ac·
cording to Lauterpacht "there is nothing in the wording, nor
Lauterpacht, op. cit., 10 Economica (193 0), p. 159·
Even in their revised declarations, the Commonwealth states
have invariably maintained this reservation. Pakistan is the ?nly ~m.
monwealth country which, in its declaration of 1948, and Its revised
declaration of 1957, omitted this reservation about the Commonwea~th
disputes: But though Pakistan has not made this reservation, it remams
unbound towards other Commonwealth members because of the reciprocity principle inherent in the Optional Clause.
128 Op. cit., Misc. No. 12 (1929), Cmd. 345 2.
. .
129 Quoted by R. Y. Jenning:s, "The Commonwealth and International
Law", 30 B. Y.I.L. (1953), p. 3 26 .
iu
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Under the Optional Clause. the Government of India have agreed
to accept the jurisdiction of the International Court on the application
of countries which are not members of the Commonwealth. The exception doubtless contemplated that there would be Commonwealth machinery equally suited to the judicial settlement of disputes. While
such Commonwealth machinery is lacking it would be anomalous to
deny to a sister member of the British Commonwealth the friendly
means of judicial settlement that is offered by India to countries outside
the Commonwealth. laS
Lauterpacht, op. cit., 10 Economica (1930), pp. 137 ff.
Quoted by R,. Y. Jennings, op. cit., pp. 326 ff.
131 R. Y. Jennings, ibid.
188. Letter dated August 23, 1950 from Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan to 8hri
130
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Moreover, there is nothing to prevent one member of the Commonwealth from citing another member before the Court by virtue
of an instrument of compulsory settlement other than the Optional
Clause, for instance, under the various agreements relating to Air
Services cOhcluded in I949. l34 Thus the position that in no case
should Commonwealth disputes be submitted to international
tribunals has been abandoned in those particular areas covered by
the above mentioned agreements. Apart from this, the maintenance of inter se reservation to the Optional Clause is not strong
enough to oust the jurisdiction of the other organs of the United
Nations. Indeed, the refusal of jurisdiction to the Court over inter se
disputes has increased the probabilities of the important disputes
being taken to the less satisfactory political forum. Thus, as Jennings says, the aim to settle inter se disputes "without foreign
interference" has miscarried the point. Under these circumstances t}{is reservation now seems pointless and ought to be
abandoned.
7. Reservation of a Right to vary Declaration by Giving Notice

Attention may now be drawn to a new escape device ,introduced by Portugal in her recent declaration, dated December I9,
I955. We have already seen in Chapter V the use that'may
be made of a right to terminate a declaration by notice to the
Secretary-General for the purpose of varying the terms of the
declaration. Portugal made her declaration for one year and from
then on until notice of termination was given and, in addition,
reserved the right at any time to exclude ,from the scope of her
decl,aration "any given category or categories of disputes by notifying the Secretary-General of the United Nations and with effect
from the moment of such notification".
This reservation sets up a position similar to that under a declaration immediately terminable on notice and is open to all the same
objections. The state concerned, as soon as it sees the possibility
that a particular dispute may be brought before the Court, can
Nehru, Prime Minister of India; Correspondence be!Ween the Prime
Ministers of India q,nd Pakistan on the subject of the"No War Declaration",
New Delhi (1950), p. IO.
134 Oppenheim, Internationai Law, Vol. II, 7th ed., London (1952),
p.60fn.

take avoiding action by notifying the Secretary-General of the
exclusion of that category of disputes from its declaration. At first
sight indeed this form of reservation appears to render the acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction merely illusory. This would definitely be the case if the reservation were thought to have retroactive effect. The -Portuguese reservation, however, expressly
declares that any future reservation is to have effect only from the
date on which it is notified to the Secretary-General. This means
that Portugal's acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction is valid with
respect to any category of disputes until the exclusion of that category has been notified to' the Secretary-General. Accordingly,
under the Nottebohm rule, the filing of an application with respect
to any particular dispute within the category would be sufficient
to bind Portugal to submit to the Court's jurisdiction, and subsequent notification of a reservation would be of no avail, to put a
stop to the proceedings. It was, in fact, so held by the International
Court in the case of Right of Passage over Indian Territory when
India maintained this Portuguese reservation to have retroactive
effect. The Court said that the words "with effect from the moment
of such notification" could not be interpreted to mean that suc!). a
notification would have retroactive effect so as to cover cases
already pending before the Court. In their ordinary sense these
words meant. simply that a notification under this res,ervation
would apply only to disputes brought before the Court after the
date of the notification. l3s
India made out another point against this reservation in the
above-mentioned case. It said that this reservation was incompatible with the object and purpose of the- Optionaf Clause in that it
had introduced into the declaration a degree of uncertainty as to
reciprocal rights and obligations, which deprived the acceptance of
the compulsory jurisdiction of all practical value. Particularly,
it was said that, in consequence of this reservation "tHe other
signatories are in a continuous state of uncertainty as to their
reciprocal rights and obligations which may change from day to
day". The Court, while admitting that such reservations did
bring about a degree of uncertainty as to the future action of the
accepting government, rejected this contention as it said that that
uncertainty did not attach to the position actually established by
the declaration, or as it might be established in consequence of
136

I.C.]. Reports (1957), p. 142..
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recourse to this reservation. As the declarations and their .alterations were deposited with the Secretary-General who communicated them to the other parties, it was always possible to ascertain,
at a particular moment, the reciprocal obligations of the parties in
accordance with their respective declarations. The delay in the
communication of these notifications did bring some amount of
uncertainty, but that was inherent in the Optional Clause system
itself.
The Court, moreover, said that with regard to any degree of
uncertainty that might result from this Portuguese reservation,
the position was substantially the same as that created by the right
claimed by many signatories of the Optional Clause to terminate
their declarations by simple notification without any obligatory
period of netice. There was no essential difference, with regard to
the degree of certainty, between a situation resulting ,from the
right of total denunciation and that resulting from the Portuguese
reservation which left open the possibility of partial denunciation.
Nor was it relevant that while in the case of total denunciation the
denouncing state could no longer invoke any rights accruing under
its declaration, in the case of partial denunciation Portugal could
otherwise continue to claim benefits of its acceptance.' For, as a
result· of the operation of reciprocity, any jurisdictional rights that
it might continue to claim for itself could be equally invoked against
it by other signatories. laG
The introduction of this form of reservation is nevertheless to be
condemned as undermining the real purpose of the Optional Clause
in the same way, and to the same extent, as a provision whereby a
declaration is made immediately terminable by notice to the
Secretary-General. A declaration like that of Portugal, in which
both these forms of escape clauses are combined, must be regarded
as hardly more than a nominal acceptance of compulsory
jurisdiction.
In fact, on February 23, I956, the Swedish Government wrote to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations that because of this
reservation in. the Portuguese declaration, that Government had
really not accepted the jurisdiction of the Court. On July 5, I956,
the deputy-permanent representative of Portugal to the U.N.
protested against the Swedish observation that the declaration
amounted to "no more than a form"; it was said that the Portuguese
136 I.e.]. Reports (1957), pp. 143-4.,
.
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Government merely reserved "the right to abrogate at any time"
their declaration of acceptance. 137 And the condition of reciprocity
confers upon every other state adhering to the Clause the right,
vis-a-vis Portugal, to qualify its acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction by notifying new reservations. This, in fact, seriously impairs
the usefulness of the declaration.
8. Disputes Not Arbitrable under Municipal Law

Some, other reservations leave the scope of the compulsory
jurisdiction accepted by the state concerned in considerable
uncertainty. One such example is the reservation made by El
Salvador which excludes "disputes or differences concerning points
or questions which cannot be submitted to arbitration in accordance with the political constitution of this Republic".
This reservation is in the same class as the more general reservations made in earlier arbitration treaties of "vital interests, honour,
independence, sovereignty" and so on. It may also be seen that
this reservation appears to mean that Salvador, if she wishes, may
vary the scope of her acceptance of the Optional Clause, by amending her own Constitution, a fact against the fundamental principle
of international law.
9. Disputes between States Having No Diplomatic Relations

Israel, in its declaration of October I7, I956, stipulated the nonapplication of the declaration to "any dispute between the State
of Israel and any other State, whether or not a Member of the
United Nations, which does not recognize Israel or which refuses to
establish or to maintain normal diplomatic relations with Israel
and absence or breach of normal relations precedes the dispute and
exists independently of that dispute".
According to Israel's interpretation this was to apply, in principle,
to cases where the absence of relations was anterior to the arising of
the dispute, and to be independent of the dispute; it would not normally be invoked where relations were suspended after or in consequence of the dispute. Nevertheless, any difference of opinion which
might arise would fall within the Court's jurisdiction under Article 36,
137 Hudson, "Thirty-fifth Year of the World Court", 51 A.].I.L.
(1957), pp. 1-17·
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paragraph 6, of the Statute. In view of this provision in the Statute,
the Government of Israel did not engage itself or its successors
to conform strictly to this interpretation in a case of a contest
arising as to the competence of the Court in accordance with the
declaration; and in such a contest, full freedom of action was reserved as to the manner in which the jurisdiction of the Court
might be invoked. 13B This position of Israel, in the opinion of
Judge Hudson, "seems to be designed to open the door for a
challenge of the application of the provision of Article 36, paragraph 6", and he feels that "general tolerance of such an inroad
on a most important provision of the Statute would be a regrettable retrogression".. According to Shabtai Rosenne, Legal Adviser
to the Government of Israel, however, there was no such intention
to challenge the competence of the Court under Article 36 (6).
The words "this interpretation", according to him, referred to the
interpretation contained in the instrument of ratification and meant
that the interpretation co~tained in the instrument of ratification
was not to pre-judge how the question of jurisdiction would be
pleaded in a concrete case. 139
Following Israel, India has also in her latest declaration reserved
from the Court's jurisdiction "disputes with the government of
any state with which, on the date of an application to. bring a
dispute before the Court, the Govermnent of India has no diplomatic relations". But in this case there is no limitation that the
absence of diplomatic relations should be anterior to the arising of
the dispute and be independent of it. This reservation can, therefore, be invoked in case of a dispute where the diplomatic relations
might have been suspended in consequence of the same dispute,
and goes therefore much further than the Israeli reservation.

roo Disputes with a State which Filed Declaration for a Particular
Dispute or Only a Little Time Prior to the Submission of the Dispute
It is interesting to note here another reservation which has
recently been made to cut out the worst kind of opportunism to be
found in the system of Optional Clause, whereby a state which is a
party to the Statute and refrains from making a declaration, is in
138 Interpretative passage in the instrument of ratificatioh of the
declaration, quoted by Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 342.
139 Ibid.
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the best and the safest position. It can, at any moment, file a
declaration to bring another country which has accepted the
compulsory jurisdiction before the Court in any particular dispute,
while itself remaining immune from any such action. The United
Kingdom has; in her latest declaration, made a reservation excluding "disputes in respect of which any other party to the
dispute has accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice only in relation to or for the purposes of
the dispute; or where the acceptance of the. Court's compulsory
jurisdiction on behalf of any other party to the dispute was deposited or ratified less than twelve months prior to the filing of the
application bringing the dispute before the Court" .140
The British Government explained that this reservation was a
step to eliminate' the "gross anomaly tl!at exists now between
those countries accepting the Courts jurisdiction and those that do
not" and was added to make the condition of reciprocity m~aning
ful. It was said tha.tabout fifty Members of the United Nations
had not yet accepted the jurisdiction of the Court, bU~ they. were
not barred from accepting it on specific disputes they might Wish to.
bring before the Court. In Stich a state could thus hale others. to
the bar when it so wished, "wqiles)Japping its fingers at the judges".
if it was itself arraigned. 142 This was thought to be an intolerable
po:?ition which could not be defended on the. basis of reciprocity
at all. u3
As we have seen, the acceptance of the Statute by itself carries
no liability to appear before the Court in a contentious case at the
suit of another state. Before it becomes liable to appea,r as defen·
d~nt in a case, a state must have accepted the Court's jurisdiction
either by a treaty or by a declaration under the Option~l C~at1se.
But the mere fact that a state is a party to the Statute gives it the
power, under the Optional Clause, at any moment to put itseH
into the position of being able instantly to bring before the Court
any states which have already accepted the Optional Clause' in
any case covered by the terms of their declarations.' Being a party
140 Following the United Kingdom, India in lier recent declaration
filed on September 14, 1959,. appended a similar reservation.
141 New York Times (August 18, 1957)·
142 "More or Less Reciprocity", 184 Economist (Editorial), (August
24, 1957), p. 60 7.
.
143 Foreign. Secretary of Great Britain, Parliamentary ProceedIngs,
House of Commons, Vol. 577 (November 8, 1~57)' ools. 473-4·
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cerned. Leaving apart such an absurd case, he says, a state may
hold aloof for years from the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court
under the Optional Clause, and then make· a declaration ad hoc
for a particular case in a form which involves it in only a very
transient acceptance of the Clause. 146
It is true that a state making a declaration even for a very brief
period exposes itself during that period to the risk of being dragged
before the Court by any state which has subscribed to the Optional
Clause. Since, however, a state is free, by reservations and conditions, to curtail drastically the scope of its declaration, it could
usually so frame the latter as to include the particular dispute
which it wanted to bring before the Court and yet exclude other
disputes in respect of which it felt itself to be vulnerable. A state
could thus easily frame its declaration so as to be able to take benefit
of the Optional Clause procedure, without taking substantial risk
of being compulsorily brought before the Court in another case. 146 &
Professor Waldock thus makes out a very strong case against
this position. At present, he says, a state which refrains from
making a declaration may sit immune on the side-lines, and yet,
when the moment is favourable, descend for a brief space of time
to fall upon one of the unsuspecting states already there and afterwards speedily return to its secure seat on the side-lines. The result
is that so long asa fair number of states are subscribers to the
Optional Clause, which is the position today, there is really no point
at all in adhering to the Clause in advance of an actual case. The
state which does not make a declaration now has the best of both
worlds. It is, therefore, not surprising that in spite of great enthusiasm at the San Francisco Conference in favour of giving the new Court
compulsory jurisdiction in all legal disputes, many countries have
not accepted the Optional Clause. Still less is it to be wondered at
that there has been an increasing tendency amongst those state!'j
which have accepted the Optional Clause to introduce into their
declarations sweeping and ambiguous reservations so as to leave
them the maximum amount of freedom when threatened by proceedings in an actual case. Indeed, the highly privileged position
of the state which does not make a declaration goes a long way to
justify the use of declarations immediately terminable by notice
and even attempts to frame reservations which enable the state::
concerned, if it thinks fit, to decline jurisdiction in individual cases.
H6 Waldock, op. cit., p. 281.
~.I& Waldock, ibid.
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Though these devices may be unfortunate, it is no use decrying
them without first doing something to ensure a greater degree of
reciprocity between states which have subscribed to the Optional
Clause and those which prefer to stay immune from compulsory
jurisdiction. 147
Though the making of ,a temporary declaration for the purpose
of taking an individual case has not become common, the possibility of such a practice coming up is not without foundation. Thus
we saw in the case of Right of Passage over Indian Territory that
Portugal, within three days of her filing of the declaration, which is
binding for one year and thereafter until notice of termination is
given and contains a most sweeping reservation regarding its
partial denunciation, brought this case before the Court. It may, of
course, be said that Portugal had only recently become party to the
Statute. Even then, a case brought with such lightning speed after
becoming party to the Statute and filing the declaration clearly
shows the possibilities of abuse of the-Optional Clause by a state not
itself previously liable to compulsory jurisdiction.
The United Kingdom and India have done well to pay heed to
this problem raised by Professor Waldock and made clear by the
above-mentioned case. It would be advisable, it is submitted, to
amend the Statute itself and add, such a reservation to Article 36
of the Statute so as to make sure that states, not accepting the
compulsory jurisdiction, may not be able to abuse tpe procedure
of the Optional Clause.
147 Waldock, op. cit., p. 282. Waldock, in fact, suggested a formula by
which a state could protect itself against a state which remained outside
the Optional Clause and then suddenly had recourse to it for the purpose
of starting proceedings in a particular case. Such a state might insert in
its own declaration a, ,reservation excluding "all disputes with a state
which at the date of the ratification of the cleclaration has not accepted
the Optional Clause, except' disputes which arise after the acceptance
of the Optional Clause by that state and with regard to situations or
facts subsequent tothe said acceptance". Such a double form of reservation, he said, would effectively prevent a state from making a declaration
under the Optional Clause for the sole purpose of starting proceedings in a
particular case. He also suggested, in the alternative, that at the end of
Article 36(2) a proviso:might be.inserted on the following lines: "Pro~
vided that for'a period of two years after the date when any such declaration comes into force it shall not have effect with respect to a dispute
concerning matters which were the subject of differences between the
parties during, the two years immediately preceding that elate."

CHAPTER VII

ATTITUDE OF STATES TOWARDS THE COURT
1.

CONTRACTION OF THE SPHERE OF COMPULSORY JURISDICTION

THE' analysis of the optional system of compUlsory jurisdiction
that we have made, makes it abundantly clear that there has been a
continuous decline in the acceptance of responsibilities under it,
and if these trends continue the system is bound to degenerate
into one of mere opportunism; declarations being made, cancelled
and varied as immediate interests of each state may dictate. In
fact the development of compulsory jurisdiction has reverted to
where it started from; the preservation, to a large extent and
for the most important disputes, of the national freedom of action.
Instead of frankly exempting from adjudication the most important
classes of disputes the states prefer to express this power in a more
refined and concealed manner. These declarations are fine examples
pf the 'rather "hypocritical" attitude of governments to their
undertaki,ngs accepting the jurisdiction of the Court and give a
very false picture of the true position. Any state accepting compulsory jurisdiction may; while paying lip service to the principle
of judicial determination of disputes and giving itself the air of
loyal supporter of the Court, still reserve the freedom to evade
its obligations as and when it pleases.
As we have seen, ,the Optional Clause was accepted as a compromise between the majority ·of states who wanted' compUlsory,
jurisdiction to be conferred on the Court by the ,Statute itself and
those great 'powers who were not then prepared to go so, far. It
,constituted an invitation to states to take courage and undertake
this commitment even if only for a trial period, and even if only
for a limited range of disputes. The unilateral form of these declarations and complete freedom given to the states as to when, and
for how long, and on what conditions, they might accept the obligations under it, led the states to exclude wide matters from being
taken before the Court. This also made state practice under the
Optional Clause dependent on the international atmosphere.
After 1920,as confidence in the Court grew, many; states accepted
its compulsory jurisdiction. This tendency was stimulated by the
?AO
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adherence to the Optional Clause of the United Kingdom in I9 2 9.
But she made a number of reservations to suit her conditions.
And this example was followed by others. Reservations and
conditions came to be multiplied and this led to the contraction of
the scope of compulsory jUrisdiction of the Court.
There seems to have been little disposition at the San Francisco
Conference to remove:this' inherent weakness' of the Optional
Clause, namely, the unrestricted freedom of each state to frame the
conditions of its adherence to that Clause. The question was raised
in a sUb-committee by Canada and Australia, the latter proposing
that there should be an exhaustive list of permitted reservations
on the lines adopted in the General Act of Geneva I9 28 .1 But the
sub-committee decided to maintain the existing text of the Optional
Clause, while it also emphasized that this text had been interpreted
as authorizing the making of reservations. 2
The general deterioration of the international situation since
I945, and the division of the world into two main groups, have led to
a general weakening of the position of law in international relations.
In I946 , when the United States accepted the Optional Clause for
the first time, it made very sweeping reservations. Its example was
followed by other countries and such uncertain and ambiguous
r:se~vations were made as have left the scope of compulsory jurisdIctIon extremely vague and limited. Professor Corbett has rightly
remarke,P that these reservations and exceptions "have turned this
route to generalized compUlsory jurisdiction into something of a
blind alley". 3
,
As we know, the majority of governments at the San Francisco
Conference were in favour of making general compulsory jurisdiction
part of the Statute of the Court. This proposal was, however,
defeated by the opposition of the Soviet Union and the United
States. The political climate prevailing at the time could not have
allowed such a proposal to be accepted. As Professor Corbett
has pointed out,"general compulsory jurisdiction would have been
out of line with the great power veto in the Security Council and
with the other reservations of sovereignty in the Charter". Even if _
it had -been accepted, he says, "it must soon have been abandoned

in practice, given the absence of community and the general hostility between the two divisions into which the wartime coalition
so speedily fell. There is nothing in history, to suggest that a
paper commitment to the adjudication of legal disputes could have
arrested this disintegration."4
Apart from the political tension prevailing in the present day
world which has paralysed the Court to a very great extent, there
are fundamental differences of opinion regarding the role which the
Court can play in solving the disputes between nations. We have
already seen that according to the communist doctrine, it is absolutely not possible to submit any dispute to arbitration or adjudication
so long as the capitalist states are in a majority.5 As a Soviet
writer (Korovin) explains:

1 Report of sub-committee D of Committee IV/I, U.N.C.I.a. Doc.,
Vol. XIII, p. 558.
z Ibid.;p. 559.
a P., E. Corbett, Law in Diplomacy, Princeton (1959), p. 183.

The indispensable minimum and fundamental postulate of any arbitration is a community of legal views and normative criteria. Failing such
community, every attempt to find an arbitral authority between two
halves of humanity speaking different languages is a priori hopeless. 6

Strictly following this doctrine, none of the communist states
has accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court? which,
they claim, is dominated by the jUdges belonging to the capitalist
states and hence unable to guarantee impartiality and justice in
the settlement of international conflicts. This intransig(fnt attitude
of the communist states has led certain writers to plead for a
world court system without the Soviet Union and its satellites.
To let Russia exercise a "veto" preventing the creation of this
world courtsystem would mean, they argue, giving it an unthinkable
Ibid., pp. 183-4.
6 See supra, Chapter I~. _
Quoted by Corbett, op. cit., p. 168.
7 Bulgaria., which had accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Permanent Court unconditionally on August 29, 1921, was supposed
until recently to be still bound by that declaration under Article 36(5)
of the new Statute. The Court, however, declared in the case concerning
the Aerial Incident of July 27th 1955, that the Bulgarian declaration,
being a declaration-of a non-signatory of the new statute, lapsed with the
dissolution of the Permanent Court and having not been reinstated
was no longer in force. I.C.]. Reports (1959), p. 127; also see Chapter II.
Czechoslovakia also accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the Perm3.nent Court for ten years in 1929, but having never revived her
declaration, she is no longer bound by the compulsory jurisdiction of
the International Court of Justice. See Hudson, The Permanent Court,
p.686.
4
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control over world progress towards peace which is intolerable.
Apart from· the question as to how far such a world court, which
excludes almost half of the world from its orbit, will be successful
in bringing peace which is its main purpose, the point is, can such a
limited court be established with compulsory jurisdiction over all
disputes between the l:.\on-communist states ~
Here again, we do not find any such possibility. Not even half
of the Members of the United Nations have accepted the Optional
Clause of the Court's Statute so far. Especially, the Asian and
African countries have shown a marked reluctance in accepting the
jurisdiction of the Court. It appears that of the twenty-two Asian
Members of the United Nations, only Israel, Japan, the Chinese
Government of Formosa, Cambodia, Thailand, Turkey, the Philippines, Pakistan and India have accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court. Of the ten African States, South Africa, Liberia,
Sudan and to a limited extent the United Arab :Republic' have
become parties to the Optional Clause. This proportion of the
Asian-African countries accepting the jurisdiction of the Court is
much less than the proportion (50 per cent) of Western European
and American States. 9 Even generally, these new countries of
Asia and ·Africa do not seem to be enthusiastic about judicial
settlement. Several reasons seem to be possible for such an attitude.
It may be due to their over-cautious attitude towards any third
party judgment, which might affect their vital interests and endanger their newly-won freedoms. It may also be due to the feeling
that the traditional international law, under which their disputes
can be decided, does not accord 'with their new economic, political
and ethical conditions. The traditional international law,. which
had been developed in the European countries among the co1<mial
powers, is sometimes felt to be outmoded due to the development
of new nations whose interests are quite different from the Western
countries. lO Moreover, the inadequate representation of these
countries on the bench of the Court might have contributed to
this conservative attitude of these countries. Asia is represented
on the bench only by two countries, Pakistan and China,11 and
8 C. S. ~hyne, "World Peace through Law", A.B.A. Journal (October
195 8 ), p. 999·
B Quincy Wright, "Asian Experience and Internationa.l Law", 1
International Studies (July 1959), p. 84.
10 Quincy Wright, ibid. 11 Which, in fact, does not represent real China.
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Africa by one, Egypt. This might have led to the feeling that the
interests of these countries would not be properly safeguarded
before the Court. Due to all or some of these reasons, and perhaps
also because of their traditions,12 these countries have not found it
expedient to accept any far-reachiilg jurisdiction of the Court.
But even the Western countries have not done better. Thus one of
the chief supporters of the Court, viz. the United States, has given it
the gravest blow by accepting its jurisdiction with such devastating
reservations as have reduced the acceptance to a mere nullity.
France and U.K. have followed the United' States and in some
respects gone even further in curtailing the jurisdiction of the
Court. None of the big powers, in fact, has shown great faith in the
Court. Under these conditions, the role played by the Court in the.
settlement of disputes is bound to be meagre.
II. ATTITUDE OF INDIA

It is interesting to note here the attitude of India towards the Court
and towards international adjudication generally. On September 19,
1929, British India accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Permanent Court for the first time, on the lines of the United
Kingdom declaration of the same date, with a number of reservations.This declaration was revised on February 28,1940, just
following the United Kingdom. The revised declaration of 1940
continued to be in force after the formation of the new Court under
Article 36 (5) of the Statute; No particular attention seems to have
been given to this declaration after India became independe~t,
until suddenly a case was brought against her by Portugal on
December 22, 1955. India was taken by surprise. No serious
thought had so far been given to the problem of compulsory juris12 Professor Quincy Wright suggests that the Eastern states, because
of their traditions, have generally preferred to settle disputes 1y negotiation, mediation or conciliation rather than by courts applying positive
law. The Orient has preferred, he says, government by good men applyingintuitions of justice rather than government by law. It is due to
this reason that they have favoured negotiation and conciliation for the
settlement of international disputes, rather than adjudication and
application of positive law. "The Influence of the New Nations of
Asia and Africa upon International Law", Foreign Affairs Reports, Vol.
XIII (March 1958), p. 38; also see Quincy Wright, "Asian Experience
and International Law", lInternational Studies (July 1959), PP' 71-87.
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diction and the possibility of her being arraigned before the Court
without her will. In order to save herself from any such case in the
future, she immediately withdrew and filed a new declaration
under Article 36 (2) of the Statute on January 9, 1956, which was
terminable immediately without any notice, and contained, apart
from others, the most sweeping reservation on the American lines.
It excluded "disputes in regard to matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of India as determined by the
Government of India".
As we have said earlier, such a reservation leaves very little scope
for a case being brought before the Court without the will of the
country making it and is in fact against the very spirit of the
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court. Realizing this fact, it seems,
India has in her recent declaration of September 14, 1959, withdrawn the most objectionable part of this reservation by 'which it
was the Government of India, and not the Court, which had the
authority to decide whether a matter was or was not within the
domestic jurisdiction of India. 13 The new declaration, which has
again been made terminable on notice, applies only to disputes
arising after January 26, 1950, with regard to situations or facts
subsequent to that date and excludes:
1. disputes, in regard to which the parties to the dispute have agreed
or shall agree to have recourse to some other method or methods of
settlement;
2.
disputes with the government of any state which, on the date of
this declaration, is a Member of the Commonwealth of Nations;
3. disputes in regard to matters which are essentially within the
jurisdiction of the Republic of India;
.
. .
4. disputes concerning any question rela.tmg to or arIsmg ou~ of
belligerent or military occupation or the dIscharge of any funct~ons
pursuant to any recommendation or decision of an orga.n of the Umted
Nations, in accordance with which the Government of IndIa have accepted
obligations;
c
5. disputes in respect of which any other party to a dispute has
accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of .the International. Court of
Justice exclusively for or in relation to the pUI"J?0s~s ?f ~uch dIspute; or
where the acceptance of the Court's compulsory JUrISdIctIon on behalf o~ a
party to the dispute was deposited or ratified less than twelve months pnor
to the filing of the application bringing the dispute before the Court; and
6. disputes with the government of any state with which, on the
date of an application to bring a dispute before the Court, the Government of India has no diplomatic relations.
13 The Rindustan Times, New Delhi (September 19, 1959).
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Even this declaration leaves wide scope in the hands of the
Government of India to re'fuse to submit to the Court any dispute
arising in the future, and her most important disputes have specifically been excluded from any such jurisdiction.
From the very beginning of her independence, India has not
shown much interest in arbitration and judicial settlement as
peaceful methods of settling disputes. There has not been much
discussion in official and non-official circles in India about the
ways and means of reaching peaceful settlement of international
disputes and most of the discussions have been confined to
the merits of the particular controversies. In general, however,
India has preferred negotiation, conciliation and mediation
which do not involve an element of compulsion, to any third~
party binding judgment such as is involved in arbitration and
adjudication.
It is interesting to note here that the Indian Constitution makes
it the duty of the government to "foster respect for international
law" and "encourage settlement of international disputes by
arbitration".14 In spite of this directive principle contained in the
Constitution, India has been extrerpely cautious in submitting her
disputes to arbitration. Thus, though India admitted her Canal
Water dispute with Pakistan to be a justiciable dispute, she preferred to refer the dispute in the first place to a tribunal consisting
of two judges from India and two juClges from Pakistan. If such
a tribunal carne to be deadlocked, she proposed to settle those parts
of the dispute which would not be finally decided through negotiations, and failing that, to submit them to arbitration or even to
the International Court of Justice.l 5 Mr. Nehru, the Prime Minister
of India, in one of his letters to the Pakistan Prime Minister, made
it clear that the objection to reference of this dispute to the International Court of Justice in the first instance was not due to "any
desire to shirk settlement of differences by an impartial body but
to the honest belief that a matter of this kind can best be settled
by a small group of persons of the highest judicial standing from
Part IV, Directive Principles, Article 51.
Letter dated October 27, 1950, from M? Nehru, Prime Minister of
India" to the Pakistan Prime Minister: Correspondence between the
Prime 111inisters of India and Pakistan on the subject Of "No War Declacration" (Pb. Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of India, New Delhi)
(195 0 ), pp. 28-3 0 ; also see another letter, pp. 19-2I.
",.. ' -.. "
14

1.5

-.........
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India and Pakistan, who can appraise all the vital practical factors
on the spot".1 6
The Indian Prime Minister has very frankly declared that "disputes between nations are of many diff~rent kinds and it is not
possible to devise a uniform method of dealing with all kinds of
disputes, whatever their nature. In some cases and at some stage
arbitration may be desirable, whether by a mutually agreed special
agency or by an international body .... Disputes mayor may not be
justiciable. Some kinds of political disputes are obviously not
justiciable, nor can all be referred to arbitration."17 There seems to
be no doubt about the truth of this statement. It is no use being
idealistic in the present day world when the facts are just otherwise.
India has been very much criticized for not submitting "her
Kashmir dispute to arbitration or to adjudication. She has declared
in unmistakable terms that this is "a non-justiciable and political
issue and cannot be disposed of by reference to a judicial tribunal" .18
The political and non-justiciable nature of the dispute is definitely
admitted by Pakistan itself.19 Rarely have such disputes, affecting
such vital interests of the states, been submitted to any judicial
procedure. Such matters may be decided by negotiation or conciliation or mediation, but" they cannot be decided by a judicial
tribunal. It can be confidently stated that any country in India's
position would have behaved in the same way as she has done.
This short study of India's attitude towards international adjudication makes it clear that her policy is "one of caution and of
eagerness to safeguard India's sovereignty when it comes to
accepting any additional: legal obligations in the international
field".20 She has definitely not rejected either arbitration or judicial
determination as a method of settling disputes which are not
resolved by negotiation or mediation. But suC?h methods of deterLetter dated November 24, 1950, ibid., p. 37·
Letter dated October 27, 1950, ibid., p. 28.
18 Letter from Mr. Nehru to Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan, dated October 8,
1950, ibid., p. 20.
19 Letter from i\'1r. Liaquat Ali Khan to Mr. Nehru, dated November
21, 1950, ibid., p. 31. Also see letter from Shri Nehru, dated November 24,
195 0 , ibid., p. 36. Statement by Mr. Feroze Khan Noon, Pakistan representative in the Security Council.; S.C. Official Records, 802nd Meeting
(November 15, I957}, p. 14, para 62.
'0 India and the United Nations. Report of a Study Group Set up by
the Indian Council of World Affairs, New York (I957}, p. 2II.
16

17
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mination would be decided with due regard to the merits of
each ~articular dispute. 21 Naturally, there is no possibility of her
acceptI~g any far reaching obligations towards theCourt at present.
But thIS, as we have seen, is the position with almost all the states
in the present day world.
III. DEFECTS OF THE OPTIONAL CLAUSE

This ~s~us~io~ shows that there is no possibility of general compul.
sory )unsdictIon under the Optional Clause system. The defects
of the system, as analysed above, are clear. First, as Professor
:V~d~c~ says,. there i~ the absurdity of a system of compulsory
)unsdictIon WhICh permIts a right of immediate termination of the
oblig~tion.b~ uni1a~~ral .act. T.heremedy would be to tighten up
t~e tIme-limIt prOVISIon m ArtIcle 36/(3), and to require declara·
tIons to be made for not less than a specified minimum period, say
5 or 10 years, and even after that they should be terminable only
after. a year's or at least six months' notice. Secondly, the un·
restncted power to make reservations should be curtailed. The
remedy would be to allow only certain specified kinds of authorized
exceptions on the lines of the General Act of Geneva. Thirdly, the
anomaly that a state which has deliberately remained outside the
?ptional ~~use. system may yet by a stroke of the pen put itself
mto a pOSItion mstantly to institute' proceedings under the Clause
should be removed. The remedy would be to add a reservation on
the lines of the U.K. declaration to Article 36 oHhe Statute itself. 2Z
It is important to note these weaknesses of the OptionalClause even
thqugh, in the present state of international relations, it may not be
possible to remove them by amendment of the Statute of the Court.
I~ may be stated, ho,:"ever, that these weaknesses are not the prinCIpal cause of the declme of compulsory jurisdiction. In fact, the extreme political tensions in the divided world of today combined with
fluidity of international law itself, have created an a~mosphereunfa.
vourable to the development of compulsory jurisdiction of the Court.
"21 Indo-Pakistan Relations, Corr~spondence between the Prime Ministers of .India and Pakis.t3:n from July 15, 1951 to August 9, 1951, White
Paper Iss~ed by the Mimstry of External Affairs, Government of India,
New Delhi (1951), p. 15 .
• 2 Waldock, "Decline of the Optional Clause", 32 B. Y.I.L. (1955-56),
pp. 285-7.
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CHAPTER VIII

COMPULSORY JURISDICTION UNDER OTHER
PROVISIONS OF THE STATUTE
1. JURISDICTION TO DETERMINE JURISDICTION

BEYOND the treaties and declarations under Article 36, paragraph 2;
which define its compulsory jurisdiction, there exists another basis
for the Court's compulsory jurisdiction manifest when the Court
interprets and applies these commitments to cases' unilaterally
referred. Thus Article 36; paragraph 6, of the Statute provides:

In the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction,
the matter shall be decided by the decision of the Court.

This provision confers upon the Court what may be its most
important single power, a derogation from the traditional claims of
states to determine for themselves as to whether a case falls under
the jurisdiction of the International Court. Yet, there could be no
serious alternative to such acceptance once the principle of a
permanent tribunal of the independence and distinction of the
present Court was accepted. Such a decision could not be left to
the parties if only because ex hypothesi one at least of them desired
the Court to assume jurisdiction. As we have pointed out earlier,
it is this institutional aspect of the compulsory jurisdiction of the
World Court which is indispensable for the exercise of effective'
compulsory jurisdiction. The method of unilateral reference
without the necessity of ad hoc agreement would avail little if the
respondent state remained free to make its own interpretation of
the previous commitments on which the applicant relied. As' a .
result of this provision, accepted by the states when accepting the
Statute, it would appear to this extent tabe inaccurate to refer to
the co~pulsory jurisdiction of the Court as "voluntarily" accepted
except III so far as the Statute has been voluntarily accepted. 1 .
The history of the drafting in 1920 of what became the last
paragraph of Article 36 suggests that, in its original form it was
viewed in the Advisory Committee of Jurists as a limitation on the
1 Ruth C. Lawson, "The Problem of Compulsory Jurisdiction of the
World Court", 46 A.].I.L. (1952), p. 234.
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power of the Couit. The Jurists' draft,as we have seen earlier, .
provided in Articles 33 and 34 of the Statute itself for compulsory
jurisdiction in certain broad categories of disputes as well as in
differences that might arise under treaties between the disputants.
At the same time it was proposed in Article 34 to give the Court the
power to decide the matter in the event of a dispute as to whether
or not a case came within the four categories envisaged. Elihu
Root, who was the chief supporter of the draft in this form, argued
that the institution of a compulsory jurisdiction represented such a
"great progressive measure" that the consent of states to it would
be dependent upon the adoption of a provision "limiting the Court's
right to decide the question of its own jurisdiction, in accordance
with the rules laid down beforehand".2 In the evolution of the
Statute, however, acceptance of commitments for compulsory
jurisdiction became optional, while the authorization for the Court
to settle disputes concerning its jurisdiction was included without
any qualification as to the sources of jurisdictional disputes. The
practice of the Court makes it clear that the' Court is competent to
decide a question as to its jurisdiction under (I) a special agreement,
(2) a treaty or convention in force, or (3) a declaration made under
paragraph 2 of Article 36. a
The general principle that every international tribunal must
have jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction has iong been
accepted in the international sphere. The jurisdiction of the Permanent Court to decide on its own jurisdiction does not appear ever
to have been challenged. This principle was expressly affirmed in a
number of cases. Thus the Court said in the Interpretation of the
Greco-Turkish Agreement case: " ... [A]s a general rule, any body
possessing jurisdictional powers has the right in the first place
itself to determine the extent of its jurisdiction ... ".4
In the Nottebohm case between Liechtenstein and Guatemala
the latter country argued that the power conferred on the Court b;
Article 36 (6) of its Statute was applicable only to questions as to
whether a given dispute falls within the categories enumerated in
paragraph 2 of Article 36. Rejecting this contention, the Court
said that Paragraph 6 of Article 36 was drafted in the broadest
terms,and there was nothing In it to indicate the restriction which
the Government of Guatemala sought to introduce by means of an
2

Proces Verbaux, p. 619.

4

Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. II, p. 333.

8

R. C.'Lawson, op. cit., p. 235.
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interpretation. The Court pointed out that this paragraph merely
adopted, "a rule consistently accepted by general international
law in the matter of international arbitration. Since the Alabama
case, it has been generally recognized, following the earlier precedents, that, in the absence of an agreement to the contrary,' an
international tribunal has the right to decide as to its own jurisdiction and has the power to interpret for this purpose the instruments'
which govern that jurisdiction."
The Court further recalled that this principle had expressly been
recognized in Articles 48 and 73 of The Hague Conv~ntions of
July 29, 1899, and October 18, 1907, respectively, for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes. The Rapporteur of the
Convention of 1899 had emphasized the necessity of this principle,
presented by him as being "of the very essence of the arbitral
function and one of the inherentrequirem~ntsfor the exercise of
this function". This principle had been frequently applied and at
times expressly stated. Due to these reasons, the Court observed,
it had not hesitated to adjudicate on the question of its own jurisdiction in cases in which the disputes which had arisen in this
respect went beyond the inte~pretation and application of paragraph 2 of Article 36. Thus in the Corfu Channel case the Court
adjudicated on a dispute as to whether it had jurisdiction to assess
the amount of compensation, a dispute which related to the interpretation of a special agreement. Again in the Ambatielos case the
Court adjudicated 'upon a dispute as to its jurisdiction which
related to the interpretation of a jurisdictional clause embodied
ih a treaty. In both of these cases the dispute as to the Court's
jurisdiction related to paragraph I and not to paragraph 2.
The Court, therefore, declared:

assumes particular force when the international tribunal is no
longer an arbitral tribunal constituted by virtue of a special agreement between the parties for the purpose of adjudicating on a
particular dispute, but is an institution which has been preestablished by an international instrument defining its jurisdiction
and regulating its operation, and is, in the present case, the principal
judicial organ of the United Nations."6
The power of the Court to settle disputes concerning its jurisdiction is all the more important because of the fact that states have
qualified their instruments' of acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction with reservations, whether the method of acceptance has
been by treaties and conventions, or by declarations made pursuant
to paragraph 2 of Article 36. In fact, every state which accepts the
jurisdiction of the Court grants to the Court the authority to decide,
in the first instance at least, on most vital questions bearing upon
its political existence even if wide reservations are inclUded. After
the rejection by the Court of the contention of a state which has
challenged its jurisdiction, the acquiescence by that state in its
judgment probably mar~s the furthest step yet taken by an international organ vis-a-vis the sovereign state.
n is important, however, to remember the limitations of this
power. The right of states to refuse to submit disputes to judicial
settlement,subject to obligations undertaken, is undoubted. Any
extension of the jurisdiction, therefore, in excess of the power
expressly conferred on the Court, may be regarded as a breach of
trust and abuse of powers justifying a refusal to recognize the
validity of the decision. 6 Under these circumstances, the Court has
got to be very cautious about the exercise of its jurisdiction so as
not to over-step the authority conferred upon it. Thus as Judge
ad hoc Chagla said in the case of Right of Passage over Indian
Territory:

Article 36, paragraph 6, suffices to invest the Court with power to
'adjudicate ouits jurisdiction in the present case. But even if this were
not the case, the Court, "whose function is to decide in accordance with
international law such disputes as are submitted to it" (Article 38,
paragraph I, of the Statute), should follow in this connection what,is
laid down by general international law. The judicial character of the
Court and the rule of general international law referred to above are
sufficient to establish that the Court is competent to adjudicate on its
own jurisdiction in the present case.
The Court further more asserted that"this principle, which is
accepted by general international law in the matter of arbitration,

It has been said that a good judge extends his jurisdiction. This
dictum may be true of a judge in a municipal court; it is certainly not
true of the International Court. The very basis of the jurisdiction of
this Court is the will of the state,and that will must clearly demonstrate
that, it ,has accepted the jurisdiction of the Court with regard' to any
dispute or category of disputes. Therefore, whereas a municipal court
• I.C.]. Reports (1953), pp. II9-20.
'Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community,

London (1933), p. 210.
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may liberally construe provisions of the law which confe.!;" jurisdiction
upon it, the International Court on the other hand must strictly construe
the provisions of the Statute and the Rules and the instruments executed
by the States in order to determine whether the state objecting to its
jurisdiction has in' fact accepted it.7

jurisdiction,1O The Court must be sure that its jurisdiction extends
both to the subject matter of a case and to the parties and, therefore, even when the respondent objects to the exercise of jurisdiction, the Court may itself raise jurisdictional questions other than
those raised by the respondent. This was done in the Administration of the Prince Von Pless case. n The duty is expressly imposed
on the Court under Article. 53 of the Statute in cases in which
a party fails to appear or defend the case. It provides that in
such a case the Court before deciding the case unilaterally must
"satisfy itself, not only that it has jurisdiction in accordance with
Articles 36 and 37, but also that the claim is well founded in fact
and law". Included in the Statute virtually without discussion both
in 1920 and 1945, this significant provision in Article 53 has not
yet been applied in any case before the Court. China failed to enter
an appearance in the Belgian-Chinese case which was pending from
1926 to 1929, but the dispute was settled out of Court,12
The jurisdiction of the Court was challenged several times under
the regime of the Permanent Court. In some cases, for example,
the first Mavrommatis case, the Chorzow Factory case and the lltle:mel
case, where the applicants relied on previous treaties as bases for
jurisdiction, the Court took jurisdiction over the objections of the
respondents. The Court similarly rejected objections of the respondent and exercised compulsory jurisdiction in the Electricity Company
of Sofia and Bulgaria case in which jurisdiction was found to rest, in
part, on the declarations made under the Optional Clause. In some
cases, on the other hand, the respondents successfully disputed the
competence of the CourU 3 Since 1946, objections to the new
Court's jurisdiction have been raised in ten cases. a The COlirt

When appearing before the Court as defendants under some
provision giving it obligatory jurisdiction, states have shown no
reluctance to raise obj~ctions to its jurisdiction. The Court examines such objections with meticulous care and has in fact emphasized repeatedly the necessity of extreme' caution in assuming
jurisdiction which, as Judge Lauterpacht says, must be proved up
to the hilt. Numerous judgments make it clear that the Court
always follows the principle that, its jurisdiction being grounded
in the will of the parties, it must be strictly proved. The Court is
always careful to see that nothing is done which creates the impression that the Court, in an excess of zeal, has assumed jurisdiction
where none has been conferred upon it. 8
It is due to these reasons that even in the absence of an objection
by a party the Court itself may raise proprio motu the question of
jurisdiction, and in fact it would seem that it has a duty to do so in
order to assure itself that the jurisdiction exists. Its jurisdiction is
not determined by the contentions of the parties and it must. guard
itself against stepping outside the bounds of its statutory competence even though the danger is not pointed out by a party. As
Judge Urrutia put it, "it is not only the right, but the duty of the
Court ex officio to make sure of its jurisdiction, that is of its power
to take cognizance of a case in accordance with the texts governing
the said jurisdiction".9 So also Judge McNair said in his individual
opinion in the Anglo-Iranian Oil- Co. case that, an international
tribunal cannot regard a question of jurisdiction solely as a question
inter partes, and that the Court itself, acting proprio motu, must be
satisfied that any state which is brought before it by virtue of its
acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction has consented to the
I.C.]. Reports (1957), p. 180.
Lauterpacht, The Development of International Law by the International Court, London (1958), p. 91. Also see Charles De Visscher,
Theory and Reality in Public International Law, Trans. by P. E. Corbett,
Princeton (1957), p. 345·
8 Electricity Company case, Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. IV,
P·4 2 3·
7

S

1°I.C.]. Reports (1952), p. 116. Judge Lauterpacht also opines:
"It appears that the Court, even when acting under a clause conferring
upon it compulsory powers and without the defendant state raising the
question of jurisdiction, will examine of its own accord whether the
assumption of jurisdiction is compatible with its Statute." The Development of International Law by the International Court, London (1958),
p.102.
11 Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. III, p. 122.
12 Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 74.
13 Secorzd Mavrommatis case; Pajzs, Csaky and Esterhazy case; Phosphates in ]Morocco case; Panevezys Saldutiskis Railway case.
U Corfu Channel case. Rights of Nationals of U.S.A. in Morocco.
Ambatielos case. Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case. Nottebohm case.
Case of Monetary Gold removed from Rome in 1943. Certain Norwegian
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rejected the objections in three cases 15 and exercised its right to
decide the cases brought before it. In five cases 16, however, it
refused to decide as it found that it had no jurisdictionY
II. COMPULSORY JURISDICTION THROUGH ADVISORY OPINIONS

Another very important· and controversial point to be considered
is the possibility of compulsory jurisdiction by means of advisory
opinions.
Strictly speaking jurisdiction is exercised by an international
tribunal only when it is invested with power to decide the issues in
such' a way as to bind the parties. But for a long time a need had
been' felt for authoritative pronouncements concerning certain
types of legal situations in which issues might not have been formalized as disputes. Particularly in connection with the differences of
opinions regarding the interpretation and application of instruments
providing for the establishment of permanent international organizations, such pronouncements resolving these differences were thought
to be very useful. It waS in line with this idea that when the
Permanent Court of International Justice was envisaged in the
Covenant of the League of Nations, its usefulness was sought to be
exten'ded by a provision in Article I4 that it "may also give an
advisory opinion upon any dispute or question referred to it by the
Councilor the Assembly".18 This practice has been continued by
providing in the Charter (Article 96) and in the Statute (Article 65)
that the Court may give advisory opinions at the request of the
Security Council, General Assembly or any other body authorized
by the General Assembly in this behalf "on any legal question".
The character and binding force of these opinions haye puzzled
jurists since the very beginning of the existence of the Court. Judge
Loans case. Right of passage over Indian Territory. Interhandel case.
Case concerning the Aerial Incident of July 27th, 1955.
16 Corfu Channel case. Ambatielos case. Nottebohm case.
16 Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case. Case of Monetary Gold removed from
Rome in 1943. Certain Norwegian Loans case. Interhandel case. Case
.
concerning Aerial Incident of July 27, 1955.
17 In the case of R.ights of Nationals of U.S.A. in Morocco, the objection was withdrawn. In the case of Right of Passage over Indian Territory, the Court turned down some of the objections andadded to the
merits some others. The case was still pending at the time of writing.
18 Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 79·

John Basset Moore in a.Memorandum addressed to his colleagues
of the Permanent Court said that the idea of a court "whose
establishment was inspired by the design to cultivate and to
enlarge the application 'between nations of the principle and method
of judicial decision",' WaS hardly compatible with this provision
that it "should be obliged to render on request opinions lacking
any element of authority or .of finality". He rightly remarked that
"if the opinions are treated as mere legal utterances and freely
disregarded, they will inevitably bring the Court. into disrepute".
Human experience, especially as exemplified in legislation, he said,
justified the belief that the moral authority of judicial decisions
was derived chiefly from fact that they had the authority of law
and legally bo~nd the parties to the dispute. If deprived of this
effect, he warned; their so-called moral authority would promptly
vanish. 19
To ward off this danger, the Permanent Court, from the very
beginning of its activity, invested the exercise of its advisory
functions with judicial forms and guarantees. This led to the
gradual development of the advisory procedure and its assimilation
with the contentious procedure. The assimilation was almost
complete in cases which referred to disputes which had actually
arisen between two or more states. Thus when the Statute was
revised in I929 Article 68 was added providing:
In the exercise of its advisory functions the Court shall further be
guided by the provisions of the present Statute which apply in contentious cases to the extent to which it recognizes them to be applicable.

It was the intention of the members of the Court that cases
before the Court in advisory proceedings should be treated withthe
same judicial guarantees as contentious cases. The result of thisas far as the jurisprudence of the Court is concerned-is that the
legal reasons behind the opinions carry the same weight and are invested with the same high authority as in the case of its judgments.
Now, one of the fundamental principles of judicial procedure is
that consent of the parties is needed in any case before the Court.
Hence the problem of consent of parties also arose in regard to
advisory opinions relating to a "dispute" which WaS already in
existence; because, from the very beginning, a grave danger existed
18 John Basset Moore, The Collected Papers, Vol. V, New Haven
(1944),PP· 3 2 9-44.
.
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of introducing compulsoryjllrisdiction through the indirect channel
of advisory opinions. Article 14 of the Covenant gave the Court
power to give an advisory opinion upon any dispute or question
referred to it by the Council or by the Assembly. In giving an
advisory opinion upon a legal question relating to a dispute actually
pending between states, the Court would pronounce, in fact, if not
in law, upon the dispute itself for which, however, the party had
not accepted its jurisdiction.
True, it was generally recognized that all the developments made
in the procedure of advisory opinions did not deprive them of their
essential character and they did not cease to be advisory. As Hudson
said: "An advisory opinion ... is what it purports to be. It is advisory.
It is not in any sense a judgment under Article 60 of the Statute, nor
is it a decision under Article 59. Hence it is not in any way binding
upon any state, even upon a state which is especially interested in
the dispute or question to which the opinion relates." This was true
even though it might have appeared before the Court. He further explained that though the authority of the Court could not be easily
disregarded, the Court's opinion had no more than a moral value.
The fact that all the opinions given by the Court had been accepted
by the Council, and the fact that many of them had been the bases of
decisions taken by that body, did not serve to give legal force to the
opinions themselves. Nor was the Court itself bound to adhere to
the conclusions reached in an advisory opinion. The matter did not
create res y'udicata; and though an opinion might be cited as precedent, the Court was not bound to abide by the conclusions stated
in the opinion. 20 Judge Lauterpacht also declared: "The advisory
opinion neither has, nor is intended to have, the binding effec~
contemplated by the judgment. While possessing the full authority
of ascertaining beyond doubt the legal position, it leaves room for
its adaptation in accordance 'v"ith the requirements of political
expediency." 21
From a strictly legal point of view, these writers are justified.
But other authorities on the Court would be tempted to stress more

strongly the authority of the opinion and dwell less on its nonbinding character. Thus another former JUdge, Mr. Bustamante,
stated that the organ which had asked for an opinion would, indeed,
not be in a very good position if it paid no attention to the opinion
Qnce it had been given. 22 Though the opinions are not formally
binding on the states nor on the organ which requests, and do not
produce the effects of res y'udicata, these facts are not sufficient to
deprive an advisory opinion of all the consequences which. are
inherent in the dignity of the organ delivering the opinion, or
even of its legal consequences. A. Hammarskjold, Registrarof the
Permanent. Court, after an exhaustive study of this aspect of the
question, observed that the legal explanations which had been
given had in no way modified the reality of the facts, namely, that
there was a certain compelling force, distinct from the force of
res y'udicata, attaching to the opinions of the Court. He emphasized
that while rendering an opinion the Court undoubtedly gave a real
decision on a legal point submitted to it and that decision was as
final-as far as it went-as a judgment formally delivered by the
Court on a case submitted by one or two states, and could not be
disregarded by the Councilor the Assembly; and in fact if they did,
they would injure their own and the Court's authority to a dangerQUS extent. 23 In the report of a committee, composed of Judges
Loder, Moore and Anzilotti, which accompanied the clause in the
Rules of Court that now constitutes Article 83, is to be found a
series of affirmations leading up to the conclusion: "In reality,
where there are in fact contending parties, the difference between
(;ontentious cases and advisory cases is only nominal .... So the
view that advisory opinions are not binding is more theoretical
than real. "24 M. Politis (Greece) stated in the Assembly of the
League of Nations in 1928 that advisory opinions, being in reality
no longer such, were accordingly equivalent in the eyes of the
Council, of public opinions, and of the interested parties, to a
jUdgment. Professor Goodrich also writes: "In certain respects,
the great majority of advisory opinions of the Permanent Court

20 Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 512. Also see Hudson, "Advisory
Opinions", Proceedings of the American Society of International Law,
(1930), pp. 63-9.
21 Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community,
London (1933), p. 333. Also see Lauterpacht, The Development of International Law by the InternatiOnal Court, London (1958), pp. 107-10,
355, where he.still holds the same view.

22 Bustamante, The World Court, Trans. by Elizabeth F. Read, New
York (1925), p. 264.
.
23 M. Ake Hammarskjold, "The Permanent Court of International
Justice and Its Place in International Relations", 9 Journal of the Royal
Institute of International Affairs (1930), p. 487.
24 Quoted by Judge Azevedo in his Separate Opinion in The Interpretation of Peace Treaties case, I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 79.
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have a closer resemblance to the declaratory judgments of national
than to the advisory opinions of national law. "25
. It is for this reason that states see their rights, their political
m~e~ests, and sometimes their moral positions affected by an
opmIOn of .the. Co~rt and their disputes are, in fact, settled by the
an~wer WhICh .IS ~Iven to. a ~uestion relating to them which may be
a key ques~IOn . of the dIspute. This explains the interest that
states have In b.emg ~eard in ~dvisory proceedings, in being re~resented, . and m bemg permItted to designate their national
Judges, which would be perfectly useless if advisory opinions were
mere utterances having no real importance in respect of their rights
and interests. And it is also for these reasons that states have
alw~ys objected to their' cases and positions being discussed and
decIded by a court of justice without their consent. It will suffice
in this connection to refer to the fifth reservation of the U.S.A. in
regard to accession of the United States to the Protocol of Signature
, ~f the Statute ~f the Permanent COllrt of International Justice:
... [N]or shall It (the Court)"without the consent ·of the United
S~ates, entertain ~ny .reque~t for an Advisory Opinion touching any
~spute or questIOnm whIch the United States has or claims an
mterest."26

It s:ems that the importance of affirming this postulate-the
necessIty of the consent of the parties-was so pressing that the
Court looked for an opportunity of doing so. It found it in connectio~ with the famous case of Eastern Carelia on July 23, 19 23, being
desIrous, most probably, of preventing once for all the recurrence of
re.quests of this kind, by which the Council might tharge it indirectly
WIth the settlement of disputes already pending.
The Permanent Court ~ceived a request from the Council for an
advisory opinion on a di~pute between Finland and Russia concerning the autonomy of Eastern Carelia under the Treaty of
Dorpat and a Declaration annexed thereto. The Soviet Union
which was not at that time a Member of the League, .did no~
16 Goodrich, "The Nature of the Advisory Opinions of theP.C.l.J,"
32 A .].I.L. (1938), p. 756.

' .

.

The answer given by the Jurists Committee to this reservation was
conslde~ed as .a confirmation of th.e view that the parties to 'a dispute
must gIve therr ?onsent~e~ore the dispute can be treated by ,the Court
eve~. as .an adVISOry opmlOn. The Committee referred to the ,Court's
deCISIon III the Eastern Carelia case. League of Nations DOC.C.I66.M.66.
26.

(192 9) V, p. 97;
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recognize the competence of the Council and refused to tak: any
part in the examination of the question before the Court.' The
Court, in declining to give an opinion, sated inter alia: "It.is well
established in international law that no state can, without its
consent, be compelled to submit its disputes with other states
either to mediation or to arbitration, or to any other kind of pacific
settlement." 27
The Court made it clear that it was "aware of the fact that it is
not requested to decide a dispute, but to give an advisory opinion",
but said that the circumstances did not "essentially modify the
above considerations. The question put to the Court is not one of
abstract law, but concerns directly the main point of the controversy between Finland and Russia, and ~an only be decided by an
investigation into the facts underlying the case." It therefore
declared that to render an opinion would be incompatible with
justice:
Answering the question would be substantially equivalent to deciding
the dispute between the parties. The Court, being a Court of Justice
cannot, even in giving advisory opinions, depart from the essential
rules guiding its activity as a Court.
The Court, therefore, found it impossible to give its opinion on a
dispute of this kind. 28
It is true that mention was made in that advisory opinion of
another compelling reason, namely, .the impossibility of investigating the facts owing to the definite refusal of one of the governments
engaged in the dispute. But this seems to be only a supplementary reason which was mentioned in order to strengthen, by consideration of practical expediency, a decision which was already
well-founded on the, l~gC!-1 rule that was decisive in the case.
.
The precedent o.fEa,stern Caralia constitutes, therefore, a convincing proof that the consent of states is necessary not only in
regard to contentious cases, but also in advisory cases, where the
request for the opinion relates to a dispute between state~ so that
the answer of the Court would decide the issue that is subject of
the dispute.Thus when the proposal was made in the Council that the Hungarian Optants 'question be referred to the Court for an opinion,
the Romanian representative (M. Titulesco) objected. "Such a
27 Hudson's World Court Reports, Vol. I, p. 204.
28 Ibid., p. 205.
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procedure", he said, "would make international justice compulsory,
whereas it is only optional and exists only subject to the consent
of the parties. We are all aware of the moral value attaching to an
opinion orthe Court, and that it is somewhat difficult not to defer
to such an opinion." He further emphasized that "in face of the
constant practice of the Council and this interpretation of the Court
itself, I am obliged to say that, if the Covenant leaves me the right
to refuse arbitration except with my own consent, you cannot by a
side.track oblige me to go to arbitration by means of an advisory
opinion, in view of the fact that the Court itself declares that, in its
view, an opinion amounts to the same thing as decision. Thereforce you cannot request an opinion without my consent, for you
are not in a position simply to refer me to the arbitrators. The
Covenant is explict: no arbitration without the consent of the
parties." 29
Similarly, on a suggestion that the dispute regarding the claims
brought Qy the Finnish Government against the Government of
the U.K. relating to Finish ships used during the war by the latter
be referred for advisory opinion, Lord Cecil, the British representative, said that this was a kind of suggestion that though it was quite
clear that there was no power in the Covenant to enforce compUlsory arbitration upon either of the parties in this case, arbitration
might be achieved by a somewhat circuitous method. He did not
think that the Covenant should be used in that way. 30
A. Hammarskjold also declared that it would be a very great
mistake to think that advisory opinions can be used to submit
through a back door to the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court
states which have not themselves freely accepted. that juris~iction.
The origin of Article 14 of the Covenant, he said, made it clear that
no such jurisdiction had been conferred on the Court. It would,
therefore, be contrary to the intention of the authors of the Covenant to regard the clause in question as a means of introducing
into the Covenant, by a circuitous route, the idea of compulsory
jurisdiction which had been deliberately excluded from it. He felt
that if the Court was in fact faced with a situation in which, in its
view, its opinion would decide a dispute between two states, sub29 League of Nations Official Journal, 49th Session of the Council,
9th year, NO.4 (April 1928), pp. 424-5.
30 League of Nations Official Journal, 66th Session of the Council,
13th year, No. 3(Part II), (March 1932), pp. 50 7- 8 .
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mitted not to the Court but to the Councilor the Assembly, and
those countries did not consent to have the case decided in that way,
It could not give the opinion without going beyond the limits
imposed upon its compulsory jurisdiction. 31
It is necessary to emphasize the fact that the Permanent Court
of International Justice gave that decision in the Eastern Carelia
case in spite of the fact that at that time there was no rule in existence compelling it to apply the provisions of the Statute applicable to contentious cases. On the contrary, it was actually as a
result of that decision which was generally admitted to be sound
that Article 68 of the Statute was subsequently introduced, "thus
establishing in such a way as to protect against any disposition to
change it, even on the part of the Court, the doctrine which inspired
its reply in the Eastern Carelia case".32
Explaining the purpose of the introduction of Article 68 into the
statute M. Fromageot (France), who later became a judge of the
Court, stated:
When the Court or anyone else was asked for an advisory opinion, it
was essential, if this opinion was to have any value, for the person
consulted to have all the relevant documents and information at his
disposal.
In contentious cases, when a decision had to be pronounced, the
procedure naturally had to provide for both parties to be heard; both
parties stated their case, and the judges therefore had all the arguments
before them. The same ought to be the case in advisory opinions.
When an advisory opinion was asked for, the latter could have no
value unless the person consulted could know all the relevant facts of
the case in the same way as in contentious cases·; he should know the
arguments of both parties and both parties should adduce their evidence.
It would be quite useless to give an advisory opinion after hearing only
one side. For the opinion to be useful, both parties must be heard.
It was therefore quite natural to lay down in the Statute of the Court
that, in regard to advisory opinions, the Court should proceed in all
respects in the same way as in contentious r'tses. 33
31 A. Hammarskjold, op. cit., Journal of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, Vol. IX (1930), pp. 487-8. Also see A. Hammarskjold
quoted by Judge Azevedo in the Interpretation of Peace Treaties case,
I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 79.
8Z A. Hammarskjold quoted by Judge Zoricic in The Interpretati01z oj
Peace Treaties case, ibid., p. 103.
33 Minutes of the Conference Regarding the Revision of the Statute of the
P.C.I.J. and the Accession of the U.S.A. to the Protocol of Signature of
that Statute, League of Nations, Doc. C. 514. M. 173, 1929, V, p. 48.
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There is nothing to show that the Permanent Court ever departed
from these principles.
We have. now to consider whether the above-mentioned princi.
pIes r~garding advisory opinions have come to be modified by the
adoptIOn of the new Statute as an integral part of the United
Nations Charter. The Court has, as we have seen, been made an
organ of the United Nations and a new organic relationship has
resulted between the two bodies which was unknown as far as the
old ~ourt.was concerned. The Court has expressly referred to this
relat.I~nsh~p a~d declared that its advisory function "represents its
particIpatIOn In the activities of the Organization".34 The Court
has, therefore, twice affirmed that, in principle, the Court's reply to
a request for an advisory opinion should not be refused 35 and has
in fact, regarded the rendering of advisory opinions in the natur~
of a d~ty. B~t ~t .has made it clear at the same time that, it being
~ss:ntIally a JudIcIal organ of the United Nations, there are certain
IIn~It~ to the ~o~rt's duty to reply to a request for an opinion. 36
WIthin these limIts, however, the Court is entitled to give an advi.
sory opi?ion "on any legal question" (Article 96 (r) of the Charter
~nd Article 65 of the Statute), and if the question put to it is in
Itself a legal question, the fact that it has a political element is
irrelevant. The Court is not concerned with the motives or consIder.
ations which inspire the request. The Court is also authorized to
?ive advisory opinions on abstract questions, and, if the question
IS a legal one, it is immaterial whether it is abstract in character or
~elates to a specific case. 37 The International Court of Justice has,
m fact, showed a marked preference to treat questions submitted
to it for. advisory ~pinions as abstract questions without heeding
the motives and CIrcumstances which led to the making of the
request. 38 Thus in Competence of the Assembly, 39 Reservations40 and
U. N. Administrative Tribunal~I cases the Court speCifically pointed
to the abstract character of the questions submitted to it. In the
Peace Treaties case, I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 7I.
Peace Treaties case, I.C.]. Rep()rts (1950), p. 71; Reservation case
I.C.]. Reports (1951), p. 19.
'
36 I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 71.
37 Case concerning Admission of a State to:tke United Nations, I.C.].
Reports (1948), p. 6I.
38 Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., pp. 45 6 -7.
39 I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 4.
40 I.C.]. Reports (1951), p. IS.
41 I.C.]. Reports (1954), p. 473t
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Reparation case 42 also the Court treated the question in an abstract
. fashion. The same, however, ~annot be said of the Peace Treaties,43
South-West Africa 44 and South-West Africa (Voting)45 cases.
It is important to note in this connection the case concerning
the Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria,Hungary and
Romania, where the International Court of Justice seems to have
departed from the precedent established in, the Eastern Carelia
case. This case arose out of the refusal of these co.untries to admit
that the procedure contemplated in the Peace Treaties of r947 for
the solution of' disputes between the parties. applied to certain
complaints, raised by certain Allied Powers, of violation of the
clallses of these Treaties relating to the observance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms. Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania,
while rejecting these charges, maintained that there did not exist a
dispute in the meaning of these Treaties and that, therefore, they
were not under an obligation to appoint representatives to the
.commission provided for by the Treaties for the settlement of
disputes. The General Assembly referred the matter to the Inter.
national Court of Justice with a request to give an advisory opinion.
The main object of the request, was to obtain from the Court
certain clarifications of a legal nature regarding the applicability of
the procedure for the settlement of disputes under the terms of the
Peace Treaties which, for this purpose, conferred certain functions
upon the Secretary-General of the United Nations. These three
countries refused to participate in the proceedings before the Court.
In spite of this fact, however, the. Court decIded to give opinion in
the case. It rejected the argument that, having regard to the
opposition of those countries to the advisory procedure, it could
not; consistently with its attitude in the Eastern Carelia case, give an
advisory opinion without violating the well·established principle of
international law according to which no judicial proceedings telating to a legal question can take place without the consent of the
interested states. This argument, the Court said, revealed a confusion between the contentious and the advisory procedure. It
declared:
The consent of states, parties to a dispute, is the basis of the Court's
jurisdiction in contentious cases. The situation is different in regard to
advisory proceedings even where the Request for an Opinion relates to a
t2

u

I.e.]. Reports (1949), p. 174.
I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 128.

43

45

I.e.]. Reports (1950), p. 65.
I.C.]. Reports (1955), p. 67.
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legal question actually pending between states. The Court's reply is
only of an advisory character: as such, it has no binding force. It
follows that no state, whether a Member of the United Nations or not,
can prevent the giving of an Advisory Opinion which the United Nations
considers to be desirable in order to obtain enlightenment as to the
course of action it should take. The Court's Opinion is given not to the
states, but to the organ which is entitled to request it; the reply of the
Court, itself an "organ of the United Nations", represents its participation
in the activities of the Organization, and, in principle, should not be
refused.

As to the effect of Article 68' of the Statute, the Court said:
It is true that Article 68 of the Statute provides that the Court in the
exercise of its advisory functions shall further be guided by the provisions
of the Statute which apply in contentious cases. But according to the
same article these provisions would be applicable only "to the extent
to which it (the Court) recognizes them to be applicable". It is therefore
clear that their application depends on the particular circumstances of
each case and that the Court possesses a large amount of discretion in
the matter.
'

The Court concluded:
In the present case the Court is dealing with a Request for an Opinion,
the sole object of which is to enlighten the General Assembly as to the
opportunities which the procedure contained in the Peace Treaties may
afford for putting an end to a situation which has been presented' to
it. That being the object of the Request, the Court finds in the opposition
to it made by Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania no reason why it should
abstain from replying to the Request.

For the reasons stated above, the Court declared that it had the
power and was, in fact, under a duty to give the advisory
opinion. 46
The Court, however, differentiated this case from the Eastern
Carelia case on two grounds. In the latter case the question put
to the Court was directly related to the main point of the dispute
actually pending between the states, so that answering the ques.
tion would be substantially equivalent to deciding the dispute;
and secondly, it raised a question of fact which could not be ~lucidat.
ed without hearing both the parties. In this case, however, the
Court said, the question before the Court was only concerned
with the applicability to certain disputes of the procedure for
settlement instituted by the Peace Treaties, and in no way touched
u
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I.C.]. Rep01'ts (1950), pp. 71-2.
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the merits of the case. -Secondly, it did not involve dealing with
controversial questions of fact. 47
,
In spite of this explanation, however, it is not clear how far
this case is distinguishable from the Eastern Carelia case. As
Judge Lauterpacht has said, an answer to a question of procedure,
if acted upon, may in substantial respects affect the outcome of
the dispute. 47 & The Court in fact. declared in the second phase of
the opinion that, as the Court had found in its opinion in the first
phase that the three governments were under an obligation to
appoint their representatives to the commissions provided for in
the Peace Treaty, the refusal to fulfil that obligation involved
international responsibility and in fact a breach of treaty had
taken place in this respect, on the part of the three gov.ernments. 48
Judge Lauterpacht has very rightly pointed out that an opinion
which involves a finding that a stahi is guilty of breach of treaty
probably goes beyond mere enlightenment on a question of proced.
ure. 49 In fact the two dissenting judges Zoricic,50 and Krylov 51
maintained that the two cases were quite analogous. Judge Zoricic
said quite clearly that in this case also, as in the previous one, the
subject matter of the advisory opinion was the interpretation of a
treaty and the existence of certain international obligations. arising
under that treaty, so that the Court's answer was substantially
equivalent to deciding the dispute between the parties; secondly,
in both cases, one of the parties to the dispute refused to take part
in the debates in the international organization which subsequently
requested the opinion; thirdly, in both cases, one of the' parties
was not a member of the international organization; and finally,
one of the parties to the dispute contested the right of the Court
to give an opinion without its consent. 52
.Thus the opinion of the Court constitutes a marked departure
from the previous precedent of the Eastern Carelia case. 53 According
I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. 72.
Lauterpacht, The Development of International Law 'by the International Court, London (1958), p. 354.
49 Lauterpacht, ibid.
48 I.C.]. Reports (1950), pp. 227-8.
&1 I.C.]. Reports (1950), p. uq.
&0 I.C.]. Rep01'ts (1950), p. 103.
n Judge Zoricic, ibid., p. 103.
&3 Judge Lauterpacht also says that the reasoning in the Peace Treaties
case goes some way in. the direction of an abandonment of the principle
impliedly laid down in the case of Eastern Carelia. The Development oj
International Law by the Intel'national Court, London (1958), p. 355.
47

4,7&
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to certain jtirists, stich as Mr. F. B. Sloan, Members of the United
Nations, in accepting Article 96 of the Charter and Article 65 of
the Statute, have given their consent in advance to the exercise of
advisory jurisdiction. He believes that the organization of the
international community has advanced since the time of Carelia
case so that even a non-Member of the United Nations 'cannot
urge its non-membership as a challenge to the advisory jurisdiction
of the Court. Advisory jurisdiction, according to him, represents a
development of international hl.w and organization towards the
universal jurisdiction of .the Court. In 1926, Judge McNair had
argued that absolute unanimity was required in a vote in the
League of Nations for submission of a dispute before the Permanent
Court for an advisory opinion, because the opinion would in substance dispose of a matter at issue between the parties and that
it was difficult to believe that obligatory jurisdiction had crept in
under cover of the Council's power to request an advisory opinion. 54
In the United Nations, Mr. Sloan says, there is no question of
surreptitious interpretation. It was known' at the time when
Article 96 was drafted, authorizing the GeJ?eral Assembly to
request advisory opinions, that such requests could be made by a
majority vote. Acceptance of the Charter was acceptance in
advance by all Member states of the exercise of advisory jurisdiction on any legal question at the request of the General Assembly,
even though a state might oppose the request in the Assembly. 55
Mr. Sloan gets powerful support from no less an authority than
Judge Lauterpacht, who says that the case of Eastern Carelia
can no longer be accepted as expressing fully a valid legal proposition, at least, in relation to Members of the United Nations. The
Security Council, the General Assembly and other specialized
agencies of the U.N. authorized in this behalf, are entitled to ask
for an advisory opinion on any legal question brought before them,
and the Court is bound to render the opinion within, of course, its
judicial limits. It is immaterial that the state concerned may
refuse to participate in the proceedings before the Court. So is the
.fact that the opinion asked for is identical with a dispute under
consideration by the United Nations. Members of the United
54 Arnold D. McNair, "The Council's Request for an Advisory Opinion
of the P.C.I.J.", 3 B. Y.I.L. (1926), pp. II-12.
66 F. B.,Sloan, "Advisory Jurisdiction", California Law Review (1950),
pp.8j l r52 .,
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Nations, by giving the Court the general power of rendering ad·
visory opinions, agreed to its advisory jurisdiction on any legal
question whether it involves their interests or not. Judge Lauterpacht, therefore, believes that the Charter has created a sort of
quasi-compulsory jurisdiction of the Court by way of advisory
opinions, at least for the Member states, in that a'request for an
opinion may be made,'By a requisite majority, even agains~ the
will of the state or states affected. Thus, though the compulsory
jurisdiction of the Court has been rejected, it is possible for the
authorized organs of the United Nations to obtain a finding of the
Court on the legal merits of a dispute between states through the
agency of advisory opinions. The Eastern Carelia case cannot be
accepted as expressing the law in force. Moreover, there seems to be
no decisive reason, according to Lauterpacht, why the sovereignty
of states should be protected from a procedure, which they have
accepted in advance as Members of the United Nations, of ascertaining the faw through a pronouncement which, in spite of its
persuasive authority, is not binding upon them. 56
,But this interpretation given by these writers to the' provisions
of the Charter does not seem to be very persuasive. The texts
which regulate the advisory jurisdiction of the new Court are substantially the same as those that regulated that of old. Though Article
65 of the Statute, in accordance with Article 96 of the Charter, has
abandoned the distinction between "a question" and "a dispute"
and refers to "any legal question", 57 the difference is so much in the
nature of things that Article 68 of the Statute has not been modified and Article 82 of the Rules of the Court in its new version
continues to point in the same direction: "The Court shall above
all consider whether the request for an 'advisory opinion relates to a
legal question actually pending between two or more states",
68 Lauterpacht, The Development of International Law by the International Court, London (1958), pp. 355-8 .
67 According to Mr.' Shabtai Rosenne, so far as concerns the Statute
the difference of words is merely stylistic. op. cit., P' 454. Also see Rosenne, "The Advisory Competence of the International Collrt of Justice",
30 Revue tJ,e Droit International (1952), p. 17. Mr. Hambro also thinks
that the changing of terms did not have any great effect apart from the
terminological improvement. "The Jurisdiction of the International Court
of Justice", 34 Transactions of the Grotius Society (194 8), P., X33· Also
see Hambro, "Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice", 76
:Recueil de Cours, Academie de Droit {x950}, Vol. I, pp. 191-2.
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and if so, will apply the provisions of the Statute and the rules
concerning contentious proceedings. Surely, the texts' add: "to
the extent to which it recognizes them to be applicable"; but there
is, as Judge Winiarski said, nothing arbitrary about the Court's
power in this matter; the criterion is objective; if the Court
considers that such is the case, it must apply these provisions. 58
It is true that the Court, which has been raised to the status of a
principal organ and thus more closely geared into the mechanization
of the V.N.a., must do its utmost to co·operate with the other
organs with a view to attaining the aims and principles that have
been set forth. But there are certain limits which a judicial coilrt
may not overstep, even when 'exercising its advisory function.
Thus the absence of consent undoubtedly constitutes a condition
which the Court cannot overlook. The fact that there is no clause
restricting the right or duty of giving advisory opinions is not
sufficient ground for concluding that the consent of states directly
concerned is not required. Judge Azevedo, in his dissenting opinion
in the Peace Treaties case, referred to a number of circumstances
which combine to forbid the abandonment of the conclusion so
well established under the old Court.
Firstly, ne~ther the resolution and appeals emanating from all
parts of the world, nor the efforts of the learned jurists, were successful in establishing the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, in
spite of the fact that numerous proposals were put forward at
San Francisco. The parliamentary debates in different countries
on the ratification of the Charter confirm that conclusion. We
have already seen the American Senate's attitUde in accepting: the
compulsory jurisdiction which does not seem to have deviated
from its attitude of 1926. They are evidence of a continuous anxiety
in respect of possible excesses in this sphere.
Secondly, the right of requesting opinions assumed a consi.
derable extension in 1945, which proves the impossibility of admitting the existence of a substitute form of compulsory jurisdiction.
Without even requiring a unanimous vote or even the existence of a
proper quorum, the right to request opinions has been assigned t6
almost any organ of the United Nations and to the specialised
agencies. We can imagine the anarchy which would ensue if the
Court had to examine "disputes" actually pending between stateswhether Members or non-Members of the United Nations-at the
58

Dissenting Opinion of Judge Winiarski. I.e.]. Reports (1950), p. 90.
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request of any or all of those organs and agencies which have been
authorized by the General Assembly, without any assurances
being required as to the previous consent of the states concerned.
To what possible effects such a mischievous arrangement may
lead can, to some extent, be realized from the fact that nearly a
scor~ of institutions hav6l been endowed with a full or limited right
to ask the Court for advisory opinions on legal questions arising in
their field of activity.
.
.
Thirdly, we must admit that the principle of the sovereignty of
states. and the rule of law which follows from it, and which was
applied in Eastern- Carelia case, have lost"nothin? of their. v~,lue.
The United Nations is founded on the sovereIgn equality of
states. And sovereignty is so highly sensitive a conception that it
would be un~ise to leave it without any protection at the mercy
of the caprice of a simple majority in any agency which might
.
happen to be authorized to ask for an advisory opinion.
Moreover, the Court being a Court of Justice, cannot, even 111
giving advisory opinions, depart from the ess~n~i~l les . ~i~ng
its activities as a court. A large measure of fiexIbIhty IS admISSIble
in seeking the consent of the parties; b1!lt this consent cannot be
dispensed with altogether. In accordance with this principle,. as we
know the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court was rejected.
Nothing would be more alien or even contradictory to this idea,
which is one of the bases of the Charter, than to introduce the
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court under the guise of the advisory
opinions. 59
As regards the non-Member states, the general proposition of
the Court, supported by Mr; Sloan, that it may give advisory
opinions affecting them (non-Members) gives rise to grave dOl1~ts.
In paragraph 6 of Article 2, the Charter arrogates to the Uruted
Nations a limited competence regarding non_Members. 60 The
compatibility of this clause itself with internafional law is very
controversial. In any case, this self·assumed jurisdiction of the

r.u

59 Dissenting Judgment of Judge Winiarski, ibid., p. 96 . Hambro
also says that the advisory proceedings should not be ?s~d ~s ~ means of
introducing by a devious method the 'compulsory JUrISdIctIon of the
Court. op. cit., 76 Recueil des c;ours (1950), Vol;, I, p. zoo. _ .
60 Article. z(6) of the Charter provides:
The .Orgam~tlOn sh~ll
ensure that states which are not Members of the Umted NatiOns act In
accordance with these Principles so far as may be necessary for the
maintenance of international peace and security."
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United Nl).tions under Article .2 of the Charter is limited to action
necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security.
Unless a request of the General Assembly for an advisory opinion
were justified in this way-in view of the Security Council's primary
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and
security-the competence of the United Nations to request advisory opinions affecting non-Members appears to require a more
solid foundation. 61
In view of .these matters, it is submitted, it would have been
better if the Court had given no opinion in the Interpretation of
Peace Treaties case.· It is still hoped that, in view of the pains that
the Court took in differentiating this case from the case of Eastern
Carelia, it has not abandoned the previous precedent altogether and,
iIi a future case submitted to it without the consent of the state
concerned, it will refuse to give an advisory opinion if it has reference to the merits of the controversy. 62
Simply because it has been established that the General ASSEmbly
accepts, adopts or notes the opinion of the Court and in principle
and in theory-though certainly not always in practice-takes
this action without reviewing the legal arguments of the Court,
one cannot have a clear view of the effect and value of the opinion.
One must look behind the legal forms and investigate political
realities. Nobody could claim that the subsequent policies of
Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania have been influenced by the
Court's advice on the question of arbitration. Similar has, in fact,
been the fate of some other opinions, such as, the two opinions on
the question of Admission of a State to Membership in the United
Nations and one relating to the International Status of South Africa.
In fact, a great caution is needed in the use of the institution of
advisory opinions. It can do nothing but harm to the cause of
international law and to the Court itself to try to saddle it with
important political questions which states are not prepared to
bring and do not consent to being brought to the Court. Politi61 Schwarzenberger, "Trends in the Practice of the WoI-Id Court",
4 Current Legal Problems (1951), pp. 22-4.
62 According to Hambro, absence of consent would also probably
lead the Court to decline to give an opinion if the presence of the parties
should be necessary to elucidate the case. The Court felt that the documentation submitted to it in the Peace Treaties case gave a sufficient
basis for decision. See Hambro, op. cit., 76 Recu.eil des Cours (1950),
Vol. I, p. 207.
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cal questions should be settled by political means in the political
organs of the United Nations and it is believed that very little
good can be achieved by trying to solve them by legal procedures
and by referring them to the Court. This can do immense harm to
international justice if opinions are asked about the disputes
actually pending between states without their consent and, in fact
despite their dissent, because, they will naturally refute· these
opinions and thus lower the prestige of the Court. 63 As Judge
De Visscher has said, any attempt to constrain states to submit to
Court's jurisdiction either directly, or indirectly by the round about
way of advisory opinions, can lead only to impairing the authority
pf the Court by multiplying refusals to respect its decisions. 64
The Court must also consider each request for an opinion from
the point of view of principles from which as a judicial tribunal it
cannot depart: the equality of states before the judge and the·independence of states. It has no doubt the duty to give opinions
which are requested of it, for this is one of the two purposes for
which it has been constituted; but there may be important legal
grounds for not giving such an opinion, for example, the respect
for the above mentioned principles, in the absence of which it
should refuse to give the opinion requested.
Thus though the provisions for advisory opinions should not be
considered to have introduced the compulsory jqrisdiction of the
Court from the backdoor, as if it were, it is clear that states and
organizations are free to declare in advance that the opinions will
be accepted as binding. So if there is an obligation to request an
advisory opinion and provided further that the advisqry opinion is
binding _on the parties, it does confer upon the Court compulsory
jurisdiction. While it might seem strange to request an advisory
opinion and to decide in advance that such an opinion shall be
accepted as binding, such a procedure may nevertheless· be very
useful. 65 Examples of such provisions are to be found in the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, the
Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the Specialised
68 E. Hambro, "The Authority of the Advisory Opinions of the International Court of Justice", 3 International and Comparative Law Quarterly
(1954), pp. 2 fl.
U Charles De Visscher, Theory and Reality in Public International
Law, Trans. by P. E. Corbett, Princeton (1957), p. 330.
65 Hambro, "Some Observations on the Compulsory Jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice", 25 B. Y.I.L. (1948), pp. 155-6.
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Agencies, Constitutions of the International Labour Organization,
and the United Nations Headquarters Agreement.
Such provisions have made at least one thing very clear. The
international organizations can gain direct access to the Court by
way of a request for an advisory opinion which shall be considered
as binding.· This may perhaps be done whether the conflict exists
between two organizations or between any organization on the one
hand and a state on the other. This has led to the abolition of much
of the difference between states and international organizations
in the field of international jurisdiction and is a step towards the
enlargement of the conception of "persons" or "subjects" of international law. 66

2.
Every state so notified has the right to intervene in the proceedings;
but if it uses this right, the construction given by the· judgment will
be equally binding upon it.
.

III. COMPULSORY JURISDICTION UNDER ARTICLES

62

AND

The Court's experience in this regard is meagre and only one state
(Cuba) has so far expressed a desire to intervene in a case (Haya
De La Torre's case)69 before the International Court of Justice.
It is clear, however, that intervention may enlarge the compulsory
jurisdiction of the Court. If, for instance, states A, B, C are parties
to a multilateral treaty, whereas only states A and B have accepted
the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, state C can intervene and
thereby force A and B to plead against it though otherwise these
two states would not have been obliged to accept it as party before
the Court. 70

63.
IV. COUNTER-CLAIM

Apart from the jurisdiction conferred upon the Court under the
provisions discussed so far, there are some other provisions in the
Statute which indirectly provide for the Court's jurisdiction. Thus
Article 62 lays down:
Should a state consider that it has an interest of a legal nature which
may be affected by the decision in the case, it may submit a request to
the Court to be pennitted to intervene.
2. It shall be for the Court to decide upon the request.
There is little practice of the Court on this point. 67 But it is clear
that the interest affected by the decision must be legal and not
merely factual or political. Moreover it is for the Court to decide
whether such a legal interest exists. No state cari intervene against
the will of the Court. On the other hand, if the Court allows a state
to intervene, after having given the states concerned the right to
make tlteir views known, the other states cannot validly object to
the participation of the intervening state,68 and it becomes a party
to the pending case on an equal footing with the other parties.
Article 62 leaves a wide discretion to the Court but Article 63
gives a clear right of intervention:
~1. Whenever the construction of a convention in which states other
than those concerned in the case are parties is in question, the Registrar
shall. notify all such states forthwith.
BB Hambro, ibid.
B7 Hudson, The Permanent Court, p. 419.
BB Hambro, op. cit., 25 B. Y.fL. (1948), p. 153.

The last point to be considered is about counter-claims. The
Statute makes no reference. to counter-claims, but the Rules of the
Court :which apply, interpret and complete the Statute provide in
Article 63:
When proceedings have been instituted by means of aIj application, a
counter-claim may be presented in the submissions of the CounterMemorial, provided that such counter-claim is directly ·connected with
the subject matter of the application and that it comes wi1;pin the junsdiction of the Court. In the event of a doubt as to the connection between the question presented by way of counter-claim and the sUBjectmatter of the application, the Court shall, after due examination, direct
whether or not the question thus presented shall be joined to the original
proceedings.
The Permanent Court had littl'e opportunity to rise this provisio~
but it stated that the claim should be "directly connected with the
principal claim" or be "judicially connected with it".HIt seems
that counter-claims are permitted only in cases brought by application, and not in those which are brought by special agreement
69 Cuba intervened under Article 63. Bya letter of February 15, ~951,
to wrncll was annexed a memorandum, the admissibility of intervention
was contested by Peru. By decision given at a public hearing on May 16,
1951, the Court decided to accept the intervention of Cuba. Yearbook of
the I.C.]. (1953-54), p. 67.
70

71

See Chapter VI also.
Quoted by Hambro, op.cit., 25 B.Y.f.L. (1948), p. 155.
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where the parties may be supposed to have made due provision for
counter-claims without having to rely on this additional measure
of protection. 72 It is rather difficult to predict whether the Court
would admit only direct counter.claims or also indirect counterclainls. These are defined by the Harvard Research Group as
follows:
A ·"Counter-Qaim" is a claim by a respondent against a complainant.
A "direct counter-claim" is a counter-claim arising out of the facts or
transactions upon which a complainant's claim is based. An "indirect
counter-claim" is a counter-claim arising out of facts or transactions
extrinsic to those upon which a complainant's claim is based.

But even if it is conceded, and according to Hambro this is the
case, that only direct claims are likely to be admitted before the
International Court of. Justice, and even though Article 63 of the
Rules states clearly that counter-claims will only be admitted when
they fall within the jurisdiction of the Court, it may still be possible
for the counter-claim indirectly to enlarge the jurisdiction of the
Court. As we have said, the practice is meagre on this issue. But
Hambro thinks that it is unlikely that the Court would permit a
state which had brought an action by application to withdraw a
direct counter-claim from the jurisdiction of the Court with the
help of the reservations which it might have mad~ in accepting the
jurisdiction of the Court under Article 36. 73

72

Hambro, ibtd.

73

Hambro, ibid.

CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION
THE total picture of the Court's jurisdiction shows that in spite of
the best efforts of the greatest jurists over a long period of time,
the ideal of a powerful Court which might serve to fulfil the greatest
desire of all mankind-the establishment of peace-has not come
to be realized. Despite the great amount of enthusiasm that has
been shown, the weaknesses of the existing international community
have blocked the way towards the goal. Only a few countries
have conferred juriSdiction on the Court so far, and that also
riddled with uncertain and ambiguous reservations.
_ A number of factors have contributed to this unsatisfactory
position. The most uncertain and ambiguous .nature of international law, the absence of an international legislature to modify
and adapt international law to the changing needs of the time, and
the lack of an execution machinery to enforce and apply the judicial decisions, have all led the states to adopt this rigid attitude
towards the Court. Above all, the "cold war" between the two
power-blocks into which the world was drifted after 1945 has
made any progress towards this ideal impossible. No collective
security has come to be established through the United Nations.
There is an extreme amount of distrust and tension prevailing
amongst the states. The United Nations having become impotent
due to "veto", there is no agency to control and prevent any
breaches of peace and security. Under these circumstances, the
disposition ,of at least the principal powers is still to feel that each
must keep itself in a position to defend, maintain and protect jts
own interests by its own action, if need be, until such time "as
international security becomes a reality. So they do not meanwhile
risk subjecting their "vital interests" or "domestic concerns" to a
majority vote in the United Nations, or even to the processes of
adjudication. With negotiations and compromises as the prevalent
method of dealing with all threats to peace, each nation remains
intent on preserving intact its own freedom of independent decision
and action in each situation that arises.
It is seriously felt, however, that the position should not be
left at that if the world is to be saved from anotherandinore
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devastating world war. With the infiltration of extremely destructive
nuclear weapons which threaten the very existence of mankind and
civilization, the position is extremely dangerous. The human
situation in the mid-twentieth century is tragic and it could easily
be catastrophic. Mr. Cyro de Freitas-Valle, the Brazilian delegate
to the United Nations, has very well summed up the position:
"The Council at odds, and the Court hardly occupied, the world has
cause to weep."!
.
War has become almost unthinkable. This unthinkability of
war has becomea.challenge toa fresh look at the problem of international organization. What is the way out? It is not an easy
question to be answered. But when mankind is crying for ~ ~~lut~on
that will save it from impending disaster, and when CIVIlizatIOn
itself is at stake, it is no us~ talking of difficulties. The thing to do
is to try every expedient that gives promise of success. When a man .
is dying of a cancerous growth in his flesh, you d<:> not debate
whether it can be cured. You call in all the surgeons and doctors
that your money will afford and put them on the cC}se to .try. to
get this cancer out of the man's flesh. You must save hIS life.
It is believed that the International Court of Justice can play a
great part in removing the tension and. distrust among nations
and creating an atmosphere of peace. It IS undoubtedly tru~ that
judicial settlement is not a penacea able to secure peace In all
circumstances. Indeed, judicial. settlement can never, on the
plane of mere fact, become an effective substitute for war.; but
that does not mean that it is not in itself a powerful constituent
element of peace. The reign of law, represented by the incorporation of obligatory adjudication as a rule of positive international
law, is not the only means of securing and preserving peace among
nations. Nevertheless, it is an essential condition of peace. As
Dr. Van Kleffens, President of the Ninth General Assembly, said:
"The point is not whether international law can prevent a war,
but whether it can make a contribution to preventing a war, and
whether a well-founded appeal to international law can strengthen
the case of whoever appeals to it. And that it can."2
The Court has, of course, its own limitations. -The primary
function of the Court is to decide issues presented to it by states
United Nations Bulletin, Vol. VII (July-December, 1949), p. 360.
Quoted by Shabtai Rosenne, The International Court of Justice,
Leyden (1957), p. 15·
1

Z
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parties to a controversy. It must have jurisdiction over the parties
to the case, and it can proceed in the absence of a party only w~ere
such jurisdiction has dearly been conferred. Each party must
have ample opportunity to be heard. The subject of the controversy
must fall within the competence of the Court and its 'decision must
be limited to the issues involved in the controversy. Unless special
powers are conferred upon it, the Court must base its decision on
the law which it finds...,to be applicable, and it may resort only to
recognized sources for finding that law. After the final award
or decision, (he Court's authority is exhausted and it has no power
to enforce its judgment.
These limitations have, therefore, to be kept in view in order to
assess the role that judicial process is expected to play in the
preservation of peace. In fact the usefulness· of the International
Court depends upon a scrupulous observance of these limitations;
because unless the states have confidence in the impartiality of the
Court, unless it is sufficiently independent.to apply the law without
fear or favour; unless it is freed from the necessity of compromising
principles to the policies of the moment, it will lack the authority
required for effective adjudication and it will not be able to discharge its functions successfully. 3
Taking into consideration these limitations, we must admit that
the <;::ourt .cannot assist the cause of peace by solving conflicts of
political importance and by assuming functions which are essentially of a legislative nature. If it were burdened with functions not
related to adjudication its prestige might soon be lost. No state will
ever be prepared to bring cases involving its "vital inteJ;ests"
before the Court; and to force them to come would be fatal for the
Court itself. Similarly, if situations arise in which states wish to go
outside the law because the present law is considered to be not in
conformity with their sense .of justice, other agencies are needed
manned by men who are not restricted by judicial limitations and
who possess sUffi~ient authority to bring about the results which the
community interest may require. Under modern conditions, the
plans of authors like Ke1sen and Lauterpacht for a Court having
unlimited jurisdiction over all disputes cannot be accepted. Kunz
has well said:
Compulsory international adjudication is of the utmost importance,
should be the object of our greatest efforts, would constitute the greatest
a Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (i944), pp. 236-7.
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and the deepest single advance. But it alone cannot eliminate war, it
can decide but not settle all conflicts. It is an illusion to believe that it
ever will be possible to transfer world history into nothing· but a court
procedure. ~

in The Hague offers the only h6nourableway out fora government
which wants to have a dispute peacefully settled but finds difficulties
::t home. This face-saving device may be of the greatest political
IIIlportance. 7

Sir Arnold McNair, a former judge of the International Court,
also observed:
We should be rendering an ill service to the international community
if we were to propagate the illusion that law has a monopoly in the
settlement of inter-state disputes. It is only one method and must
always be confined to the disputes to which it is from its nature applicable.·

No hard and fast lines can be drawn between law and politics,
yet the two fields must be kept distinct..To invest with political
functions such a tribunal as the International Court of Justice
would be to circumscribe its usefulness in those cases in which
juridical process is best suited, and it· might even imperil the
continued existence of the Court. "To say that its functions must
be limited is not to reduce them to insignificance, it is to preserve
their significance."6
The Court's contribution in the achievement of the ideal of
preservation of peace will necessarily be less direct and perhaps
less spectacular, but no less important. It is not the business of the
Court to prevent actual outbreaks of violence. Nevertheless, the
peace preserving function of the Court may reveal itself in a variety
of ways. In the first instance its very existence, even if not accom·
panied by compulsory jurisdiction, provides an opportunity for
settling disputes on which both parties feel so strongly that having
regard to domestic public opinion they would hesitate to adopt .
a solution. by way of negotiations or compromise. As Hambro
says:
If two states do not want to go to war, they can always find a solution.
However, it may at times be extremely difficult to find a satisfactory
and honourable way out of an impasse .... It may happen, and certainly
has happend in the past, that settlement by flrbitration or by the Court
~ Kunz, "Compulsory International Adjudication and Maintenance of
Peace", 38 A.j.I.L. (1944), p. 678.
.
• Arnold D. McNair, The Development of International justice, New
York (1956), p. 33.
a Hudson, International Tribunals, Washington (1944), p. 249.

Secondly, the existence of the Court, when endowed with compulsory jurisdiction, is a powerful factor in creating the atmosphere of
respect for law. It increases confidence in law and creates a salutary
habit which might be of immense value as a localizer of disputes.
Habitual use of the Court is bound to be a blight upon controversies
which might otherwise create great political tension, and so makes
the process of adjudication a veritable bulwark of peace. In fact,
the mere existence of such a predetermined procedure for the
settlement of disputes and its acceptance by states which might
subsequently find themselves at variance, \.vould "be a powerful
contribution to the sense of international security, and would have
great psychological value in banishing from men's minds the idea
of war, and replacing it by peaceful methods of settlement".8
It is true that no political dispute or disputes that were likely to
involve the parties in serious conflict have been brought before the
Court; but depending on the r~lative positions of the parties and
their historical relations, almost any dispute between stat~s ·can be
fanned by agitation to a dangerous intensity. In many instances
in the past, successful adjudications by the International Court
have removed from discussion problems which might have led to
the rupture of peaceful relations. Tnrough its jUdgments and advisory opinions the Court has contributed to the elimination or
reduction of some tensions which might not have led to war, but
which might have poisoned the relations between otherwise friendly
nations. In this fashion, it has facilitated co·operation between
states.
.
If·the peoples of the world are truly "determined to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war", the .Court can be a
powerful aid in that endeavour. It can furnish solutions of many
international disputes which, if left to fester, might jeopardize the
7 E. Hambro, "Function of the International Court of Justice in the
Framework of the International Legal Order", The United Nations'
Ten Years' Legal Progress (Ed. Molen, Pompe and Verzyl), The Hague,.
(195 6), p. 95·
a British Government's memorandum issued while accepting the
Geneva General Act of 1928: British Parliamentary Papers, Misc.
No.8 (1931), Cmd. 3803, Para 3. See also Shabtai Rosenne, op. cit., p. 61.
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world's peace. Even a perfect tribunal will not serve this end,
however, unless there be a willingness among men to seek justice
and to abide by its decisions. That willingness depends less upon
the structure of the temple of justice than upon the spirit in which
it is visited.
The Court has thus far proved to be a very useful organ of the
United Nations. 9 While the Security Council has largely failed in
its purpose due to the "veto" and the General Assembly has .got
only partial success, the International Court of Justice has, to a great
extent, achieved its purpose. Experience has shown that judges
on the bench, operating within the severe limitations of the judicial
process, can deal effectively with certain types of disputes. The
impartiality and restraint with which the judges generally do their
job has been the subject of general and well-merited praise. People
have gained confidence in the Court.
The Court has also done remarkable work in another field. In
its practice it has built up an extensive body of case law which is
evidence of existing international law of the highest value. Moreover, by applying international law in a spirit of progressive realism,
the Court has become one of the chief agencies .for the gradual
development and growth of international law. The fact that its
decisions are only binding on' the parties to any particular dispute,
and its advisory opinions are not binding on anyone, means simply
that as an interpreter of international law the Court must.rely on
the persuasive authority of its decisions and opinions. There is no
doubt that a consistent body of law has been produced by the Court
as was expected of it.
The real usefulness of the Court, of course, depends upon the
jurisdiction conferred upon it. So far the states have shown a great
hesitation in accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court.
We agree with Lauterpacht that failing fulfilment of such a condition, any instrument of international security must remain to a
large extent a mere instrumentality of power. There cannot be any
real international security or any true evolution of the law unless
one of the principal, if .not the principal, defect of inteniationallaw
is removed, namely, the right of sovereign states to remain judges
in their own cause, and to refuse the benefit of the law to states
which ask for no more than a legal remedy given by impartial
8 Lauterpacht, Foreword to Lissitzyn's International Court oj Justice,
New York (I95I).
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judicial tribunals. 1o But Lauterpacht expects too much when he
argues from this that all the states must accept unqualified compul.
sory jurisdiction immediately.u The maxim "calculate the limits
of the possible" should be observed. In the present structure
of international relations this is simply not possible. A witty person
has said that the greatest enemy of reform is the reformer. Like
. all general statements, this is to be taken "with a grain of salt";
but the meaning seems to be that the reformer, intent upon his
ideal, and having a distant goal always before his eyes, is anxious
to cover by a single leap the great distance separating him from
reality and the goal. States, unlike the reformer, are slow-footed.
Further progress must of necessity be slow. It has rightly been
observed that "so long as the individualistic distribution of power
among states persists, with the major political tensions that it
engenders, peace will serve justice better than justice will serve
peace". 12
Extreme political tensions today weigh heavily upon the at.
titude of governments, which are already naturally little inclined
to divest themselves of the settlement of their disputes in favour of
international tribunals. Without a minimum of order, justice is
powerless. It is important to remember these words of a jurist
who was a tireless defender of international adjudications:
It is thought that justice will bring peace,' because it is believed that
it can kill war. The contrary is rather the truth: the reign of justice
presupposes peace. In an atmosphere saturated with passions, rivalries,
and the spirit of war, the judge ~s powerless, for the law which is his
ann loses all its virtue in the presence of force. 18

This would seem to indicate that the Court has. a modest role to
play in a period of cold. war and political cri~is. It can still be
useful, very useful indeed, in solving disputes between states
belonging to the same legal and political community. But it can
have no effect in the struggle between the two camps into which
10 Lauterpacht, ''The Judicial Settlement of'International Disputes",
The Path to Peace, Ed. G. W. Keeton, The London Institute of World
Affairs (I945), pp. 85-90.
11 H. Lauterpacht, Foreword to Lissitzyn's International Court of
Justice, New York (I95I).
.
12 Charles De Visscher, Theory and Reality in Public International Law,
Trans. by P. E. Corbett, Princeton (I957), p. 328.
18 .N. Politis quoted by Charles De Visscher, ibid., p. 330.
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the world is '-divided today. And in fact, it would be wrong to
impose such task on the Court. Even purely legal conflicts can
take on such political aspects that no good can come of legal decisions. They ,may never be executed and decisions which are not
respected bring disrepute to the states who disregard them" do no
good to -the states which win the' award, and weaken respect for
law and order. This w()uld 'also indicate that it can serve no useful
purpose at present to enlarge the scope of compulsory jurisdiction
of the Court to very great proportions. It is a weakness of the
Court that this jurisdiction does not exist, but the weakness is
only an expression of a weakness of the international community;
and lawyers can do no good by pretending that the legal community
is stronger than it is. It may lead only to pacts and treaties which
will be violated or neglected.
,
It may be stated, however, that the acceptance of the jurisdiction
of the Court in essentially legal disputes is the first step towards the
establishment of a rule of law in the international society. There
is an old proverb that "the longest journey begins with the first
step". The sooner this first step is taken, followed by many more,
the sooner the world will move towards peace and away from its
present drift towards war. Sacrifices will have to be made by
individual states, especially by the larger and more powerful ones;
but these sacrifices will be repaid a hundred-fold when the harvest
comes in. It is believed that the Court has gained the confidence
of the legal community and that it will play an ever more useful
role when the present world tension eases to some extent and
states 'are more willing to entrust the solution of their differences
to impartial judgment.

EPILOGUE
CO~IPuLSORY

JURISDICTION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
Some Recent Developments
LAW OF JUNGLE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

WE are living in a dangerous world indeed. In. a world m.ired in
innumerable disputes among nations and dom~ated b~ vlOlen~e
all around it is indeed sad to notice that the law ofJungle still prevails
as the ulilinate mechanism to settle dispu tes between nations. If we
want to avoid the bloodbath of continuous warfare in our
international society, we should be prepared to resolve our d~p~tes
through impartial third-party settlement,. if direct nego~~t~ons
between parties fail. That is one of the most Important and CIVIlIzed
way to settle disputes. But as regards institutions and procedures
for adjustment of disputes, internationa~ law has been woefully
deficient - a jungle law imperfectly ameIIora~ed by a fragmentary
and hesitant progress in the direction ot a .lega! or~er. The
precariousness of the present situatio~ can ~e vI~ualIzed from ~he
fact that whereas it is difficult to establIsh arbItration cqurts - which
in any case remain ad hoc and impermanent - and the Perm~nent
Court of Arbitration has been little used, we have an Interryahonal
Court ofJustice, which is said to be sitting "precariously at the peak
of a pyramid which has no enduring base." I Although, as we ~hall
see, the jurisdiction of the World Court has been progresslV~ly
extended and it has gaineq. tremendous and well-deserved prestige
and confidence by its excellent and conscientious work, it is unable
to realize fully" the potentialities of its greatness" , it is poi~ted out,
because of the insecure foundations upon which its enterpnse must
rest.2 It needs, it has been suggested, a more enduring base if it is to
fulfil the hopes which it has engendered. 3
ISee, Edwin Dewitt Dickinson, Lllwlllld Peace (Philadelphia, 1951), p. 113.
2Dickinson, ibid., p. 121.
.
3Dickinson, ibid., pp. 121-22.
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PROLlFERATIONOF NEW
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS

Although it has been done rather haphazardly and" without any
overall plan", there has been a' proliferation of several new
international tribunals during the last 50 years, Besides, several ad
hoc arbitration tribunals which have been set up, and the so-called
"commercial arbitration" held under established rules such as
UNCITRAL Or the ICC orICSID, or under municipal arbitration law,
quite a number of other international judicial or quasi-judicial
institutions have been established, such as Iran-United States claims
Tribunal, and new mechanism under the auspices of the WTO.
There are too many such institutions to be enumerated. At the
regional level, Europe has its European Court of Justice in
Luxembourg; European Commission and the Courtof Human Rights
at Strasbourg; and a European mechanism for conciliation and
arbitration set up within the framework of the CSCE.
Several administrative tribunals have been established to deal
,with disputes arising between international organizations and their
staff: the ILO Administrative Tribunal; the UN Administrative
Tribunal; the World Bank Administrative Tribunal; and so on.
The horror of war in Yugoslavia and Rwanda have led the UN
Security Council to create two International Tribunals for crimes
committed in the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda. A new,
permanent International Criminal Court is now established. 4
Even more interesting is the International Tribunal for the Law of
Sea which has been established in Hamburg, Germany, under the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea conclUded in
1982 as part of it comprehensive system for the settlement of disputes
laid down in the Convention. The Convention came into Jorce in
November 1994. Although there is a considerable overlapping in
the jurisdictions of the Hamburg Tribunal and the International
Court of Justice, the Law of the Sea Tribunal can deal :with some

4S ee, Gilbert Guillaume, "The Future of International Judicial Institutions",
International and Comparati7'e Law Quarterly (I.C.L.Q), vol. 4 (October 1955), pp.

848-49.
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important classes of disputes S that probably could not go before the
Hague Court.
NO STRUCTURED RELATIONSHIP, OR SYSTEM
BETWEEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF COURTS

But despite all this proliferation of courts, there is no "structured
I
re a ti·ons h'p"
I or "hierarchy or system" between them.
. As Judge
. t d R.Y.t
Jennings, President of International Court of Justi.c~, porn e o~d
"they have just appeared as need or desire or ambItions promot
yet another one". 6 As a result:
"In this particular respect, contemporary inten~a~onal law is just a
disordered medley. Suffice it to say that it is ver~ dIffI~ult to tr!' to mak~
any sort of pattern, much less a structured relatio~shlp, ~f ~I~ mas; 0d
trI'bunals whether important or petty. It is sometimes difflcu t to m
,
d . "7
out what is going on, much less to stu y It.

This lack of"structured relationship" among differe~t.kinds of
courts in international system, where diverse org~ ~x~rcISm~x;.r=
of judicial system are not related to each other IS, It IS som .
pojIlted out, a rather disturbing tren? whic~~ay le.ad to co~cts
"jurisdiction or contradiction 111 ~eC~SlOns 111,;~eas111g th ,
indetermination rather than the determmation of law . Some well-

01

SDisputes like the prompt" release of vessels and crews under A~t. 2~2 of2~hoe
L.O.5. Convention and in the matter of provisior:al measures un er rt.. d
paragraph 5, and disputes concerning the international seabedRarea,~;lr~~~~s
in Part XI of the Convention. See Judge P. Chandrasekhara ao,
e
And its Guidelines", Indian Journal ofInternational L~w (IJIL), vol. 38.
nt
6RY. Jennings, "The Judiciary, International and National, and the Developme
of International Law", ICLQ, vol. 45 Uanuary 1996), p. 5.
7R Y jennings Ibid. p. 5.
I
ti
1
8G~~rges M. Abi-Saab, quoted in RY. Jenni.ngs, "The Role of the nterna on~
Court ofJustice", British Yearbook ofInternatIOnal Lm.v, vol. (1998), p. 61. BU~c .
Shabtai Rosenne who points out that" there is no eVIdence to support t~e VIew
that multi licity of international judicial institutions for the settle~~nt of disputes
seriously fmpairs the unity of jurisprudence (a difficult
at
oftimes). The Convention requires ITLOS to perform tasks t at are eyon 1e
capacity of the International Court under its presen~ Statu~e. I~ o~~ ~~a~~~:1
reason the cautious observer will hesitate before crymg re un an.

d

pro10SItlO~ thedb~st
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mea~ing sch?lars and judges are concerned about "the dangers
that mternatIOnallaw as a whole will become fragmented and
unmanageable."g
JURISDICTION OF INTERNATIONAL COURTS:

Besides the problems relating to creation or establishment of
different structures of peace and their relationship with each other,
the most important issues relate to the jurisdiction of these courts. It
~s all. too well-known.that no state is under an obligation to submit
Its dIsputes to any thud party settlement without its own consent.
As the Interna?o~al.C?urt of J~stice has made it clear beyond any
doubt that the JunsdICtion of an mternational court"depends on the
will of the parties" and that the jurisdiction exists in so far as the
states have accepted it. 10
. Leav.ing as~d~ ad h.oc arbitration and other specialized
mternational crunmal trIbunals on which jurisdiction is conferred
by s~ecial agreements relating to their establishment, it may be
mentioned that when the Permanent Court of International Justice
was established in 1920 and again when its Statute was revised and
the new International Court of Justice was formed in 1945, general
compulsory jurisdiction could not be conferred on the Court. The
obligatory jurisdiction of the Court could be accepted either under
treaties, bilateral or multilateral, or by unilateral declarations under
the optional clause (Art. 36(2» of its Statute. The optional clause
c0.nstitute~ an invitation to States to take courage and undertake
t~I~ commItment.even if only for a trial period and even if only for a
limited.range of dISputes. But the unilateral form of these declarations
and complete freedom assumed by States left them free to exclude
wide matters from coming before the Court. This also made State
practice under the optional clause dependent on international
Rose1U1e, "~stablishing the ITLOS", Americ017 journal (~flnternational Law (AJIL),
vol. 89 (199:», p. 814; see also Alexander Yankov, "ITLOS: Its Place within the
Dispute Settlement System of UN Law of the Sean Convention, I]IL, vol. 37
(1997), p. 304.
9]ennings, ibid. p. 60.
lOSee, R.P. Anand, quoting numerous cases in the World Court Internatiollal
Courts and Contemporary Conflicts (Bombay, 1974), pp. 194 ft.
'
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confidence in the Court. After 1920, as confidence in the Court grew,
many States accepted its jurisdiction. At certain time as many as 41
States out of 48 States parties to the Statute had accepted its
jurisdiction under the optional clause. In 1939, 36 States had made
much decIarations. 11
PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE
LARGELY A "EUROPEAN COURT"

Although the Permanent Court of International
Justice had proved its worth and was the subject of general and
well-merited praise at the San Francisco Conference for its decisions
and advisory opinions - between 1922 and 1940 the Court
pronounced 29 judgements and gave 27 advisory opinions - general
compulsory jurisdiction could not be conferred on the new Court
which replaced it. 12 The Permanent Court truly represented the
international community of its time. It was largely a "European
Court" with a majority of European judges (with the notable
exception'of post-revolutionary Russia) in addition to judges from
the USA, some Latin American Republics, as well as from China
and Japan. The Court also reflected in its pronouncements, it is said,
"the legal outlook of the Eurocentric community, which was strongly
imbued with nineteenth century positivism." 13
INTERNATIONAL COURT ESTABLISHED
WITH GREAT HOPES

In spite of its glorious record and the respect which was attached
to the name of the Permanent Court of International Justice (PCII) in

llSee R.P. Anand, CO/llpulsonj Jurisdiction of the International Court of justice
(Bombay, 1961), pp. 36-37.
12Se e for an interesting comparison between jUrisdiction conferred on the PCI]
and the ICJ, Philippe Couvreur, in AS. Muller, D. Raic and ].M. Thuranszky
(ed.), International Court of justice: Its Future Role After Fifty Years (The Ha,g\.1.e,
1997), pp. 96-97.

13Georges M. Abi-Saab, "The IntemationalCourt of Justice as a World Court",
in Vaughan Lowe and Malgosia Fitzmaurice (ed.), Fifty Years ofthe International
Court ofJustice: Essays iu HOllOW' ofSir Robert jennings (Cambridge, 1996), p. 4.
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1945,]4 when a new int~rnational organization was formulated at
the San Fnincisco conference, the Court was re-established under a
new ~an:'-e,.the Int~rnati~nal Court ofJustice (ICJ), for political rather
than JUrIstic consIderatIOns. IS But in its "reincarnation" the loose
connection of the old World Court with the League ofN~tions was
replaced by the integration of the new Court into the United Nations
as its "principal judicial organ" and the Statute of the Court was
made part of the United Nations Charter (Art. 92). Thus all members
of the United Nations became ipso facto Parties to the Statute of the
Court (Art. 93). But though it was a new Court with a new name
which came into existence in 1945, the chain of continuity was not
broken, and the new Court stepped into the shoes of the old Court
wi~ the same organization and virtually the same Statute. 16 With ~
satISfactory ~ecord, of PCIJ and its international composition having
~ body of hIghly competent and great jurists of the world as its
Judges, there is little won~er that the ICJ was inaugurated with high
hopes and great expectations. As P.H. Spaak, first President of the
General Assembly, said at the inaugural sitting of the International
Court ofJustice on April 18, 1946:
. I woul~ not venture to assert that the International Court of Justice is
the most Important organ of the United Nations ...but I am convinced
that it is. of quite exceptional importance.. J am deeply convinced that
peace wIll not be established until countries have recognized the truth
that there can be no civilized world nor any lasting peace, if there be not
~omplete and absolute respect for international jUrisdiction and its
Judgments. 17
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issues, it would engender in course of time more and more confidence
in its working and greater faith in its impartiality. It was expected
that the jurisdiction of the Court, which could be conferred only by
the consent of States, either by ad hoc agreements or under treaties,
[Art. 36(1)J:or by declarations made under the Optional Clause [Art.
36(2)] of the Court's Statute acceptingcompulsoryjurisdiction before
hand in future disputes, would come to be widely accepted as had
happened in the case of the Permanent Court of International Justice.
Thus, as we have seen, as many as 42 out of 52 members of the Statue
of the Permanent Court (or nearly 73 % of the"international judicial
community") had accepted its jurisdiction under Article 36(2) of its
Statute. ls Moreover, almost all the then existing States of the world
(all save Nepal, Saudi Arabia, Vatican and Yemen) took part in
concluding hundreds of treaties which conferred jurisdiction on the
Court.
Paying" tribute to this remarkable achievement" of the Permanent
Court, the Rapporteur of the First Committee of Commission IV at
the San Francisco Conference foresaw:
A Significant role for the new Court in the international relations of
the future. The judicial process will have a central place in the United
Nations fo,r the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means...
It is confidently anticipated that the jurisdiction of the tribunal will be
extended as time goes on, and past experience warrants the expectation
that its exercise of the jurisdiction will command a general support. 19

HOPES BELIED

Although compulsory jurisdiction could not be conferred on the
new Court as w~ll because of the hesitation and strong opposition
of s:veral sovereIgnty-enamoured big powers, especially the Soviet
Umon and the United States, it was hoped that as the Court started
functioning and helped in solving some controversial and difficult

These hopes were however woefully belied after 1945 in the
tension-ridden bipolar world and amidst power and ideological
struggle that ensued between the Communist and the nonCommunistStates. Although 23 countries which had accepted the
jurisdiction of the Permanent Courtwere deemed to have accepted

14S~e Report of the UN Committee of Jurists which said that the Court "had
f~~ctlOned to the satisfaction of the litigants". UNCIO DOC.vol. 14, p. 822.
See R. P. Anand, hztematlOnal Courts and Contemporary Conflicts (Bombay

17Year Book of the International Court of Justice (1946-47), p. 31.
1SSee Leo Gross, "Compulsory Jurisdiction,under the Optional Clause: History
and Practice", in Lori Fisler Damrosch, The International Court ofJustice at t1 CrosS" .
roads,(Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., 1986), p. 419.
19Report of the Rapporteur of Committee lVII, UNCIO DOC. 913, IV /1/
74(1), VOL. XIII, p. 393.

1972), p. 64.

'

16Report of the Subcommittee VI/ll A, UNCIO DOC. VOL. 13, P. 384.

,
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the jurisdiction of the Ie] under Article 36(5) of its Statute in 1945,
not many more countries came forward to accept the jurisdiction of
the new Court. In fact 17 cO,untries which had accepted the
jurisdiction of the PCII under its Optional Clause, let their
declarations lapse or terminated them. In 2006, out of the 191
members of the" international judicial community" (members of the
UN), only 65 States (about 34 %) have accepted the jurisdiction of the
International Court under Article 36~2) of its Statute. 20 These include
16 States from Africa, 9 from Latin America, 3 from Asia and 23 from
West European and other States. The then Soviet Union and the
former Communist States of East Europe never accepted the
jurisdiction of the Court. China withdrew its declaration in 1972
shortly after the People's Republic of China replaced Taiwan as the
legal representative of the Chinese people at the United Nations.
France terminated its declaration in 1974 after it refused to appear
before the Court in Nuclear Test cases. Not only have very few
countries accepted the jurisdiction of the Court but even these
declarations under the Optional Clause have been made with farreaching reservations which are found in more than 50 out of 65
declarations. These reservations include questionable self-judging
Connally-type reservations concerning matters within the domestic
jurisdiction of a country as determined by that country, first made
by the United States and originally followed by 10 other countries,21
and other exclusions, no less damaging.22 Further, many of these
declarations (25 of them) may be terminated by a simple noticewhich

20Since 1951, 11 declarations under the Optional Clause had either lapsed or
been terminate. These declarations were made by Bolivia, Brazil, China, France,
Guatemala, Iran, Israel, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey and the United States.
See Yellr Book of the Intemlltionlll Court of Justice, (1989-90), p. 63.
21Five countries have withdrawn Connally-type reservations but it is stH found
in five declarations (Uberia, Malta, Mexico, Philippines and Sudan) under the
Optional Clause. For details and an analysis of these damaging reservation. See
Gross, note, pp. 22ff.
22Thus the United States declaration included "Vandenberg" reservation which
excluded all "disputes arising under a multilateral treaty unless 1. all parties to
the treaty affected by the decision are also parties to the case before the Court or
2. the USA specially agrees to jurisdictIOn". This reservation has been included
by EI Salvador, India, Malta, Pakistan and Philippines in their declarations. See
Year Book of the Internlltiollal Court of Justice (1989-90), pp. 62ff
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may take effect after a specified time or immediately.23 Although the
United Kingdom is the only permanent member of the Security
Council, which at present has accepted the compulSQry jurisdiction
of the International Court under the Optional Clause, the United
Kingdom itself terminated its declaration four times and each time
added new reservations in order to avoid being arraigned before the
Court,24
It is interesting to note that President Mikhail Gorbachev of the
former Soviet Union called the permanent members of the Secu1;ity
Council to set an example by submitting to the Ie]. This aroused
great interest and the Five held a number of meetings at legal advisers
level with a view to drawing up a list of subjects which could be
submitted to the Court in the event of a dispuie. But no agreement
could be reached. 25
Compulsory jurisdiction of the Court may also be accepted through
compromissory clauses in international treaties. But we find the
same hesitation in accepting the Court's jurisdiction among most of
the countries. There are at present about 100 multilateral and 160
bilateral conventions accepting jurisdiction of the Court.
JURISDICTION OF THE LAW OF
THE SEA TRIBUNAL

There is a similat lack of enthusiasm in accepting the jurisdiction
of the only other permanent court which has been recently created,
viz., International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea which should
have a great potential in the settlement of disputes relating to the
law of the sea. Since not all countries were equally enthusiastic
about this new Tribunal, the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention identifies
in Part XV other means of settling disputes and leaves it to States to
choose between the Tribunal, the ICJ, and various forms of arbitration.
23S ee J. Patrick Kelly, "The International Court of Justice: Crisis and
Reformation", Yllle JourJllll of/nternlltiolllll LIlW, vol. 12, p.350.
24S ee C.H.M. Waldock, "Decline of the Optional Clause", British Yellr Book of
I7zterlllltional Lllw( BYlL), vol 32 (1956), p. 269. See also Kelly, ibid.
25S ee Gorbachev quoted in Andronico O. Adede, "Judicial Settlement in
Perspective, inA. S. Muller, D. Raic andJ. M. Thuranszky (ed.), TIle Internationlll
Court ofJustice: Flltllre Role Ilfter Fifty Years, (the Hague, 1997), p. 62;
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From the very beginning the International Court of Justice was
portrayed as in crisis as a result of the lack or loss of confidence by
one or the other part of the international community. None of the big
powers put much faith in the Court and avoided it as far as possible.
If United States included self-judging COilllally reservation relating
todomestic jurisdiction in its declaration under the optional clause
which reduced the acceptance to a mere nullity, the United Kingdom
revised its declaration four times within a few years, each time

changing its reservations to suit its convenience. 28 France withdrew'
its declaration after the Nuclear Test cases in 1974.
After 1960, with the acceleration of decolonization process, as
numerous Asian and African countries became independent, "the
,crisis of the Court' was perceived and analyzed in terms of the
distrust manifested by newly independent States towards the
Court."29 Several explanations were sought to be given for this
supposed distrust on the part of the Asian-African States in the
judicial process and their preference for the diplomatic procedures.
Besides their cultural differences and national traditions, lengthy
and onerous character of the judicial procedure, under representation
of the Asian-African States on the bench, and the dissatisfaction of
the new States with large parts of classical international law which
legitimized their subjugation and generally favoured the interests of
the erstwhile colonial powers, were given as the reasons for the
hostile attitude of the new States towards international
adjudication. 3o
The strongest blow to the confidence in the Court, especially
amongst the Asian-African States, came in 1966 when the Court, by
the casting vote of the President31 (Sir Percy Spender), after nearly
six years of proceedings costing millions of dollars, more than a
dozen volumes of written proceedings, almost 300 hours of oral
testimony, and more than 100 Court;sessions, decided - or refused
to decide- the South-West Africa cases by declining to go into their
merits on the basis of a matter of"antecedent character" which was
not even argued by either of the parties. This most controversial
decision - or lack of decision - frustrated and enraged poli~cally
conscious Africans, undermined the confidence of newly
independent countries in the Court and its capacity to do justice
and thrust the Court into an acute crisis. 32 The African States, in

26See Gudmundur Eriksson, "The Role of ITLOS in the Peaceful Settlement of
International Disputes", Indian Journal of International Law (IJIL), vol. 37, no. 3
(SEecial Issue on ITLOS)(1997), p. 350.
7See Law of the Sea Convention, Part XV, Sections 2 and 3; see also Guillaume,
n. 4, p. 855; Shigeru Oda, "Dispute Settlement Prospects in the Law of the Sea",
International and Comparntive Law Quarterly( ICLQ), vol. 41 (October 1995), p.
863. Shigeru Oda, "Dispu te Settlement Prospects in the Law of the Sea", I:C.L. Q.,
vol. 4 (October 1995), p. 863.

28Anand, n. 10, pp. 53ft.
29Abi-Saab, n. 13, p. 5.
30See RP. Anand, " Attitude of the 'New' Asian-African Countries towards
the International Court of Justice", in his Studies in International Adjudication
(New Delhi, 1969), pp. 53 ff; Abi-Saab, n. 13, p. 5.
31The Court being equally divided 7 votes to 7. See South-West Africa Cases
(Second Phase), ICJ Reports, 1966, p. 6.
32See RP. Anand, "International Status of South-West Africa", in his Studies
in International Adjudication (New Delhi, 1969), p.119.

At present out of 112 States which have ratified or acceded to the
LOS Convention, 17 have made a choice of procedure under Section
2 of Part XV. The rest are deemed to have accepted aJ'bitration as the
method of settlement of disputes. Of the 17 States, 9 have chosen the
Tribunal. They are Argentina, Austria, Cape Verde, Finland,
Germany, Greece, Oman, Tanzania and Uruguay.26
Further, States are not obliged to submit to the Tribunal their
disputes which they consider of vital national concern. Thus,
prq.ctically all disputes arising out of the exercise of sovereign rights
or jurisdiction by a State in the exclusive economic zone concerning
marine scientific research and fisheries are excluded from the
compulsory procedures. Moreover, a State may declare in writing
that it does not accept any compulsory procedure with regard to,
inter-alia, disputes concerning boundary delimitation, military
activities and law enforcement activities in regard to marine scientific
research and fisheries in the EEZ, as well as disputes in respect of
which the Security Council is exercising its functions under the
Charter. 27
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE IN
CRISIS FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
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particular, adopted" the cynical view thatthe ICJ was a wl~ite man's
Court, dispensing white man's justice."33 It also evoked an extended
and critical debateon the role of the Court in the General Assembly,
leading to readjustment in the composition of the Court to make it
more representative of the various parts of the international
community.
There was a steep decline in the work of the Court. So steep was
the decline that for some time - from June 21, 1971 to August 30,
1971 - there was not a single case pending before the Court. 34 For
the next nearly three years after 1971 it had little to do and" it was
the subject of some humour about there being few cases and many
judges."35
SELF-ASSESSMENT AND CHANGE ON
THE PART OF COURT

One of the most important consequences of this crisis was a new
self-assessment, a new self-awareness and change of attitude on the
part of the Court itself. While earlier the Court was reserved in its
relations with the UN, after this crisis the Court missed no
opportunity to emphasize that it was part of the United Nations and
its principal judicial organ, and put forward the law and principles
of the Charter. 36 The Court also revised its rules of procedure in 1972
and 1978 to make itself more efficient.37
In 1971 the Court gave its advisory opinion in the Namibia case3S
declaring illegal the continued occupation of NamIbia by the
Republic of South Africa follOWing the termination of its mandate.
The Court's stock further rose in the eyes of African countries when

33Androruco O. Adede, NJ udicial Settlement in Perspective", in AS. Muller,
D. Raic and J.M. Thuranszky (ed.), The International Court oflustice: Its Future
Role after Fifty Years (The Hague, 1997), p. 51.
34See R.P. Anand, "Role of International Adjudication", in Leo Gross, The
Future ofthe International Court oflustice (Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 1976), p. 2.
35See Judge Mohamed Shahabuddeen, "The World Court at the Tum of the
Century", in Muller, Raic and Thuranszky, n. 33, p. 20.
36See Abi-Saab, n. 13, p. 6.
37See Guillaume, n. 4, p. 851.
38lCI Reports, ] 971, p. 16.
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in 1975 it gave its advisory opinion in the Western Sahara case. 19 In
this case the Court had occasion to discuss further the principles of
decolonization and self-determination and made an important
pronouncement on the concept of occupation as a means of acquiring
title to territory in Africa.
INTERNATIONAL COURT REGAINS CONFIDENCE

The Courtwas beginning to regain its confidence, especially the
trust of the African countries. The confidence in the ICJ reached its
high water mark after its final judgement on the merits on 27 June
1986 in the Nicaragua case. Nicaragua appeared before the Court on
the basis of its own and US declarations under the optional clause
and charged that the United States was" using military force against
Nicaragua and intervening in Nicaragua's internal affairs in
violation of Nicaragua's sovereignty, territorial integrity an!i political
independence and of the most fundamental and universally
accepted principles of international law." The Court unanimously
rejected US objections ar.d boldly held that it had jurisdiction to
entertain the case on merits. 40 Over the strongest objections of the
United States, which withdrew from the case and cancelled its
optional clause jurisdiction, the Court gave a decision on merits
holding the United States responsible for its actions, as charged by
Nicaragua. 41
This was indeed a bold decision and the Court was well aware of
the political risk it was taking in deciding the dispute against the
only Super Power and leader of western group of States even if it
was"upholding the basic principles of contemporary international
law and the Charter in the way it did in its judgement, and which it
could not help doing as a court of law."42
This led to what was supposed to be a new crisis. Earlier it was
said that the Third World had no confidence in the Court. But with
this judgement, some people"started to contend that it is now the
Western world that no longer has confidence in the Court, where it
39[Cf Reports, 1975, p. 12.
4°ICf Reports, 1984, pp. 415-19.
41ICf Reports, 1986, p. 14.
42Abi-Saab, n. 13, p. 6.
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risks systematically being put into the rilinority."43 France had
already withdrawn its jurisdiction under the optional clause in 1974
after the Nuclear Test cases. United Kingdom was the only permanent
member of the Security Council which had accepted optional clause
jurisdiction which itself was full of gaps and reservations. The Court
had, therefore, decided the Nicaragua case at a very high cost, it was
feared. 44
INCREASE IN COURT'S WORK

But these fears proved to be short-lived and unnecessary panic.
!he Court had indee~ given proof of its impartiality, objectivity and
mdependence. Even if, therefore, it would suffer in the volume of its
work in the short run, it was bound to increase its credibility.
Furthermore, with the collapse of communism, international
tension between Eastern and Western bloc decreased and cold war
between them subsided. This new period was ushered in by a
momentous event, the collapse of Berlin Wall on one memorable day
~ 1~89. "Other walls", as Judge Bedjaoui told the General Assembly
ill hIS address on 11 October 1995, "erected in the minds of world's
leaders and which previously constituted so many impediments to
the Court's work" then began to falPs
Charles de Visscher said, "general and prolonged political
tensions are one of the gravest obstacles to regular recourse to
international justice".46 Although tension is not altogether gone, it
is much less prominent and much less debilitating. 47
All these factors have led to tremendous increase in the Court's
work. In fact the Court was never so busy and has never had so
many cases simultaneously in its docket. There are at present 24
43Abi-Saab, n. 13, p. 6
44S ee R .P. Anand, "The World Court on Trial", in R.S. Pathak and R.P.
Dhokalia (ed.), International Law in Transition: Essays in Memory ofJudge Nagendra
Singh (New Delhi, 1992), pp. 253ft.
.
S
4 See Address by President Bedjaoui to the General Assembly on 11 October

1995.

'

6

4 Charles de Visscher, Theon} and Reality in Public International Law (1968) p.

369.
7

'

4 See Judge Gilbert Guillaume, President of IC], Address to the General
Assembly, February 2000.
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cases pending before the Court, many of them brought by the muchmaligned Third World, who, it used to be said, did not trust the
Court. Even those who were sceptical yesterday are beginning to see
the Court's potentiality. As President Mitterand of France some ten
years after France had withdrawn its declaration under the optional
clause said in 1984, in an address in the Great Hall of the Court:
"[TJhere can be no civil peace without judges, no peace in our
international society without judges who are chosen at that level and
represent the powerful moral and legal force of the Hall where all the
peoples of the world forgather."~8

President Mikhail Gorbachev of the Soviet Union in an article on
"The Realities and the Guarantees of a Secure World", published in
Pravda on 17 September 1987, said:
"One should not forget the capacities of the International Court either.
The General Assembly and the Security Council could approach it more
often for consultative conclusions on international disputes. Its mandatory
jurisdiction should be recognized by all on mutually agreed upon
conditions. The permanent members of the Security Council, taking into
account special responsibility, are to take the first step in that direction."~9

The Court is now overloaded with judicial work. Judge R.Y.
Jennings, President of the Court, said to the General Assembly in his
1991 address:
"Glancing at this list of cases, we can say one thing with assurance:
this is indeed now a World Court, exhibiting in its daily work that
quality of universality which is also a feature of the General Assembly.
I think there is every reason to believe that this new buoyancy of the
Hague Court, which has been developing now for some time, is set to
continue. A reason for that belief is that there is perhaps now a greater
understanding among Governments of the role that an international
Court can and should play in their relations with one another."50
48Quoted in Shahabuddeen, n. 35, p. 24.
49See quoted in Adede, n. 25, p. 62; ICJ Yearbook, 1991-92, p. 207. See also
Judge Shahabuddeen, n. 27, p. 22ft; K. Highet, "The Peace Palace Heats up: The
World Court in Business Again", American Journal of fnternational Law (AJIL),
vol. 85 (1991), p. 646.
sOJennings, n.5, p.
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It may also be mentioned that a Legal Aid Fund was established

by the Secretary General of the United Nations in 1989 to help the
poor countries pursue their cases before the Court. This is an excellent
move and can help some countries seek justice at the international
level which many a time is beyond their reach. 5J
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"the Court is not compelled in every case to exercise that jurisdiction.
There are inherent limitations on the exercise of the judicial function
which the Court, as a court of justice, can never ignore. There may thus
be an incompatibility between the desires of an applicant, or, indeed, of
both parties to a case on the one hand, and on the other. hand the duty of
the Court to maintain its judicial character. The Court Itself, and not the
parties, must be the guardian of the Court's judicial integrity."s.

ENCOURAGING TREND

It must be confessed that judicial procedure cannot, on the plane

As we have seen, there has been a lot of judicial activity during'
the last few years. Several new international tribunals have been
created. Although extensive compulsory jurisdiction has not been
conferred on the Tribunal for the La,w of the Sea, nor for that matter
even on the International Court of Justice, the case load in the latter
Court shows increasing interest of States in the judicial settlement of
international disputes. 52 There have of course been swings before in
the work-load of the International Court and certainly variations
will occur in the future. But an awareness seems to be increasing of
the need to recourse to judicial settlement-as a useful procedure for
resolving disputes in a civilized way, in much the same way as
individuals do within a domestic system. States seem to be
appreciating more and more the dictum of the PCIJ that, "judicial
settlement of international disputes, with a view to which the Court
has been established, is simply an alternative to the direct and
friendly settlement of such disputes between the parties."53

of mere fact~ be a substitute for war. The judicial approach is limited
by the fact that, given the fundamental nahue of major dis~~tes that
arise in international relations and the clashes of poLItical and
economic interests, a judgement does not constitute a settlement.
There is no doubt that the much-disputed lirie between legal an?
political questions is purely a subjective phe~omeno~ of the minds
and wills of the disputants. But the fact still remams that many
issues will be as far from settlement after a judge has said all that a
judge can properly say as they were before any ~uch pro~ounc~ment.
It must be admitted that by the very nature of mternationallife: not
all disputes can or will be submitted to the international courts. The
problem is not that the courts cannot decide the dis~utes because of
their inherent "politicaY' nature. But the problem IS that the States
won't be prepared to submit disputes or to accept judicial decision
in cases which involve their vital interests. 55 Professor David
. Forsythe correctly stated:

LIMITATIONS OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

"The ICJ remains marginal in international relations because of the
'up-stream' concern by States that their 'vital' inter~sts not be entrusted
to independentjudges' who will decide disputes WIth .referenc.e to legal
rules. Even when the Court finds that the States have gIVen theIr consent
. to ICJ jurisdiction, if the resulting judgement is b~the~some en~ugh,
States from Albania to Iran, from Libya to the US wIll dIsplay defIance
rather than compliance. That most States have complied with lCJ and
PCI} judgements means primarily thatState~ gave their consent fo; ".V0:~~
Court adjudication previously because the dIspute was not seen as vItal.

It must be realized, however, that the judicial process has its own
limitations. Law is not a panacea to solve all the problems of the
international society. As the Court itself said in the Northern
Cameroon's case that even if it finds that it has jurisdiction,

51See Judge Shahbuddeen, n. 35, p.23.
52See K. Highet, "The Peace Palace Heats Up: The world Court in Business
Again", Americal1 Journal ofilltematiol11l1 LIlW, vo/8S (1991), p. 646.See also Judge
Shahabuddeen, n.35, pp. 22 ff.
53free Zones case, Order PCI}, Series A, No. 22 (1929), p. 13. See also
Shahabuddeen, n. 35, p. 23.

54 IC] Reports, 1963, p. 29.
55See J.L. Brierly, "VitalInterests and the Law", BYIL, vol. 21(1944), p. 51. See
also Louis B. Sohn, "The Jurisdiction of the ICJ", AJIL, vol. 38(1944), p. 694ff.
56David P. Forsythe, "The International Court of Justice at Fifty", in Muller,
Raic, Thuranszky, n. 33, p. 397.
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The assertion that if general compulsory jurisdiction could .be
established, the problem of war and illegal force would be solved,
said Judge RY. Jennings, rests"upon an egregiously mistaken assumption that wars and other resorts
to force are about what international lawyers would recognize as legal
,disputes' which would answer to the adversarial procedure of a court of
justice. Some uses of force, or resort to war have indeed had legal disputes
at the core of the matter - notably disputes about boundaries or entitlement
to territory, both land and sea - but many again have not. Neither of the
World Wars have even remotely lent themselves to so simplistic an
analysis."57
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It has been correctly pointed out that generally "States have
mutual, vested interests in settling (or managing, or just continuing)
disputes out of Court. It is because of States' perception of what is in
their national interest, i.e. freedom of maneuver as compared to
submission to a workable and effective rule of law - that the ICJ has
"61
averaged only about three cases per year over the Iast 50 years.

WIDER COMPULSORY JURISDICTION HELPFUL

So long as the world remains as unorganized as at present, and
the security and welfare of each State are left in fact to depend upon
itself alone, the world history can not be turned into a Court
procedure. Similarly, when States demand a change in the law,
which they challenge as obsolete, a decision according to law can
hardly help in solving the dispute. Indeed, the authoritative
declaration of legal rights and wrongs may even impede settlement
by encouraging the rigidity of one side in the controversy which
might have been settled by a political compromise. 58 To again quote
Judge R Y. Jennings, who said about grave disputes which are neither
simply legal nor simply political:
"rAJ Court, in deciding the legal question in legal terms, might be
prejudicing or indeed frustrating decisions of which it may not itself be
in a position even to understand, other than perhaps marginally. The
Court has no expertise or even experience .in the political, military and
strategic criteria that a political body would expect to apply to this kind
of political decision.~'59

He added that sometimes it is better not to settle at all but to
manage the dispute and referred to "the successful treaty regime for
Antarctica which wholly depends upon an agreement not to settle
the underlying disputes."6o
57Jennings, n. 5, p. 53..
58See Anand, n.10, pp. 231 ff.
59Jennings, n.5, p.31.
60Jennings, ibid., footnote. Emphasis in original. See for a detailed discussion of
this dichotomy of legal and political disputes, Anand, 11. 10, pp. 230-241.

Basically the principal function of law "is to provide clear
principles and rules for the routine ordering of a society by the rule
oflaw".63

61See Forsythe, n. 56, p. 401.
62Jennings, n. 5, p. 54.
63Jennings, ibid.
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CONCLUSION

In a developed system of courts, as we find in most States, there
are legally defined relationships between courts, whether legally
defined subordination or legally recognized independence. There is
usually one court at the top of the hierarchy. His suggested that "the
ICJ, being the principal judicial organ of the United Nations, and
moreover having.a general jurisdiction over all questions of
international law, would seem apt to fiII this role."bo But we will
have to solve the problems of Article 34(1) of the Statute, and its
relationship with the specialized tribunals.
Although far-reaching jurisdiction has not been conferred 6n the
International Court, nor is it likely to solve important economic or
political problems involving vital interests of States, it is still by far
the most successful organ of the United Nations. It is too much to
expect States to accept unqualified compulsory jurisdiction
imniediately. The maxim" calculate the limits of the possible" should
be kept in mind. The busier the Court gets, the better it is for the
world society because it can help promote amore peaceful and less
lawless world. It can certainly help reduce tension between States
by sorting out intricate facts and clarifying complicated law in
numerous disputes that arise between them. Let us remember that
each day of peace is a time for the extension of law and every extension
oflaw a reinforcement of peace.

Institutions and procedures for the settlement ofdisputes under
law are at once the hope and despair of all those who reflect seriously
upon relations among nations. One of the basic functions of a
civilized legal order is a system of courts with jurisdiction to decide
every dispute that might arise. In the international society, besides
ad hoc arbitration courts, we have a number of courts established
during the last 50 years but without any regular plan or structured
relationship. We have the International Court of Justice which is
truly a World Court without any regional restriction as to subject
matter in its contentious jurisdiction. But it is restricted as to parties
of cases which come before it. Under Article 34(1) of its Statute, "only
States may be parties in cases before the Court." Although, individuals
can and do enjoy" rights" directly under modern international law,
the Hague Court is increasingly cut off from a growing and very
important part of international law system. Neither multilateral
corporations, nor NGOs, nor even the United Nations itself can
appear before the Court as applicants or respondents. This is an
anachronism created in 1922 which has not been rectified. There is
a dilemma. According toa former President of the World Court, if
Article 34(1) of that Statute is modified, it"would probably produce
a flow of cases with which the Court, with its present staff,
organization, resources, could not possibly cope."64
Another possible remedy is of course the creation of other kinds
of international tribunals and courts which has been done with a lot
of enthusiasm. Although the proliferation of new, specialized and
permanent courts, like the Law of the Sea Tribunal, are welcome,
they all have limited jurisdiction, limited sometimes by region,
sometimes by subject matter, sometimes by both. But because of their
rather haphazard and unplanned growth, there is a serious danger
that international law may "become fragmented as each tribunal ...
will tend to produce a specific variety of internationallaw. 65

64Jennings, ibid. pp. 38-39.
65See Abi-Saab, quoted in}ennings, ibid. p. 61.

66Jennings, ibid., p. 63.

APPENDIX
STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COURT OF JUSTICE
Article

I

THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE established by the Charter
of the United Nations as the principal·judicial organ of the United
'Nations shall be constituted and shall function in accordance with
the provisions of the present Statute.
Chapter I

ORGANIZATION OF THE COURT
Article 2

The Court shall be composed of a body of independent judges,
elected regardless of their nationality from among persons of high
moral character, who possess the qualifications required in their
respective countries for appointment to the hIghest judicial offices,
or are jurisconsults of recognized competence in international· law.
Article 3
I. The Court shall consist of fifteen members, no two' of whom
may be nationals of the same state.
2. A person who for the purposes of membership in the Court
could be regarded as a national of more than one state shall be
deemed to be a 'national of the one in which he ordinarily exercises
civil and political rights.

Article 4
I. The. members of the Court shall be elected by the General
Assembly and by the Security Council from a list of persons nominated by the national groups in the Permanent Court of Arbitration, in accordance with the following provisions.
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In the case of Members of the United Nations not represented
in the Permanent Court of Arbitration, candidates shall be nominated by national groups appointed for this purpose by their
governments under the same conditions as those prescribed for members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration by Article 44 of the
Convention of The Hague of 1907 for the pacific settlement of
international disputes.
3. The conditions under which a state which is a party to the
present Statute but is nota Member of the United Nations may
participate in electing the members of the Court shall, in the
absence of a special agreement, be laid down by the General Assembly upon recommendation of the Security Council.
2.

Article 5
I. At least three months before the date of the election, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations thall address a written
request to the members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration
belonging to the states which are parties to the present Statute,
and to the members of the national groups appointed under Article
4, paragraph 2, inviting them to undertake, within a given time,
by national groups, the nomination of persons in a position to
accept the duties of a member of the Court.
2. No group may nominate more than feJur .persons; not more
than two of whom shall be of their own nationality. In no case
may the number of candidates nominated by a group be morethan
double the numbet of seats to be filled.

Article 6

Before making these nominations, each national group is recommended to consult its highest court of justice, its legal faculties and
schools of law, and its national academies and national sections
of international academies devoted to the study of law.
Article 7

The Secretary-General shall prepare a list in alphabetical
order of all the persons thus nominated. Save as provided in
Article I2, paragraph 2, these shall be the only persons eligible.

2. The Secretary-General shall submit this list to the General
Assembly and to the Security Council.

Article 8

. The General Assembly and the Security Council shall proceed
independently of one another to elect the members of the Court.
Article 9

At every election, the electors shall bear in mind not only.that
the persons to be elected should individually possess the qualIfications required, but also that in the body as a whole th~ re?resentation of the main forms of civilization and of the prmcIpal legal
systems of the world should be assured.
Article 10
1. Those candidates who obtain an absolute majority of votes
in the General Assembly and in the Security Council shall be con. sidered as elected.
2. Any vote of the Security Council, whether for the election of
judges or for the appointment of members of the c~n~ere~ce
envisaged in Article 12, shall be taken without any dlstmct~on
between permanent and non-permanent members of the Secunty
Council.
3. In the event of more than one national of the same state
obtaining an absolute majority of the votes both of the General
Assembly and of the Security Council, the eldest of these only
shall be considered as elected.

Article

II

If, after the first meeting hel for the purpose of the election,
one or more seats remain to be filled, a second and, if necessary, a
third meeting shall take place.

Article

12

I.

1.

If, after the third meeting, one or more seats still remain
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unfilled, a joint conference consisting of six members, three
appointed by the General Assembly and three by the Se~
curity Council, may be formed at any time at the request
of .either the General Assembly or the Security Council, for
the purpose of choosing by the vote of an absolute majority
one name for each seat still vacant, to submit. to the General
Assembly and the . Security Council for their respective acceptance.
_
2. If the joint conference is unanimously agreed upon any
person who fulfills the required conditions, he may be included·
in its list, even though he was not inchided in the list of nominations referred to in Article 7.
3. If the joint conference ·is satisfied that it will not be
successful in procuring an election, those members of the
Court who have already been elected shall, within a period
to be fixed by the Security Council, proceed to fill the vacant
seats by selection from among those candidates who have obtained votes either in the General Assembly or in the Security
Council.
4. In the event of an equality of votes among the judges, the
eldest jUdge shall have a casting vote.

31.9

Article 14
Vacancies shall be filled by the same method as that laid down
for the first election, subject to the following provision: the Secretary-General shall, within one month of the occurren~e of ~he
vacancy, proceed to issue the invitations provided fo~ III Arhc~e
5, and the date of the election shall be fixed by the Secunty CouncIl.

Article 15
A member of the Court elected to replace a member whose
term of office has not expired shall hold office fox: the remainder of
_ his predecessor's term.

Article 16
1. No member of the Court may exercise any political or administrative function; ur engage in any other occupation of a professional nature.
2. Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision of
the Court.

Article 13

Article 17

The members of the Court shall be elected for nine years
and may be re-elected; provided, however, that of the judges
elected at the first election, the terms of five judges shall expire
at the end of three years and the terms of five more judges shall
expire at the end of six years.
2. The judges whose terms are to expire- at the end of the abovementioned initial period of three and six years shall be chosen
by lot to be drawn by the Secretary-General immediately after
the first election has been completed.
3. The members of the Court shall continue to· discharge their
duties until their places have been filled. Though replaced, they
shall finish any cases which they may have begun.
4. In the case of the resignation of a member of the Court, the
resignation shall be addressed to the President of the Court for
transmission to the Secretary-General. This last notification makes
the place vacant.

No member of the Court may act as agent, counsel, or advo.
cate in any case.
2. No member may participate in the decision of any case III
which he has previously taken part as agent, counsel, pr advocate
for one of the parties, or as a member or a national or international
court, or of a commission of enquiry, or in any other capacity.
3. Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision of
the Court.

1.

- 1.

Article 18
1. No member of the Court can be dismissed unless, in the
unanimous opinion of the other members, he has ceased to fulfill
the required conditions.
2. Formal notification thereof shall be made to the SecretaryGeneral by the Registrar.
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3. This notification makes the place vacant.
Article 19
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duly explained to the President, to hold themselves permanently
at the disposal of the Court.
Article 24

The members of the Court, when engaged on the business of
the Court, shall enjoy diplomatic privileges and immunities.Article 20

Every member of the Court shall, before taking up his duties,
make a solemn declaration in open court that he will exercise his
powers impartially and conscientiously.

I. If, for some special reason, a member of the Court considers
that he should not take part in the decision of a particular case,
he shall so inform the President.
2. If the President considers that for some special reason one
of the members of the Court should not sit in a particular case,
he shall give him notice accordingly. 3. If in any such case the member of the Court and the President
disagree, the matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court.

Article 21

The Court shalf elect its President and Vice·President for
three years; they may be re-elected.
2. The Court shall appoint its Registrar and may provide for
the appointment of such other officers as may be necessary.
.

Article 25

1.

Article

22

I. The seat of the Court shall be establish~d at The Hague.
This, however, shall not prevent the Court from sitting and exercisirig its functions elsewhere whenever the Court considers it
desirable.
2. The Presitient and the Registrar shall reside at the seat of
the Court.

Article 23
I. The Court shall remain permanently in session, except during
the judicial vacations, the dates and duration of which shall be
fixed by the Court.
2. Members of the Court are entitled to periodic leave, the
dates and duration of which shall be fixed by the Court, having
in mind the -distance between The Hague and the. home of eAch
judge.
3. Members of the Court shall be bound, unless they are on leave
_or prevented from attending by illness or other serious reasons

I. The full Court shall sit except when it is expressly provided
otherwise in the present Statute.
2. Subject tothe condition that the number of judges available to
constitute the Court is not thereby reduced below eleven, the Rules
of the Court may provide for allowing one or more judges, according
to circumstances and in rotation, to be dispensed from sitting.
3. A quorum of nine judges sh~l suffice to constitute the Court.

Article 26
I. The Court may from time to time form one or more chambers,
composed of three or more judges as the Court may determine,
for dealing with particular categories of cases; for example, labour
cases and cases relating to transit and communications.
2. The Court may at any time form a chamber for dealing with
a particular case. The number of judges to. constitute such a
chamber shall be determined by the Court WIth the approval of
the parties.
. .
.
3. Cases shall be heard and determined by the chambers prOVIded
for in this Article if the parties so request.

Article 27

A judgment given by any of the chambers provided for in Articles
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26 and 29 shall be considered as rendered by the Court.

Article 28

The chambers provided for in Articles 26 and 29 may, with the
consent of the parties, sit and exercise their functions elsewhere
than at The Hague.
Article 29

With a view to the speedy despatch of business, the Court shall
form annually a chamber composed of five judges which, at the
request of the parties, may hear and determine cases by summary "
procedure. In addition, two judges shall be selected for the pur:.
pose of replacing judges who find it impossible to sit.
Article 30
I. The Court shall frame rules for carrying out its functions.
In particular, it shall lay down rules of procedure.
2. The Rules of the Court may provid~ for assessors to sit
with the Court or with any of its chambers, without the right
to vote.

Article 3I
I. Judges of the nationality of each of the parties shall retain
their right to sit in the case before the Court.
2. If the Court includes upon the Bench a judge of the nationality of one of the parties, any other party may choose a person
to sit as judge. Such person shall be chosen preferably from among
those persons who have been nominated as candidates as provided
in i\rticles 4 and 5.
3· If the Court includes upon the Bench no judge of the nationality of the parties, each of these parties may proceed to choose a
judge as provided in paragraph 2 of this Article.
4· The provisions of this Article shall apply to the case of
Articles 26 and 29. In such cases, the President shall request
one or, if necessary, two of. the members of the Court forming
the chamber to give place to the members of the Court of the
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nationality of the part~es concerned, and, failing such, or if they
are unable to be present, to the judges specially chosen by the
parties.
5. Should there be several parties in the same interest, they
shall, for the purpose of the preceding provisions, be reckoned as
one party only. Any doubt upon this point shall be settled by the
decision of the Court.
6. Judges chosen as laid down in paragraphs ?, 3, and 4 of this
Article shall fulfil the conditions required by Articles 2, I7
(paragraph 2), 20, and 24 of the present Statute. They shall
take part in the decision on terms of complete equality with their
'Colleagues.

..

Article 32

r. Eachwmember of the Court shall receive an annual salary.
The President shall receive a special annual allowance.
3. The Vice-President shall receive a special allowance for every
day on which he acts as President.
4. The judges chosen under {\.rticle 3I, other than members of
the Court, shall receive compensation for each day on which they
exercise their functions.
5. These salaries, allowances,and compensatio"n shall be fixed
by the General Assembly. They may not be decreased during the
term of office.
6. The salary of the" Registrar shall be fixed by the General
Assembly on the proposal of the Court.
7. Regulations "made by the General Assembly shall fix the condi.
tions under which retirement pensions may be given to members
. ~f the Court and to the Registrar, and the conditions ~nder which
members of the Conrt and the Registrar shall have their travelling
expenses refunded.
8. The above salaries, allowances, and compensation shall be
free of all taxation.
2.

Article 33

The expenses of the Court shall be borne by the United
Nations in such a manner as shall be decided by the General
Assembly.
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Chapter II
COMPETENCE OF THE COURT

Ar#cle 34
r. Only states may be parties in cases before the Court.

The Court, subject to and in conformity with its Rules, may
request of public international organizations information relevant
to cases before it, and shall receive such information presented by
such organizations on their own initiative.
3. Whenever the construction of the constituent instrument of a
public international organization or of an international convention
adopted thereunder is in question in a case before the Court, the
Registrar shall so notify the public international organization concerned and shall communicate to it copies 'of all the written proceedings.
2.

Article 35
I. The Court shall be open to the states parties to the present
Statute.
2. The conditions under which the Court shall be open to other
states shall, subject to the special provisions contained in treaties
in force, be laid down by the Security Council, but in no case,shall
such conditions place the parties in a position of inequality before
the Court.
.
3. When a state which is not a Member of the United Nations
is a party to a case, the. Court shall fix the amount which that
party is to contribute towards the expenses of the Court. This
provision shall not apply if such'state is bearing a share of the
expenses of the Court.
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special agreement, in relation to any 'other state accepting the
same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court in all legal disputes
concerning:
(a) the interpretation of a treaty;
(b) any question of international law;
(c) the existence ~f any fact which, if established, would

constitute a breach of an international obligation;
(d) the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the
breach of an international obligation:
3. The declarations referred to above may be made unconditionally or on condition of reciprocity on the part of several or certain
states, or for a certain time.
4. Such declarations shall be deposited with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations who shall transmit copies thereof
to theparties to the Statute arid to the Registrar of the Court.
5. Declarations made under Article 36 of the Statute of the
Permanent Court of International Justice and which are still in
force shall be deemed, as between the parties to the present Statute,
to be acceptances of the com'pulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice for the period which they still have to
run and in accordance with their terms.
6. In the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction, the matter shall be settled by the q,ecision of the Court.

Article 37
Whenever a treaty or convention in force provides for reference
of a matter to a tribunal to have been instituted by the League
of Nations , or to the Permanent Court of. International Justice,
the matter shall, as between the parties to the present Statute, be
referred to the International Court of Justice.

Article 36
Article 38
The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases which the
parties refer to it and all matters specially provided for in the Charter of the United Nations or in treaties and conventions in force.
2. The states parties to the present Statute may at any time
declare that they recognize as compUlsory ipso facto and without
I.

r. The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with
international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply:
(a) international conventions, whether general or particular,
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establ~shing r~les expressly recognized by the contesting states;
(b) InternatIOnal custom, as evidence of a general practice

accepted as law;

"

(c) the .general principles of law recognized by civilized nations'
(d) subject ~othe provisions of Article 59, judicial decision~
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3. He shall also notify the Members of the United Nations
through the Secretary-General, and also any other states entitled
to appear bef()re the Court.
Article 41

an~ the

tea:hmgs of the most highly qualified publicists of the
vanous natIons, as sUbsidiary means for the determination of
rules of law.

2: This provision shall not prejudice the power of the Court to
decIde a case ex aequo et bono, if the parties agree thereto.

r. The Court shall have the power to indicate, if it considers
that circumstances so require, any provisional measures which
ought to be taken to preserve the respective rights of either party.
2. Pending the final decision,. notice of the measures suggested
shall forthwith be given to the parties and to the Security Council.

Chapter III
PROCEDURE

Article 39

. r. The official languages of the Court shall be French and EnglIsh.. If the parties agree that the case shall be conducted in French
the Judgment shall be delivered in French. If the parties agre~
tha.t the c~se sha~l be conducted in English, the judgment shall be
delIvered In EnglIsh.
2. In the absence of an agreement as to which language shall
be .emp~oyed, each party may, in the pleadings, use the language
WhICh It prefers; the decision of the Cour"t shall b
.
.
.
e gIven In
F rench and '
EnglIsh. In this case the Court shall at thO
t'
d
.
.
e same
Ime " .ete~mme WhICh of the two texts shall be considered as
authontatIve.

3· The Court shall, at the request of any party, authorize a
language other than French or English to be used by that party. I."
Article 40

r. Cases.are ~rought before the Court, as the case may be, either
by .the notIficatIOn of the special agreement or by a written appli- "
catIo~ addressed to the Registrar. In either case the subject of
the dIspute and the parties shall be indicated.
2. The Registrar shall forthwith communicate the application
"to all concerned.

Article 42

r. The parties shall be represented by agents.
They may have the assistance of counselor advocates before
the Court.
3. The agents, counsel, and" advocates of parties before the
Court shall enjoy the privileges and immunities necessary to the
independent exercise of their duties.
2.

Article 43
The procedure shall consist of two, parts: written and-oral.
The written proceedings shall consist of the communication
to the Court and to the parties of memorials, counter-memorials
and, if necessary, replies; also all papers and documents in support.
3. These communications shall be made through the R'egistrar,
in the order and within the time fixed by the Court. .
4. A certified copy of every document produced by one party
shall be communicated to the other party.
.
5. The oral proceedings shall consist of the hearings by the
Court of witnesses, experts, agents, counsel, and advocates.
I.

2.

Article 44
1. For the service of all notices upon persons other than the
agents, ~ounsel, and advocates, the Court shall apply direct to the
government of the state upon whose territory the notice has to be
served.
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The same provision shall apply whenever steps are to be taken
to procure evidence on the spot.

'. 3 2 9 \

Article 51

2.

Article 45

The hearing shall be under the control of the President or, if
he is unable to preside, of the Vice-President; if neither is able to
yreside, the senior judge present shall preside.
Article 46

During the hearing any relevant questions are to be put to the
witnesses and experts under the conditions laid down by the Cou~t
in the rules of procedure referred to in Article 30 •
Article 52

After the Court has received the proofs and evidence within the
time specified for the purpose, it may refuse to acce?t any further
oral or written evidence that one party may deSIre to present
unless the other side consents.

The hearing in Court shall be public, unless the Court shall decide
otherwise, or unless the parties demand that the public be not
admitted.

Article 53

I. Minutes shall be made at each hearing and signed by the
Registrar and the President.
2. These minutes alone shall be authentic.

I. Whenever one of the parties does not appear before the Court,
or fails to defend its case, the other party may ca,ll upon the Court
to decide in favour of its claim.
.
2. The Court m'Q,st, before doing so, satisfy itself, not only that
it has jurisdiction in accordance with Articles 36 and 37, but also
that the claim is well founded in fact and law.

Article 48

Article 54

The Court shall make orders for the conduct of the case, sha.ll
decide the form and time in which each party must conclude its
arguments, and make all arrangements connected with the taking
of evidence.

I. When, subject to the control of the Court, the agents,counsel,
and advocates have completed their presentation of the case, the
President shall declare the hearing closed.
2. The Court shall withdraw to consider the judgment.
3. The deliberations of the Court shall take place in private and
remain .secret.

Article 47

Article 49

The Court may, even before the hearing begins, call upon the
agents to produce any document or to supply any explanations.
Formal note shall· be taken of any refusal.

Article 55

All questions shall be decided by amajorityof theju~gespresent.
In the .event of an equality of votes, the PresIdent or the
judge who acts in his place shall have a casting vote.
1.

2.

Article 50

The Court may, at any time, entrust any individual, body,
bureau, commission, or other organization that it may select,
with the task of carrying out an enquiry or givin& an expert
opinion.

. Article 56
r. The Judgment shall state the reasons ou which it is based.
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. 2. It sh~.l contain the names of the jUdges who have taken part
ln the decIsIOn.

Article 57
If the judgement does not represent in whole or in part the
unanimous opinion of the judges, any judge shall be entitled to
deliver a separate opinion.
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4. The application for revision must be made at latest within six
months of the discovery of the new fact.
5. No application for revision may be made after the lapse of
ten years from the date of the judgment.
Article 62

Article 58

r. Should a state consider that it has an interest of a legal nature
.which may be affected by the decision in the case, it may submit
a request to the Court to be pennitted to intervene.
2. It shall befor the Court to decide upon this request.

The judgment shall be signed by the President and hy the Regis.
trar. It shall be read in open court, due notice having been given
to the agents.

Article 63

Article 59

The decision of the Court has no binding force except between
the parties and in respect of that particular case.

I. Whenever the construction of a convention in which states
other than those concerned in the case are parties is in question,
the Registrar shall notify all such states forthwith.
2. Every state so notified has the right to intervene in the proceedings; but if it uses this right, the construction given by the judgment will be equally binding upon it.

Article 60
A.rticle 64

The judgment is final and without appeal. In the event of dispute as to the mea~ing or scope of the judgment, the Court shall
construe it upon the request of any party.

Unless otherwise decided by the Court, each party shall bear
its own' costs.

Article 6r

Chapter IV

1. An application for revision of a judgment may be made only
when it is based upon the discovery of some fact of such a nature
as to be a decisive factor, which fact was, when the jUdgment was
given, unknown to the Court and also to the party claiming revision, always provided that such ignorance was not due to negligence.
2. The proceedings for revision shall be opened by a judgment
of the Court expressly recording the existence of the new fact
recog~i~ing that it has such a character as to lay the case ope~
to reVISIOn, and declaring the application admissible on this ground.
3· The Court may require previous compliance with the terms
of the judgment before it admits proceedings in revision.

ADVISORY OPINIONS

Article 65
r. The Court may give an advisory opinion on any legal question
at the request of whatever body may be authorized by or in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations to make such a request.
2. Questions upon which the advisory opinion of the Court is
asked shall be laid before the Court by means of a written request
containing an exact statement of the question upon which an
opinion is required, and accompanied by all documents likely to
throw light upon the question.
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Article 66·

Chapter V

I. The Registrar shall forthwith give notice of the request for
an advisory opinion to all states entitled to appear before the
Couit.
2. The Registrar shall also, by means of a special and direct
communication, notify any state entitled to appear before the
Court or international organization considered by the Court, or
should it not be sitting, by the President, as likely to be able to
furnish infonnation on the question; that the Court will be prepared
to receive, within a time limit to be fixed by the President, written
statements, or to hear, at a public sitting to be held for the purpose,
oral statements relating to the question.
3. Should any such state entitled to appear before the Court
have failed to receive the special communication referred to in
paragraph 2 of this Article, such state may express a desire to
submit a written statement or to be heard; and the Court will
decide.
.4. States and organizations having presented written or oral
statements or both shall be pennitted to comment on the statements made by other states or organizations in the fo011,. to the
extent, and within the time limits which the Court, or, should it
not be sitting, the President, shall decide in each particular case.
Accordingly, the Registrar shall in due, time communicate any
such written statements to states and organizations having sub~
mitted similar statements.

Article 67

The Court shall deliver its advisory opinions in open court,
notice having been given to the Secretary-General and to the
representatives of Members of the United Nations, of other states
and ofinternational organizations immediately concerned.
Article 68

In its exercise of its advisory functions the Court shall further
be guided by the provisions of the present Statute which apply in
contentious cases to the extent to which it recognizes them to be
applicable.
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Article 69

.Amendments to the present Statute ·shaH be effected by the same
procedure as is provided by the C~arter of the United Natio~s. for
amendments to that Charter, subject however to .any prOVISIons
which the General Assembly upon recommendation of the Secur~ty
Council may adopt concerning the participation of states WhICh
are parties to the present Statute but are not Members of. the·
United Nations.
Article 70

The Court shall have power to propose such amendments to the
present Statute as it may deem necessary, thro~gh W:itt~n. com·
munications to the Secretary-Genel'!11, for conSIderatIon In conformity with the provisions of Article 69.
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This book, whose author is a young Indian jurist, shows us the historical development of
international jurisdiction, both of the court ofjustice of the League of Nations as well as
of the international court established under the Charter of the United Nations.
This book reveals to us an appreciation of the functioning of that clause (optional clause
of Article 36 of the International Court of lustice Statute), in light of the experience of
the past years and the possibilities ofdevelopment of the question in future.
Very well documented, this analysis is an interesting attempt to the study of the actual
problems of public international law.
Frederico Garcia Martinez
Revile de-Droil.lntellecmel
L'lngenieyr-Conseil (Brussels).
Vol. 52. Dec. 1962, No. 11.
pp. 405--106.

This is a very useful study of what must be regarded as one of the central problems in
internatinnallaw....
The comprehensive treatment of the whole problem is, however, a useful addition to
the existing literature, especially for the students.
D.W. Bowen
Cambridge Law Journal
April 1963. p. 159.

As Pen:y E. Corben says in the Foreword, "the characteristic quality of this book is
balance". The author presents a well-wrinen account of the development ofcompulsor)
jurisdiction, the general objections against it, the jurisdiction under Article 36.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Statute, reservations in Declarations accepting the jurisdiction
under other provisions of the Statute. The latter chapter deals with what is usually called
incidental jurisdiction and advisory opinions. Skillful use of doclrine and practice
distinguishes this book.
Leo Gross
American JOllmal of Intemarional Lm..
Vol.. 58 (1964), pp. 811-811.
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